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Abstract: Being-with-uncertainty 
This thesis is an inquiry into the position of uncertainty in the world of 
teachers. The literature reveals that uncertainties are simultaneously 
magnified and repressed for pre-service teachers (Lindqvist et al, 2017; 
Britzman, 2013, 2003). The researcher’s deep interest in uncertainty springs 
from a quandary: How is something as ubiquitous as uncertainty, of use to 
teachers? To better understand this, it is integral to learn how teachers, at 
various career levels, experience and work with uncertainty. Three streams 
of data are collected from the researcher’s base location of Victoria, 
Australia: the private discourses from ten teacher participants; the private 
discourse of the reflexive researcher; and the public discourses of the 
selected edu-policy documents.  
Positioning Theory (Harré et al, 2009; Harré & van Langenhove, 1999) is 
applied to the written and visual data to explore how uncertainty is positioned 
by the participants – both professionally and personally. An arts-based 
methodology (Eisner, 2006, 2004, 1997) provokes doubt for some 
participants, revealing insights into uncertainty-as-process (Richards, 2013; 
Loads, 2010; Eisner, 2004, 1997). The researcher-practitioner also works 
intimately with this process of uncertainty, noting her reflexive insights as well 
as finding creative ways to analyse the data. The public discourses are 
examined to locate how un/certainty is encountered and constructed within 
edu-policies. Finally, the meta-analysis investigates how the public 
discourses influence the private discourses. Positioning Theory aids insights 
into how power is upheld, denied and/or shared in-relation to un/certainty. 
This thesis makes a critical contribution to the knowledge of teacher 
uncertainty within an edu-political context of duty-laden and largely certainty-
seeking policies. 
As post-structural research, this thesis draws inspiration from the 
international studies on teacher uncertainty that highlight its generative 
capacity (Rogers, 2016; Capobianco & Ní Ríordáin, 2015; Helleve, 2014; 
Forrest et al, 2012; Loads, 2010). It is also informed by the Buddhist notion of 
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‘anicca’ (impermanence) and the Buddhist practice of mindful presence 
(Chödrön, 2002; Chah, 2005; Hanh, 1997/2004). The practice of being-with-
uncertainty is re-conceptualised as a useful liminal space in the work of 
teaching-learning. Within the reflective data from the private discourses, an 
intra-relational focus emerges where bodily un/knowing, feelings of dis/trust 
and power – the affective – tell stories of mind-body disconnection and 
integration. Ripples move from the inner to the outer (the intra-relational to 
the inter-relational), and back again, shifting with each directional change. 
The concept of ‘response-ability’ (Ellsworth, 1996) is borrowed to consider 
how the teacher-learner responds to uncertainty and the student (or others) 
within the context of teaching and learning.  
This thesis is an exploration of the embodied knowing of ten teachers with 
varying levels of classroom experience, from pre-service to recently retired, 
across both primary and secondary school settings in rural and urban 
Victoria. It is also a reflexive practice toward a non-dualistic understanding of 
un/certainty and un/knowing for the researcher-practitioner (Lather, 2016; 
Britzman, 2013; Chödrön, 2002). Further, as an investigation into the public 
discourses, the embedded nature of uncertainty is teased out of tight rubrics 
and dot points, revealing insights into the co-constructions of uncertainty in 
the collective analyses. This thesis engages the reader in an intimate 
discussion. It is an exploration of knowing via a contemplative un/knowing. 
Aqueous metaphors are traced and drawn upon to assist a close 
engagement with the work of explicating and problematising the complex 
positionings of un/certainty in the world of teachers. It is a unique contribution 
to the literature on teacher uncertainty in that it explores how teachers – both 
pre-service and practising – relate to uncertainty, and merges Buddhist 
philosophy with socio-education theory and empirical research. 
Keywords/concepts: uncertainty, teacher, liminal space, bodily un/knowing, 
intra-relational, embodied uncertainty, reflexivity, non-duality, response-
ability. 
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Chapter 1: About Doubt 
Doubt is not a pleasant condition, but certainty is an absurd one. (Voltaire, 
2012) 
We seek certainty and that’s the problem. And it leads us to be frequently 
in error but rarely in doubt. Doubt is a positive thing but we tend to run 
from it. And the certainty we have about anything is illusory. (Langer, 
2011) 
This introductory chapter provides a diving board into unique research on 
teacher un/certainty based in Victoria, Australia. It outlines the problem with 
present understandings of uncertainty and establishes the case for 
investigating teacher uncertainty. Further, this chapter provides a rationale 
for the specific research questions that act as guiding buoys throughout this 
thesis. It also addresses the methodological approaches used to explore the 
research questions. An embodied becoming informs this research that is both 
personal and political (Macintyre Latta & Buck, 2007). The researcher’s 
reflexive1 contemplation begins by a pond, across an ocean, long ago. A 
contextual view makes links between goal-focused edu-politics and a 
metaphorically parched landscape. This chapter addresses the use of 
metaphor as a tool of inquiry within this thesis and offers an overview of the 
thesis structure. 
In the everyday discourse, the waters of uncertainty are sullied with 
synonyms such as indecision, vagueness, and insecurity. These limiting 
associations reflect a macro socio-cultural discourse that favours the illusion 
of certainty (Langer, 2011). Teacher uncertainty is largely feared and 
resisted, or quickly overcome (Britzman, 2013; Campbell, 2007). By 
engaging ten Victoria-based teachers in dialogue about un/certainty, a more 
diverse and nuanced understanding of teacher un/certainty unfolds – the 
various modes of perception move beyond the rational cognitive, and into the 
bodily/emotional responses of affect. Further, this thesis makes links 
between the multifarious understandings of uncertainty shared by 
 
1 Reflexivity is understood as looking at the self analytically (Pirrie & Macleod, 2010). 
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participants, the reflexive researcher, the selected edu-policy discourses, and 
the literature on teacher uncertainty. It is a contribution to the notion of 
uncertainty as an important part of learning. In addition, it investigates what 
teachers stand to gain by being-with-uncertainty, rather than struggling 
against it. 
The researcher recognises ‘uncertainty’ as the state of being uncertain or 
feeling uncertain. This subjective liminal space may vary from brief to infinite, 
and range in intensity, dependent on the variables that include (but are not 
limited to) the object of uncertainty and its context. Teacher uncertainty is 
further understood within the structural and systemic constructs specific to 
formalised education such as hierarchies and education policies. As Britzman 
(2009) eloquently puts it, “Uncertainty—itself the core of life—plays with the 
meaning of education” (ix).  
Why trouble doubt and uncertainty 
Evidence-based studies over the past two decades have highlighted how 
dominant public discourses and teacher education paradigms tend to favour 
certainty and fail to prepare teachers for the heightened uncertainties that are 
experienced in the work of teaching-learning (Ulvik, Smith and Helleve, 2017; 
Helsing, 2007b; Britzman, 2003). Such results are untenable and problematic 
for pre-service and newly qualified graduate teachers, chiefly due to the 
adverse impact on emotional health and professional learning (Lindqvist et al, 
2017; Rogers, 2016; Sinner, 2012; Britzman, 2003). The literature also 
reveals that greater awareness of uncertainty can result in more peaceful and 
generative relationships with uncertainty (Capobianco & Ní Ríordáin, 2015; 
Forrest, Judd & Davison, 2012; Macintyre Latta & Buck, 2008). 
A broad range of contextual conditions and complexities warrants this 
research on teacher uncertainty. To enter teaching is to enter a highly 
structured culture where ideologies are both explicit and embedded in 
discourses. Situated within the construct of education in Victoria, Australia, 
the selected public discourses chart the plethora of teacher duties over 
stages: graduate and proficient (Victorian Institute of Teaching, 2016a, 2009), 
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as well as highly accomplished, and lead teacher (Ministerial Council for 
Education, Early Childhood Development and Youth Affairs, 2011). This 
thesis also attends to the pre-service teacher stage. The multifaceted duties 
and challenges at each stage of a teacher’s career – infused with ‘certain’ 
ideology – co-create a somewhat narrow channel for teachers and students. 
The discussion on edu-politics is contextualised within ‘Chapter 3: On 
Account-ability’. 
In effect, teachers bring their complex selves to the complex construct of 
institutionalised education – to teach and facilitate learning amongst the 
complex individuals that are herded into classrooms. Teaching is relational 
work (Ellsworth, 1996). The teacher works in-relation to the unique and 
dynamic nature of their school community. Teachers are in-relation with each 
aspect of this community, which includes students, the families/carers of 
students, teaching staff, ancillary staff and local residents/organisations. 
Teachers are also internally in-relation with uncertainty – whether they are 
conscious of it or not. The literature surveyed on teacher uncertainty reveals 
both the immense challenges of relating to uncertainty (Lindqvist et al, 2017; 
Sinner, 2012) and the capacity for uncertainty to be transformative (Manz & 
Suárez, 2018; Capobianco & Ní Ríordáin, 2015; Forrest et al, 2012; Loads, 
2010).  
Research questions 
The Research Questions (RQs) that guide this qualitative inquiry into teacher 
uncertainty are: 
What is the position of un/certainty in the world of teachers?  
How is the term un/certainty encountered and constructed in education 
discourses? 
How do teachers perceive, experience and work with un/certainty? 
Key terms and literal choices are explored to provide greater clarity. A strike 
between the prefix un- and base word -certainty is used as a means of 
unification and disruption. This reimagining of un/certainty in a non-dualistic 
sense is inspired by Buddhist philosophy (Chödrön, 2002) and poststructural 
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theory (Lather, 2007). This conceptual shift challenges a dominant cultural 
tendency that projects limiting fears and negativities onto uncertainty 
(Chödrön, 2002). By harnessing the non-duality, ancillary questions arise that 
are also attended to in the analysis of the data:  
What happens when the fear that comes of uncertainty is responded to 
with love, rather than more fear? What troubles these actions?  
More broadly, this thesis analyses perceptions of teacher un/certainty and 
links them to the edu-political context. It examines how the term un/certainty 
is encountered and constructed in the selected public discourses. The RQs 
use of the term encountered speaks to the unstable space between the 
reader and text (Ellsworth, 1996). The reader might bump 
into/against/over/through a sanctioned public discourse. The threshold that 
hovers in-between is understood as the liminal space. Extending the liminal 
space to others is the inter-relational social practice of sharing uncertainties. 
Shared practice within the liminal space of uncertainty raises further 
questions related to trust and vulnerability, such as:  
Who is allowed entry into the liminal space? Who is denied and why? 
What impedes being-with-uncertainty?  
This thesis attends to these questions by examining how participants position 
teachers and students in the context of experiencing un/certainty.  
‘Position’ is a key word within the overarching RQ. Within this thesis it carries 
two distinct yet symbiotic meanings (1) inter-relational in accordance with 
Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999) which views uncertainty 
in-relation (to others) and in-context, and (2) intra-relational – how the 
individual relates to un/certainty on an integrated bodily/affective level. My 
reading of the data is informed by theory on bodily knowing (Forrest et al, 
2012; Macintyre Latta & Buck, 2008) and the notion of ‘embodied uncertainty’ 
– the internalised and subjective bodily experience of uncertainty (Sword-
Daniels, Eriksen, Hudson-Doyle, Alaniz, Adler, 2016). I explore how the body 
is positioned in relation to uncertainty – where uncertainty is physically felt, 
and how it might be referred to in physical terms. Investigating teacher 
un/certainty is foremost an act of inquiry – in part it is a practice in self-
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awareness – a meditation with Voltaire’s (2012) unpleasant condition of 
doubt.  
Methodological engagement  
Situated within the post-structuralist paradigm of Discourse Analysis, 
Positioning Theory (van Langenhove & Harré, 1999) is drawn upon to 
appreciate the complexities of the data (both the private discourses and the 
public discourses) in the context of teaching and in-relation to uncertainty. 
Positions are applied to individuals in conversation with one or more others. 
Positions are understood as relational, and conversations are perceived as 
symbolic exchanges that construct the social world (van Langenhove & 
Harré, 1999). Distinguishing positions is interpretive, fine-grained and unfixed 
work. Considering space in a non-Euclidean sense, van Langenhove and 
Harré (1999) assert that: “lf social acts, including speech-acts, are taken as 
the 'matter' of social reality, a new grid can be constructed in which people 
are seen as locations for social acts” (p. 15).  
This persons/acts referential grid is utilised in this thesis to examine the 
position of un/certainty in the world of teachers. Conversations are 
investigated in terms of rights and duties, as well as goal-focused and/or 
process-focused storylines that respectively reveal orientations away from, 
and/or toward, uncertainty. Beyond conversations “and other close-order 
symbolic exchanges” (van Langenhove & Harré, 1999, p. 15), the referential 
grid is also composed of two additional processes of discursive practice: 
“institutional practices and the uses of social rhetorics” (van Langenhove & 
Harré, 1999, p. 15). Positioning Theory is generative within this thesis as it 
helps to notice positions around power and knowledge, which in turn creates 
more intimate and nuanced insights into teacher un/certainty. 
Analysing ‘speech acts’ via Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 
1999) engenders a nuanced understanding of the varied ways in which 
teachers relate to uncertainty and how the selected public discourses may 
influence the private discourses. In this thesis, Positioning Theory is also 
applied to visual-arts data. Arts-based education research (ABER) in the 
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tradition of Eisner (2006, 2004, 1997) is explored in the following ways: art as 
research data; artmaking as a process of being with uncertainty; and artful 
analytical interpretations of the data. ABER and Positioning Theory are 
further discussed in Chapter 5. 
Working with complexity and instability 
This thesis aims to honour the complexities of teacher uncertainty by being 
attentive to the private discourses of participants – noting the hesitations and 
silences, as well as the references to mind, body and other – all that is 
un/consciously conveyed when explicit discourse on teacher uncertainty is 
avoided/repressed. The qualitative data analysis flows within three separate 
streams before converging in ‘Chapter 10’ for a meta-analysis to consider the 
inter-relational affect. The streams of data include: (1) the thoughts and 
feelings of ten participants who represent the spectrum of career stages from 
pre-service to lead teachers, (2) the reflexive researcher notes (mostly made 
in-relation to communicating with participants), and (3) the selected edu-
policy public discourses. This thesis makes original contributions to the 
academic discourse in terms of the breadth of different data sources, and its 
artful analytical interpretations of the data. 
As an emergent researcher, teacher-educator and schoolteacher, the 
reflexive approach is a method of mindful engagement in the uncertainties of 
relational research, as well as a process of deep professional learning. 
Fifteen years of classroom teaching experience sees me come from an emic 
perspective (insider) and yet also straddling an etic perspective (outsider) as 
much of the data is gained from other sources. As a reflexive researcher I 
strive to be an active reader in my analysis of the discourses. I 
simultaneously strive to work with un/certainty – troubling my challenges and 
habits of engagement with un/certainty. 
Meditations by a pond: Researcher impetus for the 
study 
This thesis revisits and re-imagines the heightened uncertainty I felt as a pre-
service teacher in Victoria, Australia. Prior to graduating from university at the 
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end of 2002, I accepted a teaching post in South Korea. I wanted to 
experience other cultures. Further, I was in no hurry to assume a graduate 
teaching position in my hometown in Victoria, as the message I had 
absorbed from my teacher education was that the first-year teaching in an 
Australian school would be highly stressful. In Korea, I initially spent my 
contact hours with students as a glorified cassette-tape operator because 
rote-learning was de rigueur at the two ‘hakwons’ (learning academies) 
where I worked. Hakwons offered evening classes to provide extra tuition to 
students from the age of 5. Some kids had a double dose of school each 
weekday. One of the hakwon teachers consistently bellowed at his students 
whilst whacking a short stick into his hand. Another hakwon teacher privately 
tutored a student who was finding it challenging to learn – she would angrily 
slap the student on the back of his head. It was confronting. My 
condemnations were subtle by my standards due to the relational 
complexities of being a ‘waygook’ (foreigner).  
With capped working hours and very little planning to do, I took the time to 
read and think about pedagogy. Once my main employer trusted my abilities 
and intentions, he made the leap of faith and abandoned read-along audio 
tapes. He even took me shopping to buy new resources: UNO cards and the 
board game Scrabble. Plus, he allowed me one of my ‘crazy’ ideas: to 
facilitate a mail-art workshop in reciprocation with a colleague’s school based 
in Melbourne, Australia. I began fostering an interactive learning community 
that felt joyful and generative, one where students no longer seemed self-
conscious about speaking English in front of a native English speaker.  
On the weekends I would visit Buddhist temples near and far to bask in their 
beauty and to enhance my spiritual/philosophical development. Living in the 
regional city of Suncheon, near the mid-southern coast of Korea, the closest 
temple to my apartment was Seonomsa. Set amidst treed craggy mountains, 
with a gentle creek that was straddled by an ancient stone arched bridge, it 
was the epitome of peace. There was no music or television blaring, no 
frenzied consumerism, and no incessant talking. Merely reflecting on that 
place triggers embodied memories, which soften me toward feelings of 
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equanimity. Pausing at the pond known as Samindang, I would contemplate 
the plaque that reads, “Everything changes and there is no being. When 
people realize it, they enter Nirvana”. This initially caused me dis-ease. 
However, I eventually found solace in the notion of ‘anicca’ – the Pali word 
for impermanence (Chah, 2005). 
A further three geographical moves over fifteen years of teaching have seen 
me encounter intense pedagogic uncertainties whilst navigating the complex 
cultures and policies of each different education setting. As a university tutor 
in a faculty of education I have experienced conceptual and ethical 
uncertainties and felt empathy for the palpable un/certainties of others – the 
fears and anxieties of those who are launching into their teaching careers. 
My regular practice of Vipassana meditation has helped me to be present, to 
notice my embodied tensions and reactions – the physical manifestations of 
uncertainty. On completing this thesis, I continue to experience the 
uncertainties relevant to doing research and being a casual teacher in a 
special-needs education setting. However, my understanding of uncertainty 
is now more nuanced and generative.  
Socialised habits of control and delusional certainty 
Where water nourishes, its absence may cause dehydration and decay. This 
thesis explores how a conceptual/affective drought, in-relation to uncertainty, 
may adversely affect the teacher-learner. It assesses the level of hydration in 
the selected public discourses within the context of a broader social milieu 
that is in drought, according to Chödrön (2002). Australian sociologist, 
Mackay (2010) notes the common paradox: “We welcome the sense of 
control that certainty brings – the comfort of black-and-white simplicity – no 
matter how delusional it might be” (p. 221). This socialised ‘norm’ is 
illustrated below (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Southern Cross train station, Melbourne 
(Photograph taken by the researcher, November 2012) 
 
The illusion of certainty is the sales pitch of a major bank’s marketing 
campaign (see Figure 1 above). Uncertainty is reduced to a negative 
encounter deemed undesirable and ultimately avoidable. In the campaign, 
the bank, National Australia Bank (NAB), trades on socialised insecurities 
around uncertainty. In this, NAB positions prospective clients as passive fear-
driven consumers whilst self-positioning as saviour, offering a life raft in a sea 
of ominous uncertainties. However, the 2018 Royal Commission into banking 
misconduct started its investigation with NAB, and the evidence was damning 
(Hutchens, 13-03-18). The NAB’s ‘certainty’ campaign might now be viewed 
as promoting a manipulative illusion of certainty.  
The suppression of uncertainty arguably takes a universal human condition 
and reduces it to a disengaged passive discomfort (Chödrön, 2002). Chapter 
2s ‘Conceptual Framework’ argues that avoidance of the discomfort is further 
normalised (Chödrön, 2002). Certainty remains a selling point for 
standardised testing in many Australian schools with adherence to the 
National Assessment Program (NAP). These quantifiable tests carry an air of 
certainty and currency. However, the assessment data loses its lustre of 
certainty when the wobbly test designs are prodded. A robust discussion can 
be found in ‘Chapter 3: On Account-ability’ where the contextual discussion 
of edu-politics in 21st century Victoria is also provided.  
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Finally, a purely goal-focused approach to certainty limits the learning that 
comes of the inquiry process. Education theorist and psychoanalyst, 
Britzman (2013) supports this idea by connecting the teacher’s quest for 
certainty with a stagnant approach toward teaching and learning: 
Our attachment to and idealization of certainty, authority, and control 
indicates resistance to interpreting the uncertainties made from meeting 
the emotional situation of having to learn from experience that also 
includes alienating the rigid schoolhouse in the mind that resists 
renovations. (p. 103). 
In other words, for teachers it is confronting to re-imagine elements of their 
work and the uncertainties that arise are oft avoided as a result. Beyond this 
denial of uncertainty, teachers might also implore that there is little time to 
make a continual practice of contemplative inquiry when there are urgent 
multiple competing duties to fulfil such as: planning lessons, assessing work, 
supervising/consoling/mediating with students, attending meetings, 
undertaking professional development, writing reports, communicating with 
parents, organising excursions/incursions, etc. Due to the symbiotic nature of 
the relationship between teachers and schools, investigating the selected 
edu-policy discourses, as well as the broader edu-politics in 21st century 
Australia, provides context to this inquiry on teacher uncertainty.  
Working with and through ‘metaphor’ 
Metaphor is used as a tool of inquiry in this thesis. Central to conceptualising, 
metaphor connotes rather than denotes (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). It is 
ambiguous, undefined and uncertain – for these reasons it is generative to 
this research on teacher uncertainty. Aqueous metaphors are used 
throughout this thesis to deepen my investigations. Water as a metaphor 
speaks to the notion of uncertainty as ubiquitous, pervasive and expansive. 
‘Uncertainty’ could be used interchangeably for ‘water’ in the following 
section of The Tao Teh Ching (Lao-Tzu, 1868/1989): 
     Water gives life to the ten thousand things and does not strive.  
     It flows in places men reject and so is like the Tao. (Chapter 8) 
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The Tao is understood as nourishing life. The notion of the water/Tao as 
unwelcomed in some places, “It flows in places men reject…” (Lao-Tzu, 
1868/1989), parallels a resistance to uncertainty in education (Ulvik, Smith & 
Helleve, 2017; Capobianco & Ní Ríordáin, 2015). 
Exploring metaphor is useful to thinking and feeling ‘with’ uncertainty, and 
about uncertainty (Loads 2010). This function of inquiry is put to work when 
reflecting further on the second line in the quote by Lao-Tzu (1868/1989). My 
stream of consciousness considers fresh water as a precious resource, 
necessary for human survival. Also, it’s potential to threaten the very lives it 
may otherwise nurture. However, water alone is not threatening, for example, 
village-swallowing tsunamis are triggered by earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, 
underwater explosions, glacial calving, or meteorite impacts. I think of how 
heightened wind pressures create powerful oceanic swell. On contemplating 
this kind of interconnectivity, I wonder what the metaphorical wind to 
uncertainty’s water could be for teacher-learners. The use of metaphor helps 
me to think and feel deeply in-relation to the pragmatic work of doing 
research. 
Overview of the thesis 
This thesis follows a formal structure. ‘Chapter 1: About Doubt’ introduces the 
research, providing a justification and motivation for this commitment. 
‘Chapter 2: A Conceptual Framework’ discusses the ideas and theories that 
frame the thesis and makes the argument for an approach toward uncertainty 
that is first and foremost, intra-relational. ‘Chapter 3: On Account-ability’ 
provides a contextual discussion of edu-politics in Australia. It notices how 
rapid policy changes and a rise in standardised testing are problematic 
certainty-seeking measures. In ‘Chapter 4: On Uncertainty’ the review of the 
empirical literature reveals several ways that teachers work-with-uncertainty, 
as well as impediments to being-with-uncertainty. ‘Chapter 5: Methodology 
and Research Design’ discusses the chosen methodological approaches of 
Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999) and ABER (Eisner, 
2006, 2004, 1997). It also provides the details of the research design. 
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The substantial second half of the thesis largely analyses the three streams 
of data. The perceptions and experiences of the ten teacher participants are 
investigated via Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999) within 
Chapters 6 and 7 ‘Stream 1 Analysis’. Chapter 6 (Pool 1) explores the data 
from the pre-service teachers, whilst Chapter 7 (Pool 2) delves into the data 
from the practising teachers. In ‘Chapter 8: Stream 2 Analysis’, I share my 
reflexive researcher uncertainties that largely arise from communications with 
participants. The ‘Chapter 9: Stream 3 Analysis’ scrutinises the selected edu-
policy documents – the public discourses – and makes links to a suppression 
of uncertainty in teaching-learning. The three streams come together for a 
meta-analysis in ‘Chapter 10: Convergence of the Streams’, which considers 
the positionings and storylines that arise across each stream of data, and 
how they may influence each other. It also provides artful analytical 
interpretations of excerpts of the data. ‘Chapter 11: Conclusion and Further 
Possibilities’ revisits the research questions and posits key insights. Further, 
the final chapter ties up the thesis with a critique of the design and offers 
artful representations of the meta-analysis: ‘research bites’ for the wider 
teaching-learning community. 
Summary 
This chapter introduced a unique investigation of teacher un/certainty. A 
contextual rationale of the research questions and the foci parameters was 
provided. The popular paradigm’s sell on certainty was discussed to further 
justify the importance of research on teacher uncertainty. Attention was 
brought to the intra-relational liminal space – a contemplation of integrated 
presence. The use of Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999) as 
an analytical lens was introduced, as was the wider role of ABER (Eisner, 
2006, 2004, 1997). This chapter conveyed the relevance of the research on 
both private and public levels. The use of metaphor within the thesis was 
explicated as a representational device and tool toward deeper inquiry. The 
next chapter delves into the framework that conceptualises this exploration of 
teacher uncertainty.  
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Chapter 2: A Conceptual Framework 
In the previous chapter, the guiding research questions were detailed and 
justified. Chapter 2 locates the thesis conceptually by theorising the key 
concepts as they relate to this research on teacher uncertainty. This 
framework is used to later approach the methodology and analysis chapters. 
Buddhist philosophy (Chödrön, 2002; Chah, 2005) and edu-psychoanalysis 
theory on uncertainty (Britzman, 2013, 2009, 2007) assists an articulation of 
the key aspects that inform a reflexive ‘becoming’ in relation to uncertainty, 
along with my reading of the data. However, it is important to note that this is 
not a psychoanalytic study. Guiding this investigation into teacher uncertainty 
are the concepts of meditative practice (Chödrön, 2002), welcoming 
uncertainty (Sumedho, 2007; Chödrön, 2002), embodied uncertainty (Sword-
Daniels et al, 2016) and liminal space (Sinner, 2012; Chah, 2005), response-
ability (Ellsworth, 1996), intuition (Brown, 2010a; Sumedho, 2007), and love 
as presence (Hanh, 1997/2004). Further, uncertainty dispositions (Rogers, 
2016) and orientations (Helsing, 2007b) are explored. 
Theorising teacher uncertainty 
In any learning one feels pressure, without knowing where it comes, to 
make knowledge certain and so to stabilize the object lest it escape one’s 
efforts. This fight with knowledge meets its limits in anguish over the loss 
of certainty, a loss needed in order to symbolize what is new. (Britzman, 
2009, p. ix) 
Uncertainty can be characterised as destabilizing and ‘slippery’. Grasping for 
certainty can result in it eluding us. Britzman’s theorising, in the above quote, 
evokes a relationship with un/certainty that is both symbiotic and affective. 
Certainty could be perceived as latching onto knowledge as if a parasite/host 
relationship where certainty feeds off knowledge and controls it for a time 
before dropping off. Britzman (2009) theorises uncertainty as pivotal and 
affective for teachers because “Uncertainty—itself the core of life—plays with 
the meaning of education” (p. ix). According to Forrest et al (2012) 
uncertainty is “inherent in the process of coming to know” (p. 718). Similarly, 
Helsing (2007b) locates teacher uncertainty “in the field of teacher learning, 
knowledge, and decision making” (p. 40). Sword-Daniels et al (2016), note 
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the triumphant nature of uncertainty – even amidst substantial information – 
due to the capacity for varied interpretations. Further, they argue that new 
knowledge can evoke new uncertainties and “diverse understandings of how 
best to characterise the uncertainty” (p. 2). 
Un/certainty is framed within this thesis as a space of un/knowing: a space 
that can be complicated by fear or at least a reactive response to fear. 
Teacher uncertainty is framed as an unstable relational gap of 
‘inbetweenness’ (Sinner, 2012) – between teacher and student; teacher and 
curriculum; teacher and peers; teacher and policy; teacher and knowledge; 
and even between the teacher’s mind and body. My growing awareness of 
these multiple inter-relational and intra-relational liminal spaces invokes 
Greene’s (1995) idea of consciousness as the incomplete self-striving for 
greater, yet ever-unattainable, wholeness – a perpetual ‘becoming’.  
Edu-psychoanalysis theory informs my understanding of resistance to 
teacher uncertainty (Britzman, 2013; 2009). Britzman’s (2013) exploration of 
uncertainty points to a general resistance of it in education (in the USA), 
which contrasts with the understanding of uncertainty in psychoanalysis: 
For psychoanalysis uncertainty is the human condition, whereas for 
education, at least a first glance, uncertainty appears as a challenge to 
authority and learning conflicts are approached as only conscious 
mistakes and as having nothing to do with the learner’s or teacher’s 
unconscious desire. (p. 97) 
Britzman (2013) contends that the limitations and tensions of education’s 
resistance to uncertainty are at odds with the position of acceptance within 
psychoanalysis.  
Buddhist philosophy and education theory 
...uncertainty is itself the Buddha, because uncertainty is the Dharma, and 
the Dharma is the Buddha. But most people believe the Buddha and the 
Dharma to be something external to themselves. (Chah, 2005, p. 38) 
Buddhist philosophy offers unique understandings of resistance to 
uncertainty and acceptance of uncertainty. In the quote above, Chah 
communicates the intimacy of uncertainty within a Buddhist context. Dharma 
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is a Sanskrit word that means “the teachings of the Buddha, the truth of what 
is” (Chödrön, 2002, p. 214). According to Buddhist Dharma, the Buddha is 
within each of us and we are all interconnected with each other and 
everything (Chah, 2005; Chödrön, 2002). This relational aspect, combined 
with a key tenet that embraces uncertainty, makes the Dharma of great 
relevance to research on teacher uncertainty.  
Early in my research journey I fortuitously gained access to the library of 
books at Dhammasara Nuns Monastery2. My three-day stay in 2012 was 
intended to merely focus my personal practice in meditation and provide a 
peaceful space between disparate activities whilst in Western Australia (WA). 
However, through small windows of conversation, it became clear that the 
fully ordained nuns, ‘bhikkhunis’, seemed elated about my research topic, 
regarding it ‘very Buddhist’. They steered me toward particular books, with 
one of the co-leading abbots offering an invitation to take some books home 
to assist with my studies. Books written by, or translated for, the following 
teachers of Theravada Buddhism continue to be invaluable to my research: 
Chah (2005), Sumedho (2007), Pasanno and Amaro (2012), and Ayya 
Khema (1989). The Theravada school of Buddhism is considered “the forest 
tradition” (Chah, 2005) and “the way of the Elders” (Amaro in Passano and 
Amaro, 2012, p. 46). Within this framework I also draw on the work of 
Chödrön (2002) and Hanh (1997/2004), disciples of the Mahayana and Zen 
Buddhist traditions respectively.  
Acceptance of impermanence and uncertainty are central to Chah’s (2005) 
teachings. The Theravada scriptures, written in the Pali language, include the 
contemplations of existence (Chah, 2005): ‘Anicca’ (impermanence), ‘dukkha’ 
(unsatisfactoriness / suffering), and ‘anatta’ (not-self). Chah often directly 
translated anicca as uncertainty (Breiter in Chah, 2005). He recognised the 
 
2 Dhammasara is set on 583 acres of bushland in Gidgegannup, near Perth, Western 
Australia (WA). The monastery was established in 1998. See the Buddhist Society WA 
website for more information.  
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suffering humans can create for themselves when they resist uncertainty and 
hence offered Dharma to be at peace with uncertainty: 
Rather than becoming anxious about anything, we just look at the here 
and now Dharma and see uncertainty and impermanence. The Buddha 
Mind, the One Who Knows, comes to be. It is developed through this 
knowledge that all things are impermanent. (Chah, 2005, p. 39)  
The implication is that by letting go of the illusion of control, the mind and 
body are freed of harmful energies, and a greater acceptance transpires. 
The meditative state of being-with-uncertainty 
Being-with-uncertainty harmonises with elements of van Manen’s (1991) 
pedagogical tact wherein he asserts that: “Tensions and contradictions 
belong to the pedagogical experience” (p. 61). In this, van Manen believes 
teachers should celebrate the antinomies of life and pedagogy rather than 
“decrying or trying to deny” them (p. 61). This parallels the Buddhist Dharma 
regarding the self-inflicted suffering/dukkha that manifests when we struggle 
against the natural and unavoidable (Chah, 2005, p. xxi). On the trajectory of 
being-with-uncertainty is working-with-uncertainty: “The basic ground of 
compassionate action is the importance of working with rather than struggling 
against” (Chödrön, 2002 p. 95). This notion of ‘working with’ is considered a 
personal “fundamental change of attitude” toward loving-kindness (p. 95). 
Once there is compassion toward the self, loving-kindness can be extended 
externally (Chödrön, 2002).  
Amidst the volatility of life, being-with-uncertainty is considered a steady 
condition of acceptance (Sumedho, 2007). It is the meditative state of being 
stable with the instabilities – with neither aversion nor attachment (Sumedho, 
2007). In Buddhist philosophy, human desire, aversion and delusion are 
viewed as “mental defilements” (Chah, 2005, p. 154). Chödrön (2002) writes 
of how we tend to yearn for or figuratively cling onto what we consider 
pleasant, and conversely struggle against the unpleasant. Non-attachment as 
neutral and stable is described by Sumedho (2007) as an expansive practice 
of acceptance: 
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Notice what it’s like when you open to emotional feeling, to moods, without 
judging it, not making any problem out of it, whatever its quality is…by 
learning to embrace it…just totally accept the mood you’re in, the 
emotional state, or the physical sensations like pain, itching or whatever 
tensions, with the sense of well-being, of embracing…When you are 
willing to let something be the way it is, it changes. (p. 59)  
In short, non-attachment is the practice of being open to feelings and 
sensations without judging them (Sumedho, 2007). Where there is a 
challenging attachment to an uncertainty, the discomfort is in the feelings 
attached to the uncertainty (Chödrön, 2002).  
Being-with-uncertainty is recognition of what is – a liminal space of 
un/knowing – alongside an appreciation of the impermanent nature of all 
(Chah, 2005; Chödrön, 2002). The strike in un/knowing honours the non-
dualistic complexities where a mindful awareness of bodily sensations and 
emotions represents a self-knowing amidst greater uncertainty and 
unknowing (Chödrön, 2002). Buddhist Dharma is helpful in guiding a re-
conceptualisation of teacher uncertainty in this analysis.  
Education theory enhances a nuanced understanding of the generative 
capacity of uncertainty. Barnett (2012; 2004) conceptualises the notion of 
being-for-uncertainty. The preposition ‘for’ connotes an education where “a 
sense of an unknown future is probably evidently present; or, at least serves 
a major organizing principle in the design of the curriculum and in the 
enacting of the pedagogy” (p. 65). My theorising around being-with-
uncertainty focuses on being present to the intra-relational shifts that occur 
when uncertain – it could be seen as a pre-cursor to being-for-uncertainty.  
Welcoming uncertainty 
Both psychoanalysis and education…must charge the subject with 
uncertainty in learning and be affected by this relation. But this places a 
new and unknown burden on the analyst and teacher: as the soft grounds 
of their work both must welcome what they do not know. (Britzman, 2013, 
p. 97) 
On the journey of the warrior-bodhisattva, the path goes down, not 
up…Instead of transcending the suffering of all creatures, we move toward 
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turbulence and doubt however we can. We explore the reality and the 
unpredictability of insecurity and pain, and we try not to push it away…we 
let it be as it is. (Chödrön, 2002, p. 1) 
It is little wonder that teachers might reactively avoid or repress uncertainties, 
particularly when uncertainties invoke feelings of burden, turbulence, 
insecurity, and pain. However, inquiry into the ‘soft grounds’ of education 
(Britzman, 2013) reveals more healthy and generative orientations toward 
uncertainty (Forrest et al, 2012). In the teacher’s duty to “welcome what they 
do not know” (Britzman, 2013, p. 97), they may “move toward turbulence and 
doubt” (Chödrön, 2002, p. 1), which can be unpleasant and difficult. This is 
the work of being-with-un/certainty. The conceptual framework re-imagines 
the classroom teacher as a warrior-bodhisattva. Buddhist nun, Chödrön 
(2002), writes of the warrior-bodhisattva as someone who “aspires to act 
from the awakened heart [of loving kindness, compassion and 
intelligence]…for the benefit of others” (p. 215).  
Welcoming uncertainty requires “an immanent act of trust in the unknown” 
(Sumedho, 2007, p. 56). The Pali term for this ‘awakening’ is sati-
sampajanna (p. 56). The non-binary nature of sati-sampajanna includes both 
fog and clarity: “It’s a clear comprehension or apprehension of even the most 
vague, amorphous or nebulous mental conditions” (p. 20). It is an 
understanding and acceptance that uncertainty can feel confusing and 
destabilising (Sumedho, 2007). Chödrön (2002) also writes of welcoming 
uncertainty, particularly when challenges compound. She encourages an 
awareness of “how we relate to discomfort” (Chödrön, 2002, p. 7). The 
acknowledgement of fear and resistance are understood to precede the 
cultivation of fearlessness, compassion and comfort with uncertainty 
(Chödrön, 2002). The next section further explores the concepts of embodied 
uncertainty and liminal space. 
Embodied uncertainty and liminal space  
Embodied teaching/learning demands being in the moment, at the juncture 
between self and other. The continuous process of reciprocal interaction 
and modification is embodiment’s significance in teaching and learning. 
(Macintyre Latta & Buck, 2007, p. 317) 
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…in-between spaces are pivotal, sometimes inverted, volatile and 
unpredictable. (Sinner, 2012, p. 603) 
Embodied uncertainty and liminal space are integral to being-with-
uncertainty. These concepts are also conducive to relational teaching-
learning (Macintyre Latta & Buck, 2007), and generative for the reflexive 
researcher (Richards, 2013). Liminal space is considered a threshold, an ‘in-
betweenness’ (Sinner, 2012). Buddhist Dharma explains that the liminal is a 
space for noticing four things: (1) internal thoughts, (2) feelings, (3) dharma 
(that which exists) and (4) bodily manifestations (Chah, 2005; Sumedho, 
2007). These are the four aspects of mindfulness, upon which Buddhist 
meditation is based (Chah, 2005). In this thesis, being-with-uncertainty is 
understood as a meditation in the context of pedagogical practice. It attends 
to the intra-relational – being mindful of all that occurs within us – as we 
encounter uncertainties via our inter-actions with others (Britzman, 2013; 
Macintyre Latta & Buck, 2007).  
A similar concept on the subjective experience of feeling uncertain is 
expressed as ‘embodied uncertainty’: “Embodied uncertainty is distinguished 
from objective uncertainty by the nature of its internalisation at the individual 
level, where it is subjective, felt and directly experienced” (Sword-Daniels et 
al, 2016, p. 1). Presence to embodied uncertainty is a central precept to the 
Buddhist teachings of both Chödrön (2002) and Sumedho (2007). In this 
thesis, presence to embodied uncertainty is interchangeable with presence to 
the intra-relational in the context of uncertainty. Another similar, yet broader, 
concept is that of ‘embodied teaching and learning’ (Macintyre Latta & Buck, 
2007). It conveys the constant movement of intermingling relational circles 
that are experienced and embodied by the teacher-learner: 
…embodied teaching and learning is about building relationships between 
self, others, and subject matter; living inbetween these entities…Neither 
subject nor otherness are bound entities; they intermingle. Such 
intertwining makes it necessary to develop a place for the body in teaching 
and learning that acknowledges the relational intermingling and flux. 
(Macintyre Latta & Buck, 2007, p. 317) 
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A non-dualism is nurtured by occupying the liminal spaces that occur 
inbetween the multiple and simultaneous relationships that are particular to 
teaching and learning. Macintyre Latta and Buck (2007) posit that recognition 
of the body’s place amidst the intermingling and instability is warranted. They 
go on to argue that embodied teaching and learning suffers when teacher-
education programs privilege cognitive knowledge: “[they] dangerously 
reduce teaching and learning to methods and strategies alone with little or no 
concern for perceiving the relational giveness of teaching/learning situations” 
(p. 317). Teacher-education in Australia recently implemented policy that 
privileges cognitive knowledge – testing the literacy and numeracy abilities of 
education students (DET, 2018). This sanctioned mind-body disconnect 
omits embodied ways of knowing and relating.  
Stories of disconnection and dislocation are central to Sinner’s (2013; 2012) 
work. She notes the limitations of a teacher-education context that has little 
to no place for relational connections and embodied teaching-learning: 
“…emotional contours and a sense of dislocation potentially create 
constraints in the understandings and practices of incoming teachers” 
(Sinner, 2012, p. 611). She discusses the tension of the student-teacher 
within the context of an imposing institutional structure and its systemic 
tensions. Sinner (2012) describes the threshold felt between being a student 
and being an autonomous teacher, and yet neither of those things at the 
same time: “Such in-between spaces are pivotal, sometimes inverted, volatile 
and unpredictable” (p. 603). She champions the capacity for the liminal space 
to be generative in “teacher culture” (p. 601). In this thesis, I investigate the 
co-creation of resistance to uncertainty in education in terms of the private 
discourses that are reinforced by public discourses, as well as the nuanced 
understandings of uncertainty as a useful liminal space.  
The metaphor of liminality resonates with sensory notions of space (Meier, 
Schnall, Schwarz, & Bargh, 2012): “Embodied processes have often been 
identified by the examination of common metaphors in which abstract target 
concepts are described using concrete source concepts derived from 
perceptual experience” (p. 706). Expansive freedom and its antithesis, stifling 
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restriction, may be aptly described in such spatial terms. Macintyre Latta and 
Buck (2007) implore that: “It is time for teacher education to fall into trust with 
the body’s role in teaching and learning” (p. 324). This evokes memories of 
the team-building activity where each person takes a turn free-falling 
backwards into the arms of the collective team members. Embodied 
vulnerability and fear are evident in the rigid individual. When caught, relief 
ensues and trust is gained. In contrast to Macintyre Latta and Buck’s (2007) 
appropriation of the term ‘fall into trust’, Britzman (2013) writes of a ‘fall out’ in 
education: 
Perhaps most incredible is that uncertainty in teaching and learning tells a 
forgotten story of the fall out of incredible knowledge; perhaps most 
indelible is the unconscious, a situation without time, contradiction, or 
negation and whose logic is loyal to the dream and wish. (p. 98) 
‘A situation without time’ is a fitting meditation on the liminal space of 
embodied uncertainty.  
The ability to respond to uncertainty 
A concept that guides this framework is teacher response-ability (Ellsworth, 
1996): the teacher’s ability to respond to the inbetweenness – the liminal 
spaces – that arise within their work. Ellsworth’s (1996) psychoanalysis-
inspired reflexive theorising confronts her illusion of certainty as a teacher. 
She makes the curriculum design shift away from summative assessment 
and toward cumulative papers and feedback that facilitates the student’s 
multiple readings and the process of “reading as a working with texts” (p. 
141).  
Working within the volatile gap between teacher and student, Ellsworth’s 
(1996) communications with students seeks to identify otherwise “inaudible 
messages” (p. 143). This is driven by her awareness that “the inaudible 
determines what is audible” (p. 143). This idea resonates with Positioning 
Theory’s focus on meanings and conventions within social engagements 
(Harré & Slocum, 2003, p. 102). Ellsworth finds that her ability to respond to 
the student’s identified needs is a 1:1 working relationship – a student-
centred approach that is in dialogue with each individual, requiring a high 
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level of engagement on the part of the teacher. Concerted teacher 
responsiveness toward the student’s self-identified needs occurs within the 
teacher-student inbetweenness, and as such is always relational and 
becoming (Ellsworth, 1996).  
Teacher response-ability (Ellsworth, 1996) is recognised as a broad story in 
this thesis as it explores how teachers respond to uncertainty and to others 
when feeling uncertain. Further, a discussion on response-ability as linked to 
reflective practice can be found in the literature review in Chapter 4. The 
teacher’s ability to respond to uncertainty is largely echoed as a 
recommendation, in its variations, across the surveyed literature. 
Uncertainty and intuition 
When you’re caught in the intellect, it sucks you away from your feelings, 
because your emotional life doesn’t work anymore, so you suppress it 
because you’re attached to thought, reason and logic. (Sumedho, 2007, p. 
57) 
Intuition appears to be under-valued and hence under-theorised in education. 
Seminal research by Noddings and Shore (1984) links intuition and love with 
learning, whilst van Manen’s (1991) study of the tact of teaching, considers 
intuition as a “pre-reflective, and semi-reflective rationality” (p. 100). 
Understanding what intuition in education means is an important part of this 
inquiry into teacher uncertainty as teachers tend to refer to intuition in their 
work with a knowing that is personal and difficult to articulate. A definition of 
intuition that resonates with this inquiry on uncertainty was devised by Brown 
(2010a) when she was at a loss for a definition that made sense to her social 
research: 
Intuition is not a single way of knowing – it’s our ability to hold space for 
uncertainty and our willingness to trust the many ways we’ve developed 
knowledge and insight, including instinct, experience, faith, and reason. (p. 
89)  
Intuition, as multifarious and simultaneous ways of knowing, requires us to 
honour the liminal space of uncertainty with presence to the inner self 
(Brown, 2010a). Sumedho (2007) argues for embracing the emotional realm 
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as vital to nurturing a healthy intuitive awareness. However, he intentionally 
excludes “reason” amongst other cognitive functions, warning that, “When 
you’re caught in the intellect, it sucks you away from your feelings, because 
your emotional life doesn’t work anymore, so you suppress it because you’re 
attached to thought, reason and logic” (p. 57). The use of intuition in the 
context of experiencing uncertainty guides the analysis where the data 
reveals such practises.  
Love as presence (to uncertainty) 
To love, in the context of Buddhism, is above all to be there…being there 
is very much an art, the art of meditation, because meditation is bringing 
your true presence to the here and now. (Hanh, 1997/2004, p. 5) 
To begin by always thinking of love as an action rather than a feeling is 
one way in which anyone using the word in this manner automatically 
assumes accountability and responsibility…Definitions are vital starting 
points for the imagination. What we cannot imagine cannot come into 
being. (hooks, 2001, pp. 13-14) 
This section draws on multiple readings of love and nods to the disparate 
understandings. Love as a component of being-with-uncertainty was 
introduced earlier in this chapter with Chödrön’s (2002) explication of the 
warrior-bodhisattva. Love manifested as kindness and compassion is a vital 
precept to the Buddhist Dharma (Chödrön, 2002; Hanh, 1997/2004). Being-
with-uncertainty was also described as a presence to uncertainty (Sumedho, 
2007; Chah, 2005; Chödrön, 2002). These inextricable elements of being-
with-uncertainty – love and presence – are strengthened by the Buddhist 
understanding of ‘love as presence’ (Hanh, 1997/2004). The notion of love as 
an active verb (hooks, 2001) aligns with the concept of love as presence 
(Hanh, 1997/2004). 
This thesis theorises being-with-uncertainty as being present to and 
compassionate toward the affect experienced in the midst of uncertainty. This 
intra-relational context also complements the inter-relational and dialogical 
component of teacher response-ability and presence to the other (Ellsworth, 
1996). Hence, being-with-uncertainty can be perceived as presence to self 
and other within the liminal space of uncertainty. 
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Explicit discussion of love in education research and theory appears like an 
oasis in the desert. The very topic brings uncertainty to the fore: “It is an odd 
paradox that love, arguably the most widespread phenomenon on the planet, 
remains one of the least understood areas in the fields of psychology and 
pedagogy” (Loreman, 2011, p. 4). Loreman argues for Love as Pedagogy, 
whilst his predecessor, Darder, (2002) theorises a critical and loving 
approach to pedagogy in her book, Reinventing Paulo Friere: A pedagogy of 
love.  
In Pedagogy of the Oppressed Friere (2005/1970) imagines an egalitarian 
love in the work of teaching and learning. He asserts that, “…love is an act of 
courage, not of fear, love is commitment to others…And this commitment, 
because it is loving, is dialogical” (Friere, 2005/1970, p. 89). In his preface, 
Friere advocates the teacher-student relationship transcend the oppressive 
dichotomy, envisioning both people as teachers and students. He positions 
uncertainty as part of the human condition. Conversely, he frames sectarian 
certainty as oppressive – reality is “imprisoned” within a “circle of certainty” 
(p. 39). Friere identifies fearlessness as crucial to the more radical teacher: 
“This individual is not afraid to confront, to listen, to see the world unveiled. 
This person is not afraid to meet the people or to enter into dialogue with 
them” (p. 39). The collective power of teachers who “cultivate, and support 
humanizing relationships” (Darder, 2002, p. 29) are seen to have the capacity 
to remedy feelings of isolation, and empower teachers to “embrace all 
aspects of their humanity more fully and openly” (p. 29) – including 
uncertainties3.  
Also championing the need for love in pedagogy, van Manen (1991) 
conceptualises “the possibility of a new pedagogy” (p. 3) that positions the 
modern child as “the agent of his or her own destiny – at both the individual 
 
3 Research participant and teacher-educator, Evelyn Marino Weisman’s final reflections on 
living the pedagogy, centre on the uncertainties inherent in the process of critical inquiry 
(Darder, 2002). Her approach as a teacher-educator was met with resistance by some PSTs. 
When critical dialogue (with PSTs) strained or halted, Evelyn Marino Weisman admits she 
felt great dis-ease: “I am still learning how to cope with and accept the uncertainties, 
ambiguities, and inevitable discomfort” (in Darder, 2002 p229). 
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and the social level” (p. 3). He frames the child’s agency with an appreciation 
of uncertainty as a contextual reality for young people as “contingent life is 
indeterminate, unpredictable, subject to chance, impacted by events and 
unforeseen circumstances…And yet, in spite of – or because of – this 
contingency, the lives of young people are often full of stimulation, interest 
and challenge” (van Manen, 1991, p. 2). His ideas on pedagogical tact also 
include a celebration of the tensions and contradictions that manifest 
uncertainty for the teacher. Further, van Manen argues that a teacher’s 
mindful approach is synonymous with their “pedagogical thoughtfulness and 
tact” (p. 187)4. This is confirmed in the experiments by Langer, Hatem, Joss 
and Howell (1989), which find students benefit from a mindful teacher who is 
orientated toward uncertainty. 
Love and uncertainty are inextricable components of the student-centred 
pedagogies practised and imagined by Darder (2002), Friere (2005/1970) 
and van Manen (1991). Love is the motivator and prerequisite to see and 
hear the self, and the other, to better connect, even when such fearless work 
is equated with an “inevitable discomfort” (Marino Weisman in Darder, 2002, 
p. 229; Friere, 2005/1970). The pedagogical possibilities created by 
uncertainty require presence and fluidity on the part of the teacher-learner 
according to Pultinas, Cindy, Daisy, Berekti, Nadina, Ramnauth, Eugenio, 
Njeri & Kewanah (2001): 
To assume uncertainty as a fundamental principle of learning, however, 
necessitates the presence of an active being, a learner who is present at 
the moment, making decisions and choices about what is certain and what 
is uncertain. And it is perhaps uncertainty that will allow teachers to be 
present in their classrooms as active beings making decisions and choices 
about what is certain and what is uncertain. I think teaching and learning 
require a level of comfort with uncertainty, a willingness to question 
 
4 van Manen (1991) argues that “pedagogy is conditioned by love and care for the child” (p. 
65).  His additional conditions of pedagogy include hope and trust, and responsibility – all 
aimed toward the child. Although mention of love (and hope) seem to evaporate before 
reaching the book’s index, unlike trust and responsibility which have several page listings 
each.  
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ourselves, test ourselves, reason, feel and change our minds or our 
positions, if necessary.  (p. 9) 
This expansive sentiment of coming to uncertainty with an active presence 
reflects the Buddhist understanding of love as presence (Hanh, 1997/2004).  
The loved object, loss and anxiety  
The everyday understanding of love as projected toward the loved object, 
and the fallout of unrequited love is evident in education research (Bullough 
& Young, 2002). The student as loved object creates a challenging scenario 
for the teacher, particularly when conflated with feelings attributed to 
uncertainty (Bullough & Young, 2002). Through the lens of psychoanalysis, 
Britzman (2013) explains how uncertainty becomes confused with loss of 
love and lack of knowledge, and can trigger anxiety: 
From a psychoanalytic perspective feelings of uncertainty and uncertain or 
unaccountable feelings make us nervous and indicate a loss of the (loved) 
object. Uncertainty then is taken as an emotional constellation. For what 
becomes uncertain are not only our feelings toward what once gave us 
pleasure and confidence and suddenly feels persecutory and dangerous. 
The knowledge that sustained such pleasure is agonized by the anxiety 
that love is always threatened by loss and loss of love is equated to being 
abandoned. The dilemma here revolves around the dispersal of an early 
emotional logic that clouds the distinction between uncertainty and loss. In 
a psychoanalytic imaginary, the wish for certainty or authority is also a 
defense against uncertainty of learning. This emotional uncertainty 
becomes tied to lack of knowledge, a loss that is then equated to loss of 
the other’s love and is partly why anxiety is so difficult to bear and usually 
defended against. The other part is that feelings of uncertainty cannot 
answer the question why love is risked in learning.  (2013, p. 97) 
The conflation of uncertainty with loss of love occurs when feelings of 
uncertainty are unconsciously associated with the anticipation of loss (of the 
loved object). Anxieties and insecurities are triggered, (mis)loading 
uncertainty with challenging affect (Britzman, 2013). On learning as a 
process of uncertainty, Britzman argues that: “Two variations of uncertainty 
compete: uncertainty over the value and valence of receiving new ideas and 
uncertainty that signifies the anticipation of loss of love” (p. 103). I use these 
variations as a guide to assist my reflexive analysis in Chapter 8. Putting the 
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theory to work helps me to better understand Britzman’s ideas, and facilitates 
a self-knowing of my pattern of confusing uncertainty with an anxiety of loss.   
Love and un/certain expectations 
An expectation is a belief that things will transpire in a certain way. When it 
comes to love, an uncertainty disposition may be advantageous in terms of 
not inviting unnecessary suffering:  
…it would be helpful just to expect the unexpected; then you might be 
curious and inquisitive about what comes in the door. We can begin to 
open our hearts to others when we have no hope of getting anything back. 
(Chödrön, 2002, p. 127) 
In these Buddhist teachings an open-minded curiosity is recommended, 
rather than an expectation that love (as presence) will be reciprocated. 
As stated earlier, there is little theorising of love in education. Theorising in 
education does link love to uncertainty (Britzman, 2013) but does not 
consider Buddhist understandings of love. The general avoidance of love in 
education runs contrary to social research that posits, of the ten desires that 
drive humans, love is the greatest (Mackay, 2010):  
The desire for love is the deepest of all our desires because love is our 
richest source of emotional security, personal serenity and confidence. 
When freely given, love is also our most enduring contribution to a better 
world. (p. 300) 
This notion of love as a gift transfers easily to the world of education, within 
the context of Buddhist understandings of love. For instance, the teacher who 
listens to their student bestows the student the gift of love via their attentive 
presence. If there is no expectation that the student reciprocate love by 
listening to the teacher, then suffering or ‘dukkha’ is lowered (Chah, 2005). 
Alternatively, a teacher’s anger at not being heard would likely only further 
strain relations and may result in a punitive power dynamic. 
Within Mahayana Buddhist philosophy, the central principle of non-duality 
interconnects love and fear (Chödrön, 2002). Further, Chödrön (2002) 
explains that the heart awakens when it accepts the fear and vulnerability 
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that are necessary to connect with others, to feel pain, to cultivate 
compassion, and to be-with-uncertainty: 
Those who train wholeheartedly in awakening bodhichitta [the heart] are 
called bodhisattvas or warriors – not warriors who kill but warriors of 
nonaggression who hear the cries of the world. Warrior-bodhisattvas enter 
challenging situations in order to alleviate suffering. They are willing to cut 
through personal reactivity and self-deception…A warrior accepts that we 
can never know what will happen to us next…we can never avoid 
uncertainty. This not-knowing is part of the adventure. It’s also what 
makes us afraid. (p. 5) 
Sitting with our fears and uncertainties – with neither attachment nor aversion 
– is considered a mindful act of being-with-fear, being-with-uncertainty 
(Chödrön, 2002). Such meditation is a practice of acceptance (Chödrön, 
2002). Such presence is framed in this thesis as an act of love. 
Love and research 
Love is the energy with which teacher uncertainty is investigated in this 
thesis. As a reflexive researcher-practitioner this conceptual framework 
guides my research methodology. When fear-based uncertainty arises I 
observe my reactions, such as stalled writing, and choose to sit with fear in a 
loving manner.  As per the tenet of love as presence (Hanh, 1997/2004) I am 
consciously engaged with this research. Whilst I do not expect a return of 
love, I am open to the possibilities. I am enjoying the journey because I am 
working alongside supervisors and mentors whom I admire and respect. As I 
learn more about myself and pedagogy, I can appreciate how my research 
can contribute to the broader conversation on teacher uncertainty. Socio-
cultural theorist, hooks (2001), writes of enacting the socio-cultural 
transformative power of a love ethic:  
We do this by choosing to work with individuals we admire and respect; by 
committing to give our all to relationships; by embracing a global vision 
wherein we see our lives and our fate as intimately connected to those of 
everyone else on the planet. Commitment to a love ethic transforms our 
lives by offering us a different set of values to live by. In large and small 
ways, we make choices based on a belief that honesty, openness, and 
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personal integrity need to be expressed in public and private decisions. 
(pp. 87-88) 
Applying an ethic of love to academic research is a choice to be present to 
the work (Hanh, 1997/2004; Godden, 2017). A love-based engagement with 
uncertainty is a conscious act that complements accountability (hooks, 2001) 
and teacher response-ability (Ellsworth, 1996). Love is looked for in the data, 
and discussed in the meta-analysis in Chapter 10. 
Uncertainty dispositions and orientations 
This thesis is informed by the notion of an uncertainty disposition (Rogers, 
2016). Rogers (2016) argues that facilitating the ‘soft skill’ of an uncertainty 
disposition is valuable yet non-quantifiable: “If dispositions are habits of mind 
and ways of being it is imperative to help new teachers grow these habits 
through an intentional, developmental, process” (p. 2). An uncertainty 
disposition is understood to be process-oriented. In my analysis, process-
focused and goal-focused styles are explored to help interpret how 
uncertainty is positioned in the world of teachers. 
The concept of orientations toward and/or away from uncertainty (Helsing, 
2007b) is considered in the analyses. This is inspired by Helsing’s (2007b) 
work, which links orientations regarding uncertainty with styles of knowing. 
She looks to the strengths and limitations of each ‘decision-making style’: (1) 
a teacher who is largely oriented toward uncertainty with her “…receptive, 
intuitive, and in-the-present style that embraces and emphasizes 
uncertainties” (p. 44). At the opposite, (2) is a teacher with “…a more 
purposeful, deliberate, and goal-oriented style that thereby contains and 
minimizes uncertainties” (p. 44).  
Certainty in a framework 
Early in my research journey I found myself attached to Campbell’s (2007) 
framework which outlines six different ways in which teachers might respond 
to uncertainty in their practice. The framework appears within Campbell’s 
editorial of a journal that contains three articles thematically linked by their 
investigations into teacher uncertainty. The six options in Campbell’s 
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framework appear to occupy a spectrum, which can be split into reactive and 
proactive approaches to uncertainty. The reactive approaches look to 
uncertainty as something: “to deny; to avoid; to overcome” (Campbell, 2007, 
p. 2). The more proactive approaches consider uncertainty as something: “to 
acknowledge and learn to cope with; to probe, engage with, understand and 
find new meaning in; and to share with students and mutually examine” (p. 
2). Campbell herself explicates the framework’s contentious duality of either 
avoiding or embracing uncertainty. 
The strength in Campbell’s (2007) framework might lie in its capacity to work 
as an introspective philosophical springboard, guiding the reader to consider 
how they relate to uncertainty within the reactive/proactive binary, and when 
they are ready – beyond the confines and into the non-duality. In the early 
stage of this research project, I found myself clinging to Campbell’s (2007) 
framework. I was made aware of this apparent contradiction and encouraged 
to make alternative choices. It took me some time to appreciate the paradox. 
However, rather than distance myself from my earlier dependency, it struck 
me that if I could take comfort in such conceptual apparatus, that others 
might find it helpful too. The next section focuses on the concept of love and 
argues that it is integral to being-with-uncertainty.  
Summary 
Within this chapter I discussed the framework that informs my investigation of 
teacher uncertainty. The following key terms and choices, regarding the 
relational aspects of teaching-learning in the context of uncertainty, were 
explicated: meditative practice, embodied uncertainty and liminal space, 
response-ability, intuition, love as presence. Another important concept arose 
via the discussion: non-duality. Buddhist concepts in-relation to uncertainty 
provided additional nuanced understandings (Chödrön, 2002; Chah, 2005; 
Sumedho, 2007). These inextricable components of uncertainty guide the 
response to the research questions within the data analyses and in the final 
chapter. Further, as a reflexive researcher, these concepts inspire me to 
deepen my self-knowing in the context of uncertainty and in-relation to my 
embodied knowing. Whilst this thesis focuses on teacher uncertainty, the 
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framework itself occupies a broader liminal space, informed by disparate 
fields that demonstrate understandings of resistance to uncertainty, and 
theorise ontologies that are open to uncertainty (Sword-Daniels, 2017; 
Britzman, 2013; Evans, 2012). Next, ‘Chapter 3: On Account-ability’, offers a 
contextual discussion of edu-politics in 21st century Victoria, Australia. 
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Chapter 3: On Account-ability 
We always know what we need to do in our work and take responsibility to 
achieve it. (Department of Education and Training, May 2017) 
This chapter contextualises un/certainty in 21st century edu-politics in 
Victoria, Australia. At times, Chapter 3’s grit is in stark contrast with the 
previous chapter’s conceptual framework, where the personal and relational 
aspects of teaching and learning in the space of uncertainty were theorised in 
terms of embodied uncertainty and liminality, intuition and love. Chapter 3 
investigates the edu-political context of teacher un/certainty revealing a 
strong connection between accountability and certainty. This chapter looks 
closely at the certainties grasped for and constructed through education 
reforms. It lays the contextual groundwork for this thesis which explores how 
uncertainty is embedded in policy, and related to by teachers, as well as the 
reflexive researcher.  
To begin by exploring the compound word ‘accountability’, I take inspiration 
from Ellsworth’s (1996) notion of ‘response-ability’, which disassembles the 
word ‘responsibility’ and activates a switched reading of its components. 
Similarly, in pulling apart the compound word ‘accountability’, a switched 
reading is activated by the base word ‘account’ and the suffix ‘-ability’. 
Account-ability in the education context reads as the teacher’s (or the 
administrator’s) ability to account to self and others: to consider, describe 
and/or place value. The teacher’s ability to account to self and others, 
particularly to reflect and share, may be compromised by competing 
tensions. The tensions are outlined below.  
Accountability and certainty are conflated 
Accountability is pervasive in edu-politics. The manifestation of accountability 
can be outlined in three ways, as: an institutional ideological value; a 
rationale for standardised testing; and a plethora of teacher duties. These 
mandated accountability measures can be linked to certainty. Senior (2008) 
argues that grasping for common goals is values-laden, hence political and 
contentious. 
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Figure 2: Values (DET, 2017, p.1) 
 
Exploring ideology first, accountability is a core value for the Department of 
Education and Training (DET, May 2017): “We hold ourselves and others to 
account for the work that we do” (p. 1). A sense of certainty is imbued in the 
application of this value when DET claim “We always know what we need to 
do in our work” (p. 1). To ‘always know’ could be perceived as impossible or 
at least not conducive to developing new understandings (Britzman, 2013). 
Such an all-knowing stance may close itself to the generative capacity of 
uncertainty.  
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Accountability was the rationale for the introduction of standardised testing in 
Australia. In 2008, a newly elected federal Labor government announced that 
it would introduce standardised testing and a website to publish the results 
(Gorur, 2016). The introduction of standardised testing arrived on the back of 
The Melbourne Declaration on Educational Goals for Young Australians, 
signed by the relevant education ministers forming the 2008 Ministerial 
Council on Education, Employment, Training and Youth Affairs (MCEETYA)5. 
The two goals’ descriptors position knowledge as unstable and open to 
uncertainty (see Chapter 9 for an analysis as part of the public discourses). 
However, the ‘Melbourne Declaration’ also rationalises a “commitment to 
action” (MCEETYA, 2008, p. 10), which includes “…promoting world-class 
curriculum and assessment; [and] strengthening accountability and 
transparency” (p. 10)6. In December 2008 the federal Act was passed to 
establish the Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority 
(ACARA) with the aspirational goal that it would be: “an independent 
statutory authority that will improve the learning of all young Australians 
through world-class school curriculum, assessment and reporting” (ACARA, 
2016).  
The reduction of uncertainty, through prescriptive tools and standardised 
testing, offers a semblance of certainty (Eisner, 2004). Regardless, the 
federal government pushed on with “strengthening accountability and 
transparency” (p. 10), by introducing the National Assessment Program - 
Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) and later the MySchool7 website, amid 
much consternation (Gorur, 2016). The push for quantifiable certainties has 
 
5 At the time of writing, the ‘Melbourne Declaration’ (MCEETYA, 2008) was yet to be 
superseded. 
6 This ‘commitment to action’ is expanded in the ‘Melbourne Declaration’ with the claim that 
“Schools need reliable, rich data on the performance of their students because they have the 
primary accountability for improving student outcomes” (MCEETYA, 2008, p. 16). However, 
teaching and learning is complex. The formulaic methodology of the NAPLAN test was 
deemed ineffective as a diagnostic tool by the Senate Education, Employment and 
Workplace Relations Committee, which formed to report on the Effectiveness of the National 
Assessment Program – Literacy and Numeracy (SEEWRC, 2014). 
7 The MySchool website was launched in 2010. 
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grown to include Pre-service Teachers (PSTs) who are required to pass a 
literacy and numeracy test prior to graduation from their Initial Teacher 
Education (ITE) course – at the substantial personal cost of $196 (DET, 
2018)8.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: A Melbourne primary school's NAPLAN 'celebration' 
 (Photograph taken by the researcher, November 2016)  
 
The third manifestation of accountability is seen in a plethora of teacher 
duties. Teacher duties provide a construct of certainty in terms of prescriptive 
ideals and expectations. They are identified and enforced through legislation 
and changing education policies – documents that channel and construct the 
culture of the teaching profession. A short discussion on the duty of 
 
8 The Literacy and Numeracy Test for Initial Teacher Education (LANTITE) has been in 
effect since July 2016, and is administered by the Australian Council for Education Research 
(ACER, 2016). 
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maintaining teacher registration is made. Please see Chapter 9 for an 
analysis of the selected public policies that guide teachers in Victoria, i.e. 
outline teacher duties. 
Teachers working in education settings in Victoria are required to annually 
account for their continuing practice and professional learning, to the 
Victorian Institute of Teaching (VIT). The VIT is an “independent statutory 
authority for the teaching profession, whose primary function is to regulate 
members of the teaching profession” (VIT, 29-3-18). The VIT was established 
in December 2002 (VIT, 29-3-18). As part of the VIT’s annual renewal 
process, teachers are required to undertake at least 20 hours of Professional 
Development (PD), and 20 days of teaching (VIT, 2017). PD hours do not 
need to be formally substantiated unless the teacher is selected to complete 
an audit. Provisionally Registered Teachers (PRTs) are exempt from the PD 
and minimum work requirements; however, they are encouraged to keep 
learning (VIT, 2019). To gain full teacher registration with the VIT, the PRT 
has to complete at least 80 days of teaching and provide evidence that they 
have met the Australian Professional Standards for Teachers (APST) at the 
Proficient Teacher level “using the inquiry approach” (VIT, 2019).  
The three accountability measures discussed above begin with a certain 
ideology, are enacted in schools and via regulatory bodies, and create more 
duties for teachers whilst concurrently prescribing what the teacher should do 
in the classroom. In this, accountability is constructed as measurable, hence 
quantifiable and reductive. This appears to leave little room for ambiguity and 
nuanced understandings. 
Certain interpretations and embracing uncertainty 
At first glance, quantifiable accountability measures appear to be more 
aligned with the principles of economics rather than those of education. 
Farrar (2015) uses the language of economics to describe inter-school 
culture as “a market-led competitive environment” (p. 4). Eisner (2004) 
perceives the predominance of testing in USA schools as one indication of 
the kinds of values and visions that produce an ‘industrial culture’ in 
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education settings. He critiques the influence of broader economic pressures 
and systems: 
…we do more testing than any nation on earth; we seek curriculum 
uniformity so parents can compare their schools with other schools, as if 
test scores were good proxies for the quality of education. We would like 
nothing more than to get teaching down to a science even though the 
conception of science being employed has little to do with what science is 
about. (Eisner, 2004, p. 3) 
This last point is particularly pertinent. Invoking the metaphor of science to 
discuss the development of teacher uniformity is a far cry from the science 
teaching that embraces uncertainty as part of the intrinsically unstable work 
of scientists (Kirch, 2009).  
A wider look at economics and the entrepreneurial mindset reveals that 
uncertainty is respected (Evans, 2012) and reframed as an ‘opportunity’ 
(D’Souza & Renner, 2014). Economics theorist, Evans (2012) argues that an 
intolerance of ambiguity / uncertainty hampers the development of ‘high risk 
intelligence’. People with a high ‘Risk intelligence Quotient’ (RQ) are believed 
to make effective decisions even when uncertain. Evan’s line of reasoning is 
that when people with a high RQ feel discomfort or anxiety, they take the 
time to make a considered response rather than an emotionally reactive one. 
He contends that developing risk intelligence enhances the economist’s 
capacity to estimate probabilities with accuracy, rather than make absolute 
statements. 
Schools that choose to stagnate with outdated (or misunderstood) ideas of 
economics may limit their capacity to take risks and embrace vulnerability; 
hence limit their capacity to improve (Farrar, 2015). Terminology conducive 
to risk intelligence is used in Barnett’s (2012) education research on 
uncertainty. He theorises that being-for-uncertainty is both high risk and 
transformational. ‘High risk’ may be synonymous with vulnerability. Farrar 
(2015) asserts that a culture of collegiate vulnerability is a necessary 
component of an effective school-led, self-improving system. Yet she laments 
that the practise of sharing and being “honest about weaknesses” is rare (p. 
4) – both within and between schools. Further, a “culture change” toward 
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vulnerability is recognised as challenging for schools to achieve (Farrar, 
2015): “…with some clusters and alliances deliberately distancing 
themselves from others in a desire to retain their ‘competitive edge’, or 
through a fear of exposing their inadequacies in a market-led competitive 
environment” (p. 4). A broad culture change may be in motion as the 
Victorian Department of Education and Training (June 2017) lists Farrar’s 
(2015) research as one of four references in its “evidence base” to rationalise 
a renewed approach to Professional Learning Communities. 
The uncertainty of reform 
This century’s rapid education reforms in Victoria have been unprecedented 
(DET, June 2017). Since the year 2000, reform in Victoria has seen the 
introduction of regulatory bodies, teacher standards, provisory hurdles for 
graduate teachers, standardised testing for students with public access to all 
results, standardised testing for PSTs graduating Initial Teacher Education 
(ITE) courses, and major curriculum changes. This is not a phenomenon 
particular to Victoria or Australia, education reform is widespread globally 
(Robinson, 2010). Whilst reform may seek certainty, Capobianco and Ní 
Ríordáin (2015) point out that, “Educational reform is often plagued by 
conflict, ambiguity, and uncertainty” (p. 594). 
An additional complex array of duties is expected of teachers when a new 
curriculum is mandated. The current Victorian Curriculum – the fourth 
curriculum change since 20009 – was implemented in schools from 2016 
(DET, June 2017). Rapid curriculum change emphasizes Armytage’s (2017) 
investigation of reform as “creating uncertainty and perceived change fatigue 
across the education sector” (p. 6). More reform is underway with the 
realization of the Department of Education and Training’s (DETs) ten-year 
plan The Education State (June 2017):  
…a broad-based reform agenda that sets ambitious targets for the 
Victorian education system over ten years – through the Department of 
 
9 The fourth change inclusive of the introduction of the ‘CSF II’ in 2000. 
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Education and Training (DET) – in the target areas of: learning for life; 
happy, healthy and resilient kids; breaking the link; and building pride and 
confidence in our schools. (p. 1) 
These target areas share similar goals to those of the Australian Government 
funded ‘Be You’ program – an integration of five separate initiatives that 
promoted “social and emotional health and wellbeing for children and young 
people across education settings” (BeYou, April 2019). Reform may signal an 
evolving and improving system. However, when reform, and the new 
accountabilities it entails, is conflated with certainty, rigidity looms.  
Summary 
Education in twenty-first century Victoria has seen significant education 
reform and legislation that has paved the way for the introduction of a range 
of measures to enforce greater teacher accountability. Whilst some of the 
pedagogical discourses and the commentary on coping with reform reflect a 
need for teachers to work generatively with uncertainty, this is in dissonance 
with the actual nature of the reforms, which reinforce a discourse of the 
measurable and the certain. This may result in a cognitive dissonance for 
teachers. The next chapter ‘On Uncertainty’ investigates the empirical 
literature on teacher uncertainty, as well as literature regarding uncertainty 
that is outside education. 
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Chapter 4: On Uncertainty 
The previous chapter’s discussion ‘On Account-ability’ mainly focused on 
Australian edu-politics, and the positioning of uncertainty in the macro-
context. Chapter 4s review of the literature broadens the scope to survey the 
most recent research related to teacher uncertainty. The chapter explores 
how the term un/certainty is encountered and constructed in the literature. 
Where applicable, it also charts how pedagogic uncertainty is perceived, 
experienced and worked with, in formalised education, and within specific 
research parameters. The literature is largely drawn from (but not limited to) 
action-research, ethnographic research and ‘self-studies’ in teacher-
education.  
A note about the retrieval and range of literature: the most recent large-scale 
search of the peer-reviewed literature was initiated across the ‘Education 
Source’ database using the key words ‘teacher and uncertainty’ within the 
field of education between 2000 to 2019. Over two hundred articles were 
identified. The purely theoretical and philosophical literature is referred to 
sparingly in this chapter. Such literature regarding teacher uncertainty is 
explored in ‘Chapter 2: A Conceptual Framework’. Further, due to topical 
complexities, I excluded literature that relates to uncertainties of an industrial 
relations nature, for example, pay-uncertainty and teacher dismissal. Given 
the diverse yet limited pool of relevant empirical research, the literature 
review is inclusive of seminal research available in the form of journal 
articles, books, and theses. Further, I include research conducted in the 
areas of sociology and health where they offer important additional insights 
into uncertainty (Brown, 2010a, 2010b, 2016; Mackay, 2010; Loads, 2010). 
Like education, sociology and health are vocations that share a central focus 
of human relations and care.  
In this chapter, the headings are inspired by the Research Questions (RQs). 
The headings act as buoyant devices to help chart the course through these 
waters that pertain to uncertainty. Five different, yet potentially inter-related, 
ways of working with uncertainty are sub-grouped under the heading: How 
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teachers work with uncertainty. The gaps in the literature are identified prior 
to the chapter’s summary.   
Encounters with, and constructions of, ‘uncertainty’  
A complex encounter with teacher uncertainty is reflected in the certainty-
seeking classifications of uncertainty made by edu-policy and edu-
psychology theorists, Floden and Clark (1988). Uncertainty is constructed as 
both inherent to the work of teachers, and an obstacle to be overcome: “By 
learning how and when to seek greater certainty, teachers become prepared 
to make long-term gains in certainty” (Floden & Clark, 1988, p. 12). They 
outline five sources of uncertainty specific to teaching: (1) uncertainty 
regarding teacher-influence on student understanding and how it changes; 
(2) uncertainty about the impact of teaching practice; (3) uncertainty 
regarding instructional content, concepts and epistemology; (4) uncertainty 
related to the teacher’s authority; and finally, (5) uncertainty about how to 
apply new curriculum/programs and/or teaching strategies (Floden & Clark, 
1988, p. 3). Floden and Clark (1988) offer examples of actions to 
minimise/eliminate/tolerate some of these sources of uncertainty: 
Uncertainties due to individual lack of knowledge call for study and 
practice. Uncertainties amenable to research call for attention to (and 
perhaps support for) current scholarship. Inevitable uncertainties call for 
tolerance…Teachers, particularly beginning teachers, may have difficulty 
distinguishing among these sources, hence may respond inappropriately--
vainly struggling to banish an inevitable uncertainty or resigning 
themselves to uncertainties that could be eliminated. (p. 4) 
Floden and Clark (1988) argue that teacher uncertainties can be largely 
resolved via specific insights and actions. However, the nature of uncertainty 
is that as one is resolved, another arises.   
When constructed as a generative teaching-learning ally, uncertainty is seen 
to offer many advantages. Environmental education theorist, Tauritz (2012), 
acknowledges the allure of minimsing and avoiding knowledge uncertainty for 
the teacher, yet reasons how suppression of uncertainty is counter-
productive in the work of teaching:  
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Although limiting uncertainty is a way of coping and creating a sense of 
control, it does not aid in optimizing learning. Nonetheless it is common 
practice. When teachers decide that information about e.g. climate change 
is too difficult for their students to understand, they often simplify and/or 
omit information. They are modelling that uncertainty should be avoided by 
taking uncertainty out of the learning context. The student not only does 
not learn to handle uncertainty but is confronted with too little to prompt 
learning. (p. 305) 
Tauritz (2012) contends that limiting uncertainties can serve teachers well in 
terms of a short-sighted strategy. However, she warns that student-learning 
is jeopardised when uncertainty is removed from the experience of 
education. Floden and Clark (1988) recognise uncertainty’s usefulness in this 
sense: “In measured doses, it [uncertainty] may provide the tension that 
keeps adrenaline flowing and energizes the enthusiastic teacher” (p. 9). 
Courageous encounters with teacher uncertainty position uncertainty as a 
‘construct’ and a ‘lens’ through which meaning can be made (Capobianco & 
Ní Ríordáin, 2015). Uncertainty is recognised as vital to scientific 
understanding, knowledge production, and teaching-learning (Manz & 
Suárez, 2018; Forrest et al, 2012; Kirch, 2009). It is further described as 
central to human attachment (Forrest, Judd & Davison, 2012). Uncertainty is 
constructed as generative (Mackness, Bell & Funes, 2016). It is also 
characterised as a space of possibilities (Pultinas et al, 2001). Uncertainty is 
understood to be inherent in the work of teachers (Britzman, 2007). 
‘Embodied uncertainty’ is “the lived experience of both known and unknown 
uncertainty” (Sword-Daniels et al, 2016, p. 8). This final construct is 
particularly pertinent to this thesis as it privileges feelings and understanding 
as a means of making sense of uncertainty. The paper by Sword-Daniels et 
al (2016) is located within the social sciences and investigates “living with 
extreme natural hazards” (p. 1). Embodied uncertainty is differentiated from 
objective uncertainty in that the former is identified as a subjective 
experience. The next section looks to how uncertainty is subjectively 
perceived and experienced by teachers. 
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Teacher perceptions and experiences of un/certainty  
Uncertainties loom large for Pre-Service Teachers (PSTs) in particular: a 
sense of burden is brought by the complexities of teaching, combined with a 
perceived pressure of responsibility for student-learning and welfare 
(Lindqvist Weurlander, Wernerson, Thornberg, 2017; Ulvik, Smith & Helleve, 
2017). Faulkner (2011) describes the PSTs’ tension: “Uncertainty and 
ambiguity can feel destabilising at a time when the desire to appear confident 
and in control is strong” (p. 75). Indeed, the desire for success and survival 
sees PSTs grasping for an elusive construct of certainty, a quick formula to 
teach (Britzman, 2003). PSTs feel unprepared to be with the heightened 
uncertainties that are encountered in the work of teaching (Hinchion & Hall, 
2014; Richards, 2013; Britzman, 2003). 
The mentor-PST relationship within the context of school placements can 
also be problematic in terms of experiencing unhealthy un/certainties. 
School-based mentors are perceived as a source of certainty and 
dependency for some PSTs, which can restrict their development (Lindqvist 
et al, 2017; Rogers, 2016). Other studies explore how mentors are perceived 
as a source of tense uncertainty for the PST (Sinner, 2012; Bullough, 2005; 
Britzman, 2003). A lack of support is experienced by the Norway-based 
‘teacher interns’ who, “had to manage ethical considerations mainly by 
themselves, without previous experiences to draw on, and they were not 
sufficiently prepared to handle such dilemmas in their education” (Ulvik et al, 
2017, p. 249). The dearth of professional dialogue regarding uncertainties 
and dilemmas is deemed problematic (Ulvik et al, 2017). 
Affect in response to ‘becoming’ is often silenced in the world of teachers 
(Britzman, 2013). Experiences of uncertainty appear to be tainted when 
uncertainty is perceived as a negative (Rogers, 2016). The PSTs in Bullough 
and Young’s study (2002) experience uncertainty as an emotional low. The 
PSTs in Lindqvist et al (2017) characterise uncertainty as a ‘professional 
inadequacy’. They seek to resolve their ‘professional inadequacies’ with 
either acceptance or postponement both of which may be seen as ‘avoidance 
coping’ strategies that could limit their learning. Hinchion and Hall (2016) 
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note that, “It is difficult to prepare for the emotional demands of teaching” (p. 
430). Further, Bullough and Young (2002) assert “the emotional component 
of learning to teach never disappears” (p. 118). 
Teacher perceptions of uncertainty are arguably complicated by 
unchallenged myths of teacher identity (Britzman, 2003, 2013). PST Jamie 
Owl’s internalised struggles to endure the experiences of an alienating and 
largely unsupportive teaching placement are analysed by Britzman (2003) 
who argues that the edu-social construct of ‘the teacher’ merges power with 
knowledge in the “normative discourse” (p. 121). Without a deconstruction of 
these ideas, Britzman (2003) finds that Jamie feels challenged by the belief 
that she needs to shed her core values and adopt a foreign identity to be a 
teacher. Similarly, academic Dudley-Marling (1997) returns to the work of 
being a classroom teacher and feels confronted by the notion of the ‘super 
teacher’. Fortunately, Dudley-Marling (1997) has the critical capacity to 
deconstruct the myth as alienating, unrealistic and unhelpful. Britzman (2003) 
concludes that teaching is a “dialogic relation, characterized by mutual 
dependency, social interaction and engagement, and attention to the multiple 
exigencies of the unknown and the unknowable” (p. 236). 
A need for greater awareness of the role of uncertainty within teaching and 
learning is the motivator for the action-research in this space (Capobianco & 
Ní Ríordáin, 2015; Rogers, 2016; Richards, 2013). Rogers (2016) aims to 
facilitate “an optimistic disposition towards uncertainty” (p. 3) amongst her 
cohort of PSTs. However, by the project’s end she finds that over two thirds 
of participants still maintain a limiting relationship with uncertainty. A minority 
of students proactively engage with uncertainty: they reveal an understanding 
of its ubiquitous nature and generative capacity (Rogers, 2016). Reflexive 
thinking is linked to professional learning: the PSTs with passive orientations 
toward uncertainty reveal little to no reflexive thinking and their appreciation 
of the complexities of teaching appears limited (Rogers, 2016).  
Few studies look at how practising teachers relate to uncertainty. Of those 
that do, Helsing (2007b) uses two teacher case studies to illustrate 
contrasting orientations: one toward uncertainty and one away from 
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uncertainty. The story of Rachel represents a teacher who is largely oriented 
toward uncertainty. By comparison, the story of Laura demonstrates an 
approach that minimises uncertainties with her “deliberate and goal-oriented 
style” (p. 44). Manz and Suárez (2018) facilitate a year-long professional 
development program with six elementary school teachers and one pre-
service teacher. As they support the teachers to transcend polarised views of 
uncertainty, they also begin to “understand the nuances of the idea [of the 
value of uncertainty] and to transform it into a more articulated construct” (p. 
790). This is an apt segue into the following section which explores how 
teachers work with uncertainty. 
How teachers work with un/certainty  
The concepts of being-for-uncertainty (Barnett, 2012; 2004) and working-
with-uncertainty (Chödrön, 2002) introduced in Chapter 2 reappear here. 
Being-for-uncertainty is likened to an ontological openness, which 
predisposes a teacher-learner toward the generative state of working-with-
uncertainty. Yet it would be possible to be working-with-uncertainty without 
the transformational ontological shift of being-for-uncertainty. A third variation 
is being-with-uncertainty which I differentiate as taking the time to be 
reflexive and noticing the shifting intra-relational affect. However, all three 
concepts inter-mingle. I envisage being-with-uncertainty as a meditative 
precursor to working-with-uncertainty, and a helpful practice throughout the 
process. Being-with-uncertainty is perhaps more generative and pleasant if 
the teacher-learner has already transformed to being-for-uncertainty. 
Working with uncertainty via reflective practice 
Embracing uncertainty is inextricable from reflective practice (Loads, 2010). 
Reflective inquiries into the space of uncertainty are facilitated via self-
studies (Helleve, 2014; Dudley-Marling, 1997); auto-ethnography (Forrest et 
al, 2012); interview research prompts that elicit deep thinking on the part of 
the participants (Hinchion & Hall, 2016; Sinner, 2012; Helsing, 2007b; 
Britzman, 2003); action-research (Rogers, 2016; Capobianco & Ní Ríordáin, 
2015; Kirch, 2009); and arts-based education research (ABER) that                    
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values uncertainty as process and a disposition to foster (Richards, 2013; 
Loads, 2010). This section draws on two exemplars of working with 
uncertainty via reflective practice.  
In an action-research project, PSTs are supported to appreciate uncertainty 
via reflective practice within a mediated writing project (Rogers, 2016). 
Rogers (2016) assists her PSTs with a structured three-step approach that 
includes reflective practice: naming the area of uncertainty, researching, and 
reflecting. Rogers (2016) asserts that PSTs report feeling more confident 
about entering the teaching profession as a result of participating in the Not 
So Sure project, citing “more agency, or control, over future uncertainties” (p. 
7). She finds that a conceptual shift toward appreciating uncertainty improves 
the PSTs relational skills of communicating with others, helping others and 
self-evaluating responsiveness to others. This reveals that an uncertainty 
disposition is inextricable from reflective practice, and that such a disposition 
corresponds with greater confidence and relational capacity (Rogers, 2016). 
This relates to my experience of working with uncertainty (see Chapter 8). 
A generative quality of “deliberate reflection” (p. xiii) is evident in education 
professor Dudley-Marling’s (1997) book, Living with Uncertainty. He returns 
to classroom teaching for a school year with a group of Grade 3 students. 
Dudley-Marling’s (1997) understanding of teaching grows with a reflective 
practice that accepts uncertainty: “What has been useful is a systemic, 
theoretically informed, deliberate reflection that acknowledges uncertainty, 
seeks improvement, but does not expect to attain the truth once and for all” 
(p. xiii). He finds that his capacity as a teacher-learner increases with 
dedicated reflective practice that is inextricable from his disposition toward 
uncertainty. The inextricable relationship between uncertainty and reflective 
practice is further explored below within each approach to working with 
uncertainty.  
Working with uncertainty via action-research 
In classrooms, teacher-researchers work with ‘healthy uncertainty’ when 
facilitating the use of uncertainty as a learning lens (Forrest et al, 2012; 
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Pultinas et al, 2001). Many teacher-researchers see great value in this kind 
of uncertainty as a crucial and critical aspect of inquiry and discovery. 
Cowhey (2006) works with her Grade 2 students to “deliberately nurture 
sustained interest in questions over time” (p. 12). She positions herself as a 
learner alongside her students. Similarly, Pultinas et al (2001) nurtures an 
orientation toward uncertainty as a generative space for critical thinking and 
co-exploration in a high school ‘Advanced Literary Criticism’ course. The 
collective conversations take them to unexpected places. Further, the culture 
supports students to be: “calling upon each other, listening, supporting, 
disagreeing, within a conversation driven by a desire to participate, share 
perspectives, listen, be heard, know and learn” (p. 11). These classroom 
dynamics reflect Pultinas et al’s (2001) “search for pluralism” (p. 13). This is 
significant in terms of nurturing nuanced understandings and open 
ontologies. 
Working with uncertainty in the co-operative classroom, like those above, 
require teacher-presence due to the improvised nature of the collective 
dynamic. Substantial planning on the part of the teacher is also necessary. 
Pultinas (in Pultinas et al, 2001) describes his approach: 
The "space" of our classroom becomes "public" when I purposefully create 
a structure where students can learn from one another…This explicit 
structure…allows me to relinquish some control and leave public space for 
possibilities that I could never plan for. (p. 13) 
He creates a co-operative learning environment that honours the possibilities 
(Pultinas et al, 2001). Likewise, Kirch (2009) supports students to work with 
their uncertainties within independent science investigations. This approach 
is grounded in her earlier research that analyses the scientific talk of Grade 2 
students, in dialogue with teachers and each other. Kirch (2009) compares 
this talk to the scientific talk of biomedical scientists at a medical college. She 
initially finds that “…students must practice identifying and resolving 
uncertainty and study their own actions if they are to learn how scientific 
thinkers achieve this process” (Kirch, 2009, p. 309). Kirch (2009) facilitates 
collective understandings amongst the young science students, with a focus 
on the following: ‘uncertainty in generating data’, ‘uncertainty in observing’, 
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and ‘uncertainty in interpreting’. This helps students to shift their 
understandings and work with their uncertainties:  
Establishing collective understanding of the interpretation made by 
[students] Tyrell and Liang hinge on my reference to the criteria the class 
set for determining whether the mealworm liked a wet towel or dry 
towel…by the end of this short conversation Liang appears to be 
struggling with the observation, the inference, and the class-generated 
criteria for “like.” The confusion is appropriate because the observation of 
the behavior and the definition for “like” are both ill defined. (p. 329) 
Kirch (2009) shares how a facilitated reflexive process, within the context of 
student-centred independent inquiry, is vital to authentic understanding and 
learning for her students.  
Teachers recognise and value uncertainty in the classroom as a useful 
learning space (Pultinas et al, 2001) and a mediation strategy (Kirch, 2009). 
Tauritz (2016) argues that a “broad spectrum of uncertainty competences” (p. 
101) should be developed and supported during primary school education 
and proposes nine, including the capacity to: (1) embrace uncertainty; (2) 
reflect and be flexible; (3) find and evaluate information; (4) assess 
knowledge authorities; (5) reason; (6) understand probabilities; (7) self-
assess; (8) engage a cooperative network; and (9) formulate an uncertainty 
action plan (p. 91). Teachers might be pleasantly surprised to see that they 
already facilitate many of these competences in the classroom. Further, by 
associating uncertainty with known practises, uncertainty can potentially 
become normalised.  
Facilitating action-research in teacher-education studies cultivates an 
appreciation of uncertainty that is inextricable from reflective practice 
(Rogers, 2016; Capobianco & Ní Ríordáin, 2015). In a study by Capobianco 
and Ní Ríordáin (2015), their respective cohorts of PSTs engage in action-
research as a form of school-based inquiry that is both authentic and 
independent. PSTs evaluate their action-research collaboratively and from 
the perspective of uncertainty. The PSTs observe that the action-research 
process lends itself to more meaningful written reflections (Capobianco & Ní 
Ríordáin, 2015). In another study, Rogers (2016) notes similar shifts amongst 
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the majority of PSTs writing about their chosen pedagogic uncertainty: “[They 
reveal] a disposition towards uncertainty as being an ever-present part of 
teaching” (p. 7). Student-directed action-research projects within the context 
of working with uncertainty appear to correspond with feelings of expansive 
empowerment for the PSTs across both studies (Rogers, 2016; Capobianco 
& Ní Ríordáin, 2015). In such constructs, the explicit use of uncertainty as a 
meaning-making lens appears to engage PSTs to mindfully pursue authentic 
inquiries. 
Working with uncertainty via role-modelling  
A confident teacher using conditional language should imply to students 
that the uncertainty is an attribute of the information conveyed and not a[n] 
attribute of persons. (Langer et al, 1989, p. 141) 
Role-modelling a disposition toward uncertainty sees practitioner-researchers 
begin to embrace the vulnerability and strength of periodic unknowing as part 
of the teaching-learning process (Helleve, 2014; Forrest, 2012). Where a 
disposition for conscious change requires conscious effort, conscious role 
modelling is helpful (Helleve, 2014; Loreman, 2011; Loads, 2010). Sinner 
(2012) suggests that mentor teachers can model inquiry perspectives to 
better support PSTs with the challenges of uncertainty in teaching and 
learning. Loads (2010) rationalises her ‘being-for-uncertainty’ workshops with 
university lecturers by pointing out that it would be tricky for them to help their 
students develop a disposition toward uncertainty if they “do not have the 
chance to develop it for themselves” (p. 409).  
Working with uncertainty, in a consciously egalitarian sense, sees teachers 
nurturing learning partnerships (Senior, 2008; Pultinas et al, 2001). This 
egalitarian ethos is central to critical pedagogy: an approach that accepts 
uncertainty whilst practicing and facilitating social emancipation (Darder, 
2015; Friere, 1970/2005). Practitioner-researcher, Senior (2008), shakes-up 
traditional power dynamics by positioning participating high school students 
as co-researchers and teacher-mentors to PSTs. She explains the rationale 
to her post-post activist ethnography as follows (Senior, 2008): 
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Having experienced the complete un-doing that is pedagogy – the 
unpredictable, unplanned, uncertain, unknowable and unconscious that 
co-exists with the concrete in the social world of teaching/learning – I 
resolved to seek and imagine some way beyond the orthodox to tell a 
story of learning to teach. (p. 173) 
Accepting and embracing uncertainty, as part of the ‘un-doing’ of pedagogy, 
sees Senior (2008) co-facilitate an unorthodox teaching practicum. With data 
that is largely in the form of images she reconceptualises learning to teach as 
dialogic, interconnected, a-central, in the moment and on the moment. In the 
vein of Pultinas et al (2001), the teacher relinquishes some control to allow 
more space for new possibilities. It is this sensibility to a delicate equilibrium 
that can also aid greater student-engagement. 
The literature concerned with modelling uncertainty as a disposition identifies 
reflective practice as integral to learning from pedagogical dilemmas and 
uncertainties (Helleve, 2014; Forrest, 2012; Loads, 2010). Manz and Suárez 
(2018) engage teachers in supported reflective practice as part of sustained 
professional development which aims to orient them towards mindfully using 
uncertainty in the science classroom: “…we reflected together on (1) the 
science practices that students were engaging in, (2) the teaching strategies 
and moves that supported engagement in practice, and (3) problems of 
practice that were emerging” (p. 778).  
Role-modelling reflective practice regarding pedagogic dilemmas and 
uncertainties acts as a normaliser for education students (Helleve, 2014). 
This process-focused approach is trialled by Norway-based practitioner-
researcher, Helleve (2014) who shares her reflections, in-action and on-
action, via an open journal. She is inspired by the idea that, “If students are to 
see into teaching they need access to thoughts that shape such practice” 
(Helleve, 2014, p. 606). Role modelling and watching the other for cues, 
integrates the physical and cognitive. Helleve (2014) finds that the modelling 
she provides helps the PSTs to further understand “the complexity of 
teaching, and…the importance of being able to reflect and re-frame teaching” 
(p. 614). The next section closely explores how the integrated mind-body 
works with uncertainty. 
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Working with uncertainty via bodily thinking  
Education research regarding bodily thinking and reflexive practice, values 
uncertainty as part of the process of ‘becoming’. As Macintyre Latta & Buck, 
(2008) explain:  
Reflexivity is at the heart of flesh, asking us to look at the sense and 
selves being made on a continual basis. Falling into trust with the body’s 
role in teaching and learning is a reflexive undertaking embracing the 
contingencies of a becoming self. (p. 324) 
Self-trust is a reflexive process in and of possibilities. Embodied uncertainty 
involves “feelings, understanding and interpretation of meaning” (Sword-
Daniels et al, 2016, p. 8). Whilst generative, a whole-person approach to 
learning and being is minimised in education. Judd and Davison (in Forrest et 
al, 2012) feel excited and engaged by their bodily thinking and learning, but 
ask themselves, “…this is school, is this allowed?” (p. 717). They consolidate 
their understandings of attachment theory and marvel at the inter-
connectivity: 
Once we were able to apply the concept of attachment manifesting itself in 
our physical bodies on a personal level, understanding came rushing in 
like a wave. All of a sudden, what had been an incomprehensible idea just 
a few moments ago made perfect sense. We realized that a fundamental 
shift was taking place within each of us. Our academic and personal 
worlds were colliding. (Judd & Davison in Forrest et al, 2012, p. 716) 
As a result of Judd and Davison’s bodily knowing and meaning making, their 
self-trust increases and their understanding of the theory grows (Forrest et al, 
2012). Similarly, Macintyre Latta and Buck (2008) refer to embodiment as 
“…the means of comprehension” (p. 323). Further, they allude to the 
uncertain liminal space of relational work: “Embodied teaching/learning 
demands being in the moment, at the juncture between self and other” (p. 
317). 
In addition to the argument that an orientation toward uncertainty is 
inextricable from reflective/reflexive practice (Manz & Suárez, 2018; 
Richards, 2013), the research by Macintyre Latta and Buck (2008) and 
Forrest et al (2012) claims that attention to the role of the body as a source of 
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reflection and knowing is also crucial. Macintyre Latta and Buck (2008) find 
that: “The body’s role in teaching and learning…very much undergirds these 
acts of perception and reflection, the capacities to see relational complexities 
and effect change, and deepen content knowledge” (p. 324). It is for this 
reason that the role of the teacher-learner’s body – in relation to uncertainty – 
deeply informs the analytical work of my study.  
Working with uncertainty via arts-based research 
we postpone the picking 
of unripened fruit  
                              even doubt knows 
                         there are treasures 
                                    yet undiscovered     
         (Ross, 2019) 
The arts are utilised by some practitioner-researchers as a means of creating 
space and inspiring reflection within teaching-learning communities 
(Richards, 2013; Loads, 2010; Senior, 2008). Health educator, Loads (2010) 
facilitates “reflective art workshops where the focus is not on knowledge, but 
on being and meaning making” (p. 410). She harnesses the notion of visual 
metaphors and finds that the lecturer participants use “striking metaphorical 
language” (p. 411) to interpret and convey their artwork. With an aim of 
“operationalising the concept of being-for-uncertainty” (Loads, 2010, p. 420) 
she explains the strategy she employs to support reflective thinking: 
First, I support participants to linger a little longer than usual with 
ambiguity and uncertainty. Rather than moving quickly from connotative 
meanings to categorisation, I urge them to slow down their meaning 
making so that they can come to a considered, nuanced understanding of 
themselves as teachers. (p. 412) 
“To linger a little longer” resonates with the notion of being-with-uncertainty – 
lingering in the liminal rather than taking an unexamined or fear-fuelled rush 
toward dubious certainties. Loads (2010) surmises that self-awareness is 
compatible with criticality, and that “facing up to uncertainty can draw out a 
source of strength” (p. 420).  
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The power of the arts conquers conventional written reflections for Richards 
(2013). In her study, anxieties and vulnerabilities are openly expressed in the 
masters-level PSTs poetry yet are silent in their written prose. The PSTs 
poems consistently convey greater reflection and pathos than the upbeat and 
trite emailed responses: “…the majority of the education students’ poetry 
abounded with pensive, sensitive, wistful introspections” (Richards, 2013, p. 
13). She argues that engagement in the arts, via poetry-writing in particular, 
is more conducive to reflexivity than writing weekly reflections. The arts as a 
method of inquiry and participant reflection are also used in the data 
collection and analysis within this thesis.  
When love trumps fear: What troubles these actions?  
The uncertainty that arises from a problematic situation need not provoke 
a defensive stance. A teacher will still be likely to experience a state of 
surprise, perplexity, or uneasiness along with the uncertainty but can then 
attempt to study the particular details of the problem. Rather than avoiding 
or denying the uncertainty, the teacher can instead enter into a process of 
gathering information on the nature, scope, and details of the problem. 
(Helsing, 2007a, p. 1323) 
The title of this thesis ‘being-with-uncertainty’ is conceptualised as an act of 
love when love is interpreted as presence to uncertainty (Hanh, 1997/2004), 
which I detailed in Chapter 2. A similar conceptualisation appears to be 
embedded in the surveyed literature that consciously reflects on teacher 
uncertainties, including: the theorised and deliberative reflections on 
uncertainty shared with students (Helleve, 2014), the compassionate analysis 
of PST’s stories of doubt-fuelled distress and/or dilemmas (Hinchion & Hall, 
2016; Sinner, 2012; Britzman, 2003), as well as the facilitation of student-
centred learning that fosters healthy uncertainty (Capobianco & Ní Ríordáin, 
2015; Forrest et al, 2012; Kirch, 2009; Pultinas et al, 2001).  
Presence to uncertainty provides support to students in the form of explicit 
structure. The transformative nature of being-for-uncertainty occurs in well-
supported structures of inquiry for tertiary students and health educators 
(Forrest et al, 2012; Loads, 2010). The findings that constituted best practice 
not only accepted uncertainty as part of the human condition and scientific 
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endeavour, but valued uncertainty as an important part of inquiry 
(Capobianco & Ní Ríordáin, 2015; Forrest et al, 2012). In the absence of 
supportive structures to scaffold a conceptual shift toward uncertainty, some 
students did not move beyond the feeling of fear-based vulnerability 
(Mackness et al, 2016). In other studies, it was found that students overcame 
their initial fears and vulnerabilities when structures of support were in place 
(Capobianco & Ní Ríordáin, 2015; Forrest et al, 2012). 
Pedagogic uncertainties regarding concerns of ineffectiveness motivate 
Ellsworth (1996) to mindfully engage with her students. She facilitates 
individualised dialogue in order to better cater for the needs and growth of 
each student. She also engages with her teacher-learner peers as part of a 
constructive collegiality: 
...right now I am thinking of this practice as part of my work as a teacher to 
use the reading of student papers in the continual struggle to become 
aware, that is, to situate my readings of student papers in their projects 
and questions – and from that place, to be able to respond as a teacher to 
those inaudible messages from students and from myself about our 
processes and projects in seminar. (p. 143) 
Ellsworth (1996) is present to the ‘volatile space’ between her and her 
students. Similarly, in an ABER action-research project, Richards (2013) 
uses a process of reflexive inquiry to be critically present to her openness 
toward uncertainty in the discussion of her oversights, dilemmas and 
“puzzling, unanswered questions” (p. 1).  
The idea of sharing uncertainties with students is especially challenging 
when there is a fear of loss: “The possibility that they would lose respect for 
me as a leader was present” (Helleve, 2014, pp. 614-615). With the support 
of a critical friend, Helleve (2014) privately engages with her limiting fears 
and takes precautions such as sharing her open journal in a closed-space 
online so that only her students can access it. Forrest (2012) experiences a 
similar conundrum when weighing up whether she should share a vulnerable 
uncertainty – her unknowing – with two tertiary students / research-interns 
who are relishing the challenges of research and looking to her for direction. 
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She ultimately trusts that Judd and Davison (in Forrest et al, 2012) will be 
able to come to terms with her use of uncertainty-as-process: 
Dr Forrest’s decision to reveal her uncertainty about her research helped 
us realize that while this is school, it is also life. Her transparency gave us 
license to bring our whole selves to school. This transformed our 
academic experience. What we were learning began to infiltrate our lives 
outside the classroom. We began to see how the concepts we were 
learning had significance in our day-to-day lives. (p. 717) 
Judd and Davison welcome Forrest’s (2012) vulnerable sharing and follow 
her lead. In so doing they demonstrate the transformative power of an 
uncertainty disposition that is reflective and relational, and that links to a 
more integrated and generative way of being. The research by Helleve 
(2014) and Forrest et al (2012) reveals that a considered approach to sharing 
uncertainties with students is beneficial to both teachers and students10. 
Helleve (2014) notes how grappling with confidence and uncertainty are 
common dilemmas encountered in teaching-learning. Confidence is not 
expressed by Forrest (2012) per se; however, she writes of choosing an 
authenticity that engenders self-acceptance and a willingness to be 
vulnerable. 
The education-psychology research by Langer et al (1989) reveals a 
connection between confidence and uncertainty. These authors find that 
uncertainty is a generative tool for students when the teacher displays a 
confident manner and uses conditional terminology, rather than speaking in 
absolutes. Further, students engage more in their learning and critical 
thinking when the teacher’s terminology models uncertainty as a disposition: 
“Subjects who were taught material with more uncertainty were able to later 
question it and use it mindfully” (Langer et al, 1989, p. 146). This literature 
reveals that students benefit from a teaching approach that is confident with 
uncertainty as part of knowing and learning (Langer et al, 1989). Other 
literature also makes the connection between cultivating an uncertainty 
 
10 Judd and Davison (in Forrest et al, 2012) make the distinction of gaining confidence within 
themselves rather than being simply confident in how to succeed at school. 
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disposition and facilitating greater confidence and agency in learning 
(Rogers, 2016; Capobianco & Ní Ríordáin, 2015; Richards, 2013).  
Admissions and exclusions in liminal space  
Everyone in education needs the space and encouragement to raise 
questions that attend to the possible and acknowledge the uncertainty of 
our educational lives. For in doing so, we can begin to envision the 
discourses, voices, and discursive practices that can invite the possible. 
(Britzman, 2003, p. 241)  
Shared reflective practice in the space of uncertainty is arguably beneficial 
for teachers. Much of the literature surveyed on teacher uncertainty is 
collaborative in nature. The findings all echo a similar idea: that collegial 
reflective practice enhances orientations toward, and understandings of, 
uncertainties. The studies largely concern uncertainties shared between 
peers. A collaborative culture of co-exploring uncertainties with peers or 
those held in high esteem is considered a valuable and constructive practice 
for teachers (Rogers, 2016; Cha & Ham, 2012). The support of a trusted 
critical friend is particularly helpful. 
The role of the critical friend is important to practitioner-researchers to 
mitigate the otherwise solitary work of lone reflections on teaching-learning 
(Capobianco & Ní Ríordáin, 2015; Helleve, 2014; Britzman, 2003). A critical 
friendship is described as “a collaborative relationship involving one or more 
trusted persons who are committed to fully understanding a person’s 
situation, the work involved, and the goals and intentions the person is 
working toward” (Capobianco & Ní Ríordáin, 2015, p. 588). A structured 
approach to utilising uncertainty sees practitioner-researchers facilitate 
critical friendships and a collaborative culture (Capobianco & Ní Ríordáin, 
2015; Forrest et al, 2012; Helleve, 2014). Forrest (2012) organises her 
students into working dyads to cultivate support and alleviate “…the potential 
anxiety associated with moving into unfamiliar territory” (p. 712). Capobianco 
and Ní Ríordáin (2015) facilitate three tiers of critical friendships to support 
the work of their respective PSTs with structured assistance coming from: (1) 
the teacher-educators, (2) cooperating teachers and administration staff 
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within placement schools, and (3) the PSTs (peer to peer). Rogers (2016) 
finds that shared practice is of high value to PSTs: sharing uncertainties 
negates feelings of isolation and professional inadequacy (Rogers, 2016). 
These observations inform my role as a facilitator of research that asks 
participants to enter potentially uncertainty-provoking terrain. Further, I feel 
encouraged to regularly touch-base with a critical friend. 
The last taboo appears to be that of teachers sharing uncertainties with 
school students, a dynamic that is seen to be marginalised (Macintyre Latta 
& Buck, 2008). Indeed, the surveyed research that discusses teachers 
sharing their professional uncertainties or selective quandaries with students 
is slight and only relates to tertiary students (Helleve, 2014; Forrest et al, 
2012). The seminal work of Floden and Clark (1988) advocates protectionist 
measures to ensure that school students do not know or feel a teacher’s 
uncertainty. They assert that, “Uncertainty will always remain [and that]…The 
strain on students may be reduced by maintaining an aura of certainty” 
(Floden & Clark, 1988, p. 10). Floden and Clark (1988) recognise that 
“Uncertainty has virtues that are obscured by the negative connotations of 
the word” (p. 9) yet contend that teacher uncertainty is linked to the students’ 
loss of confidence in their teacher’s abilities. They provide a solution which 
serves to deny uncertainty: “To maintain student confidence in instruction, 
teaching requires decisive action, not hesitation or paralysis” (Floden & Clark, 
1988, p. 16). Rather than conflate confidence with certainty, Langer et al 
(1989) unify confidence with uncertainty in the classroom. This unification is 
key to a teacher-modelled re-framing of uncertainty (Langer et al, 1989). 
Langer et al (1989) distinguish between the person, the ‘confident teacher’, 
and uncertainty as only “an attribute of the information conveyed” (p. 141). 
School students are invited into the liminal space of uncertainty by teachers 
who value its generative capacity (Kirch, 2009; Pultinas et al, 2001). 
Teachers who welcome uncertainty genuinely co-explore alongside their 
students and position themselves as teacher-learners (Cowhey, 2006; 
Pultinas et al, 2001). Kirch (2009) assumes the role of a facilitator: 
uncertainty is her mediating tool to guide students as they problematise their 
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scientific investigations. Her ‘undoing’ of science education is replaced with a 
student-centred learning environment that better reflects the thinking 
processes of scientists. This indicates how mindfully inviting uncertainty into 
the classroom may facilitate lifelong learning for students.   
Impediments to being-with-uncertainty 
Impediments to being-with-uncertainty are greater for PSTs than teachers. 
To begin with the latter, vulnerabilities around trust and safety can create 
challenging hurdles for teachers when they want to share uncertainties with 
their students. After some reflection and discussion with a critical friend, 
Helleve (2014) chooses to compartmentalise her sharing of uncertainty with 
the group. Forrest (2012) deliberates before deciding that her two students 
should have the maturity and capacity to understand that their leader is 
human. These practitioner-researchers process and trouble their 
vulnerabilities around trust and safety – vulnerabilities that may have 
otherwise remained dormant (Helleve, 2014; Forrest, 2012). 
Fear can halt a teacher’s ability to process and trouble vulnerabilities that 
impede being-with-uncertainty. Cruickshank (2019) identifies fear as a major 
block for male primary school teachers who choose to make no physical 
contact with students – even when children are upset or hurt. This 
perpetuates a one-dimensional male archetype within an educative setting. 
When male teachers believe they are more vulnerable to being falsely 
accused of molestation, their uncertainty (as to how other adults will perceive 
witnessing physical contact between teacher and student) turns into a block 
which pre-determines avoidant behaviour. Cruickshank (2019) asserts that 
guidelines may reduce some uncertainty but not the fear. He recommends 
that “Collaboration between schools, society and the media might help…men 
to challenge traditional gender stereotypes” (p. 255). Avoidant behaviour is 
also seen amongst teacher-mentors via their absence (Britzman, 2003), or 
premature and unilateral withdrawal of support (Bullough and Young, 2002). 
Fear of confrontation sees one mentor-teacher avoid sharing her 
uncertainties regarding a PSTs capacity to teach, even though it is a 
necessary conversation for the PST (Bullough, 2005). 
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A power deficit for PSTs in universities and placement schools is identified as 
a cause of extraneous uncertainty and distress (Sinner, 2012; Britzman, 
2003). When PSTs identify as subservient within the conventional mentor-
PST relationship, it may be challenging for them to invite more vulnerability 
by being-with-uncertainty (Sinner, 2012). This is particularly so when they 
feel unsupported by the mentor (Britzman, 2003) or “terrorized” by 
inconsistent support (Sinner, 2012, p. 608). The power-vulnerability duality is 
recognised as a mitigating factor in a PSTs repression / avoidance of 
uncertainty (Britzman, 2003). However, emotional withdrawal restricts the 
capacity to experience healthy uncertainty (Forrest et al, 2012), and hampers 
professional development (Lindqvist et al, 2017). Britzman (2007) argues that 
limiting roles and power dynamics are enacted in initial teacher education 
courses unless there is an awareness and determination to deconstruct the 
“rigid schoolhouse in the mind that resists renovations” (2013, p. 103). Sinner 
(2012) confirms that there is a tendency for teacher-education systems to 
foster cyclical situations of dysfunction for successive PSTs due to the belief 
that all experienced teachers have the capacity to effectively mentor PSTs. 
This is particularly so when PST-feedback is not invited or formally catered 
for by the university (Sinner, 2012).  
The tensions and challenges of ‘becoming’ in learning to teach are further 
magnified by myths of teacher identity that provides a one-dimensional 
facade of certainty (Britzman, 2003). The notion of the ‘super teacher’ and its 
implied pressures loom larger than life (Bullough & Young, 2002). Challenges 
and the problematic may not be readily disclosed by beginning teachers, 
especially those in contract positions (Dudley-Marling, 1997). Britzman 
(2013) uses psychoanalysis to revise the function of the myths she once 
bestowed the ‘rugged individual’. The myths are re-imagined as causing 
fragmentation within the teacher and likened to “anxiety: fear of losing, being 
lost, lonely, and needing help, and worrying about becoming out of control” 
(p. 103). Britzman (2013) argues for a re-framing of teacher identity that is 
fragmented, fluid, and dialogic in its relationship with a person’s background, 
commitments, affective investments, and aspirations. 
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In the absence of supportive scaffolding, PSTs can struggle with uncertainty 
due to a rise in feelings of vulnerability (Mackness et al 2016). However, 
Mackness et al (2016) find that the struggling students chose to refrain from 
engaging with the theory of the ‘rhizome’. An impediment to being-with-
uncertainty for the PST is the application of an avoidance strategy. A passive 
engagement with dilemmas and uncertainties is seen to result in PSTs 
compromising ideals on student welfare, and setting the intention to depend 
on future colleagues for help (Lindqvist et al, 2017). In effect, avoidance of 
uncertainty stunts professional learning and growth during school placement 
opportunities, and potentially jeopardises student wellbeing (Lindqvist et al, 
2017). Resistance to complexity and ‘becoming’ may be a response to 
feeling overwhelmed by the heightened uncertainties encountered by PSTs 
(Lindqvist et al, 2017). 
A final impediment to being-with-uncertainty is the dearth of professional 
discourse on the topic (Ulvik et al, 2017). Uncertainty appears to carry the 
stigma of challenging affect. Floden and Clark (1988) speak to a lack of role-
modelling for the newly qualified teacher alleging that: “Their own teachers 
appeared firm and confident (even inflexible) about the grades they 
assigned” (p. 5). However, the idea that teachers might role-model healthy 
uncertainty is not addressed by Floden and Clark (1988). On the contrary, 
they advocate that teachers maintain “an aura of certainty” (Floden & Clark, 
1988, p. 10). 
The position of un/certainty in the world of teachers  
The position of un/certainty in the world of teachers is complex as it is always 
contextual and in-relation to others (Forrest, 2012; Britzman, 2003). Tensions 
arise when socialised norms further position uncertainty as a negative. 
Where uncertainty is denied, repressed or avoided, its capacity is limited 
(Capobianco & Ní Ríordáin, 2015). Uncritically associating uncertainty with 
negative affect reinforces an orientation away from uncertainty and impedes 
professional learning for PSTs (Lindqvist et al, 2017). Uncertainties are 
heightened for PSTs, and teaching placements can feel like a brutal 
immersion, particularly for those PSTs who do not feel well-supported by 
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school-based mentors or university mentors (Sinner, 2012; Britzman, 2003). 
Whilst Australian social researcher Mackay argues that “uncertainty is good 
for us” (p. 252), it is not understood in such a positive way in educational 
settings (Ulvik et al, 2017; Bullough & Young, 2002). One possible reason for 
this can be traced back to the turn of the twentieth century when the 
certainty-seeking ideas of Edward L Thorndike won favour over John 
Dewey’s open-minded education philosophies (Eisner, 2004). 
At its most positive, uncertainty is positioned as a meaning-making construct 
that is central to the arts (Richards, 2016), scientific thinking and human 
attachment (Forrest, 2012). The generative capacity of working-with-
uncertainty is regarded as “an essential process in knowledge generation” 
(Kirch, 2009, p. 330). It is inextricable from reflective / reflexive practice 
(Rogers, 2016; Richards, 2013). It is constructed as generating growth and 
productive responses to unforeseen possibilities. This is significant to my 
project as the position of uncertainty in the world of teachers appears to be 
crucial to teaching, learning and exploring. 
The gaps in the literature  
This chapter identifies several gaps in the surveyed literature on teacher 
uncertainty – gaps that are attended to in this thesis. One of the major gaps 
in the scholarly literature is the limited diversity of participating groups. 
Across the surveyed literature, each piece of research pertains to a 
maximum of two similar groups, largely consisting of a reflexive researcher 
and a cohort of PSTs (Richards, 2013); or a reflective researcher and a 
cohort of students (Forrest et al, 2012); or a reflective researcher and a 
cohort of lecturers (Loads, 2010). Manz and Suárez’s (2018) study is rare in 
that it includes a PST amongst the cohort of participating teachers. Their 
action-research facilitates longitudinal professional development at a school 
where the PST was fulfilling their work placement requirements. My thesis 
attends to the gap in limited group diversity by investigating how a cohort of 
PSTs and a cohort of practising teachers perceive experience and work with 
uncertainty – both professionally and personally. In addition, as a reflexive 
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researcher, I explore my own entanglements in the research on uncertainty 
and examine my relationship with uncertainty.  
This thesis is further distinguished by paying close attention to how 
participants – PSTs, practising teachers and the researcher – embody 
uncertainty. The surveyed literature reveals little research that explicitly 
explores the body’s role in learning and teaching within a context that 
embraces uncertainty (Forrest et al, 2012; Macintyre Latta & Buck, 2008). 
The only piece of research that mentions ‘embodied uncertainty’ is located 
outside teaching and learning (Sword-Daniels et al, 2016). The subjective 
experience of feeling uncertain is attended to in this thesis in terms of an 
intra-relational process – noticing what the body is communicating and being 
in dialogue with it. This intra-relational un/knowing is analysed within my 
reflexive analysis in Chapter 8. In Chapters 6 and 7, close attention is paid to 
the participants’ ‘speech acts’ (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999) within the 
realm of embodied uncertainty.  
In these waters of teacher uncertainty there is a dearth of mixed methods 
related to data collection. The literature surveyed largely procures data within 
a series of workshops (Manz & Suárez, 2018; Loads, 2010) or within ITE 
courses over the course of an academic year (Capobianco & Ní Ríordáin, 
2015) or via conversations with PSTs on placement (Sinner, 2012; Britzman, 
2003). My research design draws inspiration from Richards (2013) who finds 
that the varied methods she procures (poetry, artworks, and regular emailed 
communications) foster greater introspections than prose alone. My research 
design incorporates emailed dialogue inclusive of an arts-based prompt (see 
Chapter 5). Unlike Richards, I am not bound by the academic calendar so 
communications take precedence over time and at the participants’ will. This 
creates a liminal space to wonder within and to process intra-relational 
reflexivity. Further, the explicit use of the arts to contribute to my analysis of 
the data is another gap in the literature that I attend to. Artful analytical 
interpretations of the data are offered via research poetry (see ‘Meta-
analysis’ in Chapter 5) 
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Finally, an absence of stand-alone readily accessible bites of research, 
beyond journal articles11 was noted. Eisner (2006) argues that arts-based 
research “needs an outlet, a forum, something appropriate for handling the 
kind of messages it provides” (p. 17). The outlet for this project is suitably 
creative. The representations of the artful analyses, born of this research into 
teacher uncertainty, are intended as ‘research bites’ to be offered to the 
grassroots teacher discourses in cyberspace12 (see ‘On the final offerings’ in 
Chapter 5). The collective literature that embraces uncertainty works toward 
normalising pedagogic uncertainties (Rogers, 2016; Cha & Ham, 2012), and 
facilitating the use of uncertainty as a generative ally in the classroom (Kirch, 
2009; Pultinas et al, 2001). By noticing and researching uncertainty, this 
project also normalises its position in the world of teachers.  
One gap, not attended to in this thesis, is the absence of research on how 
school-based mentors can and do model a relationship with un/certainty. This 
would be a valuable area to consider as mentors have influence and model 
an ontology on the un/certainty spectrum, whether they are conscious of it or 
not. It would be of further interest to explore the various ontologies modelled, 
and to qualify the corresponding influence/impact on PSTs. In particular, it 
would be helpful to learn what impact a mentor-teacher has when they 
consciously model an awareness of uncertainty and its generative capacity.   
Summary 
…the waves tell a bigger story. 
Over millions of years, they have worn rocks 
into the very sand between your toes.    
(Davies, 2018, p. 7) 
This chapter ‘On Uncertainty’ reviewed the empirical research that was 
surveyed in relation to teacher uncertainty. It revealed a growing 
consciousness toward the value of uncertainty, and the pervasive ill-effects of 
 
11 To clarify, the literature does not link to social media or express the intended release of 
‘research bites’. 
12 Audience reception and dissemination are beyond the scope of this present study. 
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a systemic attachment to the illusion of certainty. The construct of uncertainty 
as a meaning-making lens was found to be generative in teaching and 
learning.  However, the heightened uncertainties encountered by PSTs in the 
new and complex construct of school-teaching still sees them reach for 
passive strategies that impede their professional development. 
Working with uncertainty was found to be inextricable from reflective practice 
that is theoretically informed. It also looked to encounters with uncertainty as 
a process of integrated bodily comprehension. Exploring uncertainties was 
deemed most effective when sharing with others. Sharing uncertainties was 
largely with other teachers / peers. Some practitioner-researchers mindfully 
shared their entanglements with dilemmas and uncertainty-as-process with 
their tertiary students. Research on explicitly modelling and facilitating 
uncertainty as a mediated strategy with school students was narrow yet 
generative. A scaffolded structure and teacher confidence – in self and 
students – was common to the literature that fostered an uncertainty 
disposition in the classroom. The arts were also explored as an effective 
medium to facilitate reflexive (Richards, 2013) and reflective practice (Loads, 
2010). 
A lens of love, as presence to uncertainty, is applied to the literature. It 
reveals the teacher’s work of processing their vulnerabilities and fears. 
Finding ways to feel safe with uncertainty can include admitting or excluding 
particular people from the liminal space. Critical friends are found to be 
supportive. For the teacher-researchers who consciously facilitated 
uncertainty competences in the classroom, they appeared confident and 
organised. Their contributions to the broader discourses on uncertainty are 
especially valuable as the collection is relatively narrow.  
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Chapter 5: Methodology and Research Design 
The previous chapter surveyed the literature related to teacher uncertainty, 
and found that whilst uncertainties abound in education, the way a teacher 
relates to uncertainty can mean the difference between generative learning 
(Manz & Suárez, 2018) versus avoidance due to feelings of inadequacy 
(Lindqvist et al, 2017). Resistance to uncertainty appeared to be a default 
position for PSTs in particular (Britzman, 2003, 2013) – one that was 
arguably counter-productive to their professional learning (Lindqvist, 2017). 
The edu-science literature that looked at the generative capacity of 
uncertainty, noted the importance of reflective and shared practice for 
teacher/students working with uncertainty (Capobianco & Ní Ríordáin, 2015; 
Forrest et al, 2012; Kirch, 2009). Chapter 5 explicates the two methodological 
approaches that inform this thesis on teacher uncertainty: Positioning Theory 
(Harré & van Langenhove, 1999) and Arts-Based Education Research 
(ABER) (Eisner, 2006, 2004, 1997). They facilitate researcher knowing 
regarding the position of uncertainty in the world of teachers. Reflexivity 
(Richards, 2013) as an element of both approaches strongly informs this 
poststructural study. Finally, this chapter shares the details of the bespoke 
research design and the methods used to analyse the data.  
Researcher positioning 
Forget your perfect offering  
There is a crack in everything  
That’s how the light gets in 
(Leonard Cohen, 1992) 
This thesis is driven by curiosity. Curiosity denotes an ontological ‘becoming’ 
– an openness toward the un/knowns, and ongoing transformation (Massumi, 
2017). My researcher positioning is the port of entry. The relationship 
between teachers and uncertainty, edu-policy and uncertainty, this research 
and my own journey, all urge me to ponder how and why I tell particular 
stories. I wonder how and why these stories change, and how they contribute 
to nuanced adjustments for professional and personal introspection. With 
feminist and poststructural understandings, I position knowledge and truths 
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as contextual, relational, subjective, flexible, and at times prone to slippage. I 
feel empowered and compelled to engage in research that is affective. 
Connecting with the mind-body is powerful in terms of seeing our behavioural 
patterns and potentially creating our own shifts (Forrest et al, 2012). 
The intra-relational aspect of this thesis comes of, and through, a reflexive 
positioning: observing how I work with uncertainty at an embodied level and 
putting my knowing to use within communications with participants and 
others. This kind of vulnerability feels risky yet necessary (Brown, 2010b). I 
endeavour to come to some understandings of how I experience and work 
with uncertainty as a way to invite feelings of greater equanimity. Over the 
past eleven years I have practised an expansive form of meditation to help 
regulate my emotions and be more present. I completed my first ten-day 
Vipassana course in 2008 at a time when I was feeling emotionally and 
physically exhausted. The previous year I had endured a rough entrée to 
teaching in a Victorian public school whilst living with a partner suffering from 
depression. That summer I needed to relax and recharge during the school 
break. Instead I experienced deep grief in response to two sudden deaths 
and one separation. I got through Term 1 with a disconnected numbness. I 
felt like I was on autopilot whilst driving the twenty kilometres to work. It was 
untenable.  
The choice to reconnect with myself saw me shift between two very different 
settings. When the final song blasted over the school’s speakers to signify 
the end of a busy school day and the beginning of the Easter term break, I 
headed straight to the quiet rural hills of Woori Yallock to enter a ten-day 
silent retreat. The contrast could not have been greater! I enjoyed the 
opportunity to practise strategies to enable better self-care with no 
distractions (mobile phones and writing apparatus were centrally stored for 
the duration of the retreat). The meditation techniques soon became habitual. 
An ability to observe and accept what was happening in my mind and body 
opens me to noticing, and embodying, the kind of relational ontology that 
Lather (2016) celebrates: 
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…within an engaged social science that is something other than the 
earnest advocacy that often leads to posturing and over-claims to make a 
difference, theories of the subject shift from an epistemology of human 
consciousness to a relational ontology. Taking into account the affective 
turn, the move is toward something not containable, in excess of meaning, 
rather than rationality or disciplining or socializing or interpolating. (p. 125) 
Lather constructively critiques an ego-driven ontology that aims to change 
the reader or other. This touches on an epistemic loosening of what it means 
to do research.  In its place she writes of a relational ontology that notices 
and accepts the gaps. If we accept that change is the only constant, a 
relational ontology accommodates the complexities and constant shifts that 
occur within people and between people. In this way, I hope that this 
research project and attention to my own ongoing learning may afford an 
epistemic approach that is derivative of complexity, inquiry and fluidity.  
In the world of teachers, a ‘construct’ of certainty exists and may serve a 
purpose – even if only to provide emotional comfort. This research project is 
approached with care and conscious ‘response-ability’ (Ellsworth, 1996) so 
that participants are better supported to communicate about uncertainty and 
engage with uncertainty. Even though the literature points to the numerous 
advantages of engaging with uncertainty (Langer, 2011), it also conveys that 
uncertainty is oft avoided as it is perceived as the cause of distress (Lindqvist 
et al, 2017; Britzman, 2003). 
As a line art aerial view, the thesis mind map (see Figure 4 below) evokes 
the interconnectivity of this research project, and is reminiscent of a 
meditating ‘Mimi’ spirit – a sacred spirit person in the Dreamtime stories of 
the First Nations people of East Arnhem Land in Australia’s Northern 
Territory13 (Lewis, 2007). The process of creating what I call a 
 
13 The story about the Mimi spirits and the lost boy is owned by the Dhuwa moiety at 
Wugularr (Beswick) community (Lewis, 2007). The community is familiar to me as I co-
facilitated some arts and technology workshops at the Wugularr School. I was teaching 
fulltime in a nearby town and visited Wugularr as part of a mentoring program funded by the 
department of education in the Northern Territory. Further, one of my students lived in the 
Wugularr community at times. She was the granddaughter of an elder I had met on a trip in 
the USA in 1998. The elder had invited me to his community. Unfortunately, he had passed 
away by the time I made it there in 2005. 
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‘methodological Mimi map’ (see Figure 4 below) was helpful. I had been 
feeling stuck with uncertainty regarding how to structure my thesis. Drawing 
helped. I could now see a possibility for structural flow and juncture points.   
 
Figure 4: A ‘methodological Mimi map’ 
(Drawn by the researcher, November 2018) 
The Mimi map clarified how the convergent approaches may feed into the 
research design and inform the analysis chapters and the final discussion. It 
was an unintentional bonus that the Mimi map conveyed the spiritual and 
bodily connotations of integrated becoming that is synergistic with my 
reflexive research journey: a journey that takes place within the post-
structural paradigm. 
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Post-structuralism and uncertainty 
Post-structuralism is an interpretive paradigm that is open to the multiplicities, 
hence requires a consciousness of the complex (Lather, 2007). This 
paradigm is adopted in my research as it complements teacher uncertainty 
by honouring the liminal space of uncertainty. My understanding of post-
structuralism informs my use of Positioning Theory (Harré & van 
Langenhove, 1999), discourse analysis and ABER (Eisner, 2006). 
Appreciating the complex, yet symbiotic, nature of all these elements within a 
post-structural paradigm has been challenging at times. My tensions remind 
me to acknowledge reactive and controlling tendencies: to recognise and be 
with the uncertainties to the best of my abilities. The continual lesson is to let 
go of each illusion of control as it appears. Letting go seems to create the 
distance necessary for me to better see. The idea of perpetual becoming is 
now strangely comforting. It replaces an earlier belief in tidy endings and 
elusive joy.  
The post-structural paradigm springs from the philosophical activism of mid-
twentieth century France. Key philosophers such as Foucault, Derrida, 
Lacan, Lyotard, Deleuze and Guattari are credited for destabilising the 
constructs of structuralism and modernity (St. Pierre, 2013). According to 
Lather (2007), the works of these philosophers continue to push the 
boundaries of thought. The key post-structural conceptual understandings 
that inform the aims of this thesis include the following: (1) Subjectivity and 
identity; rather than defining and fixing the experiences and positions in 
relation to uncertainty, I attend to their fluidity and context (Britzman, 2013), 
(2) Power relations; rather than perceiving power as fixed and uni-directional, 
I attend to how it shifts and flows differently in different interactions (Foucault, 
1980), (3) Discourse and language; rather than accepting communications on 
a surface level, I attend to the contextual and relational dynamics (St. Pierre, 
2000; Harré & van Langenhove, 1999).  
This thesis is a contribution toward the reappraisal of knowledge and its 
production via an exploration of un/knowing, affect and un/certainty in the 
world of teachers. Binaries are interrupted to trouble staid meanings and 
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glean new possibilities. A reflexive researcher aim of this thesis is to be open 
and attuned to the data on un/certainty, including data that is embedded, 
embodied, and affective. A post-structural reading relishes the challenges of 
honouring the complexities.  
Discourse analysis as contextual and relational 
Discourse is a ubiquitous human construct (Britzman, 2003; St. Pierre, 2000). 
It includes “narrative conventions, modes of reasoning, categories of thought, 
styles of meaning making, and implicit and taken-for-granted values on 
comportment, responsibility, and blame” (Britzman, 2003, p. 11). St. Pierre 
(2000) argues that discourse, and the analysis of discourse, is vital to post-
structuralism: 
…the [socially constructed] rules of discourse allow certain people to be 
subjects of statements and others to be objects. Who gets to speak? Who 
is spoken? Discourse can never be just linguistic since it organizes a way 
of thinking into a way of acting in the world. (p. 485) 
Discourse analysis begins with the kinds of questions that St. Pierre (2000) 
asks above. I too look to discourses as data: to learn how and why the notion 
of ‘certainty’ persists in the world of teachers.   
The position of uncertainty in the world of teachers is investigated via an 
analysis of the discourses that honours the relational and contextual 
dynamics. Research by Kirch and Siry (2010) reveals that “uncertainty 
originates and exists in dialog and is a product of interaction with others and 
the world” (p. 263). I look to how the private discourses may be influenced by 
the public discourses, acknowledging that the public discourses are also 
influenced by broader discourses. The surveyed literature reveals that pre-
service teachers are often engaged in a negative, and largely unconscious, 
relationship with uncertainty (Lindqvist, Weurlander, Wernerson & Thornberg, 
2017; Rogers, 2016; Britzman, 2003). Such tenuous and challenging 
dynamics with uncertainty are often mis/interpreted as a personal problem 
(Britzman, 2003). Hence, it is crucial within this thesis to investigate the 
public discourses too – to see how uncertainty is embedded within them. I 
am interested to see what co-creations of (un)knowing may be evident in the 
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private discourses, and how understandings might incorporate and/or reveal 
resistance to the public discourses.  
Silence is valuable data in this post-structural discourse analysis. Silence can 
be a strategy of avoidance of the difficult or a form of domination (Foucault, 
1980) – it can also signify introspective engagement in the liminal space of 
uncertainty. Hence, I trace the silences of uncertainty in the discourses. The 
means of communication with participants is email, a medium which can 
easily foster silence. Silence can be measured in weeks and months 
between email replies. In some instances, silence can be measured in terms 
of the reflexive insights made within the liminal spaces.  
At the macro level of this research project is an investigation into the power 
relations and equalities – between teachers and uncertainty, and between 
policy and uncertainty. Fairclough and Fairclough (2015) argue for relational 
analysis: 
It is not enough for (political) textual analysis to analyse action/genres and 
representation/discourses and identity/styles; dialectic and rhetoric. It 
should analyse the relations between them, for example the way in which 
particular representations (discourses) can give agents reasons for action, 
and how this in turn can serve particular power interests. (p. 2) 
In other words, an analysis that is relational investigates the capacity for 
responsive agential action, and the intertwining power dynamic. This informs 
my thesis as I explore how the public discourses affect teacher agency in 
terms of working with uncertainty. The use of discourse analysis is integral to 
my use of Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999). 
Positioning Theory 
It is within conversations that the social world is created. (Harré & van 
Langenhove, 1999, p. 15) 
Positioning Theory is a form of discourse analysis. Indeed, van Langenhove 
and Harré (1995) assert that positioning is an “essential part of discourse” (p. 
362). Positioning Theory asks us to pay close attention to utterances and 
interpretations, language choices and meaning: “Adopting a ‘position’ 
involves the use of rhetorical devices by which oneself and other speakers 
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are presented as standing in various kinds of relations” (van Langenhove & 
Harré, 1995, p. 362). The symbiotic nature of being in-relation includes: 
“relations of power, relations of competence (knowledge/ignorance), relations 
of moral standing (trustworthy/trusting) and so on. Thus every position exists 
only as the reciprocal of some other position” (van Langenhove & Harré, 
1995, p. 362). Positions also exist in-context. Within this research project, the 
broad context is education: the institution and the school. Other contexts 
include the teacher in the classroom, the teacher after school hours, and the 
researcher in varied contexts. Harré & Slocum (2003) argue that “…the point 
of positioning theory is to enable us to look closely at small scale 
interactions” (p. 111). This project is largely a close engagement with the 
communications between each participant and the researcher.  
Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999) follows a tri-polar 
structure that includes social acts, positions, and storylines. Social acts are 
referred to as ‘speech acts’ – in this project they encompass the written, 
visual and verbal actions that form conversations between two or more 
people. A position is “understood as a cluster of rights and duties with 
respect to the acts one is enabled to accomplish as an occupant of a 
position” (Harré & Slocum, 2003, p. 105). In conversation, positions are taken 
up, or allocated by the other, via speech acts. Harré and van Langenhove 
(1999) convey a concise example of positioning as follows:  
Positioned as dependent, one's cry of pain is hearable as a plea for help, 
But positioned as dominant, a similar cry can be heard as a protest or 
even as a reprimand. It can easily be seen that the social force of an 
action and the position of the actor and interactors mutually determine one 
another. (p. 17) 
In short, positions are in-context and in-relation. The same dialogue can be 
interpreted in different ways dependant on the meaning each party projects 
and plays out. If I pre-position myself as ‘victim’, when I am in conversation 
with others I might position them as either ‘allies’ or ‘adversaries’ dependant 
on what they say and how they say it. In the context of teacher uncertainty, 
positioning is meaningful because it helps the researcher to notice the 
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complexities of speech acts, and to trace the water marks of semblance and 
omission. 
Positions are not stagnant or necessarily consistent, they “can and do 
change” (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999, p. 17). Positions also reflect an 
individual’s ascribed rights and duties. For example, a teacher’s duty may be 
to check student attendance. To fulfil this duty, the teacher may assert a right 
to be heard and to have clear vision of students. Positions are linked to and 
even predetermined by storylines. Storylines tell a succinct story of the 
discursive engagement where “People present themselves, and others, as 
actors in a drama” (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999, p. 8). Harré and van 
Langenhove (1999) describe the interactions of the position / speech-act 
(action) / storyline triad in the following way: 
Conversations have storylines and the positions people take in a 
conversation will be linked to these storylines. Someone can be seen as 
acting like a teacher in the way his/her talk takes on a familiar form: the 
storyline of instruction, of the goings-on in the classroom. (p. 17) 
It is through a Positioning Theory lens that conversations reveal the 
complexities of inter-relational dynamics and the multiple storylines at play 
within a given episode. 
Within this research, Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999) is 
understood through a post-structural lens. It is used to analyse the private 
discourses that are the emailed communications between the participants 
and the researcher, as well as the reflexive researcher notes in-relation to 
dialogue with the participants and in response to the selected public 
discourses. The selected public discourses are also analysed using 
Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999). The meta-analysis of all 
this data (see Chapter 10) informs my understanding of the position of 
un/certainty in the world of teachers. 
The empirical literature on teacher uncertainty includes speech acts that 
indicate how uncertainty is positioned by the researcher/s. A post-y approach 
is open to the actions of identifying differing ‘stances’ toward uncertainty 
(Helsing, 2007a) and developing ‘uncertainty competences’ (Tauritz, 2012). 
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Floden and Clark (1988) claim that “Inevitable uncertainties call for tolerance” 
(p. 4), whilst Tauritz (2012) argues how “Learning to tolerate uncertainty 
makes it easier to learn how to reduce uncertainty and vice versa” (p. 306). 
Talk of ‘tolerating’ uncertainty implies negative notions of enduring, putting up 
with, and suffering. A conceptual shift away from deficit language and 
pessimistic constructs, aids a reconstruction that frames uncertainty as 
‘healthy’ (Forrest et al, 2012) and ‘beneficial’ (Helsing, 2007b), with university 
educators role-modelling positive dispositions toward uncertainty that 
embrace ‘living with uncertainty’ (Helleve, 2014) and ‘being-for-uncertainty’14 
(Barnett, 2012; Loads, 2010). The notion of approaching teacher uncertainty 
as useful rather than a limitation or sufferance is echoed by others (Lindqvist 
et al, 2017; Capobianco & Ní Ríordáin, 2015; Britzman, 2013; Cha & Ham, 
2012). 
Arts based research and teacher uncertainty 
 
Figure 5: A conceptual shift from fear to curiosity 
Arts-Based Education Research (ABER) is predominately qualitative 
research that draws on the arts to trouble education: generating questions 
and inspiration (Eisner, 2006). Further, ABER is “the idea that the arts might 
 
14 Being-for-uncertainty is characterised by Barnett (2012) as “Learning for an unknown future...an 
ontological turn” (p. 65). This differs slightly from my theorising around being-with-uncertainty 
where the focus is on being present to the intra-relational shifts that occur when uncertain. 
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be used in some productive way to help us understand more imaginatively 
and more emotionally problems and practices that warrant attention in our 
schools” (Eisner, 2006, p. 10). ABER practitioners value the creative process 
as it further engages the creator in contemplative thinking during the process 
of creating and/or on reflection of the creative piece (Loads, 2010).  
The arts are an integral part of my exploration into teacher uncertainty. The 
arts are used three-fold in this research on teacher uncertainty: (1) to disrupt 
and investigate my research-related thoughts and feelings via drawing, (2) to 
disrupt the default mode of communication with participants by soliciting 
visual art responses, to generate data that communicates beyond the 
limitations of language (Eisner, 2004), and (3) as artful analytical 
interpretations of the data, and representations of the analyses. These three 
processes reflect exploratory approaches to investigating and 
reconceptualising uncertainty. The third process uses digital technology 
which aligns with the kind of outlet that Eisner (2006) believes ABER 
demands: 
Arts-based research needs an outlet, a forum, something appropriate for 
handling the kind of messages it provides. This is no easy task, but it is an 
important one, necessitating inextricable ties to digital technology, the 
World Wide Web, and other contemporary electronic media. (p. 17) 
The process of coming to this outlet was quite an organic one in the case of 
this research project. It involved sharing my early research and getting a feel 
for the wants and needs of the audience, as well as the capacity for my 
representation of the data to shift in accordance.  
ABER is provocative in its capacity to destabilise (Richards, 2013). Effective 
research is arguably a dynamic journey of uncertainty where researcher, 
participants and readers encounter more questions than answers (Richards, 
2013; Britzman, 2003). Richards (2013) recommends ABER researchers 
acknowledge, and proactively engage with, the ambiguities inherent in this 
novel work: 
Because ABER often involves experimentation and doing something 
new... distinguishing characteristics of ABER not only include infinite 
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possibilities for innovation, inspiration, and discovery, but also the 
possibility of ambiguity, inconsistencies, and unresolved questions that 
allow arts-based researchers to regard phenomena from new perspectives 
that in turn, raise fresh questions. (p. 17)  
In this, the arts based researcher thinks / feels / creates divergently and 
reflexively. The arts-based researcher achieves academic rigor and insights 
by engaging with the problematic aspects of the research process (Richards, 
2013). Richards (2013) monitors and documents her “dilemmas throughout 
the inquiry process in an attempt to achieve verisimilitude and to inform new 
arts-based researchers” (p. 1).  
Uncertainty is framed as generative and necessary within ABER 
methodology. ABER pioneer, Eisner (2004) writes about the arts as a 
continuous process of inquiry into shifting unknowns: 
In the arts ends may follow means. One may act and the act may itself 
suggest ends, ends that did not precede the act, but follow it. In this 
process ends shift; the work yields clues that one pursues. (p. 6) 
The journey is paramount – and continuous. This is at odds with a purely 
goal-focused approach where a fixed end justifies the means. ABER is an 
engaging and reflexive journey, particularly for those of us who were 
previously socialised / schooled to quash our creativity, curiosity and 
divergent thinking. In this thesis, I embraced the process of creating visual art 
works as part of my researcher journey – to help process my thoughts and 
feelings (see Figure 4: A ‘methodological Mimi map’). Research participants 
were invited to engage with the visual arts due to the capacity of the art-
making process to inspire, destabilise, and generate further thought (Loads, 
2010; Suominen, 2003). It was anticipated that this prompt would feel 
provocative for many participants as it introduced palpable uncertainty into 
the experience of thinking about how they relate to uncertainty.  
The strength of ABER methodology is its capacity to elicit dynamic data and 
create unique insights into education (Eisner, 2004). ABER is expansive in 
that the arts are expansive and therefore arts-based researchers can utilise a 
variety of mediums in myriad ways. Eisner (1997) – an advocate for the arts 
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in education and the art of education – eloquently expresses the strength of 
poetry in the following few lines: 
...poetry, that linguistic achievement whose meanings are paradoxically 
non-linguistic: Poetry was invented to say what words can never say. 
Poetry transcends the limits of language and evokes what cannot be 
articulated. (p. 5)  
Eisner (1997) conveys the expansiveness of poetry which encourages me to 
further consider its capacity to co-create liminal space. In this, I feel that 
poetry is uncertain and evokes an active relationship with uncertainty. The 
academic discourse on research poetry (Lahman & Richard, 2014) pays 
homage to ‘found poetry’ derived from epistolary letters (amongst other 
things), and ‘transcription poetry’ – the product of transcribed audio 
interviews where the researcher can re-listen to the original source in order to 
better honour the speaker’s cadence and pauses. In this thesis, poems are 
created as artful analytical interpretations of the data (see Chapter 10: 
Convergence of the streams). An artful journey and re-imagining of research 
is the very crux of arts-based research (McKenna, 2012; Eisner, 2004).  
Positioning and ABER within post-structuralism  
[Post-structuralism] is about complicating reference, not denying it, 
through a profound vigilance regarding how language does its work. 
(Lather, 2007, p. 8) 
My post-structural use of the two chosen methodological approaches is no 
easy task. Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999) is used to 
analyse the complexities inherent to language whilst ABER (Eisner, 2006) 
extends Positioning Theory into the realm of visual arts and poetry to 
consider different ways of un/knowing, telling and representing. Massumi 
(2017) expresses the cognitive and affective interconnectivity of language 
and the visual arts:  
Since artworks are compositions of signs, this means that their objective 
feeling envelops thought: that they are thinking-feelings presenting with 
the feeling standing out. Conversely, all signs composing what we call 
thinking as opposed to feeling, envelop feelings, with the thinking standing 
for. (note 5, p. 141)  
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Massumi (2017) posits that thinking and feeling are inextricable, and that 
they are present in both language and the arts. 
This thesis uses an arts-based approach, in terms of soliciting visual art 
responses from participants, to disrupt a predominately cognitive approach to 
the written communications. Besides, “Not everything knowable can be 
articulated in propositional form. The limits of our cognition are not defined by 
the limits of our language” (Eisner, 2004, p. 7). A Positioning Theory lens can 
also reveal insights into personal affect and challenges regarding uncertainty. 
Together, these methodologies – within a poststructural paradigm – help me 
to come to an understanding of the position of un/certainty in the world of 
teachers. An artful engagement with the data ultimately leads me to the 
creation of research poetry and digital art. The latter, in particular, 
harmonises with the aims of post-structuralism in that it is interactive, non-
mediated, and hence open to the possibilities (St. Pierre, 2000) – possibilities 
that are beyond the scope of this thesis.  
Researcher reflexivity  
The topical significance of this research on un/certainty fuels my researcher 
reflexivity and manoeuvres/choices. I am guided by a poststructural paradigm 
that wants for the open ontologies and transformation imagined by Barnett 
(2012). ABER (Eisner, 2006) and Positioning Theory (Moghaddam, 1999) 
both embrace reflexivity. Within Positioning Theory reflexivity is theorised in 
terms of a linguistic analysis: 
Reflexive positions are always emerging, changing and shifting based in 
part on how a person's utterances are hearable to oneself as speaker. 
One's life story and fragments of it are never fixed or sealed but are in 
ceaseless movement, continually retold as new experiences are 
integrated. (Moghaddam, 1999, p. 77) 
The fluidity and complexity of reflexive positioning mirrors the larger social 
dynamic that is in constant flux. Due to the emerging nature of ABER it is 
recommended that practitioners be engaged with reflexivity (Richards, 2013) 
or reflective practice (Loads, 2010) to lend greater researcher understanding 
and visibility.   
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Reflexivity is one way of self-critiquing within the process of doing research. I 
also see it as a way of coming to know. My reflexive notes are analysed via 
Positioning Theory (Moghaddam, 1999) as a journey of becoming. Enacting 
this doubled reflexivity broadens the opportunities to notice, and engage with, 
my own tensions and resistance to uncertainty. This helps me to better 
understanding how I perceive, experience and work with uncertainty. 
Through this process I caught glimpses of what I call the ‘intra-relational’ – 
noticing how my affective positioning toward uncertainty manifests, is 
maintained / rejected, embodied and possibly externalised. The reflexive 
journey provided me with the language to begin to articulate, and work with, 
the emotional and bodily uncertainties that can stagnate at discomfort. 
The research design 
It is important for the researcher to feel suspended in uncertainty before 
latching onto a research design. (Mercieca, 2011, p. 7) 
Like Mercieca (2011) I made a conscious decision to linger in the liminal 
space of uncertainty before committing to the research design. After a 
preliminary review of the literature that informed my methodological 
positioning, a research design was drafted, revised and refined. I did not 
know it at the time but the design would grow artfully as a result of sharing 
uncertainties, trialling ideas, and reflexively noticing my intuitive and bodily 
responses to the work in progress. The three overarching streams of data 
include: (1) emailed communications from the ten participants – both written 
and visual art communications, (2) my researcher-reflexivity – emailed 
communications, journal notes, visual art, and (3) the selected edu-policy 
documents (the public discourses). Below, each data stream is fully 
introduced, with the corresponding methods for data collection and analysis 
detailed.  
As post-structural research, the design engages in communications with 
participants, the ten Victoria-based teachers (pre-service and practising). The 
participants’ voices, via their emailed correspondence, are central to this 
inquiry that asks: What is the position of un/certainty in the world of teachers? 
How do teachers perceive, experience and work with un/certainty? This 
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section introduces the participants. It also introduces the public discourses 
data set that includes selected edu-policy documents that guide teachers in 
Victoria (VIT 2016a, 2009) and Australia (MCEECDYA, 2011; MCEETYA, 
2008). This relates to the research question: How is the term un/certainty 
encountered and constructed in education discourses? Both the public 
discourses (the edu-policy data stream) and the private discourses are 
engaged with reflexively. Each data source is explained in more detail below, 
along with a full explication of the methods utilised to gain and analyse the 
data.  
Data stream 1: The research participants 
The ten participants are introduced within two ‘pools’ to reflect the staggered 
data collection. The participants’ years of service cover the full gamut of 
teaching from Pre-Service Teachers (PSTs) through to a teacher on the eve 
of retirement. This variety of classroom experience attends to a gap in the 
literature on teacher uncertainty. Pseudonyms are used to protect the privacy 
of all participants.  
Pool 1 is made up of three individuals enrolled in an Initial Teacher Education 
(ITE) course (primary school teaching) in 2013: ‘Lola’ a fourth year PST, 
‘Tony’ a third year PST (part-time), and ‘Daria’ a second year PST. All three 
PSTs were known to me. Both Lola and Tony participated in the first 
university course I tutored within in 2011. Daria participated in a first-year unit 
I facilitated in 2012. My experience of learning alongside Daria and her PST 
peers was generative. We were fortunate to be engaged with progressive 
theory that asked us to take a journey of ‘becoming’ toward greater self-
awareness. Daria and I had already ventured into vulnerable pedagogical 
spaces together by beginning to unpack our metaphoric schoolbags.  
Pool 2 consists of seven practising teachers working across a variety of 
Victorian schools in both Primary School15 (PS) and Secondary College16 
 
15 Primary schools educate students from Prep – Year 6. 
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(SC) education settings: ‘Byron’ a first year teacher in 2014 (PS); ‘Selwyn’ a 
fourth year teacher in 2014; ‘Jay’ a teacher with six years of experience in 
2013 (PS); ‘Wendy’ a teacher with seven years of experience in 2013 (SC); 
‘Marcel’ an eighth year teacher in 2013 (SC); ‘Bruce’ a teacher with 13 years 
of teaching experience in 2013 (PS and SC); ‘Hetty’ a teacher with over 30 
years of experience, in her final year of service in 2013 (PS). 
These participants were either known to me or there were two degrees of 
separation, i.e. they were known to someone I knew. Those who opted-in 
included three of my past colleagues from various schools – unknown to 
each other. Also, a contact of a past colleague also opted-in but was 
unknown to me. The remaining three participants were recruited by a 
colleague at the university and were also unknown to me. In total (across the 
ten participants), two fifths of the participants were unknown to me, which 
may have been advantageous in terms of not having researcher bias. As 
most participants were known to me, a level of trust preceded our 
communications in relation to uncertainty which may have been 
advantageous in terms of sharing.   
Data stream 1: Method of data collection  
I engaged all ten participants in communication about uncertainty to gain an 
insight into how teachers (both pre-service and in-service) perceive, 
experience and work-with-un/certainty. In the recruitment letter, I outlined my 
intention to send four separate prompts, plus additional emails if further 
clarification was necessary. The method for collecting participants’ data 
included epistolary correspondence via email, and the invitation of a visual 
arts response. My desire to seek discourses from participants was predicated 
on the idea that dialogue shapes and reflects the social world (Harré & van 
Langenhove, 1999). Visual art was incorporated as a mode of 
communication and representation that extends beyond “the limits of our 
language” (Eisner, 2004, p. 7).  
 
16 Secondary colleges educate students from Year 7 – Year 12. 
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The PST participants’ responses formed the first pool of data. I then 
extended the invitation to teachers practising in schools, which formed the 
second pool of data. The same prompts were sent to both pools of 
participants, with some minor variations. Private discourses were sought from 
the participants in both pools – who ranged from PSTs to a retiring teacher, 
in both primary and secondary schools – to contribute to a nuanced 
understanding of the position of un/certainty in the world of teachers.  
The four conversational prompts are listed below. One prompt, consisting of 
three questions maximum, was sent at a time to participants and only after 
receipt of the response to the previous prompt. Each set of prompts is 
introduced with a brief rationale as follows: 
1. To ease participants into the conversation on un/certainty:  
• What do you see as certainties in teaching?  
• What do you fear about teaching? 
• What do you question in approaches to learning and teaching? 
 
2. To provoke the participants’ deeper thoughts and feelings on 
uncertainty: 
• When you have been uncertain as to how to proceed with a dilemma or 
uncertainty in the classroom, what have you done?* 
• Is this the way you generally deal with uncertainty? 
• Have you previously been aware of how you relate to uncertainty? 
* [The variation for PST participants follows] When you have been uncertain as to 
how to proceed with a university assignment, what have you done? 
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3. To consider the multiple ways of relating to teacher uncertainties, 
participants were asked to look at Campbell’s (2007) six-point 
framework: 
Please look below at Elizabeth Campbell’s (2007) proposed framework for the 
variety of ways that teachers deal with uncertainty as something to: 
• deny; 
• avoid; 
• overcome; 
• acknowledge and learn to cope with; 
• probe, engage with, understand, and find new meaning in; 
• share with students [others] and mutually examine 
Engaging with Campbell’s (2007) framework above: 
• Which action(s) do you relate to (of the six above)? 
• How do you feel about that? 
• How could you make use of this framework in teaching and in your 
personal life? 
 
4. Finally, to engage participants via a different mode of communication 
and to provoke ‘healthy uncertainty’: 
So far, your responses have all been written. However, I'm also interested in 
exploring uncertainty through a visual medium:  
• Please take 10-20 minutes to draw or collage a representation of how 
you relate to uncertainty as an aspiring teacher. You may wish to do this 
as a single cell (one picture) or as a two to three cell narrative.  
Tip: I find its best just to do, rather than over-think things and plan an artwork. You 
might be surprised by what you create. And you know what, if you decide you don't 
want me to use this part for my research, that's okay… 
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As a result of reflection and refinement, variations were made to Prompt 4 for 
the practising teacher participants. Key additional text is underlined: 
So far, your responses have all been written. However, I'm also interested in 
exploring uncertainty through a visual medium:  
• Please take 10-20 minutes to draw or collage or create a representation 
of how you relate to uncertainty as a teacher. You may wish to do this as 
a single cell (one picture) or as a two to three cell narrative. Please feel 
free to take creative liberty! 
Tip: I find its best just to do, rather than over-think things for this kind of activity. You 
might be surprised by what you create. And you know what, if you decide you don't 
want me to use this part for my research, that's okay - I'd just be interested in 
hearing about your journey with it…  
The development of the variation in the final prompt was due to the challenge 
it appeared to pose for at least one of the PSTs in the first pool. In my 
correspondence with Daria, I realised that the additional information I 
provided her would be helpful upfront for the Pool 2 participants because 
they too might feel anxious about completing the task and therefore cease 
correspondence. I wanted to support participants by alleviating any limiting 
fear-based uncertainties. 
Some participants sequentially proceeded through to the fourth prompt and 
communicated via visual arts. These visual arts responses were received as 
digital images, mostly in the form of digital photographs of two-dimensional 
original artwork.  
As discussed in Chapter 2, Campbell’s (2007) framework was offered to 
participants (Prompt 3) as a means of explicitly sharing a succinct exploration 
of some of the ways teacher uncertainty can be encountered and/or engaged 
with, beyond an avoid/embrace dichotomy – or at least as a springboard into 
the non-duality. Prompt 3 aimed to generate data on how teachers work with 
uncertainty, and how they position themselves in-relation to uncertainty.  
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Data stream 1: Analysis  
Within this data I looked for the speech acts that indicated how the 
participants might perceive, experience and work with un/certainty. In 
accordance with Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999), each 
selected speech act was used to map the positioning of uncertainty, as well 
as the positioning of teachers, students and learning/knowing. This process 
involved discerning the rights asserted, and duties enacted (as well as the 
rights and duties ascribed to others), in-relation to un/certainty and in-context 
of the circumstances described within the speech act. This analytical 
information was tabled to gain an overview of the storylines that the 
participants drew upon, and to notice when and how the storylines shifted. I 
also read the data to learn how un/certainty was positioned by participants 
within a goal-process spectrum. Was uncertainty a means to an end or was it 
valued as a generative process? I was interested to learn if a pattern might 
emerge whereby one style might correlate with an orientation toward 
uncertainty. 
Within each participant’s individual table (see the summary sections of 
Chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9) I also investigated the inter-relational – how the 
speech act positions uncertainty and knowledge, the teacher, and the 
student. To ensure I attended to the intra-relational elements of affect and 
embodied uncertainty – an under-represented component in the literature – I 
re-immersed myself in the data and looked for the following key 
words/imagery related to the body and the emotions in the context of 
un/certainty: body, intuition, feel, un/comfortable, stress, anxiety, 
overwhelmed. This gave me the opportunity to further analyse the relevant 
speech acts. The list was determined by a combination of the surveyed 
literature that investigated embodied uncertainty, as well as my reflexive 
notes on my experiences of embodied uncertainty.   
Prompt 4 intended to engage participants to communicate via the visual arts 
which may be considered an unusual request particularly when unexpected. 
Further, this under-utilised medium in the research on teacher uncertainty, 
beholds communications beyond words and therefore I expected it might 
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trigger different thoughts, feelings and expressions (Loads, 2010). I analysed 
each visual arts contribution via a Positioning Theory (Harré & van 
Langenhove, 1999) lens: noticing the storylines being conveyed in-relation to 
un/certainty, and within the context of the work of teaching-learning. The 
dialogue with participants, who addressed this final prompt, focused on the 
process of creating and was also analysed via a Positioning Theory (Harré & 
van Langenhove, 1999) lens. I was particularly interested in how the imagery 
might mirror or contrast with earlier storylines for each participant. The 
analysis of data set 1 can be found in ‘Chapter 6: Phase I Analysis’. The 
visual arts-based process (Prompt 4) inspired greater conversation with 
some participants and triggered rich data for the reflexive researcher. The 
artistic contributions to this research are indeed an “informative part of the 
process, producing knowledge otherwise inaccessible” (Suominen, 2003, p. 
34). 
Data stream 2: The reflexive researcher  
As a practitioner-researcher, I came to this research with reflexivity, 
conscious of my own shifting relationship with uncertainty. I occupy a liminal 
position within the research. This liminality is reflective of how my researcher 
presence straddles the emic/etic divide: as a teacher I come to the research 
with an insider (emic) perspective, yet as principal researcher in-relation to 
the ten participants and the edu-policy data, I carry an outsider (etic) 
perspective. 
Data stream 2: Method of data collection  
The following collection of data documented my reflexive journey: the 
emailed communications with the ten participants, informal conversations 
with my research supervisors, my journal notes and drawings.  
Data stream 2: Analysis  
Reflexivity is self-analysis (Warburton, 2016). However, through the lens of 
Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999) in-relation to uncertainty 
and the data, my reflexivity was doubled and a deeper analysis occurred. I 
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investigated my researcher speech acts that conveyed instances of feeling 
confronted by uncertainty to further trouble the origins of my discomfort. I 
looked at how these speech acts both asserted and denied rights and duties, 
for me and others – as well as how they positioned uncertainty, me, the 
participants, and the edu-policy discourses. This analytical information was 
tabled to gain a clearer overview of the storylines, and to notice when and 
how the storylines shifted.  
My researcher reflexivity was largely triggered in the context of doing the 
research and always in-relation to un/certainty. It involved noticing when, how 
and why I faltered and/or withdrew in-relation to uncertainty. As to “where” – I 
paid close attention to my body-mind intra-relational dynamic – the physical 
manifestation of embodied uncertainty. I actively explored my entanglements 
with un/certainty, learning to value the generative capacity of my researcher 
dilemmas and shifts. The analysis for data stream 2 can be found in ‘Chapter 
8: Stream 2 Analysis’. 
Data stream 3: The edu-policy public discourses 
The third and final data stream draws on four edu-policy documents that 
guide teaching in Victoria, Australia: (1) Standards for Graduating Teachers 
published by Victorian Institute of Teaching (VIT, 2009); (2) Australian 
Professional Standards for Teachers (APST) at the Proficient Teacher Level 
published by the VIT (2016a); (3) National Professional Standards for 
Teachers published by the Ministerial Council for Education, Early Childhood 
Development and Youth Affairs (MCEECDYA, 2011) in affiliation with the 
Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership (AITSL); (4) The 
Melbourne Declaration on Educational Goals for Young Australians published 
by the Ministerial Council on Education, Employment, Training and Youth 
Affairs (MCEETYA, 2008). These edu-policy documents contribute to the 
sanctioned public discourses for teachers in twenty-first century Victoria, 
Australia, therefore I believe they could be helpful in understanding how 
un/certainty is encountered and constructed in education discourses. 
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Data stream 3: Method of data collection  
The four edu-policy documents above were found online and selected 
because of their mandated relevance to teaching in Victoria. The more recent 
offering from the VIT (2016a) – document 2 – was added to the data to 
investigate how the VITs approach to un/certainty may have changed, and 
how the ‘Proficient Teacher Level’ might reflect or contrast with the 
MCEECDYA (2011) document at the same level in-relation to un/certainty. 
Data stream 3: Analysis  
For the analysis of the selected edu-policy documents, I approached the data 
differently to the communications with participants (data stream 1) because 
the public discourses do not reflect a two-way conversation about teacher 
un/certainty. I began by coding the data. I searched for the topical words 
‘certainty’ and ‘uncertainty’ but did not get any results. The related words, 
‘knowing’ and ‘not-knowing’ were also absent. However, the word 
‘knowledge’ was prevalent. Knowledge can be an indication of certainty, so I 
looked for uncertainty in other surreptitious ways. I searched for particular 
verbs that appeared to be conducive to being-with-uncertainty such as: 
‘explore’ / ‘exploring’, ‘facilitate’ / ‘facilitating’, ‘nurture’ / ‘nurturing’, and 
‘become’ / ‘becoming’. These actions can be found in the literature that looks 
at facilitating ‘being-for-uncertainty’ (Loads, 2010) and embodied teaching-
learning (Macintyre Latta & Buck, 2008). To further gauge the data’s capacity 
to embrace uncertainty as both ubiquitous and generative, I searched for the 
additional words: ‘enquiry’ / ‘inquiry’, ‘reflect’, ‘beginning’ – words that may 
indicate a process of becoming and/or uncertainty. These words acted as 
buoyant devices in the data: they drew my attention to the speech acts that 
revealed the storylines that offer a construct of un/certainty in the public 
discourse.  
As suggested in Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999), I 
tabled the speech acts in terms of the rights asserted and the duties 
ascribed. The rights and duties ascribed to others were also tabled – 
particularly students and leadership/policymakers. From this analytical 
information, I began to see how the selected edu-policies positioned 
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teachers, students and un/certainty. Finally, I deciphered storylines as a 
means of representing my reading of how these public discourses encounter 
and construct uncertainty. By tabling this information, I was able to read 
across the data to notice the patterns and shifts. The analysis for data stream 
3 can be found in ‘Chapter 9: Stream 3 Analysis’. 
Meta-analysis 
The primary analyses that flowed from streams 1, 2, and 3, converged for a 
meta-analysis in ‘Chapter 10: Convergence of the streams’. To better 
understand the position of un/certainty in the world of teachers I read across 
the data, using the positioning tables from each stream as a reference point. 
The application of Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999) within 
this meta-analysis revealed the complexities between the storylines and 
positionings of the private discourses and the public discourses: the 
alignments and contradictions, the patterns and shifts. Taking a critical 
understanding, that the public discourses influence the private, I looked to 
how the participants’ private storylines helped to support or reject the public 
discourses (St. Pierre, 2000). This meta-analysis identified two sites of 
heightened uncertainty for participants, along with the strategies they 
employed to work with uncertainty, and their impediments to being-with-
uncertainty.  
In honour of this meta-analysis, artful analytical interpretations of the data are 
offered via research poetry and found poetry (Lahman & Richard, 2014). The 
process of creating the poetry involved the identification of resonance in 
particular speech acts (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999). Initially this process 
was intuitive – excerpts were set apart and mused over. A key data excerpt 
was shared at two interdisciplinary conferences on qualitative research. The 
data evolved from my initial intention of giving it space on a PowerPoint slide 
at one conference, to playing with its form at the next conference to better 
reflect ideas on cadence and pauses.  
At the second conference, an ‘Inter-disciplinary.net’ conference on 
storytelling in Lisbon, Portugal in 2014, I facilitated a seminar where I asked a 
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participant to read aloud the data excerpt which was now a piece of found 
poetry. I was taken aback at how this pathos-packed piece could sound like a 
laundry list when read aloud. It was suddenly devoid of emotion. However, 
the reader was relatively cold to this piece – he did not share my connection 
to it and hence performed a disembodied reading17. At the same conference 
in Portugal, seminar participants eagerly used the piece of found poetry as a 
springboard to engage in conversation with others about their own 
experiences of uncertainty. The poem’s power as a ‘kōan’ (Wright, 2000) was 
evident when the workshop participants complained about me drawing the 
activity to a close. A kōan is a stimulus of great learning according to Zen 
Buddhist doctrine and means ‘public cases’ (Wright, 2000). When I engaged 
in collegial conversations, I shared my ideas, dilemmas and progressive 
insights, and perhaps more importantly, I listened and observed.  
To summarise, the creative process that developed of my noticing and 
interacting with the data is outlined as follows: reading text / images 
constructed by participants; noticing what resonates and setting it apart; 
playing with the literal form to honour the resonance that is felt/observed; 
creating found poetry (Lahman & Richard, 2014); and noticing that a poem 
can also be re-imagined as a philosophical kōan (Wright, 2000). 
On the final offerings 
In ‘Chapter 11: Conclusion and further possibilities’, two final artful 
provocations (beyond the scope of this thesis) double as contributions to 
knowledge. These representations of the meta-analysis are in the form of 
Internet memes. Gal, Shifman and Kampf (2016) understand Internet memes 
as: “…groups of items sharing common characteristics of content, form, 
and/or stance, which were created, transformed, and circulated by many 
participants through digital participatory platforms” (p. 1700). In effect, an 
Internet meme is a digital product that is manipulated and transmitted, 
 
17 In future I would facilitate a connection to the poetry by asking the reader to take a few 
minutes to sit in the space of it – the experience of another person – and notice what his 
body tells him. 
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potentially many times over. Internet memes have the capacity to facilitate a 
kind of agential democracy, which is also artful. This harmonises with ABER. 
Social media is used as a supplementary way to disseminate snapshots of 
the research discoveries and to potentially expand the conversation beyond 
the scope of this study. When memes are published within the public domain 
online, they are beyond any constructs of containment or control: they may 
be enjoyed, manipulated and/or mocked as worldwide interactivity grows 
amongst teachers and others. Alternatively, they may receive very little 
attention in cyberspace. Internet memes are envisaged as an accessible by-
product of this research on teacher uncertainty.  
The Internet meme may cyber-embody uncertainty. As unstable cultural 
units, Internet memes evoke a 21st century ‘wabi-sabi’ philosophy in that they 
are impermanent, often imperfect, and incomplete (Koren, 2008). Internet 
memes can be rapidly disseminated, critiqued and modified (Shifman & Katz, 
2017). The offering of Internet memes into cyberspace is a potentially 
powerful form of sharing the artful analyses born of this research into teacher 
uncertainty. Whilst the online dissemination of the research-topic Internet 
memes is beyond the scope of this study, it is hoped that the memes will 
resonate with PSTs and classroom teachers, eliciting contemplative inquiry 
and discussion.  
The process of creating an Internet meme involved (1) blending artful data by 
overlaying a kōan onto a digital artwork, also (2) blending the researcher’s 
poem as analysis onto a digital photograph. To increase visual readability, I 
ensured the typeface was large, emboldened and in contrast with the 
background of each meme. Sharing the Internet memes fulfils part of my 
researcher ‘response-ability’. This is reinforced by a feeling of debt, as 
research supervision in Australia is funded by tax-payer dollars. The 
Australian government invests in Higher Degree by Research (HDR) 
programs across universities to support significant contributions to Australian 
society:  
…a candidate has considerable my perceived researcher ‘response-
ability’. This is reinforced by a feeling of debt, as research supervision in 
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Australia is funded by tax-payer dollars. The Australian government 
invests in Higher Degree by Research (HDR) programs across universities 
to support significant contributions to Australian society: freedom to 
choose his or her own work style, but with that freedom comes 
responsibility for seeing the task through to completion. A great deal of 
assistance and support is available during candidature, but it will often be 
up to the candidate to take the initiative. (University, 2010, p. 1) 
I entered an HDR candidacy agreement with the University on the 
understanding that successful applicants do the work, share at conferences 
and through publications and ultimately make an intellectual contribution to 
society. The research-topic Internet memes are created with the aim of 
making each kōan more accessible. It is fitting that a thesis on teacher 
un/certainty should finish by surrendering any illusions of certainty and 
control by making small philosophical and artful offerings to cyberspace. 
This poetic, philosophical, artful engagement with the data is influenced by 
my beginnings as a child in a creative and lateral thinking home environment. 
My approach is also informed by my professional background in teaching 
English and media arts, along with expertise in the pre-press industry, and a 
personal interest in Buddhist philosophy. When I first set out to research a 
doctoral thesis, I did not envisage that all these elements would be utilised. 
However, I am not surprised as I see myself as a whole being who is in a 
state of perpetual becoming. 
Chapter 5: Summary  
This chapter justified the methodological approaches utilised in this thesis on 
teacher uncertainty: Positioning Theory and ABER. ABER is used to provoke 
complex data – triggering a more embodied and nuanced way of thinking and 
feeling about uncertainty in the work of teaching-learning. Positioning Theory 
is applied to the data in order to see the storylines, rights and duties inherent 
within speech acts. My contribution to methodology may be in the application 
of a doubled reflexivity.  
This research design of this thesis takes inspiration from the existing arts-
based research on teacher uncertainty by Richards (2013) and Loads (2010) 
who recommend a reflexive and reflective approach respectively. A visual art 
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response is requested from participants. The process of creating art 
facilitates insights into how participants relate to uncertainty as a process. 
This thesis is further distinguished by its engagement in creative ways of 
analysing the written data. My creative entanglements with the data foster 
greater reflexivity. In the next chapter, ‘Chapter 6: Stream 1 analysis (Pool 
1)’, Positioning Theory and to a lesser extent, an arts-based approach, is 
applied to the contributions of the three PST participants.  
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Chapter 6: Stream 1 analysis (Pool 1) 
Texts that do justice to the complexity of what we try to know and 
understand include the tales not told, the words not written or transcribed, 
the words thought but not uttered, the unconscious: all that gets lost in the 
telling and the representing. (Lather, 2007, p. 13) 
The previous chapter articulated the research methodology choices and 
design. It introduced the two pools of participants that reflect the data 
collection’s staggered stages of procurement (see ‘Data stream 1: The 
research participants’ in Chapter 5). Chapters 6 and 7 represent the two 
pools: the PST pool and the practising teacher pool, respectively. They share 
the overarching title of ‘Stream 1 Analysis’ as both chapters are guided by 
the same research questions: How do teachers perceive, experience and 
work with un/certainty? What is the position of un/certainty in the world of 
teachers? The participants’ emailed communications are also guided by the 
same approach: a relational analysis that is informed by Positioning Theory 
(Harré & van Langenhove, 1999) and an arts-based methodology (Eisner, 
2006, 2004, 1997). In harmony with Positioning Theory, positions are not 
definitive: they are in constant flux, and incomplete in that it is challenging to 
know the contextual and relational complexities of another. Across the two 
pools, the ten research participants generously shared a wealth of thoughts, 
feelings, anecdotes and silences when prompted to reflect upon their 
experiences and attitudes toward the uncertainties they notice in teaching 
and learning. This chapter analyses the responses from the three PSTs – the 
participants of the first stage of data collection.  
Exploring and positioning uncertainty via the private 
discourses of pre-service teachers 
The Pool 1 data comes from the emailed contributions by three individual 
Pre-Service Teacher (PST) participants: Lola, Tony and Daria. They were 
each undertaking an initial teacher education (ITE) course at a multi-campus 
university in Victoria at the time of most of the correspondence, in 2013. All 
three PSTs were keen to be involved in this research as they claimed to 
value reflective practice and were familiar – hence seemingly comfortable – 
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with me as the researcher. They were mature-age education-students in their 
early twenties who also shared the following attributes: a generally positive 
and reflective disposition, along with well-developed interpersonal skills. Two 
of the three participants shared their responses to the arts-based prompt – 
one being a fast reply, and the other quite protracted. Due to the in-depth 
responses from each PST, short summaries are included at the end of the 
analysis for each individual. 
Positioning Theory (Harré and van Langenhove, 1999) is drawn on to identify 
the speech acts that inform my reading of the position of un/certainty in-
relation to knowledge, teachers and students. Assigned duties and rights 
become more visible within the storyline of each speech act. The storylines 
double as sub-headings to guide the reader – metaphoric buoyant markers. 
Further, a table is provided after the chapter summary with the coding system 
used within the storylines headings. This is to assist the reader to quickly 
view the storylines and refer to codes within the summary text. 
Participant A ‘Lola’: 
Lola’s emailed communications took place over four weeks in early 2013. At 
the time she was preparing to enter her final year of an ITE course. She 
engaged with all four conversational prompts and responded swiftly when I 
touched base thereafter. 
Lola and I were known to each other as I facilitated the tutorials she 
participated in during a second-year unit of study. She sat next to me on 
public transport after a tutorial one day and I learnt about her past travels. 
Lola also shared humorous stories from her childhood, and fascinating 
stories about when her parents first met. Lola radiated a gentle confidence 
and a warm smile.   
A1. Awareness of uncertainty prompts greater confidence 
By engaging in conversation around uncertainty, Lola begins thinking deeply 
about how she relates to uncertainty: “I think I have previously been aware of 
how I relate to uncertainty…perhaps I haven't thought of it this deeply for 
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some time” (emailed, 29 Jan ‘13). After giving herself the opportunity to think 
reflexively about her relationship toward uncertainty, Lola conveys that she is 
successful, in that she feels content with her strategies and perception of 
uncertainty: “I am happy that I have the confidence and ability to deal with 
uncertainty” (emailed, 8 Feb ‘13). In this, she positions herself as strategic 
knowledge holder. Lola positions uncertainty as challenging yet 
surmountable, when equipped with confidence and the necessary skills. In 
the following storyline a fragmentation is glimpsed when uncertainty is 
conveyed as the negative component of a binary opposition that Lola merely 
copes with. 
A2. Uncertainty is the negative component of a binary 
Lola’s visual art representation (Figure 6 below) of how she relates to 
uncertainty as a PST was completed and received within 20 minutes of 
reading my email inviting a pictorial response (emailed, 18 Feb ’13). In her 
line drawing, Lola positions uncertainty as an ominous space – a lonely place 
atop a hill being blasted with lightening and rain. A “Dead End” sign points 
towards the town with a population of one. Death is represented by a 
gravestone, leaving us to wonder if it is the final resting place of the town’s 
sole inhabitant. A single flower and sparse tufts of grass offer the few signs of 
life and growth.  
The placement of uncertainty in the foreground positions its emotional terrain 
as looming for the PST. Lola further supports this positioning when she 
shares her anxiety about teaching: “The pressure of being responsible for 
children's learning and development is pretty overwhelming and at times this 
can be scary!” (emailed, 24 Jan ’13). In both instances, the education student 
conveys that she feels emotionally confronted by the duties of her impending 
role as teacher. It would be all-encompassing if it were not for the joyful idea 
of the binary opposite in the background – the promise of ‘Certainty’.  
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Figure 6: Lola's polarising view of uncertainty and certainty 
 
In contrast to the largely grim picture that Lola depicts of uncertainty, joy is 
strongly represented in the other half of her illustration (Figure 6 above). The 
town of ‘Certain!’ contains many positive indicators, bathed by a smiling sun 
with a heart in the air signifying love. The hill which leads to certainty is larger 
than the gloomy one in the foreground and boasts a larger (and more 
professional) sign with the affirmations of ‘The place to be!’ and ‘Tidy town 
winner 2013’. A sign at the bottom of this large hill indicates that this is the 
route to ‘Success’. There appear to be three separate winding paths 
ascending the hill. In this, Lola positions certainty as a distant yet preferred 
location, her teacher-right, the place where she wants “to be”. In this, she 
conveys an idealistic future and positions herself as certainty-seeker. In turn, 
teachers are positioned as knowledge-holders. It may be more pleasant for 
humans to stand in the sun rather than the rain. However, life / growth 
requires both sunlight and rainwater. This meditation of the non-duality raises 
the questions: How might teachers shine light toward uncertainty? And what 
might grow as a consequence? 
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A3. Assignments are a site of uncertainty for students 
Regarding the completion of formal assessment tasks – or assignments – 
Lola is frequently uncertain: “Quite often I have uncertainties about how to 
complete uni assignments” (emailed, 29 Jan ‘13). In this, assignments are 
positioned as a site of uncertainty for students. Lola’s duty as a student is to 
complete the teacher-designed assessment tasks. However, a lack of 
student agency in assessment-construction correlates with a lack of 
understanding – and greater uncertainty – for Lola. In this, she is positioned 
as disempowered receiver. Lola’s tutor is positioned as knowledge-holder 
and assessment administrator, upholding the storyline of teacher as assessor 
and functionary: “If I am really stuck, I would usually chat to my tutor” 
(emailed, 29 Jan ‘13). Formal assessment is a construct designed – in this 
instance – by university unit chairpersons or tutors, for the student to 
consolidate their learning, and for the tutor to assess student understanding 
(Ferguson, 2013). Ferguson (2013) asserts that, “The formal assessment 
process is very much a part of the overall accountability framework within 
which teachers must operate” (p. 423). Lola does not mention collaborating 
with teachers/tutors to co-design assessment tasks. 
A4. Engagement with uncertainty is a process of interpretation and 
clarification 
Lola redresses her position as disempowered receiver by employing 
strategies of interpretation and clarification: 
I usually speak with fellow students and peers about the assignment first. 
Quite often my fellow peers are able to answer my queries. Other times I 
have to re-read the assignment question numerous times to find out what 
the assignment requires. If I am really stuck, I would usually chat to my 
tutor in person during tutorials. (emailed, 29 Jan ‘13) 
Lola asserts a right to assistance, as well as a duty to seek assistance. In 
this, Lola positions her student-self as strategist – she is proactive in her 
relationship with uncertainty.  
Lola ascribes the tutor a duty to provide clarification during tutorials, 
extending the tutor a right not to be queried outside of tutorial times: “If I am 
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really stuck, I would usually chat to my tutor in person during tutorials.” In 
this, the teacher / tutor is positioned as worker, knowledge-holder and 
clarifier – the ultimate resource for the student who is unsure. Lola 
compartmentalises her uncertainty as inherent to the process of interpreting 
teacher-designed tasks. Further, Lola suggests that the structure of 
academic assignments is rigid – that there is perhaps only one correct way to 
interpret and complete the set task – and that the tutor/assessor as 
knowledge-holder is privy to a certainty that students are not. This construct 
of knowledge is positioned as established and stable within Lola’s personal 
positioning of knowledge as unstable. In this, assignment uncertainty is 
positioned as readily resolvable. 
A5. Working with uncertainty is a collaborative process 
Within the paradigm of teacher-directed learning, Lola’s focus as a student is 
on the goal of getting her assignments completed correctly.  She writes how 
she employs collaborative strategies to overcome the obstacles that slow 
down progress toward her assigned goal: “I usually speak with fellow 
students and peers about the assignment first…or ‘mutually examine’ the 
issue together” (emailed, 29 Jan ’13, 8 Feb ‘13). Lola’s peers are positioned 
as sources of knowledge and support: “Quite often my fellow peers are able 
to answer my queries” (emailed, 29 Jan ‘13). Lola can overcome her 
uncertainties once explanations are received by others with more 
understanding, including her tutor if need be. However, she prefers seeking 
peer support: “It's a more…comfortable way to approach something that I am 
uncertain about.” This implies that seeking clarification with a tutor is 
uncomfortable: positioning the student as vulnerable agent. 
An informal collaborative process is employed by Lola in the absence of a 
teaching-learning design that increases the student’s capacity to be a 
decision-maker in their own learning. At the time of Lola’s correspondence, 
Ferguson (2013) is published as claiming that greater student-agency has 
already gained traction in Australian classrooms: “negotiated approaches to 
tasks, including assessments, are now commonplace in classrooms…” (p. 
453). And whilst this kind of student-centred, empowered learning (and 
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modelling) does not appear to be part of Lola’s experience as an education 
student, it is for others. USA-based researchers, Mackness, Bell and Funes 
(2016) discuss an innovative education unit that aims to honour the 
community as the curriculum with the notion of ‘Rhizomatic Learning’. 
A6. Uncertainty is a site of disorder and discomfort 
Lola identifies with two contrasting approaches to uncertainty, as outlined by 
Campbell (2007): “…I tend to feel more comfortable if I 'overcome' the 
situation and 'probe, engage with, understand and find new meaning in’ [it]” 
(emailed, 8 Feb ‘13). Perhaps she is “finding ways to navigate across both 
certainty and uncertainty” (Campbell, 2007 p. 3). Lola takes a goal-focused 
approach to uncertainty in that she is motivated to gain a perceived certainty: 
“As someone who tends to always want to be in control and if I am uncertain 
of something that I feel important enough I will indeed peruse [sic] it enough 
so I have an understanding of it.” In this, uncertainty is positioned as a site of 
disorder and discomfort – a motivator toward perceived order. Lola wants to 
“probe, engage with, understand and find new meaning in uncertainty” 
(Campbell, 2007 p. 3) but conveys little joy in exploring the generative space 
of uncertainty. On the contrary, she appears to want to get past uncertainty 
as a means to an end – the chaos is then overcome and a sense of control 
reigns again. This positioning of uncertainty as a chaotic motivator toward 
order speaks to a deficit view of uncertainty (Britzman, 2013). In this, the 
education student is positioned as survivor. 
In summary, Lola evokes an image of a strong swimmer who is fixated on her 
destination, a buoyant device en route to a beach pier. She tilts her head to 
the side to obtain oxygen and looks up at pivotal points, to ensure she is 
turning at the buoy as marked out by her coach. This pragmatic goal-focused 
approach works for Lola as a student. Although it raises the questions: How 
might Lola’s relationship with uncertainty change as a graduate teacher and 
beyond? Is she mutually examining uncertainties with her students? If so, 
which uncertainties are deemed worthy of exploring, and by whom? Lola’s 
storylines inspire some fertile questions, which are further investigated in 
Chapter 10 where I look across the collective data. 
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Participant B ‘Tony’: 
Tony was enrolled in a third year ITE course in 2013. He had studied part-
time in previous years. He claimed to value reflective practice and viewed 
growth as achievable in education: “an intellectual and emotional growth for 
both the student and teacher” (emailed, 7 Feb ‘13). To my knowledge, he did 
not complete the arts-based task for this research project. 
B1. Working with uncertainty is reflective, collaborative and affective   
Tony is a keen participant of a Christian community and a Biblical studies 
group. His practice in reflective thinking and collaborative discourse analysis 
are applied to his pedagogical studies and processing of uncertainties: 
When I lack, what I believe is a good grounding to start an assignment, I 
would generally ask my peers and possibly tutors and/or lecturers to clarify 
some of the practical ways I can get started…If the opportunity arises I 
wouldn't hesitate to talk to those who have done the same assignment or 
similar ones, even asking my parents what advice they might 
have…conversing is the way I start to deal with most uncertainties. This 
could include: a conversation of the mind where I'm trying to figure out 
what is the best way forward; talking and listening to God and figuring out 
which way is best and moving forward with a feeling of peace. (emailed, 
12 Feb ‘13) 
Tony positions himself as a proactive agent in response to uncertainty. He 
applies three strategies when working with uncertainty: (1) Reflective practice 
– processing his thoughts to analyse the issue, “a conversation of the mind 
where I'm trying to figure out what is the best way forward” (2) Collaborative 
practice – engaging in problem-solving dialogue with knowledgeable people 
“peers and possibly tutors and/or lecturers…” and God “talking and listening 
to God and figuring out which way is best” (3) Affective practice, needing to 
honour an affective18 cue of “a feeling of peace” before taking decisive 
action. In this third strategy, Tony positions uncertainty as a destabiliser of 
emotional stability.  
 
18 In this thesis, I define affect as an integrated bodily sensation / response. 
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Tony’s teachers (tutors) and peers / others are positioned as assistants to his 
proactive strategies to overcome uncertainty – they are ascribed the duty to 
be dialogically engaged / responsive. Across his first two strategies, Tony 
positions reflection and collaboration as powerful in overcoming uncertainty – 
he asserts the right to reflective practice throughout the process / cycle of 
uncertainty. There is substantial research on uncertainty in education that 
supports Tony’s strategies of reflective practice (Manz & Suárez, 2018; 
Rogers, 2016; Helleve, 2014; Richards, 2013), and collaborative practice 
(Capobianco & Ní Ríordáin, 2015; Forrest, 2012; Cha & Ham, 2012; Kirch, 
2009) see Chapter 4 for more.  
Getting to emotional stability and affective peace culminates the cycle of 
uncertainty and perceived instability for Tony. The function of emotions in 
working with uncertainty is mentioned in some of the literature (Richards, 
2013, Forrest, 2012; Macintyre Latta & Buck, 2008; Bullough & Young, 
2002). The role of the body in uncertainty is theorised in the socio-edu 
literature (Sword-Daniels et al, 2016). In his incorporation of emotions, Tony’s 
procedure for working with uncertainty could be considered alternative to 
what Sword-Daniels et al (2016) refer to as the “dominant approach to 
‘managing’ uncertainty” (p. 5) where emotions are void or under-represented.  
B2. Uncertainty is a vulnerable space where trust is pivotal 
Tony engages in dialogue with others conditionally. He asserts a right to trust 
the other as a prerequisite to sharing an uncertainty: “…a conversation with 
those close by (that I trust) around the time of uncertainty” (emailed, 12 Feb 
‘13). He ascribes the other a duty of being trustworthy – in this he positions 
the teacher / other as confidante. Trust-talk positions the uncertain subject as 
vulnerable agent. In turn, uncertainty is positioned as an affective and 
potentially volatile space. To widen the circle of support to the vulnerable 
agent, a risk-trust conundrum presents whereby the vulnerable agent must 
take the risk to trust a person who is new to them. This initial risk of doubling 
down their vulnerability might be rewarded with the recruitment of another 
support person to assist in their quandaries, or it may result in regret/shame 
and increased feelings of vulnerability. I wonder how trust can be established 
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between teachers and students to foster the kind of vulnerability that is 
inextricable from being-with-uncertainty.  
B3. Care is a central ethic to being-with-uncertainty 
Sometimes we can do great things that may have seemed uncertain to 
many, including ourselves. I believe this can happen when we are 
operating from a place of genuine care for others and ourselves. (Tony, 
emailed, 12 Feb ‘13) 
Tony positions uncertainty as an opportunity to be proactive and manifest 
positive things when an ethic of care is present. The caring and uncertain 
agent is positioned as nurturer: their self-care co-exists with care of others. 
The other is positioned as receiver. Tony does not use the word love; 
however, his ethic of care resonates with the notion of ‘love as presence’ 
(Hanh, 1997/2004). As discussed in ‘Chapter 2: A Conceptual Framework’, 
the concept of love is under-theorised and hence misunderstood in the world 
of education. Discomfort and avoidance often accompany what is 
misunderstood / difficult (Britzman, 2013; Chödrön, 2002). Tony’s talk of 
transformation coming from “a place of genuine care for others and 
ourselves” is reminiscent of how socio-cultural theorist, hooks (2001), 
describes the power of a liberating love ethic in the workplace: “when we 
work with love, we create a loving working environment” (p. 63). Chödrön 
(2002) extrapolates how an open approach to uncertainty is inextricable from 
loving compassion. She also speaks to Tony’s idea on accomplishing 
positive things that initially feel uncertain. See Chapter 2 for the broader 
discussion on the connection between love and being-with-uncertainty. 
B4. Seeking certainty is the goal 
Tony employs several strategies to ‘overcome’ uncertainty (Campbell, 2007). 
He tries to get to the crux of the issue / uncertainty: “…looking at the details 
of the assignment and what the main aim is…” (emailed, 12 Feb ‘13). He 
reflects on his knowledge of similar experiences to consider what has been 
effective and ineffective, grasping for certainty: “I don't often reflect on how I 
relate to uncertainty, yet when those moments come up I look back in my life 
and see what has been proven true.” Tony’s approach is apparently 
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successful: “There is a method that works.” As mentioned in the storylines 
above, Tony is proactive: he engages with others dialogically. This storyline, 
‘Seeking certainty is the goal’ sees Tony position himself as strategist (goal-
focused). Tony feels confident with his current strategies around navigating 
uncertainties – albeit uncertainties that he deems worthwhile: “…there is 
success beyond grades and I can find that out from others and applying 
myself to things of worth.”   
Finally, Tony positions his strategies as fixed: “As to my studies I rarely, if 
ever, constructively criticise my method of finding clarification.” By choosing 
not to critically reflect on his goal-focused strategies of engaging with 
uncertainty, Tony positions uncertainty as merely a motivator to finding 
certain ground. I wonder how this approach might change, or work, in a 
classroom setting where an uncertainty might feel more meaningful and 
worthy of exploration to a student than it does to Tony as teacher.  
B5. Exploring teacher uncertainty is worthwhile 
During Tony’s long pause in communications (almost a half-year), I touched 
base with him three times. Several weeks after my third and most articulate 
effort, I received a reply from him: 
Thank you for being patient with me. I am so sorry it has been so long. No 
excuse is good enough, because the work you are doing is worthwhile. I 
have wanted to respond genuinely and thoughtfully. (emailed, 26 Aug ‘13) 
Through this prefacing note, it appears that he valued our dialogue and co-
exploration after all. Tony goes on to share his feelings about Campbell’s 
(2007) framework on relating to uncertainty. He positions himself as 
conscientious PST: he is serious about his chosen vocation. Further, he 
conveys that thinking and talking about teacher uncertainty is important: “the 
work you are doing is worthwhile.” In this, consideration of uncertainty is 
positioned as valuable. Courtesies serve as polite boundaries: “No excuse is 
good enough…” By framing reason and process as merely an excuse that he 
deems unworthy, Tony positions himself as wrong-doer, self-protector, and 
powerful agent. My response to Tony, and my preceding email, are further 
analysed in Chapter 8. 
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B6. The process and the outcome of exploring uncertainty are both 
valued  
In the excerpt below, Tony’s goal-focused ontology co-exists with the value 
he sees in being-with-uncertainty: 
This framework can be used as a healthy reminder of the different ways 
we can approach a task, especially a complicated one like teaching, and 
gaining confidence in it. Denying and avoiding aren't approaches that will 
help us become more certain about almost anything. When hoping to 
come to a place or state of certainty about something, even outside the 
teaching realm, I would think denial and avoidance would be a hindrance 
in any foundation sought after in life. What is it that we can see and 
explore as truth and tackle mentally or practically? If we can apply the 
answers to this question, we might find the other four points of the 
framework emerging naturally: in overcoming, acknowledging, engaging 
with and sharing with others what we are finding to be a certainty in our 
lives. As we go through this process (and one's similar), I'm sure we will 
learn a lot about ourselves, and whatever subject area we are exploring. I 
believe this deep introspection and learning would naturally lead to a 
desire to share and possible teach what has been found to be true/certain 
and how others can achieve this certainty. (emailed, 26 Aug ‘13) 
Tony values the space of uncertainty and the kind of confidence that can be 
gained by such an awareness and ontology (Rogers, 2016; Helsing; 2007b; 
Langer et al, 1989): “This framework can be used as a healthy reminder of 
the different ways we can approach a task, especially a complicated one like 
teaching, and gaining confidence in it” (emailed, 26 Aug ‘13). However, Tony 
also focuses on becoming more certain, positioning uncertainty as something 
to overcome: “Denying and avoiding aren't approaches that will help us 
become more certain about almost anything.” He swings back to positioning 
the process of exploring uncertainty as valuable with a nod to the reflexive 
capacity of the space. Further, Tony positions awareness of uncertainty and 
the ability to proactively relate to it, as a lifelong skill: “As we go through this 
process (and one's similar), I'm sure we will learn a lot about ourselves and 
whatever subject area we are exploring.”  
Ultimately, with this awareness, Tony seems to feel more confident as a PST, 
and positions himself as strategic knowledge-holder and explorer. Not 
knowing or not having ready answers does not spell failure for a teacher, 
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rather, it is how a teacher approaches not knowing, and positions knowledge, 
which Tony is reconceptualising as important. Tony makes a final swing to a 
goal-focused ontology in this excerpt: “I believe this deep introspection and 
learning would naturally lead to a desire to share and possibly teach what 
has been found to be true/certain and how others can achieve this certainty.” 
By self-assigning the duties of imparting found certainties and facilitating the 
student’s process of finding such certainties, Tony positions his teacher-self 
as knowledge-holder and leader. In turn, he positions the student as receiver 
and certainty-seeker.  
B7. Exploring uncertainty is a cognitive process 
Tony describes the work of the teacher in cognitive and pragmatic terms: 
“What is it that we can see and explore as truth and tackle mentally or 
practically?” (emailed, 26 Aug ‘13). He conveys how ‘truth’ can be found in 
his mind or through applied experience. In this, Tony describes a 
disembodied relationship with uncertainty. He positions uncertainty as a 
cognitive and pragmatic process. Tony positions himself as certainty-seeking 
explorer and cognitive functionary.  
In summary, Tony appears to straddle his varied entanglements with 
un/certainty. When feeling uncertain, he interlaces a goal-focused approach 
with some process-focused strategies. Tony appears to be ‘gripping hard’ 
(Mason, 2002) to a certainty-seeking ontology. This may make it challenging 
for him to value uncertainty as a cyclical process of inquiry (Rogers, 2016). 
Throughout our communications, Tony does not write about the integrated 
body in uncertainty, his embodied uncertainty. However, he writes to the 
notion of affect by mentioning the “feeling of peace” (emailed, 12 Feb ’13) 
necessary for him to be decisive and conclude an uncertainty.  
Participant C ‘Daria’: 
I think that the way I react to uncertainty has affected me dramatically 
throughout my life. (Daria, emailed, 6 Mar ‘13) 
Daria communicated with me via email over the first seven months of 2013, 
whilst she was completing her second year of an ITE course. By her final 
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year at university, Daria had co-developed a successful writing program to be 
used with primary school students. The program continued to be 
energetically facilitated by PSTs after Daria graduated from the university.  
C1. Relating to uncertainty is a process that changes with experience 
and reflection 
Daria indicates that she relates to uncertainty as a liminal space that triggers 
awareness of unhelpful patterns, and generates alternative options: “It's 
almost a process for me [relating to uncertainty]. If I feel that I am having 
difficulty with a task or am uncertain how to proceed there are few indicators 
that I have become aware of” (emailed, 6 Mar ‘13). She describes herself as 
growing in self-awareness, admitting her impulse to launch into things without 
assessing her abilities / understanding: “Initially I may deny that it is beyond 
my capabilities.” Daria portrays her relationship with uncertainty as a complex 
one that has changed over time and with reflection: “This is not so much 
something I do anymore, but when I was younger I would ignore uncertainty 
and would often dive into something without seeking clarification.” By 
immersing herself in tasks without a power-broker’s clarification, Daria notes 
that the outcomes were generally negative: “This rarely resulted in a positive 
outcome. Denial is not something I experience so much anymore. Maybe 
when I was younger and less self-aware, but not so much now.” In this, 
uncertainty is positioned as the misunderstanding of the receiver, whilst the 
teacher as powerbroker holds a constructed certainty (knowledge of how a 
task should look to gain a high grade). Further, Daria positions her student 
self as knowledge-seeker and self-assessor.  
I wonder if a younger Daria experienced uncertainty as an uninviting space or 
simply one that tempered her pragmatic enthusiasm to get things done. 
Perhaps she could identify with both perspectives as further communications 
suggest.   
C2. Exploring uncertainty appeals when it provides instant satisfaction 
Daria is frank about her resistance to uncertainty in terms of her personal 
wants and needs:   
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I will however still avoid issues. Or at least prioritise them further down the 
list if I am not getting instant satisfaction from taking them on. Avoidance is 
a big strategy of mine when I feel overwhelmed. In all areas of life, not just 
the academic. I am really not sure yet what the trigger is to pull me out of 
these situations. It feels like sometimes I have blinkers on. Tasks I deem 
to be too hard occasionally gets pushed to the side and ignored. I think the 
important difference here is that I don't deny that they are causing me 
trouble if I am asked or prompted. Or even when I am considering the 
tasks myself, I can admit to myself that I am struggling with it. I just choose 
not to take them on, if they aren't making me feel positive. In that sense it's 
not denial. (emailed, 6 Mar ‘13) 
Daria positions uncertainty as a largely uncomfortable and undesirable 
space, one that is ‘occasionally’ avoided: “I just choose not to take them on 
[tasks deemed too challenging], if they aren't making me feel positive.” In 
this, Daria portrays her student-self as selective. Daria shares an affective 
insight in that she wants to “feel positive” but dissociates this as a possibility 
with challenging uncertainties. This links to the writings of USA-based 
Chödrön (2002), who recognises the discomfort and avoidance of uncertainty 
in society, and re-imagines discomfort as a positive sign - heralding 
intellectual, emotional, and spiritual expansion.  
Daria owns her choice to be avoidant at times and differentiates between 
avoidance and denial: “I don't deny that they [tasks] are causing me trouble if 
I am asked or prompted.” However, if the teacher / tutor does not check-in 
with Daria, she denies her uncertainty through omission. In this, she conveys 
a denial of her denial – an emotional knot (Laing, 1974). The teacher figure is 
assigned the duty to initiate one-to-one pre-emptive dialogue and is 
positioned as knowledge-holder. Daria positions her student-self as 
autonomous self-protector: she does not co-explore or consult others in the 
uncomfortable and undesirable space of uncertainty.  
C3. Comfort with not-knowing is a prerequisite for exploring uncertainty 
Daria previously coveted the possession of vast knowledge and skills: “I can 
now admit and appreciate that I am not going to be good at everything” 
(emailed, 6 Mar ‘13). The shift toward not-knowing allows Daria to be more 
strategic, courageous, and kinder to herself in domains where she feels 
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academically weak: “…if I expect to have difficulty with a task, for example if 
it is a discipline that I struggle with like Maths, I am often prepared and more 
equipped to face tasks that I find difficult by seeking further clarification and 
taking my time.” In this, uncertainty is positioned as a free and fertile space: 
Daria comes to maths largely not-knowing so has little to lose and lots to 
gain. She conveys an open-mind and proactive approach. The education-
student is positioned as strategist. 
I wonder how this perspective on uncertainty might shift for Daria as a 
practising teacher. Professor-teacher, Dudley-Marling (1997) noted his maths 
and science classes were rigid and staid compared to the evolving 
community-dynamic of the literacy and humanities classes where he felt 
confident about language and the process of writing. Dudley-Marling (1997) 
took more risks with literacy as that was his area of expertise. Even though 
Daria writes of being more proactive in gaining help in the areas where she 
feels least confident as a learner, as a teacher she may be inclined to take 
greater risks in the domains where she feels more confident (Langer et al, 
1989) as indicated by the literacy project she initiated for PSTs working with 
school kids. Conversely, Daria fears that, as a graduate teacher, she 
“…won't be smart enough to teach them [students] anything!” (emailed, 11 
Feb ’13). In this, knowledge is positioned as desirable and attainable. The 
teacher is positioned as knowledge-holder. 
C4. Uncertainty is largely a private space of exploration and 
advancement  
Daria positions learning in the realm of uncertainty as an enjoyable and 
intellectual pursuit – when the subject matter engages her: 
I love to explore and engage with new materials. When I am learning 
about a new topic that I find engaging I will often research around that 
topic too. If there is a related theory or a different perspective, I will seek it 
out and read it too. I really enjoy getting a well-rounded view of a topic or 
issue. (emailed, 6 Mar ‘13) 
Uncertainty is positioned as a private space of joyful learning that leads to the 
attainment of greater knowledge (process-focused and goal-focused). Daria 
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predominately positions herself as autonomous autodidact with an inquiry 
focus: “The deeper my understanding of it is, the more willing I am to discuss 
it. I sometimes find it helpful to share with other students [peers] or discuss 
an issue.” In this, knowledge precedes discussion with others.  
C5. Uncertainty is a murky mirror that is challenging to look at 
Daria employs strategies to quickly overcome any uncertainties in her 
academic pursuits: 
Uncertainty is something that I don't often come across in my learning, or 
at least not for long. I am now in the right frame of mind as a learner, to 
appreciate my short-comings and seek assistance when I need it. 
(emailed, 6 Mar ‘13) 
Daria positions uncertainty as a symptom of personal weakness: a flaw. She 
feels she has progressed greatly in her acknowledgment of her short-
comings to the point that she is, “…in the right frame of mind as a learner.” It 
may seem that Daria is presenting a paradox, to be learning yet not 
experiencing many uncertainties. Her perception of uncertainty as a kind of 
‘failure-flag’ links to Chödrön’s (2002) work, which also connects uncertainty 
to failure. However, Chödrön replaces a deficit lens with one of abundance to 
reframe failure / uncertainty as positive in its cultivation of learning. It is 
possible that such learning is happening very quickly for Daria and that she is 
therefore unconscious of the process. She is not inclined to linger in the 
liminal space: “Uncertainty is something that I don't often come across…at 
least not for long.” In this, Daria positions her student-self as avoidant 
pragmatist. She asserts a duty to quickly leap from one certainty to another 
and claims the right to seek help when necessary.  
Daria positions uncertainty in her personal life as problematic: “Uncertainty in 
other areas of my life has meant a bit more of a struggle. But my uncertainty 
usually comes from being overly analytical or critical of myself.” On this 
intimate level, Daria perceives uncertainty as manifesting from her tendency 
to think deeply and to be too hard on herself. Her antidote to being self-
critical is to foster greater self-compassion: “…as I keep coming back to, the 
older I get the more forgiving or understanding I am of myself...” Daria is 
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learning to work with the tensions rather than struggle against them. In this, 
she demonstrates the very foundation of compassionate action (Chödrön, 
2002). Compassion is regarded as an expression of loving-kindness in 
Buddhist philosophy (Chödrön, 2002). Chapter 2 further explores being-with-
uncertainty, love as presence (to uncertainty), and embodied uncertainty. 
The storyline, ‘Uncertainty is a murky mirror that is challenging to look at’, 
encapsulates Daria’s positioning of uncertainty as a personal flaw. This 
perception sees Daria enact both unconscious and compassionate 
responses to uncertainty. 
C6. Understanding relational uncertainty is valuable 
Daria finds merit in learning more about the variety of ways people can relate 
to uncertainty as per Campbell’s (2007) framework (see Chapter 5, Prompt 3 
in the research design). She perceives the insight into relational uncertainty 
as potentially providing a deeper self-understanding: “I think it will be really 
valuable when I return to school to have an understanding of what some of 
these actions say about me, and the way I cope with issues that can arise 
from learning” (emailed, 6 Mar ‘13). In this, uncertainty is positioned as self-
development tool. Further, Daria invites the opportunity to be more aware of 
how others might be relating to their learning uncertainties:  
…In reflecting on these possible responses to uncertainty I think I might be 
more aware of how those around me work when they are uncertain about 
a topic. I sometimes find myself explaining things at work or at Uni and I 
think it will be interesting to consider how some people might be reacting 
to new ideas and materials as opposed to myself. (emailed, 6 Mar ’13) 
Daria’s consideration of how others work with, or relate to, uncertainty 
positions her as curious. However, she does not indicate that knowledge of 
how she relates to uncertainty might inspire her to relate to it in a different 
way. Daria also reveals rigidity to her thinking, having the ‘right’ perspective / 
strategies: “I am now in the right frame of mind as a learner, to appreciate my 
short comings and seek assistance when I need it” (emailed, 6 Mar ‘13). 
Daria tends to position herself as knowledge-holder.  
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C7. Uncertainty is a site of difficult dialogue  
Daria shares a list of attributes in common with other mature-age students I 
have taught and known: a conscientious attitude, effective communication 
skills, a broad knowledge base, as well as high expectations of self and 
university staff. Further, Daria struck me as a very creative person, so I found 
it interesting that she was initially non-responsive with the arts-based task of 
creating a visual representation of how she relates to uncertainty. Months 
went by with no image forthcoming. Approximately two months after a 
chance meeting on campus, I wrote to Daria: 
I just wanted to touch base to let you know how much I appreciate your 
input to my research thus far. You continue to be important to my studies – 
you may not see it that way but your prolonged response to the final task 
is also important data. When I bumped into you on-campus in May (?), you 
mentioned that you have attempted to complete the final response (the 
visual representation of how you relate to uncertainty) a couple of times. 
Are you prepared to indulge me in understanding how you're feeling about 
it? (Researcher, emailed, 13 Jul ‘13) 
After receiving my reiteration on the value of process and reflective dialogue, 
Daria responded promptly and generously:  
I guess my incredible avoidance skills are fairly note-worthy. Happy to give 
you a bit of insight. I had three attempts at giving you a visual 
representation of how I relate to uncertainty. The first I drew while sitting in 
a school holiday program working, crayons and scrap paper. It was fairly 
dismal and I thought all it really did was map how I deal with uncertainty. 
The second attempt I looked through some of my photography, thought I 
might have something there that would show how I felt about uncertainty, 
but left it there. I have thought about a few pieces of other people's art that 
I have seen that made me feel overwhelmed or similarly and thought that 
they would respond to the brief of a 'visual representation of how I deal 
with uncertainty'. (emailed, 15 Jul ‘13) 
Daria’s explication of her private engagement with the arts-based task 
positions her as conscientious goal-focused achiever. However, her non-
responsiveness to my two emails in March 2013 reveals that she can be less 
conscientious when it comes to communications. This reinforces her previous 
positioning of uncertainty as a largely private space. In her silence, the 
choice to be goal-focused dominates Daria – she makes concerted efforts to 
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achieve a finished product that she is happy with, before sharing it or 
conversing with me about the process-in-progress. In this, she asserts a right 
to avoid reciprocating dialogue when feeling uncertain which is linked to 
feeling unsuccessful. Further, she enacts a duty to complete an assigned 
task to the best of her abilities. However, Daria’s high expectations see her 
being: “…overly analytical or critical” of self (emailed, 6 Mar ‘13). Daria 
positions uncertainty as a liminal space of silence and deficiency. All these 
factors construe uncertainty as a vulnerable and hence challenging site for 
dialogue with others. Daria positions herself as autonomous and largely 
avoidant. 
Daria’s long silence inspired me to consider my duty within our 
communications – I had to do things differently if I hoped to get a different 
result. I made a considered effort to communicate more effectively in the July 
2013 email. Daria’s response: “I guess my incredible avoidance skills are 
fairly note-worthy. Happy to give you a bit of insight” (emailed, 15 Jul ’13) 
positions the researcher / teacher as dialogue initiator and nurturer. My 
reflexive analysis can be found in Chapter 8. 
C8. Uncertainty is experienced cognitively, emotionally and physically 
Daria ultimately accompanies the story of her journey with (he)art. She offers 
a picture of a painting by Mark Rothko (Figure 7 below), explaining her strong 
physiological reaction to seeing the abstract expressionist piece in-person: “I 
just felt engulfed. I had to sit down - on the floor - in the Guggenheim...and 
just breathe for a little while” (emailed, 15 Jul ‘13). Daria likens this to how 
she feels about uncertainty: “The way I feel about uncertainty is similar, in 
that I often feel like it swallows me up.” In this, she positions uncertainty as 
dominant power – an overwhelming and threatening force that affects her 
whole being. 
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Figure 7: Painting by Mark Rothko 
 
Daria goes on to assign herself a duty of avoidance: “Except in life, I can't sit 
down and collect myself, I have to keep moving.” By denying herself the 
choice to be-with-uncertainty, Daria positions herself as struggler. She 
struggles against uncertainty. She struggles in her choice to suppress 
reactive emotions, and avoid uncertainties. If love is presence (Hanh, 
1997/2004), her avoidance suggests that she is towards the fear end of the 
fear / love spectrum. Daria’s offering of a Rothko painting is synergistic with 
her emotional and bodily response to the piece – Rothko created paintings 
with emotion that were found to elicit similar affective responses for the 
viewer (Magnet Bell, 2011; Kosoi, 2005).  
In summary, Daria largely positions herself as lone learner and private 
explorer: “When I am learning about a new topic that I find engaging I will 
often research around that topic too” (emailed 6 Mar ’13). However, she 
suggests that she has learnt to take fewer tangential risks after negative 
reinforcement as a younger person: “…I would ignore uncertainty and would 
often dive into something without seeking clarification. This rarely resulted in 
a positive outcome” (6 Mar ’13). As a result Daria has learned to check-in 
with power-brokers / knowledge-holders and / or peers when encountering 
academic uncertainties. In this, academic-uncertainties were experienced as 
confusion when attempting to interpret the knowledge-holder’s artificial 
construct. Daria has generally struggled against uncertainty, particularly in 
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her personal life, where uncertainty has been perceived as a signpost of what 
she regards as her personal flaws. I wonder how these ideas could shift for 
Daria if she investigated her limitations around being vulnerable. Perhaps 
she would expand her strategies of feeling safe whilst opening to the 
vulnerability of uncertainty. 
Summary of the PST pool 
All three PST participants courted complex and challenging relationships with 
uncertainty. They each strongly identified with being a student (enrolled in an 
ITE course) and positioned their student-self as knowledge-seeker. Lola, 
Tony and Daria revealed instances of being attached to a myth of teacher 
certainty (Britzman, 2013) when they positioned the teacher as knowledge-
holder. The perceived teacher/student dichotomy of the knowledge 
holder/seeker (evidenced in A2, B6, C1) appeared to reinforce a certainty-
seeking binary for the PSTs (A4, B4, C3). This common construct lent 
uncritical power to the knowledge-holder. 
Lola, Tony and Daria appeared to grapple with the idea of being-with-
uncertainty. All three PSTs positioned uncertainty as largely private, and 
obstructive of a goal. They shared a desire to maintain a sense of ‘control’ 
that appeared to drive instances of avoidance or containment of potential 
vulnerabilities (A6, C4, C8). In an analysis of similar phenomena with PSTs in 
the USA, Britzman (2013) observed how the myth of certainty resembled 
anxiety with its fears “of losing, being lost, lonely” (p. 103). Lola’s artwork 
conveyed uncertainty as a lonely and uninviting place (A2). Meanwhile, a 
very capable Daria expressed a fear that she would not “be smart enough to 
teach them [her students] anything!” (C3). Pervasive myths of certainty in the 
education discourses may be upheld by ITE courses that position the 
chair/tutor as knowledge-holder via teacher-directed curriculum design, 
facilitation and assessment. 
The PSTs outlined pragmatic strategies for ‘overcoming’ uncertainty: they 
largely worked with uncertainty in a cognitive manner. Where the strategy 
was social, Tony emphasised a right to confide in a trusted other (B2), whilst 
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Daria asserted a right to abruptly disengage from the other when feeling 
challenged (C7). Lola and Tony claimed a right to dialogue with their peers in 
order to dissipate academic uncertainties at university (A5, B1). For Daria, 
academic uncertainties were ‘easily overcome’ (C5), and even enjoyed if they 
were completely on her terms (C4). However, on a personal affective level, 
Daria perceived uncertainty as ‘a flaw’ (C4). Where affect was alluded to, it 
was in terms of dis/comfort with various approaches toward uncertainty (A6, 
B4, C2, C7) including Daria’s anecdote of an anxious episode that 
acknowledged her experience of embodying uncertainty and her rationale for 
not wanting to linger in the liminal space (C8). For Tony, a “feeling of peace” 
was positioned as an affective cue that signalled decisive action and the end 
of a cycle of uncertainty (B1). He incorporated some process-focused 
strategies and wrote of the possibilities that can come of uncertainty as a 
liminal space – with an ethic of care (B3).  
The data was varied and complex. Some recurring storylines in the analyses 
of the PSTs contributions suggest that blocks to being-with-uncertainty 
included: low self-awareness, epistemic rigidity, distrust, fear, discomfort with 
vulnerability, and low self-compassion. The multiplicities invoke the idea of an 
‘uncertainty spectrum’ where people shift around as contexts and relations 
change. In the next chapter, the second pool of participants is introduced, 
and an analysis of their data is presented. 
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Table 1: Positioning table (Pool 1) 
Storylines Uncertainty as Teacher as Student as 
Lola 
(A1) Awareness of uncertainty 
prompts greater confidence 
(A2) Uncertainty is the negative 
component of a binary opposition 
(A3) Assignments are a site of 
uncertainty for students. 
 
(A4) Engagement with uncertainty 
is a process of interpretation and 
clarification  
(A5) Working with uncertainty is a 
collaborative process 
 
(A6) Uncertainty is a site of 
disorder and discomfort 
 
(A1) challenging yet 
surmountable 
(A2) looming and in opposition 
to certainty 
(A3) Inherent in the process of 
interpreting tasks 
 
(A4) Assignment uncertainty is 
resolvable 
 
(A5) challenging obstacle 
between self and goal of 
constructed knowledge 
(A6) site of disorder and 
discomfort – a motivator toward 
perceived order 
 
(A1) skilled and 
confident 
(A2) knowledge-
holder 
(A3) knowledge-
holder, assessment 
administrator 
(A4) knowledge-
holder, clarifier and 
worker 
(A5) N/A 
 
 
(A6) N/A 
 
(A1) strategic 
knowledge-holder 
(A2) certainty-seeker 
 
(A3) disempowered 
receiver 
 
(A4) strategist 
 
 
(A5) co-interpreter, 
source of support, 
vulnerable agent 
(A6) survivor 
Tony 
(B1) Working with uncertainty is 
reflective, collaborative and 
affective 
(B2) Uncertainty is a vulnerable 
space where trust is pivotal 
(B3) Care is a central ethic to 
being-with-uncertainty 
(B4) Seeking certainty is the goal 
 
(B5) Exploring teacher-uncertainty 
is worthwhile 
(B6) The process and the outcome 
of exploring uncertainty are both 
valued 
 
(B1) destabiliser of emotional 
stability, overcome via reflection 
and collaboration 
(B2) vulnerable and potentially 
volatile space 
(B3) generative opportunity 
 
(B4) inconvenient: motivator to 
certainty 
(B5) valuable 
 
(B6) a goal-focused, cognitive 
process, lifelong skill, valuable 
process 
 
(B1) assistant 
 
 
(B2) confidante 
 
(B3) nurturer 
 
(B4) N/A 
 
(B5) N/A 
 
(B6) knowledge-
holder and leader 
 
 
(B1) proactive agent  
 
 
(B2) vulnerable 
agent 
(B3) receiver 
 
(B4) strategist 
 
(B5) self-protector, 
powerful agent  
(B6) receiver and 
certainty-seeker 
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(B7) Exploring uncertainty is a 
cognitive process  
 
(B7) a cognitive and pragmatic 
process 
(B7) teacher-self as 
certainty-seeking 
explorer & cognitive 
functionary 
(B7) N/A 
Daria 
(C1) Relating to uncertainty is a 
process that changes with 
experience and reflection 
(C2) Exploring uncertainty appeals 
when it provides instant 
satisfaction 
(C3) Comfort with not-knowing is a 
prerequisite for exploring 
uncertainty  
(C4) Uncertainty is largely a private 
space of exploration and 
advancement 
(C5) Uncertainty is a murky mirror 
that is challenging to look at  
 
(C6) Understanding relational 
uncertainty is valuable 
(C7) Uncertainty is a site of difficult 
dialogue 
 
(C8) Uncertainty is experienced 
cognitively, emotionally and 
physically 
 
(C1) liminal space, and the 
misunderstanding of the 
receiver 
(C2) a largely undesirable and 
uncomfortable space 
 
(C3) a free and fertile space 
 
 
(C4) a private space of joyful 
learning 
 
(C5) easily overcome 
(academic), flaw (personal) 
 
(C6) self-development tool 
 
(C7) a largely private space: a 
liminal space of silence and 
deficiency 
(C8) dominant power: 
overwhelming and threatening 
 
(C1) powerbroker, 
knowledge-holder 
 
(C2) initiator of 
dialogue, knowledge-
holder 
(C3) knowledge-
holder 
 
(C4) N/A 
 
 
(C5) N/A 
 
 
(C6) N/A 
 
(C7) dialogue initiator 
and nurturer 
 
(C8) N/A 
 
 
(C1) self-assessor, 
knowledge-seeker 
 
(C2) autonomous 
self-protector 
 
(C3) strategist 
 
 
(C4) autonomous 
autodidact with an 
inquiry focus 
(C5) avoidant 
pragmatist, 
knowledge-seeker 
(C6) curious 
knowledge-holder 
(C7) conscientious, 
autonomous goal-
focused achiever 
(C8) struggler   
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Chapter 7: Stream 1 analysis (Pool 2) 
The previous chapter analysed the first pool of data within the Stream 1 
analysis. Data composed of the emailed contributions by three Pre-Service 
Teachers (PSTs). Chapter 7 analyses the emailed contributions that were 
later collected from seven practising teachers (Pool 2). The contributions 
include the visual arts responses completed by three of the seven 
participants. Positioning Theory (Harré and van Langenhove, 1999) and an 
arts-based methodology (Eisner, 2006, 2004, 1997) are drawn on to guide 
the analysis. The relational exploration – between teacher and uncertainty – 
taps into the “sketchy consciousness” of teachers as they perform the acts of 
teaching and theorising (Senior, 2008, p. 219). Due to the symbiotic 
relationship between the researcher and participants, at times I use 
wonderings as curiosity cues within the analysis. 
Exploring and positioning uncertainty via the private 
discourses of practising teachers 
The seven practising teachers who exchanged emails with me in 2013 
through to early-2014 are known in this research project as: Byron, Selwyn, 
Jay, Wendy, Marcel, Bruce, and Hetty. In terms of classroom teaching 
experience, they appear in order of least experienced to most experienced. 
The serendipitous cohort represents teachers working across different levels 
of primary and secondary education, with varied years of teaching 
experience, and spread throughout urban and regional locations in Victoria, 
Australia.  
Participant D ‘Byron’: 
I'm still not sure what I have written is what the questions are getting at! So 
I guess I'm feeling uncertain right now. (Byron, emailed, 22 Jan ‘14) 
Byron completed his first year of classroom teaching in 2014 in a primary 
school setting. He came to the profession as a mature age student with a 
wealth of experience in dance / drama practice and instruction. Byron was 
understandably busy during our communications. He received the final 
prompt but did not respond. 
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D1. Uncertainty is a safe space to wonder within 
I wonder if a process-based curriculum would be a better fit with ideas of 
student directed learning than an outcome-based model, which seems to 
contain inherent contradictions. But I'm not sure about that one. (Byron, 
emailed, 28 Nov ‘13) 
In beginning to explore his uncertainty around education policy and best 
practise, Byron claims the right to engage in thinking outside the status-quo. 
He simultaneously enacts teacher-duties of accountability and analytical 
practice. Such proactive and divergent thinking is valued in the ‘Melbourne 
Declaration’ (MCEETYA, 2008) which calls for “new ways of thinking” (p. 13). 
Byron broadly positions uncertainty as a liminal space to ponder within and, 
in this instance, to critically engage with the inconsistencies of education 
policy. Knowledge is positioned as unstable and complex whilst 
simultaneously juxtaposed with the perception of knowledge as a stable 
construct within an outcome-based curriculum model. The student is 
positioned as capable agent: they have the right to direct their learning. By 
critically engaging with policy in a manner that elevates the agency of the 
student, Byron positions himself as empowered and respectful teacher.  
D2. Teaching is a confrontation of dilemmas born of competing duties  
When invited to express his certainties and fears in regards to teaching, 
Byron projected some ideological dilemmas and constraints that he believed 
would hinder his new work as a primary school teacher: “Pressures from 
parents and bureaucratic demands to meet certain expectations, some of 
which will have little to do with good pedagogy…” (emailed, 12 Nov ‘13). The 
term ‘bureaucratic demands’ warrants closer attention: education policies, as 
well as directives from the education department and school administrators, 
are portrayed by Byron as a unilateral power dynamic where duties, some 
unwelcomed, are thrust upon teachers. Successive education reforms have 
been perceived as causing ‘change fatigue’ (Armytage, 2017). Byron 
positions education bureaucrats as powerful yet dysfunctional agents: they 
make demands “…some of which will have little to do with good pedagogy,” 
enacting a right to potentially burden teachers with more duties. This 
perceived tension is confirmed by Darder (2015) who argues that effective 
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pedagogy is in competition with a dominant ideology that privileges 
standardised knowledge. Darder (2015) critiques “high-stakes testing” (p. 11) 
and the ranking of schools that results in a top-down pressure ultimately 
being heaped on teachers and students.  
The ‘effective pedagogy’ versus ‘dominant ideology’ tension causes a 
dilemma for Byron. How can he honour his intrinsic duty to be true to his 
teacher-ethos whilst fulfilling an extrinsic duty to follow policies or leadership 
directives he deems ineffective or inappropriate? He fears the dilemma of 
“Meeting those bureaucratic demands, particularly when I oppose them on 
philosophical grounds.” This collision of duties sees Byron’s self-positioning 
morph from idealist to misfit, whilst maintaining the position of the critical 
pedagogue (Darder, 2015; Britzman, 2003). Byron is concerned that a power 
differential could see him severely restricted in his duties as a teacher: “Not 
being able to handle / help / connect with a student. Not being allowed to 
implement teaching approaches that I strongly believe in - and the potential 
conflict arising from that” (emailed, 28 Nov ‘13). In this, the teacher is 
positioned as bureaucratic pawn and frustrated agent, with a duty toward 
students with even less power. The student is positioned as disempowered 
individual.  For Byron as a newly qualified teacher, uncertainty is positioned 
as a constricted space of fear-fuelled dilemmas where teacher ideals are 
compromised by sanctioned policies / directives.  
D3. Engaging with uncertainty is a cognitive and social process 
Byron reveals a range of strategies to explore any pedagogical uncertainties 
he encounters. He identifies a process that encompasses cognitive rational 
and social dialogic approaches. The cognitive rational approach involves 
taking the time for deep balanced contemplation: “Firstly, [I] reflect on and try 
to define what the problem actually is, and its cause” (emailed, 22 Jan ‘14). 
Once a cause is established Byron takes the next logical step: “[I] then look 
for alternative approaches to the one that isn't working, for example by going 
back to principles and values, through brainstorming / lateral thinking, asking 
for advice from colleagues, and/or discussion with student/s involved” 
(emailed, 22 Jan ‘14). By talking with students to help gain insight, Byron 
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positions students as capable agents. In this, he positions himself as 
respectful teacher.  
D4. Uncertainty is a site of complexity and nuanced thinking 
I think dealing with complexity and perhaps by extension uncertainty is a 
component in higher order / critical thinking. (Byron, emailed, 3 Apr ‘14) 
Byron positions working-with-uncertainty as part of high-level cognitive work. 
Further, Byron positions knowledge as unstable and nuanced: “Being able to 
accept complexity and ambiguity enables us to view the world as something 
more than a black and white, overly simplistic model, through the lens of 
hardened viewpoints” (emailed, 3 Apr ‘14). In this, Byron positions an 
orientation toward uncertainty as beneficial – a liberating conceptual shift. 
Similar perspectives are shared in the literature (Helleve, 2014; Britzman, 
2013; Forrest, 2012; Helsing, 2007b; Chödrön, 2002). However, unlike the 
most encompassing literature that considers our response to uncertainty as 
bodily and wholly integrated (Sword-Daniels et al, 2016; Forrest, 2012; 
Macintyre Latta and Buck, 2008), Byron does not divert from a cognitive 
approach. He declares his teacher-duty is to better prepare his students for 
the world by elevating their cognitive and critical capacity: “…it is a key goal 
for me as a teacher (to empower my students)” (emailed, 3 Apr ‘14). In this, 
Byron positions himself as respectful facilitator. He positions students as 
capable and central to the teacher’s work.  
Byron does not state that he experiences embodied uncertainty which is 
intriguing as he has a background in movement and dance. However, prior to 
our communications, Byron was unaware of how he related to uncertainty: “I 
haven't thought about it before” (emailed, 22 Jan ‘14). Within the space of 
about six weeks, Byron shares thoughts that reveal a deep understanding of 
some of the complexities of experiencing and working-with-uncertainty. He 
writes about the generative capacity of being-with-uncertainty: “...the process 
of thinking about it [Campbell’s framework] has provided valuable reflection, 
necessary to continue to evolve behaviour from instinctive reaction to 
considered response” (emailed, 4 Mar ‘14). In this, uncertainty is positioned 
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as opportunity giver. Byron positions his teacher-self as explorer – he is open 
to more constructive ways of receiving uncertainty.  
Participant E ‘Selwyn’: 
Selwyn was initially unsure about how she had previously related to 
uncertainty: “I'm not sure” (emailed, 16 Sep ‘13). In her fourth year of 
teaching in 2014, Selwyn engaged with two of my email prompts before her 
emailed communications ceased with no explanation. Four attempts were 
made thereafter to re-connect. No further responses were received.  
E1. Dialogue about pedagogical uncertainties is with other educators  
Selwyn expresses how she proceeds with pedagogical dilemmas and 
uncertainties. She identifies three main strategies: (1) drawing on collegiate 
support in the workplace: “[I] seek advice from others. Colleagues in my 
office, in my year level etc...Ask for support from Coaches, Mentors, 
Principals etc…I always ask someone for answers” (2) utilising peer-support 
external to the workplace: “…with friends from Uni that are also teaching” and 
(3) looking to published material: “…research - books, emails, etc” (emailed, 
16 Sep ‘13). All three strategies are inter-dependent in that they rely on 
dialogue with other educators or published communications. Selwyn 
recognises her right to be professionally supported. In this, the teacher is 
positioned as co-explorer within teaching-learning communities. She expands 
this right to draw on support beyond her immediate workplace by maintaining 
a professional network with teachers in other schools. Uncertainty is 
positioned as a normative space that ignites a collaborative process with 
peers. Selwyn also assumes a duty to further ponder and pursue 
uncertainties on her own terms via reading / researching. In this, the teacher 
is positioned as resourceful knowledge-seeker. 
E2. The child is missing from co-exploring the very uncertainties they 
trigger for the teacher 
In Selwyn’s emailed dialogue, students are only referred to once and that is 
in terms of the affect they provide her: “Kids making me laugh, smile or 
wonder!” (emailed 12 Sep ‘13). She relays this in the context of a certainty in 
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teaching. However, “wonder!” also positions the student as the positive 
trigger of a generative uncertainty for the teacher. Students, as stakeholders 
and/or co-participants in wondering within uncertainty, appear to be missing 
from any dialogue or exploration that Selwyn undertakes. Selwyn limits her 
conversations on uncertainty to her peers. She speaks glowingly of collegial 
workplace environments with coaching and/or mentoring programs: 
“Generally, if I was not sure, it was very easy to ask someone for help...There 
is lots of help at both of the schools I have taught” (emailed, 16 Sep ‘13). 
Selwyn does not mention modelling her collegial processes of being-with-
uncertainty. Through Selwyn’s speech acts, uncertainty is positioned as a 
space of unconscious selective wonder – triggered by students yet omitting 
them from co-wondering. In this, the teacher positions herself as resourceful 
teacher-directed agent.  
Participant F ‘Jay’: 
Primary school teacher and leader, Jay, interacted with two of my email 
prompts before her epistolary communications ceased with no explanation 
(like Selwyn above). Four attempts were made to re-connect with her 
thereafter, to no avail.  
F1. Uncertainty is a site of vulnerability and proactive strategies  
Jay enacts a support role to others “as a coach and curriculum leader” which 
can see her encountering “dilemmas” (emailed, 20 Sep ‘13). She conveys an 
image of a largely disengaged workplace, specifying a lack of “motivated and 
skilled staff” (emailed, 26 Aug ‘13). This gives rise to vulnerability for Jay – 
she describes her singular fear of teaching being a “lack of support from 
colleagues when faced with challenging situations” (emailed, 26 Aug ‘13). In 
this, she does not enjoy the right to receive the support that she bestows her 
colleagues.  
Jay enacts strategies that enable her to honour a conscious approach toward 
probing uncertainties, whilst not dramatically increasing her feeling of 
vulnerability in the workplace. When uncertain as to how to proceed with a 
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dilemma or uncertainty in the classroom, Jay refers to discussing possibilities 
with her “respected” peers, seeking advice and clarification: 
Discussed options with team members (teachers working at the same 
grade level). Sought out advice from other respected colleagues within the 
school. Sought out clarification through professional reading from a widely 
regarded researcher in the area. (emailed, 20 Sep ‘13) 
These social and cognitive strategies of sharing and probing uncertainties 
are conditional of professional standing: Jay stipulates communicating with 
“respected colleagues” and “reading from a widely regarded researcher in the 
area” (emailed 20 Sep ‘13). In this, uncertainty is positioned as a vulnerable 
space where only trusted guidance is sought. The colleagues that Jay deems 
as less professional are positioned as outsiders – they are not included as 
co-explorers or trusted guides in her navigation of uncertainties. Jay positions 
her teacher self as proactive and socially selective knowledge-seeker. 
F2. Uncertainty is a cognitive liminal space to be honoured  
Jay expresses an awareness of how she works with uncertainty: “I am aware 
that these are the things I do when relating to uncertainty” (emailed, 20 Sep 
‘13). Further, she values the reflexive process of being-with-uncertainty: “Of 
additional importance is allowing myself the time to reflect and review my 
thinking and options available, before taking action” (emailed, 20 Sep ‘13). 
Jay claims a right to take a purposeful pause in order to fulfil her teacher-duty 
to make well-informed choices. In this, the teacher is positioned as self-
aware mentor – she models reflective and assertive behaviours by enacting 
them. 
Uncertainty is positioned as a liminal space, which is honoured through a 
mindful presence: finding a calmness to be with the complex thoughts that 
arise. Further, “Taking action” speaks to an action-reflection cycle that 
continues Jay’s process-focused approach. Jay is silent regarding the 
affective component of being-with-uncertainty. Knowledge is positioned as 
unstable yet cognitive / cerebral. I wonder how a bodily awareness toward 
uncertainty might change how Jay works with uncertainty.  
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F3. Uncertainty invokes a generative action-reflection process  
Jay expands upon her cognitive strategy of working-with-uncertainty to 
convey an action-reflection process: “[I have] trialled different options 
then reflected on the differing outcomes to assist in further teaching choices” 
(emailed, 20 Sep ‘13). In this, Jay positions uncertainty as generative – it 
invokes an active inquiry into multiple possibilities where each experience / 
choice aides its refinement and future choices on reflection. In turn, Jay 
positions her teacher-self as explorer and reflector – she is able to make 
choices and reflexively learn from them. Further, this positions knowledge as 
a process of progressive insights. 
Participant G ‘Wendy’: 
To be honest, this [uncertainty] has not been something I had previously 
given much thought to. (emailed, 16 Aug ‘13) 
Wendy was in her seventh year of teaching when we first started conversing 
about uncertainty in 2013. She shared her thoughts and feelings 
intermittently over several months. With some long pauses and friendly 
reminders, Wendy ultimately engaged with all four prompts.  
G1. Uncertainty is a site of insecurity and vulnerability for graduate 
teachers  
On reflecting on her past relationship with teacher uncertainty, Wendy notes 
how she craved reassurance in her graduate years: “In my earlier teaching 
years I remember that I desperately needed to be told I was doing the right 
thing” (emailed, 16 Aug ‘13). In this, uncertainty is positioned as a site of 
great insecurity and vulnerability for the graduate teacher. The graduate 
teacher is positioned as validation seeker, craving reassurance in order to 
fulfil a duty to succeed.  
Wendy reflects on her earlier need to gain reassurance from others: “I 
suspect this is partly my nature, and partly the uncertainties surrounding 
anyone embarking on a new profession.” In this, she positions herself as 
perceptive agent: she is aware of her need for validation, and the precarious 
feeling generally experienced by graduate teachers. Wendy further positions 
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uncertainty as heightened during the graduate teaching period. The broader 
research confirms that PSTs and graduate teachers do encounter and 
internalise heightened uncertainties (Ulvik, Smith and Helleve, 2017; 
Lindqvist et al, 2017; Hinchion and Hall, 2016; Sinner, 2012). The research 
by Cha and Ham (2012) in South Korea reveals that uncertainties are 
embraced as a generative component of teaching-learning by practising 
teachers when teaching is approached collaboratively as: “a constructivist 
endeavour to engage students in meaningful inquiry-based learning” (p. 635).  
G2. Engaging with uncertainty is a complex cognitive and emotional 
experience 
Experiencing fear-based uncertainty is challenging for Wendy. She reflects 
on this with an anecdote from the classroom where her quest to regain a 
sense of control sees her lose emotional control:  
I generally try to keep my emotions in check, however when things seem 
out of my control, I can sometimes lose my cool...Two boys were running 
around and one shoved the other into a wall. No one was injured but I was 
shocked and furious at the behaviour. I couldn't help my response, which 
was to yell pretty viciously at the two boys about the severe danger of their 
behaviour. My response came out of fear for their safety and shock and on 
reflection, I was quite upset with the impact my response had on me 
emotionally, not to mention the other kids, who didn't usually hear me raise 
my voice. (emailed, 16-8-13 AM) 
Wendy outlines two experiences of working with uncertainty: (1) Her initial 
response to uncertainty, in the context of student rough-housing, is fear-
based: “My response came out of fear for their safety and shock.” In this, 
uncertainty is positioned as a fast and poignant space of things feeling out of 
control for Wendy on witnessing a dangerous act: “Two boys were running 
around and one shoved the other into a wall.” Even though Wendy states 
that, “No one was injured” she goes on to harshly reprimand students, “about 
the severe danger of their behaviour.” In this, Wendy assigns the student a 
duty to not cause harm and asserts a right for everyone to feel safe at school. 
The identified uncertainty for Wendy could be interpreted as: How do I uphold 
my teacher duty to quickly regain a safe environment? Wendy’s choice to 
“yell pretty viciously” at the boys projects a complex dynamic which may have 
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been triggered by her fear of being out of control: “…when things seem out of 
my control I can sometimes lose my cool” and potentially any personal 
wounds she may carry in relation to that, on top of the pressure to ensure 
classroom safety.  
(2) Wendy’s second response to uncertainty, in the context of reflecting on 
her actions, is shame-based “I was quite upset with the impact my response 
had on me emotionally, not to mention the other kids, who didn't usually hear 
me raise my voice.” In this, Wendy’s teacher-self and her students are 
positioned as adversely affected. The identified uncertainty for Wendy could 
be interpreted as: How could I have managed the situation differently? As 
this uncertainty does not involve immediate danger, Wendy affords herself 
more space to reflect upon her instinctive behavioural choices and the 
damaging repercussions. Although she does not feel good about yelling, 
Wendy indicates that this was a singular deviation from her approach to 
teaching and interacting with students. Wendy maintains that her emotional 
regulation is usually adequate: “I generally try to keep my emotions in check.” 
The exception to the rule is when she encounters perceived chaos: “…when 
things seem out of my control.” In this, knowledge is positioned as complex, 
and self-awareness is positioned as evolving. Uncertainty is positioned as 
generative of reflective practice.  
In both instances (1) and (2), uncertainty is positioned as a cognitive and 
emotional experience. In this, the teacher is positioned as conflicted carer – 
she is imperfect yet beginning to reach toward greater emotional regulation. 
Chödrön’s (2002) teachings on self-compassion instruct how it is important to 
observe our emotions: being mindful of how we choose to react to volatile 
emotions is the difference between a temper outburst and a quiet 
conversation that conveys our wants and needs. When Wendy states, “I 
couldn't help my response” she positions herself as powerless and 
emotionally unaccountable. However, by now sharing her reflexive anecdote, 
Wendy makes a useful contribution to the data as the problematic reveals 
more nuanced complexities than a shiny façade of perfection. It is in this 
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space, when “things seem out of…control” that consciously being-with-
uncertainty may be beneficial to both teachers and students. 
G3. Uncertainty is a site of improvised survival 
Wendy discusses how she normally relates to non-threatening uncertainties 
within the context of directing a lesson:  
If it was because I was unsure how the lesson was going to progress (due 
to poor planning or a lack of understanding by students) I would try to think 
of something quickly they could go on with quietly so I could do some 
more research on the topic, or (more likely) I would make something up on 
the spot. (emailed, 16 Aug ‘13 AM) 
Wendy describes a teacher-directed approach with tactical diversion: “I would 
try to think of something quickly they could go on with quietly.” In this, she 
positions herself as instructor and director of student-learning. van Manen 
(1991) argues that uncertainty “due to poor planning” (Wendy, emailed 16 
Aug ‘13 AM) results in floundering on the part of the teacher. Hence, Wendy 
could also be positioned as struggler. Students are positioned as compliant 
subjects. Wendy’s response toward uncertainty is reactionary in that her goal 
is to “quickly” regain a feeling of certainty. In this, uncertainty is positioned as 
a shallow space, easily traversed (Chödrön, 2002). However, Wendy also 
mentions improvising which suggests that her pedagogical intuition is well-
developed. We conversed more about this to gain a greater insight into how 
making “something up on the spot” works for her: 
I'm definitely much more confident [now as a teacher] and therefore more 
comfortable improvising. It's also much easier the longer you have taught 
a topic. I'm also pretty confident in my classroom management, which 
makes things like improvising a lot easier. (emailed, 16 Aug ‘13 PM) 
Wendy portrays a style of improvisation that is a performance of stability – 
she distracts her students to disguise not knowing. This is different from the 
style of improvisation that van Manen (1991) describes as teachers 
considering a variety of possibilities unfolding in a lesson – to give rise to 
greater learning opportunities. Wendy admits that planning serves her well: 
“Classes are never really predictable (due to the type of kids I have typically 
taught) but they are certainly easier to manage if I'm well planned and have 
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differentiated the curriculum properly.” The paradox to Wendy’s improvisation 
is that she also conveys inflexibility: 
I try to plan for potential misunderstandings- but I think, on reflection, 
misunderstandings have occurred when students haven't completed 
homework that was required of them in order to participate in the lesson 
(more relevant for VCE). In this case I guess I feel uncertainty as to 
whether majority of the class is going to get the most out of a lesson. But 
at the same time, I don't want to have to change the lesson for those who 
have done the work as this is unfair. (emailed, 16 Aug ‘13 PM) 
Wendy assigns her students a duty to complete homework, whilst asserting a 
her right not to accommodate the students who do not fulfil their duty: “I don't 
want to have to change the lesson…” In this, differentiating the curriculum 
excludes accommodating students who have not, or could not, do the 
preparatory work at home. Uncertainty is conveyed as a fear-based concern 
with Wendy wondering if the majority will “…get the most out of a lesson” and 
how the dutiful minority will be impeded. In this, students are positioned as 
either disengaged or passive receivers. The teacher is positioned as director 
and survivor. Uncertainty is positioned as bound by tactical survival 
strategies. 
G4. Uncertainty is a site of insecurity and vulnerability for the practising 
teacher  
Wendy’s conversing slows to long periods of silence once she receives the 
arts-based prompt. Over approximately five months I write her four times to 
encourage her to have a go at a visual response. After the first two times I 
touch base, Wendy enquires if her response is still welcome, and adds self-
effacing remarks about her creative abilities, stating that she’s a “terrible, 
terrible artist” (emailed, 21 Dec ‘13). Wendy eventually shares her creative 
response: “I have attached a word doc with a visual representation...Art is not 
my strong point or one I feel particularly comfortable with...I am better with 
words!” (emailed, 5 Mar ‘14). In the same email, Wendy goes on to outline 
her teaching role at a new workplace and admonishes her literacy skills: “I 
am teaching English Language (so please don't judge my lack of grammar 
and terrible punctuation in this email!)…” (emailed, 5 Mar ‘14). In this, Wendy 
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conveys vulnerability in our researcher-participant relationship – this is 
symptomatic of the uncertainty the participant must encounter when they 
agree to their responses being interpreted by the researcher. Wendy 
demonstrates an awareness of her perceived faults – to the extreme. For 
instance, by exaggerating any minor surface errors in her writing as “terrible 
punctuation”, she engages in self-effacing talk, perhaps to beat her would-be 
critics to it. She distances herself from out-dated and conservative teacher-
identity metaphors, such as ‘the teacher as expert’ and embraces a more 
vulnerable approach.  
Whilst Wendy may not enjoy undertaking tasks where she does not feel 
confident, like creating artwork, she has a go by offering a visual 
representation of how she relates to uncertainty. I wonder if she continued 
our dialogue because she felt safe to do so, or if a sense of integrity 
compelled her to fulfil a sense of duty to this research. Perhaps it was a 
combination of both. Regardless, the teacher is positioned as vulnerable 
agent and pre-emptive defender: “I am better with words…[but] don’t judge 
my lack of grammar…” In this, uncertainty is positioned as a volatile space, 
one that Wendy enters carefully, with self-effacing armour.  
G5. Uncertainty is a site of anxiety 
Wendy’s visual representation of how she relates to uncertainty is a Microsoft 
Word document consisting of five clipart images, all depicting people in bed 
who appear to be too anxious to sleep (see Figure 8 below). In three of the 
five images, a partner is portrayed as sleeping soundly beside the anxiously 
awake person. In this, the teacher is positioned as anxious lone sufferer. 
Uncertainty is positioned as challenging and draining – it is encountered 
alone and with discomfort, even when there is a significant other lying next to 
you. One image has text above it that reads, “Thoughts are louder in the 
dark” (emailed, 5 Mar ‘14). In this, knowledge is positioned as unstable and 
uneasy.  
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Figure 8: Anxious with uncertainty 
G6. Uncertainty could be a shared social space 
Wendy responds favourably to Campbell’s (2007) framework, which outlines 
a variety of ways of relating to uncertainty. She strongly identifies with the 
second last approach which sees her “probe, engage with, understand, and 
find new meaning in” uncertainty. However, it is the final proactive method, 
“to share with students and mutually examine” (Campbell, 2007 p2) that most 
appeals to Wendy: 
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I think I could make use of this framework by consciously looking at how I 
approach uncertainty (currently it is quite retrospective). By immediately 
acknowledging uncertainty I think would give me an opportunity to engage 
students in any areas of uncertainty I had and make it quite a rich 
experience for both of us! (emailed, 20 Sep ‘13) 
Wendy shows great interest in the most inclusive of the six responses to 
uncertainty, as listed by Campbell (2007). Wendy’s reflexive engagement 
with approaches toward uncertainty appears to benefit her professional 
learning. She shifts from a teacher-directed practice where uncertainty is 
seen as a liability: “…when things seem out of my control I can sometimes 
lose my cool” (emailed, 16 Aug ‘13 AM), toward the idea of embracing 
uncertainty and sharing this approach with students. In this, uncertainty is 
positioned as a mediation tool for the teacher-learner – minimising the 
affective gap between teacher and student. In turn, knowledge is positioned 
as unstable and helpful. However, Wendy’s focus is on her uncertainties. In 
this, the teacher is positioned as both teacher-centred agent and role-model 
working-with-uncertainty. The student is positioned as co-explorer: “engage 
students in any areas of uncertainty I had and make it quite a rich experience 
for both of us!” 
Participant H ‘Marcel’: 
...teaching and learning needs to evolve and change with society...some 
educators have a greater capacity to deal with this evolution than others. 
(Marcel, emailed, 7 Oct ‘13) 
Marcel is not afraid of change. He came to our epistolary conversation with 
ten years of teaching experience across a range of secondary schools (public 
and private) in the Northern Territory and near the Murray River in both 
Victoria and New South Wales. Our dialogue exchange continued over a 
period of five months and dropped off once Marcel received the final prompt.  
H1. Uncertainty is an intuitive and social space 
Marcel’s two-step approach sees him acknowledge his instinctive response 
and then seek validation from his peers: 
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Generally, I rely on my gut feeling of what seems to be the right thing to 
do. I will often confirm that this is the right approach with a colleague - 
either at my current school or a past colleague - to check that it's more or 
less the way to go about things. (emailed, 11 Nov ‘13) 
As Marcel seeks to confirm his intuitive knowledge or “gut feeling” in this 
social manner, I wonder if his discussions are generative, or if Marcel is 
“polling” (Brown, 2010 p. 88). Brown (2010) characterises polling as sharing 
uncertainties for assurances. Polling can build courage. Alternatively, polling 
can be used to place blame if things do not work out well (Brown, 2010). 
Marcel is motivated to do what is considered correct, “…the way to go about 
things,” according to him and his peers, whilst maintaining a feeling of 
stability: 
If I am uncertain I will tend toward my sense of what is most likely to be 
right rather than become overly stressed to the point where I'm unable or 
not confident enough to take the decision. (emailed, 11 Nov ‘13) 
Marcel conveys a collegiate and self-aware persona. He understands what 
works for him – he has both his sense of teacher-integrity and his wellbeing 
at the forefront of any uncertainties he encounters. In this, he is positions 
himself as explorer and self-protector. Uncertainty is positioned as intuitive 
and social. However, the liminal space of uncertainty is positioned as intense 
– the longer one lingers in uncertainty the more “stressed” or insecure they 
become. Decisiveness with the help of his peers, promotes a fast solution 
and short stop in uncertainty. Intuitive knowledge honours an embodied 
intelligence (Sumedho, 2007) hence knowledge is positioned as largely 
unstable and bodily for Marcel. 
H2. Teaching is a site of uncertainty and stress – in proportion to 
experience 
Uncertainty is perceived differently by Marcel as an experienced teacher, as 
opposed to his memories of being a graduate teacher. Marcel writes about 
how teaching experience has afforded him knowledge, skills and hence 
greater confidence when encountering uncertainties: “...with about ten years 
experience, I feel as though I am much better equipped and confident to 
navigate uncertainty” (emailed, 11 Nov ‘13). In this, he positions himself as 
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confident strategist. This is in stark contrast to Marcel’s memories as a 
graduate teacher: 
In my early years I would let uncertainty get to me in some ways - maybe 
my stressing over things or becoming frustrated...I suppose it's something 
to do with a grad teachers need for affirmation, to know that they're on the 
right track. (emailed, 11 Nov ‘13). 
In this, graduate teachers are positioned as validity-seekers. Uncertainty is 
positioned as a volatile space that evokes reactive states of stress and anger 
for the graduate teacher. The literature in this area recognises that pre-
service and graduate teachers feel confronted by the heightened 
uncertainties and complexities of the profession (Lindqvist et al, 2017; Ulvik, 
Smith & Helleve, 2017). Marcel also writes of a cumbersome challenge the 
graduate teacher can encounter when feeling uncertain: “…grad teachers are 
less able to predict uncertainty, whereas experienced teachers can sort of 
'suspect' that things could go awry, so they're able to deal with it without 
having the added loading of feeling ambushed plus uncertain.” In this, 
uncertainty is further positioned as unpleasant and distressing for the 
graduate teacher. 
Marcel conveys the benefits of intuitive thinking for the more experienced 
teacher: “As a more experienced teacher you have the benefit of a much 
broader suite of reference points to past events or uncertainties, so you are 
familiar with their causes and resolution.” In this, he positions experienced 
teachers as self-aware / reflexive strategists – they have the tools to predict, 
navigate and control uncertainties. Further, uncertainty is positioned as 
inconvenient yet temporary and resolvable. Knowledge is positioned as 
unstable, whilst formal education is positioned as staid: once you understand 
the construct, its predictability becomes easier.  
H3. Uncertainty is a space of cognitive work and preparation 
Within Campbell’s (2007) framework of the multiple ways teachers might 
relate to uncertainty, Marcel identifies with constructing uncertainty as 
something to “probe, engage with, understand, and find new meaning in” (p. 
3): 
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For me, uncertainty is driven by a lack of definition or understanding. I like 
to get to the bottom of it, synthesise the facts, come to an understanding 
of it then keep rolling. Often this means I can determine greater certainty - 
or at least develop a comforting supposition of the way things will likely 
transpire. Other times might see me just realising that the situation is truly 
uncertain; which is fine, but demands that I acknowledge a need to plan 
for contingencies and being prepared to roll with the die, however they fall. 
(emailed, 2 Mar ‘14) 
In this articulate explanation of a sophisticated cognitive rational approach, 
the teacher is positioned as cerebral strategist – he is well-prepared for a 
variety of possibilities. Marcel embodies van Manen’s (1991) notion of the 
‘tactful teacher’ in that he is reflective, organised and flexible: “I acknowledge 
a need to plan for contingencies and being prepared to roll with the die, 
however they fall.” In this, uncertainty is positioned as a fertile space of 
cognitive work and preparation: “I like to get to the bottom of it, synthesise 
the facts, come to an understanding of it.” Further, uncertainty is positioned 
as emotionally disruptive: “a comforting supposition.”  
Participant I ‘Bruce’: 
Uncertainty can’t be avoided or denied and I don’t think it should. (Bruce, 
emailed, 6 Aug ‘13) 
Bruce interacted in our epistolary exchange in 2013. At the time he was a 
specialist woodwork teacher in an outer Melbourne public secondary school. 
Apart from this stint in the capital city, the rest of Bruce’s fourteen years of 
teaching experience were within central regional Victoria, in both primary and 
secondary public-school settings.  
I1. Uncertainty is a private bodily / cognitive space and a semi-public 
bodily space 
Bruce’s main pedagogical uncertainties focus on behavioural issues in the 
classroom. He shares his responsive process: 
My general pattern is to take a deep breath and I try to be intuitive in the 
classroom. Sometimes it’s just recognising a kind of behavior, wondering 
what the student might be trying to engage in and working out whether or 
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[not] I engage back and on what level. Teaching middle years students in 
a rough public school has its taxing moments. (emailed, 1 Aug ‘13) 
Bruce refers to a bodily regulation process: “to take a deep breath” which 
could also be a physical cue for the astute student. Further, he mentions, 
“[trying] to be intuitive in the classroom.” According to Sumedho (2007) 
intuitive knowledge honours an embodied intelligence. Brown (2010) 
highlights the notion of self-trust within this embodied intelligence: “Intuition is 
not a single way of knowing – it’s our ability to hold space for uncertainty and 
our willingness to trust the many ways we’ve developed knowledge and 
insight, including instinct, experience, faith, and reason” (p. 89). Bruce’s 
wondering is suitably nuanced within this intuitive space. In this, he positions 
himself as private intuitive worker. Further, uncertainty is positioned as a 
private bodily/cognitive space, and a semi-public bodily space. 
Bruce portrays an element of intensity that is particular to the dynamics within 
the age group and the school: “Teaching middle years students in a rough 
public school has its taxing moments.” He considers student-motivation and 
his responsive choices autonomously: “…wondering what the student might 
be trying to engage in and working out whether or [not] I engage back and on 
what level.” In this, Bruce further positions himself as distruster – he 
undertakes cognitive work that is hidden from his students. The student is 
positioned as excluded body. Additionally, Bruce’s sensitivity to: “a kind of 
behaviour…in a rough public school” further positions the student as 
challenger. Bruce’s uncertainties and resistance/blockers are reminiscent of 
Ellsworth’s (1996) argument about the volatile gap between teacher and 
student that widens when communication is strained. 
I2. Uncertainty plus anxiety is emotionally disruptive and discomforting 
Bruce describes how his experience of uncertainty generally affects him: 
I am fairly self-aware and so it comes as little surprise when I experience 
uncertainty and how it affects me. Uncertainty can lead to an anxiety ‘of 
sorts’. (emailed, 1 Aug ‘13) 
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In this, uncertainty is positioned as affective and challenging as an anxiety 
trigger. Bruce’s experience of anxiety within uncertainty is further explicated 
in the following anecdote: 
In response, to the power failure and a dishevelled class [during an ‘extra’ 
lesson], all I could do was engage the class with an improvised quiz for the 
remaining half hour. I did my best and my best was OK. But afterward, I 
felt exhausted and now I’m drinking a Tempranillo; and that’s a nice way to 
unwind. Actually, directly after the day, I unwound by staying back for two 
hours, to build a piece of furniture. That helps me feel calm and leaves me 
feeling like I had a productive day, despite the chaos. (emailed, 1 Aug ‘13) 
Bruce summarises his post-work relaxation routine as: “Red wine, music and 
something creative” (emailed, 1 Aug ‘13). He engages all of his senses, taste 
/ smell (wine), hearing (music), sight and touch (creating furniture), to re-
integrate, reflect, and resolve his feeling rattled by the edgy uncertainties of 
teaching: “That helps me feel calm and leaves me feeling like I had a 
productive day, despite the chaos.” Bruce positions himself as conscious 
teacher: “I am fairly self-aware.” Albeit with limited options: “all I could do…” 
As well as a sufferer of anxiety: “But afterward, I felt exhausted.” He does not 
mention sharing his uncertainties with students, nor does he indicate that he 
is processing events pre-emptively, for example: How could I handle a similar 
situation so as not to feel so depleted afterward? The student is positioned as 
unruly challenger: “…a dishevelled class…”   
I3. Uncertainty born of mismanagement is a site of heightened anxiety 
and resentment 
Bruce critiques his workplace’s culture toward education. He mentions an 
administration that condones students drifting in and out of electives as they 
please; the colleague who turns up to yard duty late; the noncompliant 
student; and the colleague who did not leave adequate instructions for an 
‘extra’ class Bruce was taking. This theme of ‘the inconsiderate other’ who 
shirks their duties seems to exacerbate Bruce’s uncertainties and hence 
anxieties around settling-in at the school: 
My school is fluid and not in the most positive way. Students come and go 
as they please from one class. Today, two students decided they didn’t 
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like their elective so they switched to my class. I’ve had six new students 
in my class in the one week. I had no choice but to improvise but it puts 
me under stress, as everything is unofficial and if it does come from 
management, it has little regard for how an oversized practical class can 
heap pressure on a teacher. (emailed, 1 Aug ‘13) 
I very often am the only person on yard duty and the second person 
doesn’t arrive. It’ll backfire one day when a serious incident occurs. 
Yesterday, when the absent teacher arrived nearly twenty minutes late, I 
said “oh perfectly timed!” His response was that he was pretty slack with 
yard duty. I hadn’t noticed. (emailed, 6 Aug ‘13) 
I do like to have a bit of a ‘game plan’ as to what could occur in a lesson 
and how I might respond. But some things come as complete surprises 
and all you can do is calmly respond or be firmly decisive without being 
emotive. For instance, how do you respond to “PENIS” shouted at the top 
of a girl’s lungs in the library? I calmly said that if I heard the word penis, 
or any other, shouted again, she’d see the coordinator. She ended up 
keeping the co-ords company. I was new to this school and the lack of 
detail passed on to [me] filled me with uncertainty. Other people’s lack of 
organisation can lead to a kind of anxiety. (emailed, 1 Aug ‘13) 
…It seems like a place of survival. I was merely relieved to just get 
through the [extra] double session and get back to my usual lessons. 
There also doesn’t seem to be a policy or even expectation that absent 
teachers leave work for the incoming teacher. It actually creates an 
expectation for the students that nothing is prepared and that anything 
goes. There isn’t a great deal of professionalism at the school. (emailed, 6 
Aug ‘13) 
…On the flip side, I thrive on spontaneity. I just don’t like it thrust on to me 
by mismanagement. (emailed, 1 Aug ‘13) 
Throughout these anecdotes, Bruce describes a school administration and 
workplace culture that is disorganized, irresponsible, uncaring and lax: “It 
seems like a place of survival.” By contrast, Bruce positions his teacher-self 
as (1) organiser; “I do like to have a bit of a ‘game plan’ as to what could 
occur in a lesson and how I might respond”, (2) dutiful agent; “…the only 
person on yard duty”, (3) carer; “It actually creates an expectation for the 
students that nothing is prepared and that anything goes”, and (4) victim; “…it 
[improvising] puts me under stress.” Bruce’s anxious approach toward 
uncertainty is bolstered by his resentment of a dysfunctional school culture: “I 
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thrive on spontaneity. I just don’t like it thrust on to me by mismanagement.” 
In this, uncertainty is positioned as a site of complexity and increased anxiety 
brought on by an unprofessional culture.  
Bruce’s experiences of heightened uncertainties and anxieties corresponds 
with the failure of all parties to uphold the covenant on duties and rights. 
Bruce upholds his duties as a teacher, attending yard duty and being 
accountable for the students in his class. His teacher rights are violated when 
“the second person doesn’t arrive” for yard duty and Bruce consequently 
misses the break he is entitled to, or new students enter his class without 
prior notification: “everything is unofficial and if it does come from 
management, it has little regard for how an oversized practical class can 
heap pressure on a teacher.” 
I4. Uncertainty is a space of courageous educational opportunities 
During our short period of reflective dialogue, Bruce feels inspired to make a 
change to his teaching practice. He describes the context and the positive 
reception by students: 
This next comment vaguely weaves into the ‘uncertainty’ or ‘slight panic’ of 
trying to help many people individually at different stages of development. 
Regarding wood teaching, it’s so hands on, I sometimes grapple with the 
need to help so many people one-on-one and it isn’t very practical to do 
that. So, this week, I’ve tried teaching the first student who needs to know 
something new and then assigning that student to peer teach another 
student that same skill or process. (like using the drill press, or how to 
complete a certain step of the project). It has made teaching more smooth 
running and people feel like they have a skill to pass on to others. I felt 
that it created more of a team environment. (emailed, 6 Aug ‘13) 
In this, Bruce positions himself as personal instructor and facilitator of 
students’ woodwork skills including the consolidation of those skills (with 
students’ instructing their peers). He also positions himself as nurturer – 
fostering student self-worth and classroom harmony: “…people feel like they 
have a skill to pass on to others. I felt that it created more of a team 
environment.” In this, the student is also positioned as instructor – a useful 
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member of a learning community. Further, the student is positioned as 
capable trusted agent.  
Campbell’s (2007) notion of probing and exploring an uncertainty with 
students is evoked in Bruce’s anecdote: “I sometimes grapple with the need 
to help so many people one-on-one and it isn’t very practical to do that.” This 
grappling may or may not be shared with students – Bruce does not 
communicate how this new practice is introduced. However, it is clear that 
the fresh classroom culture is a win-win. In taking a risk on a new approach 
Bruce conveys courage. He also demonstrates trust in the students’ capacity 
to act responsibly: “…this week, I’ve tried teaching the first student who 
needs to know something new and then assigning that student to peer teach 
another student that same skill or process.” Uncertainty is positioned as a 
generative space. Bruce additionally positions himself as courageous agent. 
I5. Uncertainty is a liminal space within the cycle of coming to know 
Bruce believes that a positive and active relationship toward learning is 
indicative of an effective teacher: “I think people who enjoy learning, make 
good teachers.” (emailed, 30 Jul ‘13). In this, Bruce positions himself as 
teacher-learner – he values the process of learning thereby upholding the 
teachers’ duty to “welcome what they do not know” (Britzman, 2013, p. 97). 
The teacher is considered “good” by Bruce when they have a joyful curiosity 
toward knowing: “[they] enjoy learning…” In this, the teacher is fulfilling their 
duty of being actively open to the unknowns. The teacher is further 
positioned as curious agent: a lifelong learner and therefore an effective 
teacher. In this, knowledge is positioned as unstable and wondrous.  In turn, 
uncertainty is positioned as a liminal space within the cycle of coming to 
know. Bruce’s use of the word ‘good’ represents a duality whereby there are 
also ‘bad’ teachers. In this, the student is positioned as vulnerable individual 
to the influences of the ‘bad’ teacher and the administration’s recruitment 
choices. The student is ascribed a right to tutelage by ‘good’ teachers. 
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I6. Uncertainty is a site of bodily and cognitive coping strategies 
Within three days of receiving the prompt for a visual representation of how 
he relates to uncertainty, Bruce made the time to draw the illustration below 
(Figure 9): 
I drew a picture today that's a bit like an 'uncertainty barometer'. Below are 
the things I think about when faced with uncertainty and finally, the boxing, 
like the breathing helps to create the final calm after a kind of storm that 
teaching can provide. (emailed, 15 Aug ‘13) 
 
Figure 9: Bruce's uncertainty barometer 
Bruce later explains more about a few of the components of his ‘barometer’: 
Intuition: sometimes, I have to decide about whether I choose to engage 
a certain way with a student. How will I improvise with this sudden 
behaviour or hostile situation? How do I keep my cool and achieve what 
needs to happen? How do I not lose face or ensure that the student also 
doesn't lose face? It’s a rather internal mechanism, teaching and intuition. 
Listening and observing. 
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Transparency: I tend to apologise when I'm in the wrong. Or at least I 
might just be honest with the class and let them know that certain 
behaviours have made me feel stressed. Sometimes, I think they 
understand and are just happy for you to admit it. After acknowledging 
these human feelings publicly, everyone can just get back to their learning. 
Fairness: …Often I empathise with the majority of the class. Sometimes, I 
just ask the question, hands up if you'd like a certain person to stop 
holding us up, so we can get on with our work? Or "anyone bored by this 
yet?" I think that if half a class of hands are raised, it speaks more loudly 
than a single voice. It’s a tricky balance because it can backfire, but at 
least it allows the class a voice and a bit of empathy for the behaviours 
they have to contend with. (emailed, 19 Aug ‘13) 
In Bruce’s illustration, and his correspondence that expands upon it, 
uncertainty is positioned as a site of bodily and cognitive coping strategies. 
The bodily expressions are most explicit within the first and last items in the 
image’s barometer: “Breathe” and “Boxing.” He is represented as juggling a 
number of complex responsibilities whilst attempting to regulate his emotional 
response/s: “How do I keep my cool and achieve what needs to happen?” In 
this, Bruce positions himself as process-focused and goal-focused juggler. 
Bruce intertwines teaching with intuition: “It’s a rather internal mechanism, 
teaching and intuition. Listening and observing.” In this, intuition is conveyed 
as integral to pedagogy – a private instrument of bodily awareness. van 
Manen (1991) expresses a similar sentiment of “…attuning ourselves to the 
concrete particulars of situations” (p. 208). Bruce’s intuition and sense of 
accountability to his students sees him admit when “in the wrong” or 
“stressed.” In this, he further positions himself as responsible mentor.  
The student is positioned as respected agent. As a collective, students are 
positioned as powerful and hence afforded some democratic liberties such as 
“a voice” in the form of a show of hands that might reject disruptive 
behaviours. However, the collective is also positioned as a punitive force, 
effectively judging and shaming an individual at their teacher’s direction. 
Constructed/planned learning is positioned as real learning: “After 
acknowledging these human feelings publicly, everyone can just get back to 
their learning.” The messy emotional work of inter-relating is dealt with on the 
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surface for the sake of getting back to the planned goal. In this, human 
relations are conveyed as inconsequential in terms of school curricular.  
I7. The embodiment of prolonged anxious uncertainty is a site of 
untenable suffering  
Throughout our communications, Bruce mentions instances of hostile 
student-behaviours: 
When I first arrived at my school, I remember how hostile the environment 
felt, how yard duty seemed incredibly daunting. On one occasion, walking 
in the vicinity of another student, he turned around and spat in my 
direction, then called me a ‘stalker.’ It’s an unusual and incredibly 
confronting environment at times. (emailed, 30 Jul ‘13) 
She [a student] became fairly extreme which led me to having to exit her. 
But in order to do that I had to fill out a form. While trying to do that, I had 
her roaming in front of me calling me a "sook" and ranting loudly in front of 
her peers…A lot of poor behaviour is allowed or tolerated in the school 
and I find that aspect, hard to adapt to. (emailed, 19 Aug ‘13) 
In this, the teacher is positioned as victim of both student hostility and a 
dysfunctional school culture that fosters such behaviour. In turn, the student 
is positioned as perpetrator. The interpersonal conflict and perceived 
systemic dysfunction are at the core of Bruce’s ruminations on uncertainty:  
The stress of certain situations makes me feel very on edge and the 
adrenalin that flows through me afterwards, is very uncomfortable. It’s the 
same feeling as being in a fight, or being attacked. Sometimes teaching is 
a pretty amazing feeling but at other times, the feeling couldn't be any 
worse. It is an internal storm. [Boxing]…seems like the only healthy 
antidote for the incredible frustrations and tensions that arise. (emailed, 19 
Aug ‘13) 
Bruce writes of stressful encounters that he finds daunting, confronting and 
physically uncomfortable. In this, uncertainty is positioned as a site of 
heightened stress and discomfort. It is a negative component to teaching that 
is physically felt and internalised until the school day has finished and Bruce 
dons his boxing gloves: “the adrenalin that flows through me afterwards, is 
very uncomfortable…It is an internal storm. [Boxing]…seems like the only 
healthy antidote for the incredible frustrations and tensions that arise.” 
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Further, these prolonged experiences of anxious uncertainty that come of 
student hostility and a lax school culture, are positioned as unsafe and 
untenable. With little collegial support and no school-culture changes on the 
horizon, Bruce feels uncertain about his very future as a teacher:   
Sometimes, I wonder how long I can be a teacher for. There just might be 
an end period in mind. I hope I can be a teacher for another ten years. I 
just might have to give this current place a short-term goal of two years 
and then maybe renew the situation. I think that this place sharpens my 
senses and might help to open my eyes to the world that some students 
come from. If I can keep my empathy but retain the order that I require, 
that's a healthier perspective. (emailed, 19 Aug ‘13) 
In this, Bruce further positions himself as victim of embodied stress. The right 
to a safe workplace is not upheld by the school’s leadership, to the point that 
Bruce makes a rough exit plan: “I just might have to give this current place a 
short term goal of two years and then maybe renew the situation.” However, 
Bruce also positions himself as positive and empathic agent: “this place 
sharpens my senses and might help to open my eyes to the world that some 
students come from.” Ultimately, Bruce positions himself as self-protector in 
that he fulfils a duty of self-care by leaving the school four months later, at 
the end of 2013.  
Participant J ‘Hetty’: 
I probably am not really aware of how I relate to uncertainty. It's just 
instinctive to turn towards the teachers whom you work closely with. I am 
fortunate to work with a close and supportive staff. (emailed, 25 Sep ‘13) 
Hetty is the most experienced teacher of all the participants with 23 years of 
service in her most recent primary school workplace, which is located near 
Victoria’s Dandenong Ranges. The majority of our communications occurred 
from August to October in 2013. In that time the initial three prompts were 
discussed. Hetty retired at the end of 2013. In February 2014, she took the 
time to complete a visual arts piece in response to the final prompt. 
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J1. Uncertainty inspires social, cognitive and embodied approaches 
Hetty shares the processes she engages in when she encounters 
pedagogical uncertainties: 
When I am uncertain about a classroom situation, I usually rely upon the 
advice of my colleagues and Principal. I also draw on my experience to 
solve problems and follow my ‘gut feeling’ at times. I find my fellow 
teachers are happy to help out when I am unsure of a situation and just 
discussing it with them can make it clearer. When I was a teacher-librarian 
I found this harder as the other teachers did not have the same problems 
as me. In this case I used other teacher librarians to help me when we met 
at regular network meetings. I know my Principal finds his network of 
fellow Principals invaluable when he is uncertain about an issue. Talking 
to other teachers can give you other ideas that can help you solve 
problems. (emailed, 25 Sep ‘13) 
In this, uncertainty is positioned three-fold: (1) as social process and (2) as 
cognitive process with the goal of solving a problem, “I usually rely upon the 
advice of my colleagues and Principal…Talking to other teachers can give 
you other ideas that can help you solve problems.” And (3) as embodied 
process, “[I] follow my ‘gut feeling’ at times.” Hetty’s intuitive knowledge or 
‘gut feeling’ honours an embodied intelligence (Sumedho, 2007). This 
conveys that Hetty is conscious of her thinking and feeling body, and 
integrates them. In turn, she positions her teacher-self as whole-being.  
Hetty also positions herself as knowledge-seeker: “discussing it 
[uncertainties] with them can make it clearer.” A further example to support 
this position of knowledge-seeker is when Hetty mentions seeking 
professional counsel to assist with her uncertainties and recourse around 
rights and duties: “I have also used the legal department of the Education 
Dept. on one occasion and even contacted the union but this was for an 
unusual situation.”  
J2. Exploring uncertainty in the classroom is time-consuming and 
under-valued 
Hetty does not mention sharing uncertainties with students until she 
responds to the third prompt that contains Campbell’s (2007) framework on 
relating to uncertainty with the inclusion of students. However, Hetty 
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considers why she is generally reticent to share uncertainties with her 
students:  
As I teach very young children I don’t always share with my students and 
examine the issue with them. On some occasions this is possible, 
especially with the more mature Preps. I am fine with this approach as I 
am fairly pragmatic and don't want to waste my time deliberating over 
issues. (emailed, 13 Oct ‘13) 
In this, uncertainty is positioned as time-consuming and under-valued. In 
turn, Hetty positions herself as pragmatic ruler: “I am fairly pragmatic and 
don't want to waste my time deliberating over issues.” Hetty identifies that a 
mitigating factor for potentially sharing uncertainties with her students is 
dependent upon her perception of their maturity. In this, she positions the 
student as excluded child. The exception to this rule is the student who Hetty 
positions as mature individual – they may be privy to uncertainty as a 
process.  
J3. Curriculum reform and change fatigue leave little room for exploring 
uncertainty with students 
In earlier correspondence with Hetty, a source of her time-conscious manner 
is gleaned. A full and ever-changing curriculum fuels Hetty’s dutiful fear of not 
being able to “cover everything” (emailed, 31 Aug ‘13):  
Constant changes to the curriculum that don't really make that much 
difference to learning. A push to take on new ideas and ditch the old when 
many old ideas still work. Taking on too many new initiatives and doing 
them poorly rather than doing less really well. (emailed, 31 Aug ‘13) 
Hetty also writes about growing administrative requirements as oppressive, 
citing how “teachers need to do so much more than just teach and this gets 
worse each year” (emailed, 31 Aug ‘13). In this, she positions herself as 
burdened bureaucracy pawn, as well as battler of bureaucracy. Hetty fulfils 
her duty to enact new curricular whilst concurrently exercising her right to be 
critical of perceived systemic dysfunction that manifests when the frequency 
of change neglects the consolidation of skills and practices. In this, 
uncertainty is positioned as constricted in terms of a generative space of co-
exploration with students.  
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Further, Hetty conveys the notion of change fatigue: “Taking on too many 
new initiatives and doing them poorly rather than doing less really well.” See 
Chapter 3 for an overview of the state’s high rate of successive education 
reforms. This raises the question: If the time between curricular changes 
were lengthened, might a teacher of Hetty’s experience and philosophical 
understanding, be more inclined to explore uncertainty together with 
students, and facilitate its generative capacity? 
J4. Uncertainty can be a site of emotional vulnerability 
Hetty applauds the collegiate harmony in her workplace: “…my fellow 
teachers are happy to help out when I am unsure of a situation and just 
discussing it with them can make it clearer” (emailed, 25 Sep ‘13). In this, 
Hetty positions her teacher-self as confident social explorer – she shares her 
professional dilemmas and uncertainties with her peers. Confidence also 
comes of experience: “With many years of experience comes confidence and 
uncertainty is not as big an issue” (emailed, 13 Oct ‘13). Uncertainty is 
positioned as less frequent and less threatening for the established teacher. 
However, talk of personal uncertainties illuminates some contrasting 
perceptions and actions:  
I think in my personal life I am probably stuck on acknowledging 
uncertainty and learning to cope with it. I should be understanding this and 
finding meaning in it. Sharing is not always easy. We sometimes feel like a 
failure for not being certain of ourselves! We are all human and even the 
most confident person experiences uncertainty at times. (emailed, 13 Oct 
‘13) 
In this, uncertainty is positioned as the embodiment of vulnerable traits. 
Further, confidence and uncertainty are positioned as largely exclusive: 
“…even the most confident person experiences uncertainty at times.” This 
idea as an exception-to-the-rule-type-statement is refuted by Langer et al 
(1989) and Rogers (2016), whose research shows that confidence and 
uncertainty can and should be intertwined (see Chapter 2 for more). For 
Hetty, personal vulnerabilities carry greater affect than professional 
vulnerabilities: “…in my personal life I am probably stuck on acknowledging 
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uncertainty and learning to cope with it…Sharing is not always easy.” In this, 
Hetty positions her personal-self as fearful vulnerable agent / resister.  
Personal uncertainty is positioned as complex, emotionally volatile, and 
confronting as it is intertwined with heightened vulnerabilities and 
insecurities. In her home life, Hetty conveys feeling fearful, inadequate and 
hence avoidant when it comes to sharing the emotional vulnerabilities that 
are part of her inter-personal uncertainties. By applying Mason’s (2002) cycle 
of personal development here, I can appreciate how Hetty may be griping 
about precise dissatisfactions: “Sharing is not always easy” which may lead 
to groping for alternatives. Or, perhaps Hetty may choose to linger on the 
precipice of ambiguity, where her fears sometimes prevent greater sharing 
and connecting with others.  
J5. Focused reflective practice on uncertainty is valuable 
The focused dialogue generates reflective professional learning for Hetty: 
“Your questions are certainly making me think about how I go about my 
teaching!” (emailed, 13 Oct ‘13). In this, uncertainty is positioned as a 
valuable space to contemplate pedagogy. Further, Hetty offers: “I should be 
understanding this [where I get unconsciously stuck in limiting reactions to 
uncertainty] and finding meaning in it.” Hetty positions herself as both 
informed agent and beneficiary: she benefits from taking the time to consider 
formerly unconscious processes and sub-conscious choices that she feels do 
not work for her, and she considers alternative options.  
J6. Uncertainty is a trigger for an unconscious process toward solving 
a problem 
Through her consideration of Campbell’s (2007) framework, Hetty begins to 
name, and therefore become more aware of, her teacher-choices when it 
comes to uncertainty: 
Of the six actions in Campbell's framework I mostly relate to numbers 4 
and 5. I have taught for long enough to be able to recognise my 
shortcomings and no longer deny and avoid. I usually endeavour to 
overcome my uncertainty and do this by acknowledging it, understanding 
the reasons for this and then moving on to resolve the problems that occur 
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due to this…I guess I make use of this framework in my teaching without 
being fully aware of the process I am going through. (emailed, 13 Oct ‘13) 
Hetty describes herself as self-aware, self-accepting, and confident with 
seeking solutions and new understandings to teacher uncertainties. She 
positions herself as personal knowledge-holder and knowledge-seeker. 
Uncertainty is positioned as a trigger for an unconscious process toward 
solving a problem: “…moving on to resolve the problems…without being fully 
aware of the process I am going through.”  
Hetty notes a shift in the way she relates to uncertainty: “I have taught for 
long enough to be able to recognise my shortcomings and no longer deny 
and avoid.” In this, she conveys that as a graduate teacher she may have 
lacked some self-awareness and humility. Hetty positions her younger self as 
uncertainty-blocker: she would block the generative capacity of uncertainty 
via her denial and avoidance. Uncertainty is positioned as an unpleasant and 
suppressible personal space: a problem of the individual rather than the edu-
political construct of learning to teach. Further, resistance to uncertainty is 
positioned as acceptable and commonplace for graduate teachers. Hetty’s 
observations reflect the literature that reveals how passive coping strategies 
are largely used by PSTs when encountering uncertainties (Lindqvist et al, 
2017).  
J7. Uncertainty is a bodily and cognitive experience 
Hetty’s self-portrait allows a greater insight into the physical signs that 
manifest whilst in the space of uncertainty. The twisted mouth, angled 
eyebrows, and focused eyes all indicate an affective and cognitive process in 
motion. In this, uncertainty is positioned as both a bodily and cognitive 
experience. 
I guess it is obvious that I am writing reports and deliberating over where 
to place a child. For me this is one area where all teachers face 
uncertainty. My choice of colours is accidental but I always use strong 
colours. Having said that, I think the yellow works well. It's not all doom 
and gloom – the yellow lifts the mood. (emailed, 28 Feb ‘14) 
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Figure 10: Hetty's self-portrait 
 
Hetty’s self-portrait conveys isolation, determination and anxiety. She is 
alone and “deliberating over where to place a child” – measuring and charting 
their progress numerically. She is fulfilling her duty to the government and to 
her students and their guardians, within the template dictated by her school 
and the Department of Education. In this, Hetty positions herself as 
bureaucracy pawn. In turn, assessment-uncertainty is positioned as an 
isolating subjective space. The student is positioned as excluded body: they 
are only conceptually present as the teacher weighs up which numerical 
point befits them. I wonder how reporting on student-progress would look if it 
were free of the numerical constraints and pressures of completing 
standardised assessments. How might a less bureaucratic space be more 
open to uncertainty, and perhaps more conducive to generative dialogue with 
students and their guardians? 
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J8. Uncertainty is a liminal space that is stimulated by complex and 
sometimes competing demands  
Hetty further explains how the process of assessing students can be complex 
and challenging due to a number of factors:  
My "gut feeling" is only part of the process. I had many forms of 
assessment - formal and informal - to guide me. Although a teacher has 
done extensive testing and made anecdotal notes, there are still some 
times where it is difficult to know exactly where a child should be placed. 
My colleagues and I usually conferred with each other over these cases 
and helped each other out. Sometimes it is hard to be objective and 
another teacher’s ideas can help. We also need to consider where that 
child will be the following year. Each teacher is different. Some are more 
conservative. You may also have a principal who is pushing for better 
results and trying to influence the teachers or pushy parents with high 
expectations. All these factors lead to uncertainty. It is very important to 
get it right! (emailed, 10 Mar ‘14) 
Hetty mentions five factors that can create or intensify a teacher’s 
assessment-uncertainties: (1) student pathways, (2) teacher-subjectivity, (3) 
a lack of collegiate support, (4) a principal’s agenda, (5) parents asserting 
unrealistic expectations. Hetty conveys a conscientious manner as she 
attempts to balance multiple demands and stakeholder agendas with her 
intention of being objective: “Sometimes it is hard to be objective and another 
teacher’s ideas can help.”  
In her conscientious undertaking of her teacher-duties, Hetty positions herself 
as bureaucracy pawn: “Although a teacher has done extensive testing and 
made anecdotal notes, there are still some times where it is difficult to know 
exactly where a child should be placed.” Not knowing is remedied with 
collegiate strategies: “My colleagues and I usually conferred with each other 
over these cases and helped each other out.” In this, the teacher is further 
positioned as knowledge-seeker and problem-solver. This positioning is also 
evident in Hetty’s description of the intuitive and cognitive strategies she 
employs: “My ‘gut feeling’ is only part of the process.” In this, uncertainty is 
further positioned as a space that simultaneously evokes intuitive and 
cognitive processes: a liminal space that is stimulated by complex and 
sometimes competing demands.  
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Summary of the practising teacher pool 
The vast majority of the teacher participants conveyed a willingness to share 
their uncertainties with peers, and engage in reflective practice with the goal 
of overcoming the ‘hurdle’ of uncertainty. A process-focused approach 
appeared to correspond with an orientation toward uncertainty that was calm 
and generative. This was seen within the responses from Byron and Jay in 
particular. They both demonstrated that they privileged the space to think 
reflexively in-action and on-action, and that they valued the liminal space of 
uncertainty (D3, D4, F2, F3). No participants wrote of modelling an 
uncertainty disposition for students per se. However, Byron considered 
conversing with students – who are intertwined with any uncertainties he may 
have – as a rational way of possibly coming to a greater understanding (D3). 
Further, Wendy liked the idea of co-exploring her teacher uncertainties with 
students (G6).  
The consensus amongst those that wrote of their early years of teaching 
indicated that heightened uncertainty was experienced at that stage. Marcel 
and Wendy both reflected on their past need for affirmation as graduate 
teachers. Marcel further pointed to a constricted capacity to “predict 
uncertainty” as a graduate teacher (H2), whereas Hetty framed her early 
career uncertainty as a denial of her “shortcomings” as a teacher (J6). The 
common speech acts amongst Hetty and Marcel expressed how confidence 
was gained via experience, which in turn developed a more constructive 
relationship with uncertainty. However, uncertainty was perceived as a 
negative encounter in most, if not all, of the storylines attributed to Hetty, 
Marcel and Wendy. It was tolerated and minimised. Without making a 
conscious conceptual shift toward uncertainty, participants appeared to 
maintain the struggle against uncertainty. Note that Wendy still experienced 
‘uncertainty as a site of insecurity and vulnerability’ (G4).  This analysis 
raises the following question: How might survival strategies of coping with 
uncertainty be refined over time? In other words, how might the ‘proficient’ 
teacher simply be better at coping with uncertainty and systemic issues?  
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The contextual and relational complexities and challenges in the work of 
teaching and learning appeared to range in intensity for the various teachers. 
Throughout the data collection period, some of the starkest shifts seemed to 
occur for Bruce in his relationship toward uncertainty. He contributed deep 
reflective dialogue regarding his embodied uncertainties and survival 
strategies. Further, he took a risk to engage students in a more student-
centred learning model. Finally, he secured a new teaching job to alleviate 
the uncertainties that were compounded by a number of stressors at the 
school. This cohort of participants largely related to uncertainty with a 
survival mind-set. The next chapter investigates the reflexive researcher’s 
unstable, imperfect yet generative relationship with uncertainty within the 
context of conducting research into teacher uncertainty.  
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Table 2: Positioning table (Pool 2) 
Storylines Uncertainty as Teacher as Student as 
Byron 
(D1) Uncertainty is a safe space 
to wonder within 
 
(D2) Teaching is a confrontation 
of dilemmas born of competing 
duties 
 
 
(D3) Engaging with uncertainty 
is a cognitive and social 
process 
(D4) Uncertainty is a site of 
complexity and nuanced 
thinking 
 
 
(D1) a liminal space to ponder 
within and critically consider 
edu-policy inconsistencies 
(D2) a constricted space of 
fear-fuelled dilemmas where 
teacher ideals are 
compromised by 
policies/directives 
(D3) a productive space to 
process the problematic and 
find alternative approaches 
(D4) cognitive and complex, 
also beneficial 
 
(D1) empowered and 
respectful teacher 
 
(D2) bureaucratic pawn 
and frustrated agent, 
idealist / misfit 
 
 
(D3) respectful teacher 
 
 
(D4) explorer 
 
(D1) capable agent 
 
 
(D2) disempowered 
individual - the least 
powerful of all 
stakeholders 
 
(D3) capable agent and 
co-explorer 
 
(D4) N/A 
Selwyn 
(E1) Dialogue about 
pedagogical uncertainties is 
with other educators 
(E2) The child is missing from 
co-exploring the very 
uncertainties they trigger for the 
teacher 
 
 
(E1) a normative space that 
ignites a collaborative process 
with peers 
 (E2) a space of unconscious 
selective wonder 
 
(E1) knowledge-seeker / 
co-explorer (with peers)  
 
(E2) resourceful, teacher-
directed agent 
 
(E1) N/A 
 
 
(E2) positive trigger of 
wonder 
 
Jay 
(F1) Uncertainty is a site of 
vulnerability and proactive 
strategies 
(F2) Uncertainty is a cognitive 
liminal space to be honoured 
 
 
(F1) a vulnerable space where 
only trusted guidance is sought 
and permitted 
(F2) a liminal space which is 
honoured through a mindful 
presence 
 
(F1) proactive and socially 
selective knowledge-
seeker 
(F2) self-aware mentor 
 
 
 
(F1) N/A 
 
 
(F2) N/A 
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(F3) Uncertainty invokes a 
generative action-reflection 
process 
 
(F3) an active inquiry into 
multiple possibilities 
(F3) explorer and reflector (F3) N/A 
Wendy 
(G1) Uncertainty is a site of 
insecurity and vulnerability for 
graduate teachers 
(G2) Uncertainty shared creates 
the space to consider chaos 
 
(G3) Uncertainty is a site of 
improvised survival 
 
(G4) Uncertainty is a site of 
insecurity and vulnerability for 
the practising teacher  
(G5) Uncertainty is a site of 
anxiety 
(G6) Uncertainty could be a 
shared social space 
 
(G1) site of heightened 
insecurity and vulnerability for 
the graduate teacher 
(G2) emotionally disruptive yet 
generative, a cognitive-emo 
exp, central to inquiry 
(G3) a shallow space, easily 
traversed, disguised by 
improvisation 
(G4) a volatile space 
 
 
(G5) challenging and draining 
 
(G6) mediation tool for the 
teacher-learner 
 
(G1) validation seeker, 
perceptive agent 
 
(G2) conflicted carer 
 
 
(G3) instructor and 
director, also struggler / 
survivor 
(G4) vulnerable individual 
and pre-emptive defender 
 
(G5) Anxious lone sufferer 
 
(G6) role-model, teacher-
centred agent 
 
(G1) N/A 
 
 
(G2) perpetrator of 
danger, victim of angry 
outburst  
(G3) compliant subject, 
disengaged or passive 
receiver 
(G4) N/A 
 
 
(G5) N/A 
 
(G6) Co-explorer 
Marcel 
(H1) Uncertainty is an intuitive 
and social space 
(H2) Teaching is a site of 
uncertainty and stress – in 
proportion to experience 
 
 
(H3) Uncertainty is a space of 
cognitive work and preparation 
 
 
(H1) intuitive/bodily and social, 
also a tense liminal space 
(H2) a volatile space evoking 
reactive states of stress and 
anger (grad teacher), also 
inconvenient yet temporary / 
resolvable (exp. teacher) 
(H3) a fertile space of cognitive 
work and prep, emotionally 
disruptive 
 
(H1) explorer and self-
protector 
(H2) validity-seeker (grad 
teacher), 
Confident/reflexive 
strategist (exp. teacher) 
 
(H3) cerebral strategist 
 
 
(H1) N/A 
 
(H2) N/A 
 
 
 
 
(H3) N/A 
 
Bruce 
(I1) Uncertainty is a private 
bodily / cognitive space and a 
 
(I1) a private bodily/cognitive 
space, and a semi-public 
 
(I1) private intuitive 
worker, distruster 
 
(I1) excluded body, 
challenger 
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semi-public bodily space 
(I2) Uncertainty plus anxiety is 
emotionally disruptive and 
discomforting 
(I3) Uncertainty born of 
mismanagement is a site of 
heightened anxiety and 
resentment 
(I4) Uncertainty is a space of 
courageous educational 
opportunities 
(I5) Uncertainty is a liminal 
space within the cycle of 
coming to know 
(I6) Uncertainty is a site of 
bodily and cognitive coping 
strategies 
(I7) The embodiment of 
prolonged anxious uncertainty 
is a site of untenable suffering 
 
bodily space 
(I2) emotionally affective and 
challenging as an anxiety 
trigger 
(I3) a site of complexity and 
increased anxiety, due to an 
unprofessional culture 
 
(I4) a generative space 
 
 
(I5) a liminal space within the 
cycle of coming to know 
 
(I6) a site of bodily and 
cognitive coping strategies 
 
(I7) a site of heightened stress 
and discomfort,  
prolonged experiences of 
anxious uncertainty as unsafe 
and untenable 
 
 
(I2) conscious teacher, 
sufferer of anxiety 
 
(I3) organiser, dutiful 
agent, carer, victim 
 
 
(I4) courageous agent, 
personal instructor and 
facilitator, nurturer 
(I5) teacher-learner, 
curious agent, lifelong 
learner 
(I6) process-focused and 
goal-focused juggler, 
responsible mentor 
(I7) victim of student-
hostility, school culture, 
and embodied stress. 
Positive & empathic agent, 
self-protector 
 
(I2) unruly challenger 
 
 
(I3) N/A 
 
 
 
(I4) instructor, capable 
trusted agent 
 
(I5) vulnerable 
individual (to the bad 
teacher) 
(I6) respected agent, 
collective as powerful, 
and punitive force 
(I7) perpetrator of 
hostile behaviour, and 
victim of school culture 
 
 
Hetty 
(J1) Uncertainty inspires social, 
cognitive and embodied 
approaches  
(J2) Exploring uncertainty in the 
classroom is time-consuming 
and under-valued 
(J3) Curriculum reform and 
change fatigue leave little room 
for exploring uncertainty with 
students 
(J4) Uncertainty can be a site of 
 
(J1) a social, cognitive and 
embodied process (goal-
focused) 
(J2) a time-consuming and 
under-valued space 
 
(J3) constricted in terms of co-
exploration with students 
 
 
(J4) less frequent and less 
 
(J1) whole-being, 
knowledge-seeker 
 
(J2) pragmatic ruler 
 
 
(J3) burdened 
bureaucracy pawn, battler 
of bureaucracy 
 
(J4) confident social 
 
(J1) N/A 
 
 
(J2) excluded child or 
mature individual 
 
(J3) N/A 
 
 
 
(J4) N/A 
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emotional vulnerability 
 
 
 
(J5) Focused reflective practice 
on uncertainty is valuable 
(J6) Uncertainty is a trigger for 
an unconscious process toward 
solving a problem 
 
 
(J7) Uncertainty is a bodily and 
cognitive experience 
 
 
(J8) Uncertainty is a liminal 
space that is stimulated by 
complex and sometimes 
competing demands 
 
threatening for the exp teacher 
(as opposed to grad), 
personally challenging - 
complex, volatile, confronting  
(J5) a valuable space to 
contemplate pedagogy 
(J6) an unpleasant and 
suppressible personal space, 
also resistance to uncertainty 
as acceptable and common for 
grad teachers 
(J7) a bodily and cognitive 
experience, also assessment-
uncertainty as an isolating 
subjective space 
(J8) a liminal space that is 
stimulated by complex and 
sometimes competing 
demands. It evokes intuitive 
and cognitive processes. 
explorer, and vulnerable 
resister (personal level) 
 
 
(J5) informed agent and 
beneficiary 
(J6) knowledge-holder 
(personal) and knowledge-
seeker, also uncertainty-
blocker (as grad) 
 
(J7) bureaucracy pawn 
 
 
 
(J8) bureaucracy pawn, 
also knowledge-seeker 
and problem-solver 
 
 
 
 
(J5) N/A 
 
(J6) N/A 
 
 
 
 
(J7) excluded body: 
only conceptually 
present in the allocation 
of pts 
(J8) N/A 
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Chapter 8: Stream 2 analysis 
The previous two chapters provided the first stream analysis of the 
responses from the ten teacher participants as reflected in pools 1 and 2. 
The application of Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999) 
further provoked researcher-reflexivity. This chapter analyses my researcher 
dilemmas and uncertainties that bubble to the surface, in the midst of and on 
review of, my communications – and silences – with participants. Reflexivity 
is a large impetus in this thesis.  
The reflexive researcher 
Educational researchers are not the only people with blind spots and blank 
spots. All scientists operate in a world defined by what they think and 
know to be true. What they don't know well enough to even ask about or 
care about are their blind spots. What they know enough to question but 
not answer are their blank spots. The same phenomenal categories are 
alive for non-scientists as well. (Wagner, 1993, p. 16) 
This chapter contains a dedicated space for reflexivity and an exploration of 
the problematic yet fertile tensions that were encountered within this research 
on teacher uncertainty. As the instigator, facilitator, researcher and writer of 
this thesis, I scrutinise my own relationship with uncertainty. In dialogue with 
others, I notice how, when and why I constrict my capacity to be-with-
uncertainty and/or authentically share my uncertainties. The processes and 
realisations are often confronting. However, the moments of disequilibrium 
are followed by significant insights that aid my professional and personal 
learning journey with uncertainty. Reflexive practice is integral to this 
approach (Richards, 2013), which includes an awareness of having “blind 
spots and blank spots” (Wagner, 1993, p. 16).  
Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999) is applied to my pivotal 
reflections, as well as the moments of tension and silence in my dialogue 
with participants. The storylines in this chapter are relational and hence, 
complex and incomplete. They come of my reflexive ponderings of the 
research dialogue with participants and my academic peers. Hesitations, 
misunderstandings, and perceptions of power imbalances are the ‘brackish 
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delta’ (Brown, 2016) from which I consider my orientations toward 
un/certainties. I attempt to ‘un-school’ myself in order to notice my socialised 
understandings of uncertainty, letting go of that which does not feel 
generative or honourable. I experience uncertainty as embodied and make 
an effort to better listen to my intra-relational cues.  
 
Figure 11: The personal as political 
Textbook on extended loan from a mentor (Photograph by the researcher, 2014) 
Relational inspiration: In the midst of feeling overwhelmed and unsuccessful 
in my research journey, I found solace in the margin notes made in a book 
that my initial principal supervisor had lent me (see Figure 11 above). She 
had pencilled in these neat definitions when she was studying towards her 
master’s degree some years earlier. This simple artefact helped me to see 
how even she did not always know how ‘to do’ research and yet she 
proactively engaged with the theory. I felt encouraged, thinking to myself: If 
others can learn the art of research, so can I. As can be seen in the images 
of the artefact above, my mentor’s neat coloured plastic tabs are in contrast 
to the messy scraps of paper which mark the pages of interest to me, 
signalling the passage of my transitory visit through the Fifth Edition of 
Research Methods in Education (Cohen, Manion and Morrison, 2000). 
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K1. Reflexive-uncertainty is a fertile space of possibilities 
Over the course of a few years, my understanding of uncertainty has 
changed to the point that I catch myself out on occasion. For example, when 
re-reading the following sentence from Daria (participant C) I initially thought 
she had misquoted me because I could no longer relate to pre-positioning 
uncertainty as something to ‘deal with’. Daria writes: “I have thought about a 
few pieces of other people's art that…would respond to the brief of a 'visual 
representation of how I deal with uncertainty'” (emailed, 15 Jul ‘13). With the 
aid of Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999) I saw how I had 
pre-positioned uncertainty as a deficit in my choice of framing it as something 
to ‘deal with’. For instance, it is uncommon in everyday discourse to ask 
people how they ‘deal with’ positive things such as joy or the certainty of a 
regular income. To deal with something implies a degree of hardship: coping, 
managing. 
Most confronting was that I did not recognise the language choices I had 
made only three years earlier, and that I had simultaneously held fast to a 
dubious certainty of being misquoted. I was unconsciously attached to a duty 
of perfection. In this, I position my researcher self as idealist. As part of this 
research journey I made a conscious pact with myself to embrace my 
vulnerabilities as a source of strength, asserting a right to be imperfect, 
alongside duties of integrity and self-compassion. This has not been easy. 
However, it has felt freeing and generative, as the problematic always seems 
to teach me lots. The research question: How do teachers perceive, 
experience and work-with-uncertainty? – evolved from my reflexive thoughts 
and feelings, sometime into the data collection. In this, reflexive-uncertainty is 
positioned as a fertile space of possibilities. To Daria I am grateful that our 
inter-relational communications unwittingly prompted great reflexivity on my 
part. In this, she is positioned as valued agent. 
K2. Dialogue (sharing) is a site of uncertainty and vulnerability 
I have a preference toward egalitarian interactions with others. I do not want 
to dominate others or be dominated. However, when Lola reflected my 
implicit power as the researcher/writer of this study, I felt perplexed. Lola 
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wrote, “Sorry Bec, you've stumped me on this one. Feel free to point me in 
the right direction here and hopefully I can give you a better answer...!” 
(emailed, 24 Jan ‘13). My response to Lola attempted to re-position our 
relationship as more egalitarian with a focus on process and an inference of 
my fallibility as a communicator: 
Your responses to Part 1 were gratefully received…I do wonder though if 
perhaps the questions were not so engaging or maybe you found them 
challenging. Any feedback is most welcome and all forms part of the 
valuable data in a qualitative approach such as this. In regard to Q3 (Part 
1) please allow me to rephrase: What do you wonder about (or are critical 
about) in approaches to learning and teaching? (Researcher, emailed, 28 
Jan ‘13) 
It is six years since I wrote the above reply to Lola. Analysing my text is 
confronting – I wonder if I will miss something that is plainly obvious to 
others. I observe a paralysis in my writing before committing to simply 
drafting my stream of consciousness. My approach is tentative, and on 
reflection I remember feeling the same way when I first devised the above 
response to Lola. In this, I position my researcher self as cautious co-
explorer. Lola is positioned as capable agent. Knowledge is positioned as 
unstable and relational – it incorporates a dialogic process of evolving and/or 
varied interpretation. Uncertainty is positioned as a welcomed space of 
wondering to further the dialogue and mutual understanding.  
My intention to provide support to Lola, to redress the power-imbalance, and 
to further open up our conversation within the space of uncertainty was 
successful, gauging by Lola’s quick response: 
So far I have found doing this enjoyable. It's nice to reflect on questions 
that relate to what I am studying I suppose. I did find the questions 
engaging yet I think I wasn't sure how much of an in depth answer you 
need. I hope my responses are helpful.  I tend to waffle and think aloud so 
excuse me if my writing is poor, hope my thoughts all make some sense to 
you. (emailed, 29 Jan ‘13) 
…you are most welcome to delve as deep as you wish in your future 
responses. (Researcher, emailed, 29 Jan ‘13) 
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And just like that, we understood each other a little better, and perhaps felt 
safer in honouring the vulnerabilities that can arise from being-with-
uncertainty. 
K3. Exploring limiting fear-based uncertainties in dialogic hesitations 
raises self-awareness  
The fourth and final email prompt to participants was the request for a visual-
arts representation of how they relate to uncertainty. The finished product 
was valuable. However, I predicted that richer data would come of the 
cognitive/emotional process shared in the lead up to giving the task a go, 
and/or on reflection thereafter. My understanding of the importance of 
process was informed by Arts Based Education Research (Eisner, 2004), as 
well as Lather (2007) who values, “…all that gets lost in the telling and the 
representing” (p. 13). In this reflexive analysis I endeavour to honour the 
liminal spaces. Therefore, hesitations are included as an important part of the 
research data. My hesitations also help to inform my professional and 
personal development. For instance, I am beginning to recognise when my 
choices as a researcher are motivated by fear. The business of collecting 
qualitative data is organic in nature and hence messy, in the most beautiful 
way. I am okay with that. My communications with Daria, and the thoughts 
and feelings that spiralled from our communications, taught me to appreciate 
the complexities anyway. It took me eleven days to respond to the following 
email from Daria: 
I just feel like any response I have considered has been not really up to 
scratch. If I had the time I'm sure I'd be much happier. I have attached a 
Rothko picture to this email…What do you think? (emailed, 15 Jul ‘13) 
I wanted to keep the ball rolling but was fearful/unsure about inevitably 
guiding Daria, in terms of research validity. During those eleven days I 
shared my uncertainty with my initial principal supervisor. We were walking 
alongside a river at the time. She smiled sagely, noting the topical 
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significance19. Sometimes we are so far in it, we cannot see it. Perhaps that 
is not the befitting metaphor. Sometimes we simply stay afloat on the 
surface, head up, missing what is deep below. That is a more relevant 
portrayal of where I was with my conundrum. Ultimately, I decided to simply 
own my uncertainty and also nod to Daria’s with respect:    
Please forgive my slow reply. I was also unsure how to respond. Our 
exchange has provoked uncertainty on both sides and is hence a rich 
source of data. (Researcher, emailed, 26 Jul ‘13) 
However, looking at my email now, I can see how careful I was being. My 
expression is tight as I am withholding my greater thoughts and feelings. 
Beyond my concerns around guiding Daria, sometimes I simply need time to 
adapt to changes, i.e. I was expecting Daria would send an original art piece 
and she did not. Further, her photograph of the Rothko piece threw up 
anxious uncertainties around copyright. I wanted to be okay with her choice 
and I knew that I would be eventually. In this, the participant is positioned as 
an important agent. 
Limiting fears, largely unexplored, kept me from being more explicit with 
Daria. A tension of competing duties – real and projected – fostered a 
restrictive goal-focussed approach that ran counter to a process-oriented 
approach that is more conducive to research on teacher uncertainty. A 
perceived duty to administration conflicted with my right and duty to be 
flexible in catering for the wants and needs of participants. This tension was 
further embedded within an epistemic juxtaposition of knowledge as 
unstable, and a perceived construct of knowledge as stable within academia. 
When I stopped to explore this, I realised that I held a sub-conscious belief 
that academia imposes a rigidity upon me. More to the point, I felt swamped 
by the complexities of the new: of research in general, the minutiae of my 
own fledgling thesis, and administrative requirements. In this, uncertainty is 
positioned as a stunted liminal space when exploration is stingy and fear-
 
19 Journal notes, 19 Jul ‘13: I explained how Daria’s last sentence read something like, “Is 
that okay?” I told ____ that I didn’t know how to reply to that. Ha! All the uncertainties! And 
true to email communications form, I had simply avoided replying. I still haven’t  
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based. Grappling with such fear-based uncertainties, as they arose, proved 
beneficial to my reflexive journey of self-awareness and capacity to 
communicate with others. Overall, I position my researcher self as both 
unconscious avoider and conscious explorer. 
K4. Being-with-uncertainty is being present to self and the other 
Mine continues to be a reflexive journey, catching myself out on occasion 
when I lapse into reactive and goal-focused talk:  
My 2.5 year-old-son lay in his hammock and remarked that he was in a 
boat. The words, “Where are you going?” automatically left my mouth. He 
didn’t engage. I saw this as a second chance. This time I asked, “What 
can you see?” That felt better. And immediately he replied, “A broken 
mast.” Now that was a pressing scenario! (Researcher note, 28 Jan ‘18) 
This was another lesson from my young teacher: a reminder that reactive talk 
of goals and certain end points, excludes the organic nature of collaborating 
with others, and simply being present. In this instance, love as presence to 
the other (Hanh, 1997/2004) meant putting my stuff on hold and 
metaphorically being by the side of the kid sailing in the imaginary boat. In 
effect, being goal-focused corresponds with my initial avoidance of being 
present in-relation to my son. A more mindful engagement with him 
harnessed the elements of surprise and improvisation that are central to 
being-with-uncertainty (Chah, 2005). Uncertainty is positioned as presence to 
a process that is both intra-relational: “that felt better” and inter-relational: 
“immediately he replied…” My researcher-self is positioned as reflexive co-
explorer and lifelong learner. The child is positioned as valued agent: “He 
didn’t engage. I saw this as a second chance.” Again, I was reminded that 
uncertainty is both embodied and relational.  
K5. Dialogic uncertainty is a site of cooperative inquiry 
At one stage during the emailed dialogue with Tony, there was a long pause 
of five-and-a-half months. Within this period, which spanned over an autumn 
and winter, I touched base with him three times. The break in Tony’s 
responsiveness left me with some uncertainties that were generative in 
themselves. I reflected on the space for uncertain dialogue in social 
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interactions: Do we often avoid people or situations where we feel uncertain, 
or uneasy in conveying our uncertainties? I also considered that sometimes 
when people are unwell or overwhelmed with life, they might just need to let 
some courteous behaviours slip. With these possibilities in mind, I drafted a 
more explicit attempt to gently re-engage Tony. The following is an excerpt of 
the email I sent, expressing the nuances of qualitative data:  
You continue to be important to my studies – you may not see it that way 
but your lack of contact (since March) is also important data. I wonder if 
you have been avoiding the third response (please see below to refresh 
your memory) or if you simply do not wish to answer the questions for one 
reason or another. Of course, whatever the case is, that’s fine. If you're 
prepared to indulge me in understanding how you're feeling about it, that 
would be great. (Researcher, emailed, 13 Jul ‘13) 
By inviting Tony back into the conversation and the research with a focus on 
the process, I position my researcher self as nurturer and co-explorer. A duty 
of confirmation is co-assigned, along with a right to privacy, hesitation and/or 
ceasing dialogue. Tony is positioned as a respected and important co-
explorer, even in his silence he continues to provide valuable data. By 
crafting a considered response to Tony’s silence, my uncertainties were 
shared with him. In this, dialogic uncertainty is positioned as a site of 
cooperative inquiry (Godden, 2016). Knowledge is positioned as unstable 
and complex.  
K6. Human interactions are a generative site of unknowns and 
uncertainties  
It was beginning to seem to me that uncertainties, which arise in-relation to 
another person, are more of a co-created liminal space than a ‘volatile gap’ 
Ellsworth (1996). This notion of co-creation is dystopian: the two people 
involved have not communicated with each other, possibly due to fears and 
assumptions breading in the silence. To begin co-exploring the space of 
uncertainty, it seems that one person needs to reach out to the other. Several 
weeks after reaching out to Tony, his reply was received (also analysed in 
Chapter 6): 
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Thank you for being patient with me. I am so sorry it has been so long. No 
excuse is good enough, because the work you are doing is worthwhile. I 
have wanted to respond genuinely and thoughtfully. (Tony, emailed, 26 
Aug ‘13) 
The dichotomy of punishment and praise in Tony’s dialogue was initially 
confronting to me. I was not seeking self-flagellating apologies, excuses or 
accolades. Rather, I was simply curious as to what had halted our earlier 
conversation, be it through a lack of interest, forgetfulness, competing 
demands, or difficulties with the topic. Tony’s compliment on the validity of 
the research was received with some sadness and cynicism. I felt sad that he 
did not express the value of his own part within it – the research would be 
thin if it were not for him and the nine other participants who generously 
shared insights into how they relate to uncertainty. I felt cynical in that I 
wondered if Tony was trying to win favour with me, as he seemed to feel he 
had upset me. Kohn’s (2011) work reframes praise and punishment as (1) 
co-dependent, and (2) having the opposite of the desired effect. Further, the 
person bestowing praise/punishment is positioned as judge (active) and 
extrinsic motivator, which in turn positions the recipient as judged (passive) 
and extrinsically motivated (Kohn, 2011).  
When considering how to reply to Tony, I flirted with how I could reject 
positioning of power but soon decided I was in an analysis vacuum. Besides, 
I was grateful that he had replied. I ultimately accepted our differences, my 
sensitivities, and his kind intentions: “Thanks for your response to Part 3 of 4 
_______. Much appreciated” (emailed, 26 Aug ‘13). In this, my researcher-
self is positioned as reflexive agent and social peacekeeper. My reflexivity is 
included here to “do justice to the complexity of what we try to know and 
understand…” (Lather, 2007, p. 13). The implication is that unknowns haunt 
every human interaction we attempt to know. In this, uncertainty is positioned 
as ubiquitous, particularly within human interactions. Tony is positioned as 
well-intentioned agent. 
K7. Being-with-uncertainty in dialogue is transformative 
Feel free to let me know if I need to be giving you more detail, or if I'm on 
the wrong track with my answers. (Bruce, emailed, 31 Jul ‘13) 
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When Bruce wanted to ensure that he was contributing correctly, I was able 
to respond much quicker than the eleven-day delay with Daria. My same-day 
response to Bruce outlined how this research was not about fulfilling a 
right/wrong dichotomy. I also reminded Bruce that I was very much on this 
journey alongside him: 
There's no such thing as a wrong track/answer when it comes to your 
responses...I'm also working within new territory here so I'm approaching it 
carefully. I want to be conversational with you and other participants but at 
the same time I'm curious as to how each person will respond with little 
interference from me. I'm very much working with, and in, uncertainty. 
(Researcher, emailed, 31 Jul ‘13) 
In this, a duty of researcher integrity empowers a right to fearlessly facilitate 
the research in an open and flexible manner that is conducive to exploration. 
My researcher-self is positioned as confident explorer. In turn, uncertainty is 
positioned as a social site of curious engagement.  
With reflexivity, I can appreciate how I earlier clung to my failed intentions for 
this research to be a co-operative inquiry. Every instance of dialogue that 
positioned me as having more power than the participant felt like a haunting 
reminder of my inability to succeed with the original design intentions. I 
needed to fully let go, and accept the current design, which positioned me as 
the director of the research. And whilst this presented a hierarchical power 
dynamic between researcher and participants, it was not one I wished to 
exploit. On the contrary, I adopted a duty to find comfort – and confidence – 
in sharing my vulnerabilities within uncertainty. I could not expect others to be 
vulnerable in their communications if I was unprepared to be so. I had learnt 
from my interactions with Lola and Daria that greater self-awareness of my 
uncertainties and vulnerabilities, together with a desire to foster better 
connections with others, results in stronger relational dialogue and a sense of 
connectivity. In this, the participant is positioned as valued agent and social 
partner.  
The power of dialogue is praised by West-Burnham and Otero (2004): “At its 
best, dialogue transforms us as individuals, whilst increasing our shared 
understanding and emboldening our collective will” (p. 5). As I have outlined 
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in this analysis, the dialogic exchanges with research participants generated 
considerable reflexivity on my part and transformed how I relate to 
uncertainty, particularly how I share my uncertainties with others. A practical 
strategy I have developed is early admission. Even if I cannot process my 
uncertainties within a day, a courteous reply to an email includes 
acknowledging its receipt, admitting that I am unsure how to fully respond, 
and committing to emailing again – or speaking in-person – by a particular 
date in the near-future. This honours the non-duality of uncertainty: it is 
neither good nor bad, it just is. 
K8. Uncertainty is an awkward embodied ally  
Whilst I was conversing with the PST participants, I came across a poem that 
was new to me. It triggered greater contemplation upon one of my challenges 
in the workplace (and life): a challenge that I had not previously linked to my 
relationship with uncertainty. I include my response to the poem for analysis 
here for three reasons (1) it is a rich source of data, (2) it provides a tangible 
way of engaging with Britzman’s (2013) competing variations of uncertainty, 
and (3) it illustrates the value of poetry to trigger affect and reflexivity.  
Educator and poet, Mali’s (2002) poem, “Totally like whatever, you know?” is 
a critique of a reactive kind of incertitude amidst the adolescents whom Mali    
has observed. His protagonist proclaims: 
I have nothing personally invested in my own opinions, okay? 
I’m just inviting you to join me in my uncertainty? (Mali, 2002) 
However, the adolescent uncertainty therein is not fully explored. Rather, it is 
a representation of the painfully self-conscious: the kid not wanting to be 
noticed.  Mali mocks the tones of denial and avoidance as he crusades for 
greater conviction. The final two lines contain Mali’s call to action: 
It is not enough these days to simply QUESTION AUTHORITY. 
You have to speak with it, too. (Mali, 2002) 
My note in regard to this poem and what it triggered for me are as follows:  
I feel a lump in my throat on re-reading Mali’s last two lines above. It’s the 
same feeling I had when I was working...[under a fixed contract in an 
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education department] and critiqued a key document. Speaking with 
authority can be bloody challenging...even for me! I guess I’m conscious of 
not offending anyone or getting them offside. (Researcher’s note, 13 Jan 
‘13) 
It is interesting that I felt so hesitant in that work scenario, especially 
considering that I was participating in a small group professional learning 
activity at the time – with colleagues I knew and felt fairly comfortable with. 
We were asked to read a document and offer critical feedback. I saw an 
inconsistency in the document and felt compelled to share my insight, 
however, physical discomfort overwhelmed me. As a quietly confident person 
with ten years of experience in education at the time, this was another 
intriguing encounter with uncertainty. On feeling the physical restriction in my 
throat, I had anticipated a potential loss of face and/or loss of favour with key 
members of the organisation. When the time came to speak, I couched my 
words carefully. My initial fear of offending others, when synthesised through 
Britzman’s (2013) competing variations of uncertainty, is multifaceted and 
illuminating. Britzman’s (2013) text is in bold type and is used as the stimulus 
for an exploration of my embodied uncertainty with my text responses in 
square brackets:  
Uncertainty over the value of my received ideas  
[Is my critique justified? Am I missing something?] 
Uncertainty over the value of how others receive my ideas  
[Will my ideas be warmly received? Might I be resented for them? Will this 
affect my future employment possibilities within the organisation?]  
Uncertainty that signifies the anticipation of loss of love from others 
[What if my thoughts and feelings are invalidated? What if my future 
employment prospects are affected?] 
Uncertainty that signifies the anticipation of loss of love (p. 103) 
[How do I reconcile my ethical tension of not wanting to upset anyone, with 
my desire to be true to what I think and feel? Am I prepared to let myself 
down by self-silencing?] 
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This synthesis helps me to better understand how the two variations of 
uncertainty do in fact compete: “...uncertainty over the value and valence of 
receiving new ideas and uncertainty that signifies the anticipation of loss of 
love” (Britzman, 2013, p. 103). It also aids a deeper understanding of my own 
relationship toward uncertainty. It is now clear how my workplace dilemma – 
referred to in my journal memo in response to Mali’s poem – was more 
complex than my fear of potentially offending authority figures.  
An analysis through a Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999) 
lens offers further insights. A physical impediment to speaking is described: “I 
feel a lump in my throat” (Researcher’s note, 13 Jan ‘13). In this, uncertainty 
is positioned as embodied: it is physically felt. Buddhist Dharma speaks to 
the idea of embodied uncertainty as an ally when Chödrön (2002) 
recommends, “We explore the reality and the unpredictability of insecurity 
and pain, and we try not to push it away…we let it be as it is” (p. 1). 
Exploration of my throat discomfort reveals insecurities around 
rejection/retaliation by speaking my truth. As a child I received the damaging 
message that my feelings were not of value. It is little wonder that I wrote: 
“Speaking with authority can be bloody challenging...even for me!” In this, my 
researcher-self is positioned as juggler of competing tensions, feeling both 
confident and insecure. A duty of professional integrity conflicts with an 
ingrained duty to repress the expression of contentious thoughts and 
feelings. In other words, a sense of integrity drives the compulsion to speak 
whilst a fear-based uncertainty constricts the throat. Mackay (2010) offers an 
encouraging reminder: “Learning to deal with the hard stuff…teaches us far 
more about ourselves than we can ever learn from breezing through the easy 
stuff” (p. 255). From this I perceive my raised intra-relational awareness of 
uncertainty as an embodied ally.  
K9. Being-with-uncertainty is a meditation toward a dis/embodied non-
duality  
Sharing personal details with participants mitigated the otherwise 
disembodied medium of email communications. On one occasion I wrote to 
Lola, signing off with “Warm regards from sunny Margaret River” (emailed, 18 
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Feb ‘13). Lola reciprocated by signing off in a similar fashion: “Warm regards 
from rainy but lovely Byron Bay” (emailed, 18 Feb ‘13). We could 
geographically place one another as each being in a surf haven far from 
Victoria’s surf coast. In this, we are both positioned as sharers.  
Beyond the participants I had taught or worked with in the past, I did not 
know what some of the participants looked like, or how they sounded when 
they spoke. I sub-consciously countered this bodily absence by creating 
aesthetics and personas for the participants I had not met – nothing rigid, just 
vague possibilities to help flesh out my image of the three-dimensional 
person who might be sitting at a laptop, perhaps at work or amongst a busy 
household whilst taking the time to return my email. My projections could be 
critically perceived as an example of my default-setting to fill the gaps. 
However, the embodied / disembodied binary prompts an inquiry into the 
non-duality. 
Sharing details (locality, affect, etc) via email nurtures a presence that 
transcends the obstacles of time and location. Milne (2003) explicates this 
idea of presence in email correspondence: 
…presence often depends paradoxically on a type of disembodiment. In 
some instances this involves the eclipse of the material medium that 
supports and the temporal or physical obstacles that would otherwise 
thwart communication. (p. 3) 
The presence of the other is possible even without the evidence of their 
bodily presence. Perhaps this kind of connection requires more self-
awareness, trust and embodied knowing, and is hence a potentially more 
generative space for reflexivity.    
Identity-building of those I had never met began with vague projections of the 
other based on knowledge of name, choice of typeface, and style of writing. 
Then in just six digitised words (underlined by me), Hetty transported me to a 
place I have never visited: “Hi Bec, I am cruising down The Rhine but have 
some time now...” (emailed, 25 Sep ‘13). This was a rare instance of a 
participant-initiated eclipse of the obstacles of emailing. I could barely contain 
my excitement: 
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Dear [Hetty], I love how you shared with me that you were cruising down 
the Rhine in your last email. On re-reading it now, I still place you there - 
cruising the Rhine - looking and feeling very relaxed and content. This 
seems kind of odd on reflection as we've never met, and you're most likely 
no longer on the Rhine! (Researcher, emailed, 2 Oct ‘13) 
And just like that, Hetty and I were sharing more details and building an 
emotional connection: 
Hi Bec, Unfortunately I am no longer cruising the Rhine. We had a 
wonderful holiday but it is back to reality now. I am back at school trying to 
get my jet lagged head around a new term. (Hetty, emailed, 13 Oct ‘13) 
When Hetty shared her bittersweet state of mind I could empathise. Those of 
us who are fortunate enough to tour around can experience a holiday 
hangover of sorts, on resuming life as usual. In both of Hetty’s emails above, 
she creates a sense of immediacy and presence by succinctly stating her 
location. In the second email she adds the element of affect. Her post-holiday 
mood contrasts with the serenity I had projected upon her and serves as a 
reminder of the impermanence of emotions, experiences and perceived 
certainties. Hetty is also positioned as sharer. 
My researcher-self is positioned as both projector and dis/embodied explorer: 
approaching the virtual disembodiment of the electronic medium with 
integrated being. My reflexive entanglements here made me realise that 
greater effort toward sharing my integrated presence could have been more 
conducive to the research with participants. I expand upon this idea in the 
research design critique in Chapter 11. Uncertainty is positioned as a 
meditation toward a dis/embodied non-duality. 
Summary of the reflexive researcher  
In the field of life 
where shadows of doubt reside 
sabotage is born. 
(Ciuffetelli, 2019) 
When I read the haiku above, it resonated with my core understanding of 
uncertainty. To me it conveyed that doubt is inanimate: it does not need a 
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shadow, nor does it create shadows on its own. The shadows are interpreted 
as the fears attached to uncertainty. This chapter’s reflexive writing, thinking 
and feeling has helped me to cast light onto the shadows that I have created.  
My reflexive journey with uncertainty provided opportunities to better connect 
with my bodily thinking, and with others (K4, K8). I learnt that uncertainties 
can feel confronting, particularly when conflated with fears and/or anxieties. I 
noticed how the same difficult storylines kept appearing, and how they only 
began to dissipate with courageous exploration (K2, K6, K7). I could not 
change the uncertainties, but I could observe my sticking points therein and 
change my response to uncertainty. Such action appeared to alter my 
storylines around power.  
Reflexivity appeared to be integral to being-with-uncertainty (K4). Being-with-
uncertainty was experienced as being present within the liminal space: a 
space of noticing and reflecting. I learnt that my instances of resistance to 
uncertainty limited my capacity to connect with others. Further, I could see 
how my propensity to project meaning was akin to striving for certainty 
according to my closed understandings. This now makes me wonder how my 
“blind spots” (Wagner, 1993, p. 16), biases and repressed fears might have 
influenced my reading of the collective data. Without this reflexive analysis, 
the lived and nuanced tensions of embodied uncertainty might have been 
erased from my memory. A growing capacity to understand and empathise 
with others, who may be feeling uncertain, meant that I could offer greater 
support to participants when they made contact (K7), and reach out to them 
when they were silent (K5). Being present to the liminal space required that I 
prioritise the necessary time, energy and willingness to be vulnerable.   
By coming to know uncertainty and my changing relationship with it – always 
in-relation and in-context – my trust and confidence in the broader concept of 
uncertainty has grown exponentially. I have experienced the generative and 
transformative qualities of uncertainty and have gained insights into how 
being more accepting and compassionate towards myself and others, 
increases my capacity to embrace uncertainty. In the next chapter, an 
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analysis of the selected edu-policy documents is provided to see how the 
term un/certainty is encountered and constructed in the public discourses. 
Table 3: Positioning table (reflexive researcher) 
Storylines Uncertainty as 
Teacher / 
Researcher 
as 
Student / 
Other as 
(K1) Reflexive-
uncertainty is a fertile 
space of possibilities 
(K2) Dialogue (sharing) 
is a site of uncertainty 
and vulnerability 
 
(K3) Exploring limiting 
fear-based uncertainties 
in dialogic hesitations 
raises self-awareness 
 
(K4) Being-with-
uncertainty is being 
present to self and the 
other 
(K5) Dialogic uncertainty 
is a site of cooperative 
inquiry 
(K6) Human interactions 
are a generative site of 
unknowns and 
uncertainties  
(K7) Being-with-
uncertainty in dialogue is 
transformative 
(K8) Uncertainty is an 
awkward embodied ally 
 
(K9) Being-with-
uncertainty is a 
meditation toward a 
dis/embodied non-
duality 
(K1) reflexive: a fertile 
space of possibilities 
 
(K2) a welcomed 
space of wondering to 
further the dialogue / 
understanding 
(K3) a stunted liminal 
space when 
exploration is stingy / 
fear-based 
 
(K4) presence to a 
process that is intra-
relational and inter-
relational 
(K5) a site of 
cooperative inquiry 
 
(K6) ubiquitous, 
particularly within 
human interactions 
 
(K7) a social site of 
curious engagement 
 
(K8) embodied - it is 
physically felt 
 
(K9) a meditation 
toward a 
dis/embodied non-
duality 
(K1) idealist 
 
 
(K2) cautious 
co-explorer 
 
 
(K3) 
unconscious 
avoider and 
conscious 
explorer 
(K4) reflexive 
co-explorer 
and lifelong 
learner 
(K5) nurturer 
and co-
explorer  
(K6) reflexive 
agent and 
social 
peacekeeper 
(K7) confident 
explorer 
 
(K8) juggler of 
competing 
tensions  
(K9) projector 
and 
dis/embodied 
explorer 
(K1) valued 
agent 
 
(K2) capable 
agent 
 
 
(K3) important 
agent  
 
 
 
(K4) valued 
agent 
 
 
(K5) important 
co-explorer 
 
(K6) Well-
intentioned 
agent 
 
(K7) valued 
agent and 
social partner 
(K8) N/A 
 
 
(K9) sharer x 
2 
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Chapter 9: Stream 3 analysis 
The previous chapter offered a reflexive analysis of the researcher’s 
changing relationship with uncertainty within the context of conducting 
research on the position of un/certainty in the world of teachers. Uncertainty 
was experienced as relational, embodied and non-dualitsic. In Chapter 9, 
Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999) is applied to the 
selected edu-policy discourses that are designed to guide teachers – to be 
teachers – in Victoria, Australia. This chapter investigates how the term 
un/certainty is encountered and constructed within those discourses. In the 
absence of direct references to un/certainty in these public discourses I look 
to a plethora of alternative words that are conducive to being-with-
uncertainty. Such ‘speech acts’ (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999) allow me to 
see how uncertainty is embedded therein.  
Edu-policy discourses 
This chapter looks specifically at the following four edu-policy documents that 
were designed to guide teachers in Victoria, Australia:  
1. Standards for Graduating Teachers published by Victorian Institute of 
Teaching (VIT, 2009) – in this thesis this document is referred to as 
‘Graduate Standards’ 
2. Australian Professional Standards for Teachers (APST): Standards at 
the Proficient Teacher Level published by the VIT (2016a) – in this 
thesis this document is referred to as ‘Proficient Standards’ 
3. National Professional Standards for Teachers published by the 
Ministerial Council for Education, Early Childhood Development and 
Youth Affairs (MCEECDYA, 2011) in affiliation with the Australian 
Institute for Teaching and School Leadership (AITSL) – in this thesis 
this document is referred to as ‘National Standards’ 
4. The Melbourne Declaration on Educational Goals for Young 
Australians published by the Ministerial Council on Education, 
Employment, Training and Youth Affairs (MCEETYA, 2008) – in this 
thesis this document is referred to as ‘Melbourne Declaration’ 
The first three documents are informed by the fourth, and guide Initial 
Teacher Education (ITE) courses in Victoria, Australia, as well as continued 
professional learning for teachers state-wide. See Chapter 3 for a contextual 
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understanding of these national advisory goals. At times, the first three 
documents are collectively referred to as ‘the standards’. It is important to 
note that teachers in Victoria are also ‘guided’ by other edu-policy discourses 
beyond these four documents. For example, curriculum frameworks that are 
beyond the scope of this thesis. 
The ‘Melbourne Declaration’ (MCEETYA, 2008) and the standards 
documents were chosen as they are easily accessible online and in terms of 
readability. Accountability-wise, these documents are designed to influence 
the teacher’s practice. Implementation-wise, bigger hurdles mandate 
familiarity with these documents, e.g. provisory hurdles for graduate 
teachers, and the maintenance of accountability tasks such as Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs) for all teachers. As a result ITE course 
providers Australia-wide would be introducing the ‘Melbourne Declaration’ 
(MCEETYA, 2008) and at least one of the standards documents to PSTs. 
Further, in schools, education goals can be utilised by teachers to support an 
argument for greater resources.  
To analyse the selected data stream, I began by coding it to locate the 
relevant speech acts (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999). In the absence of the 
term ‘uncertainty’ across the documents, I searched for other key words that 
indicate un/certainty. The surveyed literature in Chapter 4 inspired alternate 
words that appeared to be inextricable from an ontology that is open to 
uncertainty. For more on the coding method, see Chapter 5 and the research 
design for ‘Data stream 3’. Via Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 
1999), I identified the rights asserted by the authoring bodies, and the duties 
ascribed to teachers. This helped me to recognise the storylines of certitude, 
power, trust, and reflective practice. The storylines double as sub-headings 
throughout this chapter. 
L1. Where knowledge is fixed, uncertainty is quashed 
The key elements of quality teaching are described in the Standards. They 
articulate what teachers are expected to know and be able to do at four 
career stages: Graduate, Proficient, Highly Accomplished and Lead. 
(MCEECDYA, 2011, p. 1) 
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The term ‘uncertainty’ does not appear in any of the four policy documents 
explored. Nor does ‘certainty’ appear. The literature on uncertainty argues 
that you cannot consciously engage with one without acknowledging the 
other (Kirch, 2009; Chödrön, 2002). In this, un/certainty is positioned as 
avoided through its absence. In the research design (see Chapter 5) I justify 
the coding method of searching for other key words, in-lieu of certainty and 
uncertainty. The word ‘knowledge’ appears 74 times in the 24-page ‘National 
Standards’ (MCEECDYA, 2011); 14 times in the condensed 1-page VIT 
‘Graduate Standards’ (2009); 9 times in the 2-page VIT ‘Proficient Standards’ 
(2016a); and 16 times in the 20-page ‘Melbourne Declaration’ (MCEETYA, 
2008). Other alternative words are sought, including: knowing, not-knowing, 
nurturing, beginning, becoming. They are absent from documents 1-3. 
However, the ‘Melbourne Declaration’ (2008) mentions the following 
words/variations several times: nurture/nurturing, become/becoming. The 
speech acts that refer to ‘knowledge’ in its verb form ‘know’ are evidenced 
below (see Table 4) across the three standards documents: 
Table 4: A comparison of knowledge-driven standards at a glance 
Standards 
National Standards 
(MCEECDYA, 2011) 
APST Proficient 
Teacher  
(VIT, 2016a) 
Standards for 
Graduating Teachers 
(VIT, 2009) 
1 
“Know students and 
how they learn” (p. 
5) 
“Know learners and 
how they learn” (p. 
1) 
“Teachers know how 
students learn and how to 
teach them effectively” (p. 
1) 
2 
“Know the content 
and how to teach it” 
(p. 5) 
“Know the content 
and how to teach it” 
(p. 1) 
“Teachers know the 
content they teach” (p. 1) 
3   
“Teachers know their 
students” (p. 1) 
In Table 4, knowledge is positioned as a necessity. An additional expectation 
of the graduate teacher is that they already know how to “teach…effectively” 
(VIT, 2009, p. 1). In the more recent standards documents (VIT, 2016a; 
MCEECDYA, 2011), ideas related to teaching content, and understanding 
how learners learn, are collapsed into just two standards under the 
“Professional Knowledge” banner. Further expectations on teaching are 
relegated to Standards 3 - 5 under the “Professional Practice” banner (VIT, 
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2016a; MCEECDYA, 2011), and Standards 4 - 6 in the ‘Graduate Standards’ 
(VIT, 2009). In all three documents, “Professional Engagement” is the banner 
across the final two standards – Standards 7 - 8 (VIT, 2009), and Standards 
6 - 7 (VIT, 2011; MCEECDYA, 2011). Figures 12 and 13 below reveal the 
slight variation in structures: 
 
Figure 12: Standards for Graduating Teachers (VIT, 2009) 
 
Figure 13: National Professional Standards for Teachers  
(MCEECDYA, 2011, p3) 
Where knowledge is fixed, uncertainty is quashed. Within the ‘National 
Standards’ (MCEECDYA, 2011) a summarising point in the first teaching 
domain of “Professional Knowledge” states that: “Teachers know their 
students well, including their diverse linguistic, cultural and religious 
backgrounds” (p. 4). The demand to know students ‘well’ may be 
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problematic. Britzman (2003) points to the “larger cultural expectation that 
teachers be certain in their knowledge and, that knowledge express certainty” 
(pp. 227-8). Aiming to know students well, or being in a constant process of 
coming-to-know, may be more apt and relieve teachers of the pressure of 
certain knowledge.  
Language that lends itself to knowledge as evolving (for the student) is 
glimpsed in the ‘Proficient Standards’ (VIT, 2016a): 
2.4: Understand and respect Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people to promote reconciliation between Indigenous and non-
Indigenous Australians  
- Provide opportunities for learners to develop understanding of, 
and respect for, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories, 
cultures and languages. 
In this, a role-rigidity is evident. The teacher is positioned as expert, they 
“understand” whereas the student is positioned as an evolving learner, they 
“develop understanding” and know less than their teacher about “Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander histories, cultures and languages.” This was not 
the case when I had a teaching position in the Northern Territory. Even 
though I had excelled at the five units of Indigenous Australian studies 
undertaken in my undergraduate degree at university, it was the Indigenous 
high school students that I spent two school years with that helped me 
expand my fledgling understanding of their cultures and languages. However, 
I do not claim to fully understand the complexities of Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander peoples and their cultures. A guise of knowledge on my part 
would limit my capacity to engage with uncertainty as generative. 
Knowledge is largely conveyed as fixed within the standards documents (VIT, 
2016a; MCEECDYA, 2011; VIT, 2009). In this, uncertainty is positioned as 
quashed: it buckles under the weight of certain knowledge. The little 
opportunity afforded uncertainty to flourish is via the expansive concepts 
explored within the next two storylines.  
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L2. Curiosity, inquiry and exploration evokes the liminal space of 
uncertainty 
By mandating particular teacher duties, the discourses on teacher standards 
support some pedagogical approaches more than others. As a pedagogical 
approach, inquiry-based learning is an investigative process that starts with 
student-questions and leads to deeper questions, and understandings, and 
more questions (Rogers, 2016; Kirch, 2009). Uncertainty is thus generative 
within inquiry-based learning. However, ‘enquiry’ is only mentioned once 
across the documents, and that is in the ‘National Standards’ (MCEECDYA, 
2011): 
Teachers know the content of their subjects and curriculum. They know 
and understand the fundamental concepts, structure and enquiry 
processes relevant to programs they teach. (MCEECDYA, 2011, p. 4) 
A quick note on semantics, ‘enquiry’ is the term used in the ‘National 
Standards’ (MCEECDYA, 2011). Enquiry can indicate the British variant of 
‘inquiry’ (inquiry is the more common spelling in the USA). However, British 
variants are not used consistently within the quoted sentence: ‘programs’ is 
the USA variant of ‘programmes’. Both ‘enquiry’ and ‘inquiry’ are used in 
British English with ‘enquiry’ denoting a general query (a request for 
information), whilst ‘inquiry’ is used for official investigations and queries. I 
use the term ‘inquiry’ in relation to teaching-learning as it conveys a deeper 
process. Regardless, the excerpt above, with its focus on teachers having 
subject area knowledge of concepts, structure and processes, positions a 
base construct of knowledge as fixed. The teacher is assigned the duty of 
understanding and having knowledge. In this, the teacher is positioned as 
knowledge-holder. Mandating that the teacher must understand “enquiry 
processes” further positions the teacher as facilitator of student knowledge. 
The words ‘exploring’ and ‘facilitating’ in all their variations are each 
mentioned once, and only in the ‘National Standards’ (MCEECDYA, 2011): 
“[Lead Teachers support student participation by]…exploring new 
approaches to engage and support all students” (p. 14). The word ‘facilitate’ 
appears in the preamble as a justification for the ‘National Standards’ 
(MCEECDYA, 2011) argued in terms of guiding teachers toward greater 
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opportunities and practice: “…professional learning, practice and 
engagement facilitates the improvement of teacher quality” (p. 1). The word 
‘investigating’ in all its variations is not to be found at all in the ‘National 
Standards’ (MCEECDYA, 2011). None of the specified actions – 
enquiry/inquiry, explore, facilitate, investigate – appear in the ‘Proficient 
Standards’ (VIT, 2016a).  
The oldest of the three standards documents, the ‘Graduate Standards’ (VIT, 
2009), offers the most progressive scope on teaching and learning in terms 
of facilitating student exploration (underlining added for emphasis):  
Standard 6: Teachers use a range of teaching practices and resources to 
engage students in effective learning…[they] 
• understand and employ strategies for building effective 
relationships with students, parents and colleagues 
• model curiosity and enthusiasm for learning and are aware of 
strategies to make the content they teach accessible and relevant 
• create opportunities for students to explore ideas and emerging 
understandings and to develop skills 
• use a range of teaching approaches which foster independent and 
cooperative learning, cater for different learning needs and 
respond flexibly to the dynamics of the classroom 
In the ‘Graduate Standards’ (VIT, 2009) uncertainty is positioned as a 
process of continuous exploration and learning: teachers “model curiosity 
and enthusiasm for learning.” With a focus on strategies and skills, rather 
than certain-knowledge, knowledge is positioned as ultimately unstable and 
developing, particularly for the student with their: “emerging understandings.” 
The teacher is assigned several duties: (1) fostering effective relationships 
with key agents, “students, parents and colleagues” (2) implementing 
strategies to engage students in learning (3) creating “opportunities for 
students to explore ideas and emerging understandings and to develop skills” 
(4) cultivating “independent and cooperative learning” (5) catering for all 
learners (6) being flexible and responsive to the changes in classroom 
dynamics. In this, the teacher is positioned as adaptable and responsive 
facilitator within the context of a vibrant learning environment. Student-
centred learning is invoked with visions of curiosity, exploration, 
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independence and cooperation. In this, the student is positioned as an 
independent, inspired, inspiring and intrinsically motivated lifelong learner, as 
well as valued agent. 
Within the more recent VIT standards, the ‘Proficient Standards’ (VIT, 
2016a), the engaging and evocative descriptors of curiosity and exploration 
evaporate – what remains are brief instructions to “differentiate teaching” 
(Standard 1.5), “develop engaging teaching activities” (Standard 2.1), and 
“implement inclusive and positive interactions” (Standard 4.1). Where 
curiosity, inquiry and exploration are absent or minimal, the liminal space of 
uncertainty appears to be constricted. In this, uncertainty is positioned as 
inextricable from student-centred exploration, yet thin on the ground. 
L3. Uncertainty is generative of possibilities and inquiry  
A ‘Melbourne Declaration’ (MCEETYA, 2008) goal states that: “All young 
Australians become: confident and creative individuals” (p. 7). Its preamble 
acknowledges that great change and complexities will continue to impact 
education and the world (MCEETYA, 2008): 
…new and exciting opportunities for Australians are emerging. This 
heightens the need to nurture an appreciation of and respect for social, 
cultural and religious diversity, and a sense of global citizenship. (p. 4) 
…complex environmental, social and economic pressures such as climate 
change that extend beyond national borders pose unprecedented 
challenges, requiring countries to work together in new ways. To meet 
these challenges, Australians must be able to engage with scientific 
concepts and principles, and approach problem-solving in new and 
creative ways. (p. 5) 
In this, the ‘Melbourne Declaration’ (MCEETYA, 2008) positions knowledge 
as developing. Instability and fear are mitigated by couching uncertainty as: 
“unprecedented challenges, new and exciting opportunities” (p. 5). In this, 
uncertainty is positioned as a positive space of possibilities and inquiry. The 
inquiry ethos central to problem-based learning is hinted at in a science 
context: “…engage with scientific concepts and principles, and approach 
problem-solving in new and creative ways” (p. 5). Further, “problem-solving” 
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conveys both a goal-focused and process-focused approach to uncertainty. 
The teacher is positioned as facilitator and co-explorer alongside students. 
L4. Lack of student agency is not conducive to generative uncertainty 
This storyline comes from the standards that guide teachers to control 
student goals, and the resulting denial of student agency: a denial that avoids 
the relational uncertainty of devising learning goals with students. As it is, 
learning goals are set for students and by teachers as seen in the VIT-
produced standards (2016a; 2009) and the ‘National Standards’ 
(MCEECDYA, 2011) documents (underlining added for emphasis): 
Standard 4 (Graduate): Teachers plan and assess for effective 
learning…[they] use their professional knowledge to establish clear, 
challenging and achievable learning goals for students as individuals and 
groups (VIT, 2009) 
Standard 3.1 (Proficient): Set explicit, challenging and achievable learning 
goals for all students. (MCEECDYA, 2011, p. 12) 
Standard 3.1 (Proficient): Set explicit, challenging and achievable learning 
goals for all learners (VIT, 2016a) 
The notion of co-creating goals with students, or of students creating their 
own goals, is largely absent in both documents. In the ‘National Standards’ 
(MCEECDYA, 2011), it is not until you get past three teacher levels 
(graduate, proficient, and highly accomplished) that education begins to 
appear more inclusive (underlining added for emphasis): 
Standard 3.1 (Lead): Demonstrate exemplary practice and high 
expectations and lead colleagues to encourage students to pursue 
challenging goals in all aspects of their education. (p. 12) 
However, the appearance of inclusivity may be just that, as it is unclear as to 
who is setting these “challenging goals” and the other teacher levels express 
that it is the teacher. The literature shows us that students are more engaged 
with their learning when they feel a sense of ownership (Warburton, 2016). 
As Ellsworth (1996) reflects, this requires presence to the volatile space 
between teacher and student – inviting the student’s wants and needs 
regarding the unit of study. The standards do not consistently reflect this level 
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of accommodating student-learning. Student-ownership is merely glimpsed in 
the ‘National Standards’ (MCEECDYA, 2011) on professional practice:  
Standard 5.2 (Proficient): Provide timely, effective and appropriate 
feedback to students about their achievement relative to their learning 
goals. (MCEECDYA, 2011, p. 16) 
This is the only mention of the student’s learning goals or “their learning 
goals” across the 24-page ‘National Standards’ (MCEECDYA, 2011) 
document. The learning goals set for students on page 12 (MCEECDYA, 
2011) suddenly become the student’s learning goals on page 16 of the 
document. Assigning student-ownership at this point appears inauthentic, 
particularly without a proposed foundation of student-teacher dialogue and 
focused goals-talk with students. A similar contradictory phenomenon is 
evident in the ‘Proficient Standards’ (VIT, 2016a): 
Standard 5.2 (Proficient): Provide timely, effective and appropriate 
feedback to learners about their achievement relative to their learning 
goals. (VIT, 2016a) 
Again, the only difference between the two documents on guiding teachers at 
a proficient level is that the word “students” in the ‘National Standards’ 
(MCEECDYA, 2011) is replaced with the word “learners” in the ‘Proficient 
Standards’ (VIT, 2016a). The omission of student ownership in goal-setting 
indicates that the notion of student inclusivity in “their learning goals” is 
inconsistent and perhaps improbable (VIT, 2016a; MCEECDYA, 2011, p. 16). 
The student is positioned as disenfranchised passive learner – goals are set 
for them. In turn, the teacher is positioned as knowledge-holder and director. 
Knowledge is positioned as the teacher’s domain and uncertainty is 
positioned as denied – it is not afforded any space, as there is no indication 
of student-agency or dialogue with students in regard to identifying and 
setting goals. Controlling measures position uncertainty as unstable and 
feared (Britzman, 2013).  
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L5. Uncertainty is an exclusive space of low-risk dialogue shared with 
other adults 
The student as disenfranchised is further explored here. Again, the signs are 
in the void – the lack of student-agency within the standards on ‘Professional 
Learning’ (PL): 
Standard 6.1 (Proficient): Use the APST and advice from colleagues to 
identify and plan professional learning needs. (VIT, 2016a) 
Standard 6.3 (Graduate): Seek and apply constructive feedback from 
supervisors and teachers to improve teaching practices. (MCEECDYA, 
2011, p. 18) 
Teachers are positioned as empowered agents who are action-oriented: 
“identify and plan” (VIT, 2016a), “seek and apply” (MCEECDYA, 2011, p. 18). 
Teachers are directed to be largely independent with some collegiate/mentor 
support: “…advice from colleagues” (VIT, 2016a). Within Standard 7 (VIT, 
2016a; MCEECDYA, 2011), teachers are also guided to engage with parents 
and carers: 
Standard 7.3 (Proficient): Establish and maintain respectful collaborative 
relationships with parents/carers regarding their children’s learning and 
wellbeing. (VIT, 2016a) 
Standard 7.3 (Lead): Identify, initiate and build on opportunities that 
engage parents/carers in both the progress of their children’s learning and 
in the educational priorities of the school. (MCEECDYA, 2011, p. 19) 
Collaborative relationships with parents/carers are encouraged. However, 
there is no mention of collaborative relationships with students within the 
standards regarding ‘Professional Engagement’. Teachers are guided to look 
only to their colleagues and professional communities for feedback and PL, 
rather than the students they are working with as much as 5 days a week, 
and 40 weeks a year. In all three standards documents, students as 
collaborative agents are omitted from all levels throughout the final two 
standards that guide engagement in professional learning (VIT, 2016a; 
MCEECDYA, 2011; VIT, 2009). In this, the student is positioned as shadow 
and blocked collaborator – they are talked about yet not with and are 
consequently blocked from the teacher’s collaborative/professional 
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engagement work. The teachers’ duty to “welcome what they do not know” 
(Britzman, 2013, p. 97) is denied within the standards on PL. In its place is a 
teacher-duty of liaising with colleagues, supervisors and parents / carers. In 
this, uncertainty is positioned as an exclusive space of low-risk dialogue 
shared only with other adults. I wonder if the omission of the student as 
feedback-giver is a strategy to shield the teacher from potential vulnerability, 
or an oversight of the student as a key agent in formal education20. 
L6. Uncertainty is side-lined when reflective practice is barely 
supported 
Chapter 4s review of the literature found that uncertainty is inextricable from 
reflective practice. I look to the selected edu-policies for evidence of reflective 
practice – to gauge the level of mandated guidance toward the possibility of 
embracing uncertainty. However, reflective practice is barely stipulated. The 
opportunity to be-with-uncertainty appears to be sidelined. The L6 storyline is 
derived from the teacher-duty of reflective practice and juxtaposed with an 
insufficient time allocation. The duty of reflective practice is assigned to 
teachers, as noted in the preamble to the ‘National Standards’: 
Preamble: Teacher standards also inform the development of professional 
learning goals, provide a framework by which teachers can judge the 
success of their learning and assist self-reflection and self-assessment. 
(MCEECDYA, 2011, p. 2) 
Reflective practice is only mentioned this once in the 28-page ‘National 
Standards’ document (MCEECDYA, 2011). The word ‘reflect,’ in all its 
variations, is absent from the ‘Proficient Standards’ (VIT, 2016a) and the 
 
20 The National Standards (MCEECDYA, 2011) accommodates student agency within its 
third standard, in the domain of “professional practice” (p. 3): “Standard 3.6 (Proficient): 
Evaluate personal teaching and learning programs using evidence, including feedback from 
students and student assessment data, to inform planning” (p. 13). However, this student 
agency is retracted when it comes to the guidance for the graduate teacher: “Standard 3.6 
(Graduate): Demonstrate broad knowledge of strategies that can be used to evaluate 
teaching programs to improve student learning” (MCEECDYA, 2011, p. 13). This retraction 
of student agency positions the graduate teacher as vulnerable agent in comparison to their 
more experienced colleagues. In turn, the student is positioned as excluded agent in terms 
of providing feedback to the graduate teacher.   
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‘Melbourne Declaration’ (MCEETYA, 2008). Only the (now defunct) 
‘Graduate Standards’ (VIT, 2009) carves a space for reflective practice: 
Standard 7: Teachers reflect on, evaluate and improve their professional 
knowledge and practice. […teachers will] recognise the value of regularly 
reflecting on their professional knowledge and practice, and develop 
strategies for reflection individually and collectively. (VIT, 2009) 
In this, the teacher is positioned as self-reliant and collegiate agent as they 
are guided to be “[developing] strategies for reflection individually and 
collectively” (VIT, 2009). The teacher may understand the benefits of 
reflective practice: “[teachers will] recognise the value of regularly reflecting 
on their professional knowledge and practice” yet not have the time to 
undertake reflective practice beyond a cursory level.  
Stipulating reflective practice would ideally be accompanied by a sufficient 
time allocation for teachers to reflect on their daily lessons, overall units of 
work, student-engagement, and professional growth – and the uncertainties 
that are encountered therein. However, reflective practice competes with the 
small amount of non-contact time for planning and assessment. The 
Australian Education Union – Victoria branch (2017) negotiated with the 
State Government in the 2017 Schools Agreement to gain four PD days per 
year for teachers (PD related to their classroom), and the restructuring of the 
38-hour working week so that 30 hours are directly related to the teaching 
and learning program of classes. Of the 8 hours remaining, 2.5 hours are 
allocated to meal breaks each week, and 1.5 hours to meetings and other 
duties each week (Education and Training, 2018). That leaves 4 hours a 
week for planning, preparing resources, assessing and reflecting. It is not 
much time, especially if teachers are reflecting collaboratively. Making the 
time to be-with-uncertainty is non-existent without the time to reflect. 
In Victoria, teachers are guided towards reflective practice in additional ways. 
The Victorian Institute of Teaching (VIT) requires that registered teachers 
within Victoria undertake at least 20 hours of PD/PL each year, in their own 
time. There is a non-mandatory ‘My PD’ section online where teachers are 
guided to log their PD and a reflection on its applicability to the standards. In 
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an effort to qualify and quantify reflective practice here, the bare minimum of 
reflective writing as interpreted from the VIT’s PD requirements takes 5 to 15 
minutes per hour of accrued PD. This equates to an average of 3.3 hours of 
annual reflective practice for 20 hours of PD. Further, ‘Chapter 3: On 
Account-ability’ considers the Victorian Department of Education’s (June 
2017) introduction of Professional Learning Communities (PLCs), supporting 
teachers with:  
…evaluating and diagnosing, prioritising and setting goals, developing, 
planning, and implementing. This work is evaluated through teams 
reflecting on their practice with feedback from peers, expert practitioners 
and students. (p. 3)  
Greater stakeholder inclusions, whilst admirable, increase teacher-duties. 
The teacher’s rights can take a slide when additional ongoing duties such as 
collegial and reflective practice are not supported with the necessary time 
allowances. In turn, any space afforded being-with-uncertainty is diminished. 
Uncertainty is positioned as invisible: it is un-supported within the public 
discourses as the realm of reflective practice is only mildly supported.  
L7. Relating to uncertainty is encouraged in the policy discourses that 
value self-awareness 
The notion of embodied uncertainty is the individual’s subjective experience 
of uncertainty (Sword-Daniels et al, 2016). In Chapter 2, this is theorised as 
an intra-relational process that is an individual’s primary means of relating to 
uncertainty. The individual’s level of consciousness of their embodiment of 
uncertainty may vary according to many factors (Sword-Daniels et al, 2016). 
A reactive fear-based response to uncertainty can be explored via reflective 
practice and self-awareness (Forrest et al, 2012). Within the framework of 
this thesis, being-with-uncertainty is positioned as being present to and 
compassionate toward the affect experienced in the midst of uncertainty, the 
intra-relational context. This requires self-awareness. Further, self-awareness 
is considered an important pedagogic quality by education theorists 
(Britzman, 2003; van Manen, 1991). The ‘Melbourne Declaration’ 
(MCEETYA, 2008) highlights student self-awareness as a desirable attribute: 
“Goal 2: Confident and creative individuals…have a sense of self-worth, self-
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awareness” (p. 9). In this, the student is positioned as individual becoming 
self-aware. And yet, the onus on the teacher to be self-aware is only evident 
in the oldest of the collective standards documents (underlining added for 
emphasis): 
Level 7 (Graduate): […teachers will] be aware of their own strengths, 
preferences and needs as a learner, and can identify areas for 
development as an emerging practitioner and member of the profession 
(VIT, 2009) 
In this, the teacher is positioned as conscious and capable agent. Uncertainty 
is positioned as valued where self-awareness is stipulated. Beyond inferential 
talk of self-reflection in the preamble of the ‘National Standards’ 
(MCEECDYA, 2011), the word ‘self-awareness’ is omitted. It is also absent in 
the ‘Proficient Standards’ (2016a). However, within the ‘Graduate Standards’ 
(VIT, 2009), the word ‘aware’ is found ten times, albeit not in terms of being 
self-aware. van Manen (1991) argues that, “adults cannot understand 
children if they do not understand their own childhood” (p. 22). The omission 
of ‘self-awareness’ in the recent edu-policy discourses conveys that the intra-
relational aspect of working-with-uncertainty is under-valued.  
Summary: Stream 3 analysis 
The way that an institution, organisation or community embodies 
uncertainty can become embedded within its policies and practices. This 
influences the ways in which its members think and act, although they may 
not be aware of this priming. Instead, certain framings of risk are implicitly 
embodied into their everyday activities through the repetition of certain 
practices, favouring of particular approaches and deference to certain 
narratives. Some individuals or institutions may be more or less risk 
adverse, resulting in many different attitudes and responses. (Sword-
Daniels et al, 2016, p. 10) 
This chapter used Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999) to 
analyse the selected edu-policies – four public discourses – that guide 
teachers, to be teachers, in twenty-first century Victoria, Australia. It is likely 
that all teachers working in Victorian schools have read the ‘Melbourne 
Declaration’ (MCEETYA, 2008) and at least one of the standards documents 
as they are easily accessible, and inextricable from accountability measures 
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for teachers. In my quest to trace the position of un/certainty in the world of 
teachers, I looked to how un/certainty is encountered and constructed in the 
public discourses. Due to the absence of the terms ‘certainty’ and 
‘uncertainty’ ancillary terms were searched and analysed.  
The span of publication dates across the four selected edu-policy documents 
corresponded with a move away from the learner-centred, creative and 
exploratory education goals that are expressed in the ‘Melbourne 
Declaration’ (MCEETYA, 2008): goals that embody the generative capacity of 
uncertainty as ‘a positive space of possibilities and inquiry’ (L3). Of the three 
standards documents, the ‘Graduate Standards’ (VIT, 2009) most closely 
aligned with the progressive ethos of the ‘Melbourne Declaration’ evidenced 
in the storyline, ‘Curiosity, inquiry and exploration evokes the liminal space of 
uncertainty’ (L2). Further, this storyline positioned the student as ‘lifelong 
learner, and valued agent’ (L2). Such positive and generative positionings 
were also reflected in the synergies between these two documents in the 
later storyline: ‘Relating to uncertainty is encouraged in the policy discourses 
that value self-awareness’ (L7). Here, the ‘Graduate Standards’ (VIT, 2009) 
positioned the teacher as ‘conscious and capable agent’ (L7) whilst the 
Melbourne Declaration’ (MCEETYA, 2008) positioned the student as 
‘individual becoming self-aware’ (L7). 
A resistance to uncertainty appeared to be embedded in the more recent 
discourses, the ‘National Standards’ (MCEECDYA, 2011) and the ‘Proficient 
Standards’ (2016a). This was indicated by the following storylines: 
‘Uncertainty is side-lined when reflective practice is barely supported’ (L6), 
and ‘Uncertainty is an exclusive space of low-risk dialogue shared with other 
adults’ (L5). This dearth of guidance toward meaningful reflective practice is 
at odds with the broader education discourses. The important role of 
reflective practice is well documented in the empirical literature on teacher 
uncertainty (Hinchion and Hall, 2016; Helleve, 2014; Britzman, 2003; van 
Manen, 1991).  
This analysis revealed that the education institution’s embodiment of 
uncertainty is increasingly risk-adverse which is arguably counter-intuitive to 
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generative teaching and learning. Rigidity toward knowledge was gleaned in 
the more recent standards documents (VIT, 2016a; MCEECDYA, 2011), as 
well as a schism between teacher and student. Knowledge and power were 
attributed to the teacher, positioned as ‘empowered agent’ (L5), ‘knowledge-
holder and director’ (L4). By contrast, at worst, the student appeared 
disempowered and under-valued, positioned as ‘shadow and blocked 
collaborator’ (L5), ‘passive and disenfranchised agent’ (L4). The rhetoric 
gestured toward inclusivity at times with the student as ‘explorer’ (L3), and 
uncertainty positioned as ‘inextricable from student-centred exploration’ (L2), 
however, such evidence was thin. 
The standards documents appeared to be duty-laden for teachers, with an 
expectation that even graduate teachers should know all. The tensions for 
teachers are evident when the edu-policy positions the teacher as ‘expert’ 
(L1), and ‘knowledge-holder’ (L2 & L4) within a framework where ‘uncertainty 
is quashed’ (L1). I wonder how a façade of expertise might impede the 
generative space of being-with-uncertainty. In the next chapter, ‘Chapter 10: 
Convergence of the Streams’, the complexities of the three streams of data 
analyses come together for further discussion and analysis. Storylines and 
positions are read across the private discourses of the ten participants and 
the reflexive researcher, as well as the public discourses of the selected edu-
policies.
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Table 5: Positioning table (edu-policy documents) 
Storylines Uncertainty as Teacher as Student as 
(L1) Where knowledge is fixed, 
uncertainty is quashed 
 
(L2) Curiosity, inquiry and 
exploration evokes the liminal 
space of uncertainty 
 
(L3) Uncertainty is generative of 
possibilities and inquiry 
 
(L4) Lack of student agency is not 
conducive to generative 
uncertainty 
 
(L5) Uncertainty is an exclusive 
space of low-risk dialogue shared 
with other adults 
 
(L6) Uncertainty is side-lined when 
reflective practice is barely 
supported 
 
 
(L7) Relating to uncertainty is 
encouraged in the policy 
discourses that value self-
awareness 
(L1) quashed where 
knowledge is largely fixed  
 
(L2) inextricable from 
student-centred exploration 
but thin 
 
(L3) positive space of 
possibilities and inquiry 
 
(L4) denied, and unstable 
(also feared) 
 
 
(L5) an exclusive space of 
low-risk dialogue shared only 
with other adults 
 
(L6) un-supported within the 
public discourses as the 
realm of reflective practice is 
unsupported  
 
(L7) valued where self-
awareness is stipulated 
(L1) expert 
 
 
(L2) knowledge-holder, 
facilitator of student 
knowledge 
 
(L3) facilitator and co-
explorer  
 
(L4) knowledge-holder 
and director 
 
 
(L5) empowered agent 
 
 
 
(L6) self-reliant and 
collegiate agent 
 
 
 
(L7) conscious and 
capable agent 
(L1) evolving learner 
 
 
(L2) lifelong learner, 
as well as valued 
agent 
 
(L3) explorer 
 
 
(L4) passive 
disenfranchised 
learner 
 
(L5) shadow and 
blocked collaborator 
 
 
(L6) N/A 
 
 
 
 
(L7) individual 
becoming self-aware 
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Chapter 10: Convergence of the streams 
…in the landscape of classrooms or teaching spaces, where there often is 
no privilege to wait, suspend or defer. Theorising is often called into action 
in the moment. It is close, personal and highly contextualized and, if it is 
pedagogical, it is always becoming. It takes place with sketchy 
consciousness between the shifting multiplicities and simultaneities of 
identity, time, and space. (Senior, 2008, p. 219) 
The previous four chapters contained substantial analyses into the position, 
and positioning, of un/certainty in the world of teachers. Chapters 6 and 7 
explored the complexities and multiplicities of how each of the three PST 
participants and seven practising teacher participants perceived, experienced 
and worked with uncertainty. Chapter 8 explored the researcher’s reflexivity 
largely in response to the tensions that arose from, and in relation to, data 
collection. Chapter 9 examined how uncertainty is embedded in specific edu-
policy discourses that guide teachers and teacher-education. In Chapter 10 
the convergence of the three streams of analyses is gradual as I am partly 
guided by the research questions.  
The strength of the collective data is that it encompasses a broad spectrum 
of perspectives, orientations and strategies toward uncertainty. The storylines 
and positionings flow and whirl, creating tensions, harmonies and poetic 
responses. This chapter begins with a summarising analysis of the edu-policy 
stream. The two pools of participants converge for an-depth analyses across 
the data: sites, strategies, impediments, shifts, and artful engagements are 
identified. Finally, the position of un/certainty in the world of teachers is 
discussed. 
Uncertainty in the edu-policy discourses 
Uncertainty is embedded in public discourses (Sword-Daniels et al, 2016). 
Specifically, a resistance to uncertainty is embedded via its absence, 
particularly in the more recent discourses (VIT, 2016a; MCEECDYA, 2011). 
In its place, the co-created illusion of certainty – at least the illusion of certain 
knowledge – is indicated in the following storylines from Chapter 9: ‘Where 
knowledge is fixed, uncertainty is quashed’ (L1) and ‘Uncertainty is side-lined 
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when reflective practice is barely supported’ (L6). Highly structured and 
definitive guidance of the teacher eclipse the generative capacity of 
uncertainty, positioning the teacher as ‘expert’ (L1), and ‘knowledge-holder’ 
(L2, L4) with uncertainty largely positioned as an ‘exclusive space of low-risk 
dialogue shared only with other adults’ (L5).  
Teachers’ perceptions, experiences and work with 
uncertainty 
The sanctioned suppression of uncertainty is reflected in the participants’ 
private discourses. Half of the participants had not consciously engaged with 
uncertainty in the past:  
I haven't thought about it before. (Byron emailed, 22 Jan ‘14) 
To be honest, this has not been something I had previously given much 
thought to. (Wendy emailed, 16 Aug ‘13) 
I'm not sure. (Selwyn emailed, 16 Sep ‘13) 
I probably am not really aware of how I relate to uncertainty. (Hetty 
emailed, 25 Sep ‘13) 
I don't often reflect on how I relate to uncertainty… (Tony emailed, 12 Feb 
‘13) 
The participants’ attempts to conceptualise uncertainty as a useful 
pedagogical ally were initially limited or non-existent. Other participants 
shared storylines that revealed a tenuous relationship with uncertainty: 
‘Uncertainty is the negative component of a binary opposition’ (A2), 
‘Exploring uncertainty appeals when it provides instant satisfaction’ (C2). This 
correlates with the recent standards documents that are starved of ‘curiosity, 
inquiry and exploration’ (L2), and hence maintain an avoidant or limited 
relationship with uncertainty. These public discourses were each created 
within a larger complex construct of competing tensions/ideologies and other 
contextual factors elaborated earlier in Chapter 3. 
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Sites of heightened uncertainty  
The collective private discourses point to two particular sites of heightened 
uncertainty: inexperience and stress. Stress is positioned as a bodily site. 
The Pre-Service Teacher (PST) and the graduate teacher are understood as 
inexperienced in terms of being new to the varied, complex and sometimes 
conflicting duties of teaching. Whilst inexperience may logically lead to stress 
for the PST or graduate teacher if unsupported, this section also looks at how 
practising teachers court inexperience in terms of being new to a school or a 
situation, and the stress that ensues. These sites of heightened uncertainty 
are also considered within the context of the selected public discourses.  
The PST participants conveyed great discomfort with uncertainty, as the 
following storylines demonstrate: ‘Uncertainty is a site of disorder and 
discomfort’ (A6), ‘Uncertainty is a vulnerable space where trust is pivotal’ 
(B2), ‘Uncertainty is a murky mirror that is challenging to look at’ (C5). By 
contrast, the sense of comfort attained from certainty was desirable and 
attributed positive affect. For Lola, certainty equated with success (A2). The 
unequivocal quest for certainty results in avoidance of uncertainty and its 
associated discomfort. If things do not make Daria feel positive, she simply 
chooses “not to take them on” (emailed, 6 Mar ‘13) – on a personal level 
Daria positions uncertainty as ‘a flaw’ (C5). The notion of PSTs clinging to the 
illusion of certainty resonates with the existing evidence base (Lindqvist et al, 
2017; Britzman, 2003; Bullough and Young, 2002). According to Britzman 
(2013) the comfort of certainty feeds fantasies of stability and being loved. 
This is understood within the context of Britzman’s (2013) competing 
variations of uncertainty: “…uncertainty over the value and valence of 
receiving new ideas and uncertainty that signifies the anticipation of loss of 
love” (p. 103). Working with Britzman’s theory it could be argued that, when 
heightened uncertainties are experienced by PSTs and graduate teachers, 
they may be overwhelmed by new ideas and/or perceive that love is under 
threat.  
Three of the practising teachers – Wendy, Marcel and Hetty – conveyed an 
image of the graduate teacher as largely unprepared and unsupported for the 
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ubiquitous uncertainties of teaching. Wendy’s storyline notes the resulting 
affect for the graduate teacher: ‘Uncertainty is a site of insecurity and 
vulnerability for graduate teachers’ (G1). Both Wendy and Marcel position the 
graduate teacher as ‘validity seeker’ (H2, G1) with a duty to succeed. 
Marcel’s contributions push the storyline into untenable affect where 
‘Teaching is a site of uncertainty and stress – in proportion to experience’ 
(H2). He contrasts uncertainty as ‘a volatile space evoking reactive states of 
stress and anger’ (H2) for the graduate teacher, with uncertainty as 
‘inconvenient yet temporary/resolvable’ for the more established teacher 
(H2). In this, Marcel conveys a chronological shift from resentment of 
uncertainty to tolerance of uncertainty.  
Inexperience is understood as a trigger for uncertainties that are conveyed as 
inextricable from stress or stressful affect for the graduate teacher. Hetty 
promotes avoidance of uncertainty as an effective survival strategy for the 
graduate teacher. She positions resistance to uncertainty as ‘acceptable and 
common for the graduate teacher’ (J6) – a rite of passage – with the 
graduate teacher positioned as ‘uncertainty-blocker’ (J6). This is an insight 
into how the ‘proficient’ teacher can become skilled at coping with uncertainty 
and the systemic issues that normalise an avoidance of uncertainty. Further, 
this links to the cyclical problem of avoidance being modelled by mentoring 
teachers. 
The graduate teacher encounters the new as a magnitude of duties. With 
reflexivity, Wendy and Marcel remember feeling overwhelmed at that early 
stage of their teaching career. A tension appears to exist between self-
preservation and determination to get beyond the gatekeepers – to pass the 
probation period and become a fully qualified teacher. This tension appears 
to be upheld – and arguably initiated – by the selected public discourses in 
several ways, as follows: the teacher is positioned as ‘expert’ (L1), self-
awareness is not valued in the more recent standards documents (see L7), 
‘Uncertainty is side-lined…[as] reflective practice is barely supported’ (L6), 
student agency is increasingly eroded (see L4), and finally the very structure 
of each standards document is contained (to a career stage), sequential and 
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goal-focused. These tensions do not disappear for the ‘proficient’ teacher. In 
fact, Wendy’s storyline about the graduate teacher appears again for her 
current context: ‘Uncertainty is a site of insecurity and vulnerability for the 
practising teacher’ (G4) where she positions herself as ‘vulnerable individual 
and pre-emptive defender’ (G4). A pattern remains, even though the depth of 
affect may change. It appears that the practising teacher may develop 
sophisticated strategies over their teaching careers to better ‘cope’ with 
uncertainties. 
Stress as a manifestation of heightened uncertainty is evident within the 
discourses of two of the participants from Pool 2: Bruce and Wendy. Both 
participants convey stress/uncertainty as an anxiety. For Bruce, ‘Uncertainty 
plus anxiety is emotionally disruptive and discomforting’ (I2). At the time of 
our correspondence, Bruce was struggling to adjust to work in a school with a 
dysfunctional culture – he positioned the student as both ‘perpetrator of 
hostile behaviour, and victim of school culture’ (I7). Bruce considered how 
long he could sustain his role as a teacher in a school where he did not feel 
supported: ‘The embodiment of prolonged anxious uncertainty is a site of 
untenable suffering’ (I7). Wendy also linked anxiety to uncertainty: 
‘Uncertainty is a site of anxiety’ (G5) and positioned herself as ‘anxious lone 
sufferer’ (G5). As a reflexive researcher I observed my stressors as fear-
based uncertainties: ‘uncertainty as a stunted liminal space when exploration 
is stingy/fear-based’ (K3). Further, I explored my propensity to manifest 
physical impediments when encountering fear-based uncertainties: 
‘Uncertainty is an awkward embodied ally’ (K8) which positioned me as 
‘juggler of competing tensions’ (K8).  
A couple of the participants make links between their uncertainties and the 
directives within public discourses. Byron engages with the notion of fear-
based uncertainty when he positions uncertainty as ‘a constricted space of 
fear-fuelled dilemmas where teacher ideals are compromised by sanctioned 
policies / directives’ (D2). At the opposite end of the career spectrum, Hetty 
positions herself as both ‘burdened bureaucracy pawn and battler of 
bureaucracy’ (J3). Her storyline follows: ‘Curriculum reform and change 
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fatigue leave little room for exploring uncertainty with students’ (J3). This 
tension for the teacher further quashes the potential use of uncertainty as a 
generative source – the public discourses position ‘uncertainty as quashed 
where knowledge is largely fixed’ (L1). Perhaps van Manen (1991) is 
speaking to the likes of Hetty and Byron when he writes:  
Many teachers find themselves fighting silent battles and personal 
crusades against the blind forces of bureaucratic, administrative and 
political structures in order to preserve a wholesome quality to their 
students’ educational experiences. (p. 166) 
The ‘battles’ and ‘crusades’ of Hetty and Byron stand to become more 
audible via the finalisation of this thesis which also analyses some of the 
public discourses that may cause contention.  
The observations within this meta-analysis share similarities with the 
previous empirical research that conveys that uncertainty is challenging – 
even distressing – for PSTs in particular (Lindqvist et al, 2017; Rogers, 2016; 
Richards, 2013; Sinner, 2012; Britzman, 2003; Bullough & Young, 2002). 
However, sites of heightened uncertainty are also experienced by practising 
teachers when encountering challenging or new situations (I3), especially 
when they have not developed beyond anxious reactionary responses (G4). 
As a reflexive researcher who was new to doctoral level research, I also 
experienced heightened uncertainties and noticed myself deal with them in 
unproductive ways (K2, K3).  
Strategies for working with uncertainty 
…dealing with complexity and perhaps by extension uncertainty is a 
component in higher order / critical thinking. (Byron, emailed, 3 Apr ’14) 
Research participants reveal multifarious and sometimes contradictory ways 
of relating to uncertainty. As teacher uncertainties are vast, it is 
understandable that teacher-choices or un-conscious behaviours vary 
dependant of the type of uncertainty, and the context. In this section of the 
meta-analysis, strategies used by participants to engage with uncertainty are 
considered in a generative capacity. Strategies such as reflective practice, 
collegial discussion, reflexivity and self-awareness are brought to the surface 
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– strategies that have largely been sub-consciously enacted by at least half 
of the participants. These strategies shimmer and further energise the 
generative capacity of uncertainty. 
Jay and Byron position uncertainty and reflective practice as valuable liminal 
spaces. For Byron, ‘Uncertainty is a safe space to wonder within’ (D1). For 
Jay, being-with-uncertainty is taken up as a right even though it is not a 
designated teacher duty in the more recent public discourses. Her storylines 
embrace uncertainty: ‘Uncertainty invokes a generative action-reflection 
process’ (F3). Jay values her teacher duty to be reflective, simultaneously 
asserting this duty as a right: ‘Uncertainty is a liminal cognitive space to be 
honoured’ (F2). Further, this self-assigned right to pause and reflect, in the 
midst of pressing teacher uncertainties, positions Jay as both ‘self-aware 
mentor’ (F2) and ‘explorer’ (F3). In this, she embodies the earlier publications 
(MCEETYA, 2008; VIT, 2009) of the selected edu-policy discourses that 
position the teacher as ‘conscious and capable agent’ (L7) within the 
storyline: ‘Relating to uncertainty is encouraged in the policy discourses that 
value self-awareness’ (L7).  
The participants’ self-awareness of how they relate to uncertainty ranges 
from tentative to prominent: 
I think I have previously been aware of how I relate to 
uncertainty…perhaps I haven't thought of it this deeply for some 
time. (Lola, emailed, 29 Jan ‘13) 
Yeah, I guess so. In my early years I would let uncertainty get to me in 
some ways - maybe my stressing over things or becoming frustrated. 
(Marcel, emailed, 11 Nov ‘13) 
I think that the way I react to uncertainty has affected me dramatically 
throughout my life. (Daria, emailed, 6 Mar ‘13) 
I am fairly self-aware and so it comes as little surprise when I experience 
uncertainty and how it affects me. (Bruce, emailed, 1 Aug ‘13) 
Responsiveness to uncertainty appears to largely stall at a base level 
strategy of awareness. Daria, Wendy and Bruce talk openly about a dynamic 
of being-anxious-with-uncertainty, and they each communicate more broadly 
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on uncertainty as a physical and cognitive experience (see C8, G5, I1, I2 & 
I7). Bruce is the only participant who describes using strategies that are 
recalibrating for him (boxing, creating furniture and drinking wine). These 
strategies may also contribute to his capacity to reflect on-action: to 
reconsider the challenging uncertainties of the day. Bruce describes a six-
step strategy for working with uncertainty within the context of teaching in a 
school where he felt highly compromised (see I3). The first five steps are 
used in-action. Bruce’s illustrated ‘uncertainty barometer’ lists the following 
steps: breathe, intuition, fairness, transparency, decisiveness, and boxing. 
This practice integrates Bruce’s cognitive and affective skills with physical 
and meditative practices: ‘Uncertainty is a site of bodily and cognitive coping 
strategies’ (I6). 
Most of the participants engage in collaborative practices around 
uncertainties. Reflective practice, and to a lesser extent the strategy of 
working with uncertainty, is valued by participants. Byron conveys confidence 
in sharing with others whilst Jay and Tony share conditionally. For Byron, 
‘Engaging with uncertainty is a cognitive and social process’ (D3). He 
positions uncertainty as a ‘productive space to process the problematic and 
find alternative approaches’ (D3). Similarly, Jay positions uncertainty as ‘an 
active inquiry into multiple possibilities’ (F3). She specifies conditional 
sharing with others: uncertainty as ‘a vulnerable space where only trusted 
guidance is sought and permitted’ (F1). For Tony, trust is also a prerequisite 
to sharing uncertainties: ‘Uncertainty is a vulnerable space where trust is 
pivotal’ (B2). An additional complexity is evident through Tony’s discourse as 
he values both the process of working with uncertainty (see B1) and the goal 
of seeking certainty (see B4).  
Pragmatic strategies appear to be largely indicative of a goal-focused 
approach where uncertainties are engaged with in order to overcome them. 
All three PSTs position uncertainty as either ‘inconvenient’ (B4) ‘undesirable’ 
(C2) or ‘a motivator toward perceived order’ (A6). Where the pragmatic 
approach is social – the collaborations appear to be on a surface level, and 
do not critique the public discourses or the implicit hierarchical power 
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structure within the university context. Daria conveys a preference to be 
‘autonomous’ (C2, C4, C7), she also positions uncertainty as ‘a liminal 
space’, and an inter-relational issue: ‘the misunderstanding of the receiver’ 
(C1). Apart from the PSTs, Hetty also conveys a heightened resistance to 
uncertainty. She self-positions as ‘pragmatic ruler’ (J2) and expresses a 
determination to fulfil bureaucratic goals at the expense of exploring 
uncertainties with students: ‘Exploring uncertainty in the classroom is time-
consuming and under-valued’ (J2). In the context of the public discourses, 
the National Standards (MCEECDYA, 2011) appears to be influential with its 
storyline: ‘Uncertainty is an exclusive space of low-risk dialogue shared with 
other adults’ (L5).  
The main difference between the reflexive researcher analysis and the 
analyses of the participants is that a depth and breadth of reflexivity is 
afforded me in the process of self-analysis. This is aided by the researcher 
privileges of reading the literature on the topic, being in dialogue with ten 
participants within ten separate conversations, as well as being in dialogue 
with critical friends, and taking the time to engage deeply. One third of my 
storylines positions uncertainty as challenging. Through the process of 
undertaking this research I gain valuable insights into being-with-uncertainty 
and develop strategies to keep me from disengaging from fear-based 
uncertainties when things seem tough. A strategy as simple as ‘being present 
to self and the other’ (K4). Prior to considering this research journey, I began 
a personal journey toward greater self-awareness. My insights into my 
relationship with uncertainty in a professional context have transferred into 
my personal life too. My biggest personal breakthrough was in the 
repositioning of ‘uncertainty as a presence to a process that is intra-relational 
and inter-relational’ (K4). This distinction of observing and honouring my 
bodily cues and tensions is liberating and gives rise to another storyline: 
‘Uncertainty is an awkward embodied ally’ (K8).  
Throughout the process of facilitating this research I consciously enact a 
strategy of extending extra care and agency to participants who appear 
challenged, particularly by the visual arts prompt. I felt inspired by the 
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Buddhist notion of love as presence (Hanh, 1997/2004). In the absence of 
the word love in the private discourses, participants talked of care for 
students (see B3), they demonstrated care for students (see I4, D1 & D3), 
and discussed a shift toward self-compassion (see C5).  
Impediments to being-with-uncertainty 
Avoidance is a big strategy of mine when I feel overwhelmed.                   
In all areas of life, not just the academic. (Daria, emailed, 6 Mar ‘13) 
Suppression of uncertainty is an obstruction to the generative capacity of 
uncertainty (Forrest et al, 2012). For PST Daria, the right to reflect and 
respond to uncertainty is conveyed as a privilege that life does not permit: 
“…in life, I can't sit down and collect myself, I have to keep moving” (emailed, 
15 Jul ‘13). In this, avoidance of uncertainty is positioned as a duty. The 
compulsion to keep moving aligns with Senior’s (2008) sentiment which 
contextualises the immediacy of the classroom or teaching space: “…there 
often is no privilege to wait, suspend or defer” (p. 219). This section notices 
how avoidance of uncertainty takes many forms. It inspects the impediments 
to being-with-uncertainty that appear in the public and private discourses. A 
significant impediment to being-with-uncertainty is a negative perception of 
vulnerability and the associated social distrust, as well as the intertwining 
fear. Other impediments include: an approach to teaching that is teacher-
directed, a goal-focused approach, and a mind-body disconnect. 
Many participants acknowledge the vulnerabilities of feeling uncertain. For 
the reflexive researcher, ‘Dialogue (sharing) is a site of uncertainty and 
vulnerability’ (K2). However, when vulnerability is perceived as a negative by 
participants, distrust impedes their willingness to share uncertainties. Bruce 
positions himself as ‘private intuitive worker and distruster’ (I1), Wendy 
positions herself as ‘anxious lone sufferer’ (G5), and Daria positions herself 
as ‘autonomous’ (C2). Daria also attaches a sense of shame to vulnerability 
with uncertainty positioned as ‘a personal flaw’ (C5). For Tony, ‘Uncertainty is 
a vulnerable space where trust is pivotal’ (B2). Lola’s experience of 
vulnerability varied slightly in that it was not explicitly linked to distrust: 
‘Uncertainty is a site of disorder and discomfort’ (A6).  
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The selected public discourses in Chapter 9 did not appear to foster an 
orientation toward uncertainty, nor did they normalise the vulnerability that 
comes of encountering new situations and spaces of not-knowing. On the 
contrary, the two most recent public discourses embedded a resistance to 
uncertainty and its inextricable practices that are in-relation to self and others 
(see L5, L6). This resistance to uncertainty may be a contributing factor as to 
why some participants also struggled against uncertainty.  
Another significant inhibitor to being-with-uncertainty was fear. Fear was 
found to intensify feelings of vulnerability. Jay mentioned her fear of not being 
supported by others “when faced with challenging situations” (emailed, 26 
Aug ‘13). For Jay, ‘Uncertainty is a site of vulnerability and proactive 
strategies’ (F1). Jay was able to work with uncertainty whilst feeling distrust. 
Fear and distrust were found to be intertwined in the data. The PSTs all 
demonstrated an aversion to uncertainty: For Lola, ‘Uncertainty is the 
negative component of a binary opposition’ (A2), For Tony, ‘Seeking certainty 
is the goal’ (B4) and for Daria, ‘Uncertainty is a murky mirror that is 
challenging to look at’ (C5). These aversions to uncertainty were paralleled in 
the public discourses where uncertainty was positioned as ‘unstable yet 
feared’ (L4). As Byron was oriented toward uncertainty, he did not compound 
fear with uncertainty. The role of fear was simply noted within the 
complexities of shifting contexts. Byron positioned uncertainty as ‘a 
constricted space of fear-fuelled dilemmas where teacher ideals are 
compromised by sanctioned policies/directives’ (D2). Similarly, the reflexive 
researcher positioned uncertainty as ‘a stunted liminal space when 
exploration is stingy / fear-based’ (K3). In this, uncertainty was avoided as a 
right. 
A teacher-directed approach to teaching and learning appeared to impede 
the capacity to be-with-uncertainty in the classroom. The idea of uncertainty 
as “a component of higher order / critical thinking” (Byron, emailed, 3 Apr ‘14) 
is supported in the literature (Capobianco & Ní Ríordáin, 2015; Forrest et al, 
2012; Kirch, 2009). However, the public discourses – over their span of 
publication dates – appear to increasingly minimise the generative capacity 
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of uncertainty (see L5, L7). In fact, when it comes to the misnomer that is 
student goals, all of the standards documents position the teacher as 
‘knowledge-holder and director’ (L4). This is a sharp departure from the 
Melbourne Declaration’s (MCEETYA, 2008) positioning of the teacher as 
‘facilitator and co-explorer’ (L3) with uncertainty positioned as ‘a positive 
space of possibilities and inquiry’ (L3). Only the most dated of the standards 
documents (VIT, 2009) – since superseded – speaks to the process of 
discovery with notions of ‘curiosity, inquiry and exploration’ (L2).  
A largely goal-focused approach to teaching-learning appeared to be an 
impediment to being-with-uncertainty. The public discourses set a goal-
focused tone with the standards documents as outcome-based guides to 
help teachers facilitate the achievement of the goals for young Australians 
(MCEETYA, 2008). The participants in this research revealed mixed 
orientations toward goals and processes. The predominately goal-focused 
participants were more likely to perceive knowledge as largely stable, and 
uncertainty as a space to avoid or quickly overcome (see A5, B4, C2, G3, 
J6). Conversely, the predominately process-focused participants were more 
likely to perceive knowledge as unstable, and uncertainty as a generative 
space (see D4, E1, F3, I5). A process-focused approach is understood as 
one that values the liminal space of uncertainty and its generative capacity. A 
default social conditioning that was goal-focused undermined the formative 
and generative uncertainties that came of the process of learning and inter-
relating with the world. With reflexivity I observed my propensity to be 
unconsciously goal-focused (see K4). 
Another impediment to being-with-uncertainty was a mind-body imbalance. It 
was found that the ten teacher participants related to uncertainty in myriad 
ways, including cognitively, socially, emotionally, intuitively, and bodily. This 
list represents the weighted imbalance with the cognitive approach being 
predominant. No one participant demonstrated a balanced mind-body 
connection when writing and drawing about their relationship with 
uncertainty. Hetty, the most experienced classroom teacher, did touch on all 
mediums. Her bodily experience was not explicitly written about beyond 
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mention of her gut feeling but her self-portrait did point to visual cues of her 
physical discomfort. Hetty’s predominately goal-focused approach appeared 
to limit her capacity to nurture a mind-body connection: ‘Uncertainty is a 
trigger for an unconscious process toward solving a problem’ (J6). The recent 
public discourses also reflect imbalance as they convey a largely rigid and 
goal-focused guide to teaching with uncertainty positioned as ‘un-supported 
within the public discourses as the realm of reflective practice is unsupported’ 
(L6). 
A mind-body balance represents two-way intra-relational communications. In 
Daria’s accompaniment to the artwork she shared, she detailed a mind-body 
connection that was the exception to the rule for her: ‘Uncertainty is 
experienced cognitively, emotionally and physically’ (C8). However, Daria 
used the example to rationalise her preference to avoid uncertainty which 
was positioned as ‘overwhelming and threatening’ (C8). In this sense, 
avoidance appeared to be a protection mechanism. Those who did not 
complete a visual arts response largely spoke in cognitive terms about 
uncertainty. For Byron ‘Engaging with uncertainty is a cognitive and social 
process’ (D3), for Jay, ‘Uncertainty is a cognitive liminal space to be 
honoured’ (F2), for Marcel, ‘Uncertainty is a space of cognitive work and 
preparation’ (H3), and for Tony, ‘Exploring uncertainty is a cognitive process’ 
(B7). A fragmented presence – to uncertainty and knowing – was gauged 
across the data. 
In summary, the biggest impediment to being-with-uncertainty was fear which 
was seen to adversely affect vulnerability and the associated distrust. It is 
plausible that reactivity to fear manifested as forms of control on the part of 
the teacher: the teacher-directed learning, a predominately goal-focused 
approach to teaching-learning, and a mind-body disconnect. The recent 
public discourses do not guide teachers to work effectively with the 
uncertainties that are essential to teaching and learning. Tauritz (2012) 
warns, “Although limiting uncertainty is a way of coping and creating a sense 
of control, it does not aid in optimizing learning” (p. 305). 
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Shifts toward being-with-uncertainty 
This section details the shifts that participants made which fostered being-
with-uncertainty. It is weighted towards the reflexive researcher who made 
lots of time to think and feel in the reflexive liminal spaces. Probing the 
problematic was generative in the context of undertaking this research. For 
example, I observed my embodied relationship with uncertainty shift during 
the process of collecting the data. Engaging with my propensity to be goal-
focused was fruitful. Further, an integrated mind-body awareness increased 
my capacity to be-with-uncertainty and experience ‘uncertainty as a presence 
to a process that is intra-relational and inter-relational’ (K4). 
The vulnerability of being-with-uncertainty was powerful when reframed as a 
strength. For the reflexive researcher, uncertainty became an awkward ally – 
physically felt and honoured (see K8). Within the period of our 
communications, Bruce conveyed his conscious shift toward ‘teacher as 
courageous agent, personal instructor and facilitator’ (I4). He repositioned 
uncertainty – from ‘a site of complexity and increased anxiety’ (I3) to ‘a 
generative space’ (I4). Bruce concurrently repositioned the student ‘as 
instructor (to peers) and capable trusted agent’ (I4). In that instance, he 
illustrated how being-with-uncertainty also involved taking a risk on a different 
classroom dynamic and process. The risk paid off and Bruce transferred 
positive affect toward uncertainty.  
Artful engagements 
The request for a visual arts response from participants provoked uncertainty 
for some. All participants responded to the first two prompts. However, the 
response rate dropped by fifty percent by the final response (see Table 8 
below). Selwyn and Jay were never aware of the task as they did not receive 
the final prompt. Tony, Byron and Marcel all received the final prompt but did 
not respond nor did they convey how they felt about it.  
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Table 6: Rates of responsiveness at a glance 
Participant Response 1 Response 2 Response 3 Response 4 
A: Lola Y Y Y Y 
B: Tony Y Y Y - 
C: Daria Y Y Y Y 
D: Byron Y Y Y - 
E: Selwyn Y Y - - 
F: Jay Y Y - - 
G: Wendy Y Y Y Y 
H: Marcel Y Y Y - 
I: Bruce Y Y Y Y 
J: Hetty Y Y Y Y 
The visual arts component was ultimately embraced by five participants (half 
of the total). Two of these five participants demonstrated an eagerness to 
respond visually. Lola completed the task quickly and cheerfully, and Bruce 
wrote a favourable response one day after receiving my email: “Well that final 
chapter sounds fun. I look forward to creating something” (emailed, 13, Aug 
‘13). Where there was a positive association with the task, there were quick 
responses. 
Amongst others, insecurities and vulnerabilities were evident: “As you can 
see my photography skills are even worse than my painting skills” (Hetty, 
emailed 28, Feb ‘14); “I’m also a terrible, terrible artist!” (Wendy, emailed 21, 
Dec ‘13). A safe participatory option was to offer unoriginal works of art. 
Daria was the only participant to submit a photograph of an artwork that she 
did not create. Wendy was the only participant to submit a Word document 
with an arrangement of clipart (copyright-free graphics). Both Wendy and 
Daria may have felt encouraged to borrow artwork due to my guidance: “Yes, 
I would love for you to give the final task a go. You can make art in lots of 
ways, photography, magazine collage, sculpture etc” (Researcher, emailed to 
Wendy, 22, Dec ‘13). Responses of unoriginal art choices still generated 
interesting data. They also offered more insights than the absence of a visual 
response and dialogue. As mentioned in the ‘impediments’ section above, it 
was only through the arts-based task that Hetty and Daria conveyed more 
about their bodily experience of being-with-uncertainty. 
In the research community, researchers – budding and established – are 
encouraged to share their progressive insights at conferences. As part of an 
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early organic process of preparing and sharing this research, I noticed that 
particular speech acts (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999) held resonance. The 
speech acts that conveyed a poignant way of relating to uncertainty also 
seemed to hold a kind of strength – strength in vulnerability, strength in 
asserting a right, strength in well-considered approaches to the work of 
teaching and learning. These speech acts that reverberated for me are re-
constructed as ‘found poetry’ (Lahman & Richard, 2014) to honour their 
gravitas. Four pieces of found poetry are offered below – forming part of the 
meta-analysis via artful communications. Each piece of found poetry is an 
artful analytical interpretation of the data, and a poetic provocation – it 
encourages deeper contemplation and analysis.  As a collection, the poems 
reflect a wide range of orientations toward uncertainty, from the painfully 
personal encounter to cognitive rational strategies. On reading each piece a 
mindful presence is recommended. Please take the time to sit in the space of 
it – the experience of another person – and be present to how your body 
responds.  
The way I feel about uncertainty 
I often feel  
like it swallows me up  
Except in life 
I can't sit down  
and collect myself 
I have to keep moving 
    (Researcher, 2013; Daria, emailed, 15 Jul ‘13) 
Daria described her bodily reaction to seeing a Rothko painting as 
comparable to how she feels about uncertainty (see C8). Her resistance to 
uncertainty is relatable – it is palpable and provocative. Responses to the 
visual-arts prompt revealed great depth and complexity in the participants’ 
relations with uncertainty. Like Richards (2013), I found that data solely 
consisting of written reflections did not yield the nuances and tensions 
evident in arts-based data. Further, the process of engaging with the arts-
based inquiry provoked additional data – dialogue, hesitation, silence, 
absence – and great reflexivity on my part. Daria hesitated for long periods 
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and in due course chose to share her misgivings, as well as her theorising in 
the space of uncertainty. She positioned her student self as ‘conscientious, 
autonomous goal-focused achiever’ (C7). Daria offered a valuable insight into 
her embodiment of uncertainty and an untapped power of vulnerability. She 
provoked greater reflexivity and research, on my part, into the body’s role in 
uncertainty. 
The found poetry above further lends itself to a ‘kōan’. A kōan is a Zen 
Buddhist concept to describe a seed of greater learning for the 
reader/listener (Wright, 2000). Rather than provide a solution, a kōan aims to 
provide an insight into a proactive and collaborative way of being (Wright, 
2000). Inspiration is drawn from both the ancient practice of Zen teachers 
who “saw in poetry a medium that was open enough to hold the 
contradictions” (Teachers of the MRO, 2002), along with Laing’s (1972) 
Knots where the complexities and conundrums of human relationships are 
succinctly conveyed through poetry. As a kōan, the poem above describes a 
discomfort with uncertainty and the bodily responses that manifest. It speaks 
of a busy life co-created within a social construct which often necessitates – 
or at least plausibly excuses – avoidance of the difficult. The challenge 
presented here is in the “what if” – What if I allow myself to stop moving, to 
simply be in the present with uncertainty? Might the feeling of being 
swallowed-up be replaced by something else? 
Jay’s musings (see F2) speak to the options within the liminal space. Her 
prose is also restructured as found poetry below: 
Of importance 
Allowing myself  
The time  
To reflect  
And review  
My thinking  
And options available,  
Before  
Taking action 
    (Researcher, 2014; Jay, emailed, 20 Sep ‘13) 
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Jay’s conscious approach toward being-with-uncertainty reflects the opposite 
of her over-whelmed PST counterpart, Daria. As a ‘kōan’ the key concepts I 
ruminate upon include self-awareness/advocacy in the space of reflective 
practice and action. The formatting uses ‘enjambment’ as a literal and 
metering device to honour Jay’s assertiveness on being reflective. She 
describes a strategy of reflection in-action to better inform her choice-making. 
This contrasts with reflection on-action, where the reflection takes place after 
the action (Helleve, 2014). 
In another piece of found poetry, Marcel (see H3) conveys both a pragmatic 
and preventative approach, arguing for preparation as a defence against 
uncertainty: 
For me 
uncertainty 
Is driven by a lack  
of definition  
or understanding 
I like to get to the bottom of it,  
synthesise the facts,  
come to an understanding of it  
then keep rolling 
 
Often this means  
I can determine greater certainty –  
or at least develop a comforting supposition  
of the way things will likely transpire 
 
Other times might see me  
just realising  
that the situation  
is truly uncertain;  
which is fine  
 
but demands that  
I acknowledge a need  
to plan for contingencies  
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and being prepared  
to roll with the die,  
however they fall  
    (Researcher, 2014; Marcel, emailed, 2 Mar ‘14) 
Like Jay, Marcel described strategies of reflection in-action. However, in the 
absence of concepts like ‘space’ and ‘reflect’, a hint of discomfort is noted. 
Uncertainty is positioned as ‘an emotionally disruptive yet fertile space of 
cognitive work and preparation’ (H3). There is a level of defensiveness to 
Marcel’s approach as he attempts to anticipate all possibilities. I imagine 
Marcel as a skilled pedagogic pugilist with his guard-up: ducking and 
weaving as he anticipates the next jab or upper cut delivered by uncertainty. I 
wonder if Marcel is afraid of falling, of being hurt or losing face. Is his tight 
repertoire of defensive skills a result of having suffered in the past?  
A body of literature supports the generative capacity of uncertainty in the 
classroom (Manz & Suárez, 2018; Tauritz, 2012; Kirch, 2009). Byron 
embraces the usefulness of uncertainty in his work of teaching-learning (see 
D4): 
Limitless 
Being able to accept  
complexity and ambiguity  
enables us to view the world  
as something more than  
a black and white,  
overly simplistic model,  
through the lens  
of hardened viewpoints 
    (Researcher, 2015; Byron, emailed, 4 Mar ‘14) 
As a kōan this work suggests that a change in perspective can open the 
individual beyond socialised limitations. The nuances of a limitless space 
beckon. To contextualise the poems above (the four pieces of found poetry), 
I crafted another piece of poetry – based on the selected public discourses. 
Lahman and Richard (2014) might refer to it as an archival poem. Fragments 
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of each policy document are revealed chronologically and are bound together 
through the structural guise of a three-act play. 
Policy play 
Act 1: The goal of 2008 
All young Australians become: confident and creative individuals 
They will approach problem-solving in new and creative ways  
 
Act 2: The guidance of 2009 
All teachers build effective relationships with students, 
model curiosity and enthusiasm for learning, 
create opportunities for students to explore ideas and emerging 
understandings  
 
Act 3: The gumption of 2011+   
The Lead Teacher will explore new approaches to engage and support all 
students  
[silence] 
The proficient teacher will differentiate teaching, 
develop engaging teaching activities, 
implement inclusive and positive interactions 
(Researcher, 2019) 
This edu-policy poem shares an historical snapshot of a shift over time: from 
a student-centred ethos to teacher-directed talk. This parallels a shift away 
from uncertainty as generative.  
My contemplation of the philosophical and pedagogical poetry in the realm of 
uncertainty deepens on each read of the poems above. A reflexive 
researcher response in verse seems apt. This prompts me to continue the 
conversation in poetic verse – poetry as analysis – empathising with Daria’s 
discomfort/resistance, and reverberating with Jay’s repositioning of being-
with-uncertainty as a right (rather than a privilege): 
Wondering  
What happens  
When we assert our right  
to pause  
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to simply be  
to listen to our body 
to listen to another  
to be-with-uncertainty? 
Does the conceptual enemy  
become an ally? 
     (Researcher, 2018) 
In summary, poetic play and artful form introduced a different way of 
contemplating the data. Daria’s metaphor of being swallowed-up was 
resisted by her perceived duty to life. The right to be-with-uncertainty was 
asserted by Jay and echoed by Byron. Marcel’s duty to keep a step ahead of 
uncertainty contrasted with Byron’s conceptual embrace of uncertainty as 
generative. Both Marcel and Jay shared effective strategies that relied on 
reflection, and in Marcel’s case, he demonstrated a high level of preparation 
for the possibilities that may unfold. As a collection of found poetry influenced 
by the public discourses, the sentiments ranged from maintaining the status 
quo to challenging it. My poem was a response to the multiple perspectives 
and strategies that are conveyed in the four poems preceding it. It is an 
analysis in verse, and doubles as a provocation for the reader.  
The position of un/certainty in the world of teachers 
Overall, a strong resistance to uncertainty was detected across the data – 
most notably in the recent public discourses (VIT, 2016a; MCEECDYA, 
2011). Two sites of heightened uncertainty were identified as inexperience 
and stress. Sites that triggered a default goal-focused certainty-seeking 
position for many of the participants, the researcher included. Further 
impediments to being-with-uncertainty were contextualised as a mind-body 
disconnect, and a fear-based vulnerability which bore social distrust. For a 
minority of participants sharing their uncertainties was conditional on trust, 
which saw strategies enacted to explore uncertainties deeply without the 
feeling of extraneous fear. The strategies that fostered working with 
uncertainty included: reflective practice, collegial discussion, reflexivity / self-
awareness. For the majority of participants, the student was not included as a 
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co-explorer. Generative shifts occurred for the few who chose to reposition 
uncertainty as bodily/intra-relational. 
Most of the participants revealed only a mild awareness of the intra-
relational, generative and transformative capacity of uncertainty. Uncertainty 
as under-valued largely reflects the public discourses and suggests that the 
macro-level data influenced the micro-level data. However, the micro data 
also revealed shifts for the individuals who were taking the time to deeply 
reflect on their relationship with un/certainty. Complex stories of constructed 
illusions, hegemonic tension, uncertainty-resistance and survival, melded 
with storylines of bodily strategies, cognitive rational processing, and collegial 
sharing. The story of doing this research was punctuated with hesitations, 
long silences, half-truths, and unexplained drop-outs – all that gets lost in 
“the complexity of what we try to know and understand” (Lather, 2007, p. 13). 
The silences fostered generative shifts and further data. 
For some participants, uncertainty was positioned in the sub-conscious mind, 
next to fear and anxiety. The PST-participants largely positioned themselves 
as students which offered additional insights into the uncertainties that arose 
from teacher-directed assessment tasks. A lack of collaboration constricted 
the space of ‘healthy uncertainty’ (Forrest, 2012), and encouraged a goal-
focused orientation. A narrative of survival manifested in the PSTs data and 
was confirmed in the retro-reflections by practising teachers Wendy, Marcel 
and Hetty. This begs the question: What happens when the story of 
heightened and unhealthy uncertainty is no longer accepted as part of the 
brutal immersion of learning to teach? Alternatives are presented in the 
surveyed literature: teacher-education courses that privilege student-centred 
learning and uncertainty as generative, where authentic inquiry and 
collaboration are practised as part of the process of becoming (Mackness et 
al, 2016; Rogers, 2016; Capobianco & Ní Ríordáin, 2015). 
Avoidance of uncertainty paralleled anxieties around social norms and a 
discomfort of social vulnerability, with issues of trust being significant for 
many. It is posited that the recent public discourses do not support a 
teacher’s right to feel safe with uncertainty. This is a startling paradox given 
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the capacity for uncertainty to be generative (Manz & Suárez, 2018; Kirch, 
2009) and transformative (Forrest et al, 2012). Indeed, in the data, goal-
focused orientations toward an illusion of certainty tended to dissipate with 
process-focused reflexivity. For the reflexive researcher, being-with-
uncertainty became a practice of love as presence to self and others 
(Chödrön, 2002; Hanh, 1997/2004). Maintaining this practice of love, whilst 
not easy, felt intrinsically rewarding.  
Chapter 10: Summary 
This chapter saw the three streams of data ultimately converge: the private 
discourses of the participants and the reflexive researcher, as well as the 
selected public discourses. The research questions helped to channel the 
flow. Whilst the position of un/certainty in the world of teachers appeared to 
be largely tolerated, there was also a range of generative strategies in use. In 
Chapter 11, this research project is finalised: key insights are shared, the 
research questions addressed, and ‘research bites’ offered (representations 
of the meta-analysis). 
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Chapter 11: Conclusion & further possibilities 
The previous chapter offered a meta-analysis of the streams of data that 
were analysed separately within chapters 6-9. Altogether, the five-chapter 
analyses provided the researcher’s poststructural reading of the data via the 
lenses of Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999) and ABER 
(Eisner, 2006, 2004, 1997). This chapter concludes the investigation into the 
position of un/certainty in the world of teachers. It answers the research 
questions and shares key insights, as well as offering a critique of the 
research design. Further, this chapter presents artful representations of the 
meta-analysis. It also makes recommendations, and suggestions for further 
research.   
This thesis primarily set out to learn more regarding the following questions: 
(RQ1) What is the position of un/certainty in the world of teachers? (RQ2) 
How is the term un/certainty encountered and constructed in education 
discourses? (RQ3) How do teachers perceive, experience and work with 
un/certainty? (RQ4) What happens when the fear that comes of uncertainty is 
responded to with love, rather than more fear? What troubles these actions? 
(RQ5) Who is allowed entry into the liminal space? Who is denied and why? 
What impedes being-with-uncertainty?  
Revisiting the gaps in the literature 
This research project addresses five gaps in the surveyed literature as 
identified in Chapter 4. Gap 1: A limited diversity of participating groups. I 
attend to this gap by exploring how a pool of PSTs and a pool of practising 
teachers perceive experience and work with uncertainty. Further, as a 
reflexive researcher, I explore my own relationship with uncertainty. Gap 2: 
Limited research that explicitly explores the body’s role in learning and 
teaching within a context that embraces uncertainty. I attend to this gap by 
investigating my intra-relational un/knowing within the reflexive analysis in 
Chapter 8. Further, close attention is paid to the participants’ speech acts 
(Harré & van Langenhove, 1999) within the realm of embodied uncertainty.  
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An arts-based approach is well-utilised within this research. Gap 3: A dearth 
of mixed methods related to data collection. The qualitative data collected 
included emailed communications (both written and arts-based), researcher 
notes, and selected edu-policy documents. This mix of data was unparalleled 
in the wider literature. Further, the dialogic communications were flexible 
timewise as procurement of the data was not part of the participants’ 
coursework or school-based PL. Gap 4: A lack of the arts as a form of 
analysis. I attend to this gap by creatively engaging with the data analysis. 
Artful analytical interpretations of the data are offered via research poetry. 
Gap 5: An absence of stand-alone readily accessible bites of research, 
beyond journal articles was noted. I attend to this gap by offering 
‘representations of the artful analyses’ to the grassroots teacher discourses 
in cyberspace. The next section offers key insights whilst diving straight into 
answering the research questions. 
Key insights 
And just like that, 
we understood each other a little better, 
and hopefully felt safe enough 
to honour the vulnerabilities 
that can arise 
from being-with-uncertainty 
      (Researcher, 2018) 
RQ1: What is the position of un/certainty in the world of 
teachers?  
Uncertainty is positioned as ubiquitous and symbiotic – embodied in the 
world of teaching and learning, and in-relation to the work of coming-to-know 
(things, others and self). The position of un/certainty in the world of teachers 
is understood within the contexts of the public discourses. Uncertainty was 
largely repressed in the selected public discourses and yet it was identified in 
the literature as generative and necessary in classrooms of inquiry (Manz & 
Suárez, 2018; Kirch, 2009). This tension was evident in the participants’ 
private discourses. To some degree, participants mirrored the low-risk 
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engagement with uncertainty that was identified in the recent public 
discourses. A more direct context experienced by teachers was the school 
culture. A supportive school culture appeared to ease Selwyn’s capacity to 
work with uncertainty. By contrast, an unsupportive school culture seemed to 
exacerbate anxieties and uncertainties for Bruce. The position of un/certainty 
in the world of teachers embodies a tension where the macro construct of 
certainty is consistently rattled by the ubiquity of uncertainty in the work of 
teaching and learning. 
RQ2: How is the term un/certainty encountered and 
constructed in education discourses?  
In the conceptual chapter, uncertainty is theorised as ubiquitous and inherent 
to life and learning (Britzman, 2009; Forrest et al, 2012). Further, the 
teacher’s relationship with uncertainty is understood as symbiotic and 
affective (Britzman, 2009). A general resistance to uncertainty in education is 
seen to produce tension (Britzman, 2013). In contrast, the suffering 
understood to be caused by resistance to uncertainty imbues a mindful 
embrace in Buddhist philosophy (Chah, 2005; Chödrön, 2002). The surveyed 
literature explores welcoming encounters with teacher uncertainty that 
position uncertainty as a ‘construct’ and a ‘lens’ through which meaning can 
be made (Capobianco & Ní Ríordáin, 2015). In other research, awareness of 
strategies that minimise/eliminate/tolerate sources of uncertainty are 
championed (Floden & Clark, 1988). Whilst this may not be a resistance to 
uncertainty in terms of denial and avoidance, it is far from the likes of Kirch 
(2009) who uses uncertainty as a mediated tool in the science classroom.  
In the analysis of the data, the terms ‘certainty’ and ‘uncertainty’ are not 
directly encountered within the four selected edu-policy public discourses 
(see Chapter 9). However, an avoidant relationship with uncertainty appears 
to be embedded in the more recent standards documents: the ‘Proficient 
Standards’ (VIT, 2016a) and the ‘National Standards’ (MCEECDYA, 2011). 
The very development of ‘teacher standards’ reflected a low-risk, high-control 
model on the institution’s part (L5), with teachers narrowly guided within the 
domains of professional knowledge, professional practice, and professional 
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engagement. Myths of teacher certainty (Britzman, 2013) were evident in the 
discourses that positioned the teacher as ‘expert’ (L1), and ‘knowledge-
holder’ (L2, L4). Whilst much of the theory and empirical research here 
reveals that uncertainty is valuable and generative to teaching and learning, 
teachers in Victoria are still being implicitly guided to resist uncertainty.  
RQ3: How do teachers perceive, experience and work with 
un/certainty? 
In the conceptual chapter, the challenges of ‘welcoming uncertainty’ 
(Sumedho, 2007; Chödrön, 2002) are theorised alongside the following 
concepts: embodied uncertainty, liminal space, intuition, reflective/reflexive 
practice and response-ability. The meditative practice of being-with-
uncertainty is theorised as preceding ‘working with uncertainty’: both 
ontologies are framed as open to uncertainty. The Buddhist philosophies of 
inter-connectivity and mindfulness (Chah, 2005; Chödrön, 2002) harmonise 
with ideas in education that attend to the body (Macintyre Latta & Buck, 
2007) and the liminal space (Sinner, 2012). It is posited that the PST 
occupies a liminal space that is ‘inbetween’ the identities of student and 
teacher (Sinner, 2012).  
Embodied uncertainty is addressed in the conceptual chapter in terms of the 
intra-relational: noticing the thoughts, feelings and bodily sensations that 
arise as a response to encountering uncertainty (Macintyre Latta & Buck, 
2007; Chödrön, 2002). In the literature review, the notion of bodily meaning-
making reveals the transformative capacity of the body in reflecting and 
knowing (Forrest et al, 2012). My reflexive analysis reflects the literature with 
instances of experiencing embodied uncertainty (K4, K8). In the broader 
analysis, there are also instances of some participants referring to the body’s 
role in their experiences of uncertainty (C8, G5, I1, I2, I7). A reflexive 
exploration of embodied uncertainty appears to increase its usefulness and 
hence its value. Becoming present to my intra-relational bodily experiences 
of uncertainty, complemented my meditation practice and helped me to 
notice when I was conflating anxiety with uncertainty (K8).   
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Intuition is addressed in the conceptual chapter in terms of a teacher’s ability 
to “hold space for uncertainty” (Brown, 2010a, p. 89) and trust their 
multifarious ways of knowing. There is little mention of intuition in the 
surveyed literature. However, within the participants’ data, several integrated 
bodily references are made to ‘intuition’ (I1, I 6, G3) and ‘gut’ feelings (H1, 
J1, J8). On reflection, I am surprised that my reflexive data does not mention 
intuition. I consider myself to be intuitive, so I wonder how I speak about it if I 
do not use the word ‘intuition’. In retrospect, I could have searched the 
literature and data for other ways that intuition is written about. Perhaps the 
inter-connectivity is such that it is challenging to see the components. The 
very conceptualising of intuition by Brown (2010a) appears to be inextricable 
from liminality. 
The conceptual chapter does not explicitly discuss the concept of reflective or 
reflexive practice. However, the surveyed literature strongly identifies 
reflective/reflexive practice as inextricable from working-with-uncertainty. This 
is confirmed through the data analyses. This is quite remarkable given that at 
least half of the participants had not previously considered how they relate to 
uncertainty. Participants engaged with uncertainty in a predominately 
cognitive, social and reflective manner. Others also acknowledged affect and 
valued self-awareness. A minority of participants employed strategies that 
accommodated their personal caveats of being-with-uncertainty (B2, F1).  
The way teachers perceived, experienced and worked with un/certainty 
appeared to be complex yet strategic, always in-context and in-relation. The 
PSTs positioned themselves as ‘survivors’: they shared instances of avoiding 
or minimising uncertainty in order to keep afloat. The practising teachers 
largely positioned themselves as ‘explorers’ and ‘knowledge-seekers’. For 
some participants, explicit self-awareness in-relation to uncertainty appears 
to increase within the time that they are in research-topic correspondence: 
‘Focused reflective practice on uncertainty is valuable’ (J5). Across the data, 
uncertainty is perceived as a deficit when it was conflated with anxiety. 
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RQ4: What happens when the fear that comes of uncertainty 
is responded to with love, rather than more fear? What 
troubles these actions?  
The idea of love as presence to uncertainty is inspired by a Buddhist notion 
of love as presence (Hanh, 1997/2004) and the Buddhist Dharma that values 
the non-duality of responding to fear with love (Chödrön, 2002). In the 
conceptual chapter, love is theorised as a way of connecting love with fear, to 
explore a socialised duality where certainty is welcomed, and uncertainty is 
often pushed away. The theorising on love and uncertainty in the education 
discourses is limited yet valuable. Britzman (2013) contributes interesting 
insights via an edu-psychoanalysis reading that explicates how uncertainty 
becomes entangled with loss of love, lack of knowledge, and anxiety. 
Further, I looked at how acts of love are embedded in the empirical research 
that consciously reflects on teacher uncertainties, including: the theorised 
and deliberative reflections on uncertainty shared with students (Helleve, 
2014), the compassionate analysis of PST’s stories of doubt-fuelled distress 
and/or dilemmas (Hinchion & Hall, 2016; Sinner, 2012; Britzman, 2003), as 
well as the facilitation of student-centred learning that fosters healthy 
uncertainty (Capobianco & Ní Ríordáin, 2015; Forrest et al, 2012; Kirch, 
2009; Pultinas et al, 2001). 
Teacher response-ability (Ellsworth, 1996) is addressed in the conceptual 
chapter in terms of the teacher’s ability to respond to uncertainty, and to 
others when feeling uncertain. In the literature review, a discussion on 
response-ability is linked to reflective practice. Further, the surveyed 
literature largely echoes a recommendation that teachers should develop 
their capacity to respond to uncertainty. The education discourses are more 
disposed to using the term accountability (see Chapter 3). In the chapter ‘On 
Account-ability’, education reforms and greater accountability measures see 
an increase in teacher duties.  
In the data analysis, love and response-ability manifest as self-compassion, 
and care for students, as well as a choice to work with uncertainty. Jay 
demonstrates love as presence to uncertainty when she asserts a right to 
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pause and reflect, before responding (F2). The selected public discourses 
convey a dearth of love in the context of uncertainty. However, teacher 
response-ability can be interpreted as implied where ‘Curiosity, inquiry and 
exploration evokes the liminal space of uncertainty’ (L2). 
RQ5: Who is allowed entry into the liminal space? Who is 
denied and why? What impedes being-with-uncertainty?  
In the conceptual chapter, liminality is located as central to the Buddhist 
practice of mindfulness (Chah, 2005; Sumedho, 2007), and a space of 
‘inbetweenness’ amidst the multiple relationships in learning and teaching 
(Sinner, 2012). In the surveyed literature, the liminal space is attended to in 
terms of who is admitted into the space, and who is excluded. The liminal 
space is shared with peers or those held in high esteem. School students are 
generally excluded from sharing the liminal space with teachers (Floden & 
Clark, 1988). A minority of teachers like to invite uncertainty and co-explore 
with their students (Cowhey, 2006; Pultinas, 2001). The empirical research 
largely reflects my analysis of the data. However, none of the ten participants 
shared instances of explicitly inviting uncertainty into the classroom.  
Being-with-uncertainty requires the choice to be in that space. A major 
impediment to this is a socialised aversion to uncertainty (Britzman, 2013). In 
the conceptual chapter this aversion is theorised in terms of maintaining a 
struggle against uncertainty (Chödrön, 2002). According to Buddhist Dharma, 
the choice to struggle against what is natural creates self-inflicted suffering 
(Chah, 2005). The surveyed literature confirms this dis-ease, and attends to 
ways of assisting PSTs to welcome uncertainty (Rogers, 2016; Capobianco & 
Ní Ríordáin, 2015; Richards, 2013) or at least to be aware of the different 
kinds of uncertainties that teachers may encounter and how to best minimise 
them (Floden & Clark, 1988). 
Being-with-uncertainty is impeded by a construct of formalised education that 
suppresses the notion of uncertainty and under-values its inextricable 
components of reflective/reflexive practice and the role of the body. This is 
evidenced in the analysis of the selected edu-policy discourses and Chapter 
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3. The participants’ positionings revealed that these constructs are powerful 
in terms of maintaining the status quo. Within the paradigm that favours 
certainty, uncertainty is largely avoided and minimised.  
In resistance to the normative discourse, this research joins the body of 
research that defends the need for multiple realities, critical awareness, 
reflexivity, and a quest toward egalitarian pedagogy (Britzman, 2013; Sinner, 
2012; Richards, 2013; Senior, 2008) – all ways of accommodating ‘healthy 
uncertainty’ (Forrest, 2012). This thesis proposes that being-with-uncertainty 
is a practice of love as presence (Chödrön, 2002; Hanh, 1997/2004). It 
manifests as responsiveness to the self and to students by the state, school-
leadership and teachers. 
Research design critique 
There are several limitations to the research design choices. The research 
design scale may be considered relatively small with its data streams of ten 
participants, one reflexive researcher participant, and four policy documents. 
The scale of the research was manageable in this instance, with one 
committed researcher. The small-scale design also allowed for a deep 
engagement with participants. It is conceded that further communications 
would have been advantageous, in terms of gaining greater insights. For 
instance, I am left wondering if Hetty is aware of how uncertainty manifests 
for her on a physical level given that her self-portrait revealed a furrowed 
brow. Further, the selection of a greater breadth of public discourses would 
have also enhanced this study. Another possible limitation is that the 
researcher selected the data sources and interpreted the data with potential 
“blind spots and blank spots” (Wagner, 1993, p. 16). However, the research 
is also open to the complexities and multiplicities thanks to its use of 
Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999). 
The design may be disadvantaged by its narrow social structure. The two-
way written communications emailed between researcher and participant 
restricted the opportunities for greater social support. This may have affected 
the capacity to reflect on uncertainty. Perhaps Wendy might have gained 
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more from creating her visual arts response if it had complemented a group 
discussion where she had been amongst peers – all busily cutting and 
pasting images from magazines and engaging in reflective collegiate 
conversation. According to Loads (2010) the individual comes to a realised 
level of consciousness when the successive primary and social levels of 
consciousness are facilitated: 
In drawing out the implications for their practice, and giving and receiving 
feedback in the group, they haul up this rich catch through the ‘Social 
level’ of their academic training. Here they can bring to bear critical 
thinking, an appropriate distance and the consideration of alternative 
perspectives and implications for the future. (p. 420) 
The arts-based prompt was further limited as aural mediums were not 
specified as options, which may have been to the disservice of some 
participants. However, no participants negotiated to submit an alternative 
original visual piece. In future, I would aim to invite negotiations as I can 
appreciate that negotiating is a learnt skill.  
Communicating via email was limited by a lack of physicality and immediacy 
(Milne, 2003). Nuances may have been missed as cues in speech and body 
were absent. The loss of tone and cadence heard in speech could have 
disadvantaged the analysis via Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 
1999). Also, I can now appreciate how a more personal introduction on my 
part could have established a more meaningful connection, particularly with 
those I have not met – perhaps via a profile picture or an easily accessible 
introductory video message. Sharing details, like my geographical location at 
the time, was reciprocated with similar information. On the upside, 
conversing via email lent itself to structural uniformity – the wording of the 
prompts was consistent for each pool of participants. In addition, the 
conversation could be paused (for days, weeks, months or indefinitely), 
allowing a liminal space to open between reactive thinking and considered 
responses.  
This research is limited by the lack of participant-agency and time 
constrictions. Ideally, the relevant ‘Stream 1 analysis’ chapter would have 
been sent to participants, and their feedback invited as response data. 
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Finally, I could have extended greater support and encouragement to the 
participants receiving the visual arts prompt as this may have garnered more 
responses – even if only to invite an auto-response option that reads: No 
thanks, I don’t have the time or inclination do to this. An act of solidarity 
would have seen me share a visual arts image or two. Although this would 
require that I first sit with my fear-based uncertainties – my concerns that 
participants feeling insecure about the task would simply create a 
simulacrum. With the benefit of hindsight, I can appreciate that such a 
response would also be valuable data.  
Lastly, this design would have potentially gained more data regarding bodily 
experiences of uncertainty if a follow-up prompt was emailed. For instance, if 
Byron became aware of the concept and experience of embodied 
uncertainty, I wonder what integrated insights he could share, and how his 
awareness would impact on his experiences of uncertainties, and on his 
teaching practice. 
Poetic provocations 
As part of Chapter 10s meta-analysis of the primary analyses, I offered artful 
analytical interpretations of the data via found poetry (Lahman & Richard, 
2014; Seely, 2003). The four pieces of found poetry doubled as a provocation 
for further analysis and inspired a researcher poem-as-analysis in response. 
The pedagogically provocative found poetry was likened to a Zen Buddhist 
kōan – a seed of great learning for the person engaging with it (Wright, 
2000). This chapter’s final offering sees the poem/kōan digitised as an 
‘Internet meme’ (Gal, Shifman & Kampf, 2016). Two Internet memes are 
created as representations of the meta-analysis. They are artful and 
philosophical morsels of the greater thesis that considers the position of 
un/certainty in the world of teachers. By sharing the Internet memes on social 
media, it is envisaged that these small contributions to the grassroots 
discourses on teacher uncertainty might flit across the radar of a few 
teachers and provoke reflexivity and generate conversation. However, the 
reception, manipulation and dissemination of the Internet memes are beyond 
the scope of this study. Uncertainty shrouds how this artful offering – the 
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representations of the meta-analysis – will be received and potentially 
manipulated online.  
The choice to create Internet memes was an artful act of response-ability 
(Ellsworth, 1996) to the silencing of uncertainty embedded in the public 
discourses, and the discomfort noted in the private discourses. As part of the 
process of conceptualising the memes, I entered an area that was new to me 
and hence uncertain. I had never produced an Internet meme before. After 
thinking about it and realising the limitations of my computer’s software, I 
spoke with a friend who designs web pages. My overarching uncertainties 
soon dissipated whilst my bond with my friend strengthened. 
 
Figure 14: Permission to stop (Researcher, 2018) 
Inspired by the found poetry (Researcher, 2013; Daria, 2013) 
The way I feel  
about uncertainty... 
 
I often feel  
like it swallows me up!  
Except in life  
I can't sit down  
and collect myself  
I have to keep moving 
Painting by Mark Rothko 
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Figure 15: Wondering researcher (Researcher, 2018) 
 
Recommendations 
To facilitate a cultural and conceptual mind-shift, components of education 
practice and policy need to shift. At a practice level, the research 
recommends that teachers become conscious of how they relate to 
uncertainty, what the possibilities are, as well as the advantages and 
limitations of their choices. Professional Learning (PL) opportunities should 
be made available to teachers to foster healthy uncertainty by facilitating self-
awareness and reflective practice, in-action and on-action. This could help to 
reposition uncertainty as a useful pedagogical space. It is recommended that 
the practice of ‘love as presence’ be introduced to the world of teachers – a 
world which embodies uncertainty for better or worse. The teacher’s 
presence to self (intra-relational) and presence to the student (inter-
relational) are required in the liminal space of teacher uncertainty. From a PL 
Wondering…  
 
What happens  
When we assert our right  
  to pause 
  to simply be 
  to listen to our body 
  to listen to another 
  to be-with-uncertainty? 
Does the conceptual 
enemy become an ally? 
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perspective, small group, arts-based activities would be advantageous when 
facilitating further development of bodily and social intelligences. Further, it is 
recommended that Initial Teacher Education (ITE) courses foster open 
ontologies amongst PSTs. This would have the benefit of normalising 
uncertainty and increasing the students’ capacity to be-with-uncertainty. 
Based on the findings that inter-linked uncertainty with trust and vulnerability, 
it is suggested that teacher-educators consider ways to support a culture of 
safe sharing in university seminars.  
At a policy level, it is recommended that the public discourses reflect a 
conscious engagement with the generative capacity of uncertainty in 
teaching and learning. This would need to happen via a shift in language 
choices and duties. A more tentative use of language that reflects an 
ontology of perpetual ‘becoming’ would foster the kind of mindful 
engagement that Langer et al (1989) found conducive to learning and 
thinking divergently. The inclusion and/or greater emphasis on the duties of 
reflective practice and self-awareness would need to be stipulated in ‘the 
standards’ as they are inextricable from being-with-uncertainty (Richards, 
2013, Chödrön, 2002). Further, ‘the standards’ documents could guide 
teachers to embrace uncertainty by explicitly positioning uncertainty as 
generative and integral to teaching-learning and professional development. 
To support the enactment of these important duties, the appropriate 
resources would need to be allocated to teachers – a worthwhile investment. 
Suggestions for further research 
Being-with-uncertainty is positioned within the conceptual framework of this 
thesis as being present to and compassionate toward the affect experienced 
in the midst of uncertainty – the intra-relational. Education research on 
embodied uncertainty in the work of teaching and learning is in its infancy. 
There are many possibilities for further research. The intra-relational 
communications: How does the ‘gut’ talk to us and under what conditions can 
we trust what it is telling us? And how can teachers put this intra-relational 
information to use? It would be helpful to gain insights into the role of the 
body in being-with-uncertainty versus being resistant to uncertainty (and the 
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variations within the spectrum), and the correlation of different styles to 
teacher efficacy.  
To better understand the usefulness of being-with-uncertainty in the world of 
teachers, it is recommended that further research explore conscious teacher 
presence to uncertainty in the classroom. Circumstantial preferences for 
putting uncertainty to pedagogical use could be gauged on both improvised 
and planned levels. The value and effectiveness of modelling an orientation 
toward uncertainty in the classroom could be measured by both teacher and 
student interviews/feedback and other qualitative data to facilitate student-
agency and to better reflect the potentially different perspectives.  
At a teacher-education level of practice, action-research on fully supported 
classroom simulations could be trialled for their effectiveness in facilitating 
the skills for PSTs to reflexively work with uncertainty. To summarise, this 
thesis has inspired the following questions for further research: Under what 
conditions can the intra-relational experience of uncertainty be useful to 
teachers? How might teacher modelling benefit students when uncertainty 
and vulnerability are positioned as generative? How might reflexive 
opportunities to be-with-uncertainty provide opportunities for deeper learning 
and better support the social-emotional health of both teachers and 
students? 
Concluding kōan 
Being-with-uncertainty is presence 
Presence to the integrated mind-body 
Presence to the other 
Presence to the liminal spaces 
Always becoming 
In the un/knowing 
Courageous 
Love as presence  
(Researcher, 2018) 
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Appendix A: Poetry 
An excerpt of this poem, by Kathryn Ross, appears on p. 55 
The shape it takes 
into late afternoon landscapes 
leech Marfan-long fingers 
 
like the slow progression of sludge 
in a B-grade horror flick 
 
                    doubt has a shadow that bleeds 
 
cloud shifts across 
the back paddock, palette of dry 
hill grass suddenly liquid 
 
the thicket swarms 
animate like insect, bees 
 
or a herd of earthbound starlings 
choreographed and morphing 
 
                      doubt is a clever contortionist  
 
shaded anomaly on X-ray film 
panting with the ragged breath 
of the black dog at your heels 
 
indistinct movement 
on a poorly lit street 
rapist or murderer... 
 
every girl knows 
to quicken her step 
park under the lamplight 
 
                    fear is only doubt 
                               dressed in a cold sweat 
 
but then 
 
in green herbage 
the shady low leaves of the vine 
those slow-to-blush berries 
 
we postpone the picking 
of unripened fruit  
 
                              even doubt knows 
                         there are treasures 
                                    yet undiscovered 
